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Executive Summary 
The night time economy continues to interest all of NSW. In 2009, the Lord Mayor of 
Newcastle directed the administration to take a leadership role in addressing the city’s own 
issues with a view to increasing public safety. Assembling all the key stakeholders proved a 
key initial challenge and culminated at a public workshop held in February 2010. 

 

The consultation was conducted on behalf of Place Management Services who will prepare 
Council’s Alcohol Management Strategy. This report summarises the public opinion gathered 
during broad community consultation between February and March 2010. 

 

A public workshop Newcastle by Night, held on 22 February 2010, was the first occasion 
when delegates from all the major stakeholder groups met to discuss issues: publicans, 
ambulance, medical staff, police, and staff from late night trading venues, taxi drivers, 
community members and key council staff. Attendees discussed the night time economy with 
a view to identifying areas for collaboration and to help Council and other agencies establish 
and maintain a safe and attractive night life in Newcastle. This workshop was facilitated by 
public relations agency Professional Public Relations. The actionable outputs from the 
workshop were then tested with a broader sample using a survey sent by Newcastle Voice to 
workshop participants and the community reference panel membership. The survey had a 
42% completion rate (777 out of 1858). 

 

A wide variety of comments were received in the survey regarding enforcement (24.45%), 
followed by activity mix (16.42%) and transport (13.67%). There is a balance between those 
concerned with anti-social behaviour/harm reduction and those interested in Newcastle’s 
growth and dynamism, as well as divergent views on how to solve Newcastle’s public 
transport challenges and how public safety can be increased. The following graph is a 
breakdown of the 1126 comments received via the survey, by subject.  

Graph 1: Comments received by subject 
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Interestingly, a relatively even proportion of men and women frequent the Newcastle city 
centre or Hamilton suburb at night during both weekdays and weekends. Over 81% of 
respondents indicated that the main reason given for visiting the area is to enjoy a meal at a 
restaurant, café or takeaway. A broad age demographic goes out in Newcastle both during the 
week and at weekends and reflecting different preferences by age group. 

 

The top three priorities to ensure a safe night time economy were identified as follows:  

1. Public safety (29.84%) 

2. Mix of night-time offerings (13.49%) 

3. Transportation (13.05%) 

 

A multitude of possible actions were suggested to address these three priorities, including 
enforcement, increased flexibility and availability of late-evening transport, infrastructure 
repairs/additions and an increased range of night-time offerings available to a wider section of 
the community in the city of Newcastle. 

 

Respondents were asked to prioritise a list of potential actions to be undertaken by a range of 
public agencies as well as private enterprise. The responses for each of the eighteen actions 
were identified by men and women with a virtual 50/50 split for the most part. However, there 
were a few actions with different response rates by age. Younger respondents see the need 
for a more diverse range of night time activities and adequate transport home at the end of the 
evening, while older respondents prefer a stronger role for enforcement – whether through 
increased policing, alcohol-free zones. 

 

Respondents name the following cities and locations as inspirational and contrasting with 
Newcastle at present: Canberra (entertainment precincts), The Entrance, Melbourne (laneway 
bars), Sydney (Manly, George Street, Newtown), Orange, Surfers Paradise, Brisbane (water 
frontage entertainment in residential areas), Christchurch, New York City (Meatpacking 
district), London (Piccadilly late trading hours), Copenhagen, Bangkok, Singapore (public 
safety), Milan, Paris, Naples, Cuzco and the United States. 

 

This consultation report will inform and guide the development of the Alcohol Management 
Strategy. The results from community consultation will be shared with the Safety and Crime 
Prevention Committee, which will provide direction on the content of the Alcohol Management 
Strategy. Further broad community consultation will occur during the public exhibition period 
of the draft Alcohol Management Strategy later in 2010. 
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Introduction 
 

Background 
Many modern cities have an active night-life vital to their economy. Tourism, thriving social 
scenes and fun activities for all age groups contribute significantly to a city’s culture, 
personality and liveability.  
 

Facilitated by Professional Public Relations (PPR), a lively debate about Newcastle city’s night 
time economy was hosted by Council on 22 February 2010. Approximately 140 people 
assembled in City Hall to participate in ‘world café’ style conversations about subjects of 
interest to them, including infrastructure, safety, transport, alcohol, regulation and events. Ten 
themes across 12 tables were identified to commence the discussion. The workshop had 
representation from people young and old, publicans, Police, Office of Liquor Gaming and 
Racing and other State Government agencies, late night social service providers, event 
management and taxi drivers. Presentations from the Director, Population Health, University 
of Newcastle, Dr John Wiggers and Newcastle Police’s Senior Sergeant reviewed recent 
successes of harm reduction initiatives.  

 

The Newcastle by Night ‘world café’ Workshop Summary created by PPR, along with the table 
summaries which reflect the discussions held by subject, can be viewed in Appendix VI. 
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Report Purpose 
 

The Newcastle Voice survey followed the world café workshop, Newcastle by Night, held on 
22 February 2010 with the intension to continue and broaden that conversation. During the 
workshop, community members and stakeholders discussed the night time economy with a 
view to moving forward together and to help Newcastle City Council and other agencies better 
understand what needs to be considered to establish and maintain a safe and attractive night 
life in Newcastle.   

Ten key themes were discussed: 

• Regulation  
• Enforcement 
• Alcohol supply  
• Collaboration  
• Public safety  
• Infrastructure  
• Transportation  
• Large Events  
• Mix of night time offerings  
• Communication/education 

This survey presented community members with the opportunity to rank those themes and 
prioritise some potential actions to be taken.  

 

A final report and findings will be published and tabled at Newcastle City Council Safety and 
Crime Prevention Advisory Committee and will be shared with other agencies through the 
Crime Prevention Partnership (CPP) committee. This committee will determine how further 
involvement of those NSW Government agencies will be arranged. It is intended that 
Newcastle City Council staff will develop a strategy to address alcohol-related anti-social 
behaviour and present it to Council for consideration.  
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Scope of Consultation 
A number of communication tools and engagement methods were implemented as part of the 
Newcastle by Night consultation program. The purpose of this activity is to increase the 
engagement with members of the community, publicans, Police, Office of Liquor Gaming and 
Racing and other State Government agencies, late night social service providers, event 
management and transport providers about the night time economy and to do so in a public, 
transparent way. Details of these are discussed below. 

 

Information Provided 
Throughout the consultation program, local media was used to inform the public about the 
workshop session. Specifically, ‘This week at Council’ was created and distributed in the week 
leading to the session. Furthermore two paid advertisements were placed in the Herald prior 
to the consultation.  

Information on the workshop session was provided on Council’s website. The weekly Council 
e-newsletter also had an item about the consultation. Appendix V has the media and 
promotional material.  

Information on the workshop was also provided on an internet Facebook page, created and 
monitored by PPR.    

 

Survey 
A questionnaire was developed with the objective of better understanding what needs to be 
considered to establish and maintain a safe and attractive night life in Newcastle. The survey 
was administered online to Newcastle Voice members and online to workshop participants. 

A large number of comments were received (1126) indicating a high level of community 
engagement.  

 

Workshop 
The workshop session was promoted to stakeholders and the community. PPR sent invitation 
letters to stakeholders. Invitations were also sent to all Newcastle Voice members (1800 
individuals) as well as through the monthly Newcastle Voice (MyVoice) newsletter.  

The workshop session was held on the following date and location. Attendance at the 
workshop session was recorded via an attendance register by PPR.  

 

Date & Time Location 

22 February 

6pm-8:30pm 
City Hall 
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Methodology 
Data Collection  
Data collection took two forms: a public workshop intended to initiate discussion, and a follow-
up survey to test the recommendations generated during that public forum. 
 
The workshop was designed and facilitated by PPR, a public relations agency with a 
Newcastle office on 22 February. It was extensively promoted through local media in January 
and February, and to Newcastle Voice panel members. Their final report is included as 
Appendix VI. 
 
The Newcastle Voice survey took the form of a structured questionnaire with seven questions, 
based on the outputs received from the February workshop. The survey was divided into two 
primary sections: priority themes and potential actions which could be undertaken. It 
presented the respondents with the opportunity to rank those themes, and prioritise some 
potential actions. To control order bias, certain questions were randomised as they were 
delivered to respondents. Two open-ended questions offered the opportunity to address 
concerns not covered in closed survey questions and to suggest how priorities may be 
addressed. A copy of the survey is provided in Appendix I.  
 
A survey invitation and link to the on-line survey was sent on 31 March (to 1858 Newcastle 
Voice members and 55 workshop participants who were not already Newcastle Voice or 
council staff), followed by two reminders on 7 April and 14 March. The survey closed at 
midnight on 16 April.  

Survey Area 
Residents and ratepayers from the Newcastle City Council local government area were 
consulted, through the Newcastle Voice community reference panel. Participants from the 
world café workshop in February 2010 received an anonymous link to the survey.  

 

The breakdown of the demographics by suburb is provided in Appendix II. These include the 
demographics of those in the Newcastle Voice sample, as well as the actual respondents. No 
marked differences are found between the demographics of the Newcastle Voice sample and 
the actual respondents. No demographics were captured for the world café workshop 
participants as they completed the survey as an anonymous community member. 
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Representation 
The views collected in this report can not be said to be statistically valid, however they 
represent the views of major stakeholder groups as well as community members who visit the 
Newcastle city centre and Hamilton suburb at night.  Consistent themes presented in this 
report captured during the workshop are derived from contributions and the reliability and 
validity of the interpretations can be accessed.  

 

Although sampling 1858 panel members represents over 1% of the Newcastle LGA 
population, the sampling frame for this survey was not statistically representative of the 
population. This is due to the fact that all active on-line Newcastle Voice members were 
surveyed – which is not strictly representative of the population. With the exception of Inner 
City South and Inner City North, the other planning districts are underrepresented. Responses 
are over-represented from Ward 1 and 2, while they are under-represented in Wards 3 and 4. 
Furthermore, panel members in the 16-24 age bracket are also underrepresented.   

 

Participants 
The breakdown of the demographics by gender, age and employment status is provided for 
the Newcastle Voice sample as well as for the Newcastle Voice respondents in Appendix II. 
Please note that demographic information was not captured for anonymous community 
members (15 out of 55 world café workshop participants) In brief, results show that:  

• 10.5% of respondents live in Merewether, 7.21% in Hamilton (including East, North, 
South), 6.17% in Newcastle (CBD), Cooks Hill (5.51%), 5.12%  in New Lambton, 
5.12% live in Mayfield 

• A relatively even proportion of respondents were 25-39 years old, 40-54 years old or 
55-69 years old (25.48%, 33.08%, 30.5% respectively) 

• 67.83% of respondents live in Ward 1 and Ward 2  

• 70.71% of respondents are employed full or part-time 

• 63.67% of respondents have lived in the Newcastle LGA for more than 10 years 

• The gender split was 47.51% male and 52.59% female  
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Data Handling and Analysis 
The data handling and analysis was carried out by Council staff from the Customer Service, 
Communication and Consultation Service unit using Sparq software.  

Trend analysis was conducted from the open-ended question responses. All responses are 
treated in confidence to ensure the anonymity of respondents. Where a respondent addresses 
a number of issues, comments are duplicated and coded with up to three codes to allow for a 
truer analysis of the strength of responses – by subject. 

Only valid responses are included. All are included whole, as they were received, in Appendix 
IV.  Where a comment has been included in the body of the report, comments have been 
edited for spelling and grammar.  

 

All responses are treated in confidence, to ensure the anonymity of respondents. No 
identifying information is included with any responses selected for this report – and all names 
are removed from all data.  

Response Rate & Survey Design 
The survey had a 42% completion rate (777 out of 1858) and a 48% participation rate (899 out 
of 1858). That means that 48% of respondents started the survey, but 6% did not complete it 
(122 out of 1858). Of those who chose not to complete the survey (6%), 24% dropped out 
before reaching the first question.   

• 42% from on-line Newcastle Voice members (762 out of 1803) 

• 27% from (15 out of 55*) 

* Council officers and Newcastle Voice members who attended were omitted from this 
distribution list 

 
The high drop out and relatively low response rate may be attributed to the fact that the survey 
was run during the Easter and school holidays. Furthermore Newcastle Voice members have 
been requested to complete surveys continuously since February 2010 and this may account 
for panel fatigue. A handful of comments were received (0.6% of respondents) about survey 
design. Below are some direct quotes from respondents: 
 

  “I found that the language you have used in this survey is in ‘consultant speak’. 
Please be careful to ensure you speak to all of us.” 

 “I'm sorry but I didn't understand what was needed from me for the question ‘Please 
rank the importance of the following aspects of Newcastle’s night time economy.’ So I 
just put 10% for everything. I interpreted the question to mean: What is important to 
Newcastle's night time economy? My answer to that question would be a cheeky ‘How 
would I know that?’ Thanks for putting the survey up.”   

 

An additional question was added to the survey on 6 April 2010:  

“Implement earlier venue closing hours to promote a safer environment” 

• Represents 42% of the total responses (320 out of 777 total responses) 
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Findings 
The consultation report created by Professional Public Relations (PPR), detailing the 
outcomes from the word café workshop, is located in Appendix VI. 

 

The survey results from the Newcastle Voice and the word café workshop participants are 
being reported in combined form as the respondents from the word café workshop participants 
(15 out of 55) is too small to be statistically valid of the population of Newcastle. They do 
represent the views of some qualified professionals and residents. Combined results will allow 
the findings to be actioned more directly. For the full record of all open-ended comments 
received, see Appendix IV.  

Frequency of Visits 
Respondents were asked to indicate the frequency with which they visit the Newcastle city 
centre and Hamilton suburbs at night during both the weekday and weekend. The frequency 
of night visitation to the Newcastle city centre or Hamilton suburb is not markedly different 
between weekdays and weekends. Over a third of respondents (38.87%) stated that they 
visited the area at night during weekdays and a third of respondents (31.66%) stated that they 
visited the area at night during weekends.  

 

Interestingly, the graphs (Graphs 3 and 5) below demonstrate that a relatively even proportion 
of men and women frequent the area at night during both weekdays and weekends.  

 

Graph 2: Frequency of visits at night on weekdays 
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Graph 3: Frequency of visits at night on weekdays (by gender) 
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Graph 4: Frequency of visits at night on weekends 
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Graph 5: Frequency of visits at night on weekends (by gender) 
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Activities Undertaken 
 

Respondents were asked what their main reasons were for visiting the Newcastle city centre 
or Hamilton suburb at night.  The graph below shows the reasons individuals visit this area. 
The overall result adds up to more than 100% as survey respondents were able to select all 
reasons that apply to their visitations and many have multiple reasons, such as eating out and 
attending the theatre. The majority of respondents (81%) indicated that one of their main 
reasons to visit the area at night was to go to the restaurant/café or order take away food. This 
is followed by 37% attending the theatre/cinema/galleries and 34% visiting/meeting friends.  

 

Graph 6: Main Reasons for visiting at night 
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The main description received at the open-ended question with ‘other’ above, was that 
respondents live in the city or in Hamilton. Other activities described were church, retail and 
going to public transport. 

 

The graph below demonstrates that, not surprisingly, different age groups enjoy different night 
time activities.  
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Graph 7: Main Reasons for visiting at night – by age 
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Men and women sometimes indicated different reasons for frequenting the area at night; 
below are a few examples highlighting the differences where they exist 

• More men (62%) than women (38%) indicated that they sightsee at night 

• More men (59%) than women (41%) indicated that they work in this area at night 

• More men (56%) than women (44%) indicated that they visit a pub, bar or club at night 

• More women (59%) than men (41%) indicated that they attend an event or gig at night 

• More women (59%) than men (41%) indicated that they visit or meet with friends at 
night 
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Graph 8: Main Reasons for visiting at night – by gender 
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Priority Areas for Action 
 

Respondents were asked to rank the importance of the ten key themes with respect to 
Newcastle’s night time economy, as discussed during the February workshop. The top three 
priorities at present are:  

1. Public safety (29.84%) 

2. Mix of night-time offerings (13.49%) 

3. Transportation (13.05%) 

 

Graph 9: Importance of the 10 key themes with respect to Newcastle’s night time economy 
(mean scores) 
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When asked how priorities could be addressed, the solutions offered are widely divergent – 
from further restriction of alcohol supply to the creation of a lively scene of small bars; from 
retaining the rail line to ease transport home to removing the rail line to ease access across 
the city; and from increasing residential density to generate passive surveillance to restricting 
any further entertainment licenses (restaurants, bars) to reduce antisocial behaviour in 
residential areas.  
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The agreement within the community at this time is about the importance of action and civic 
leadership, with 105 comments addressing ways in which Council could lead a change in the 
evening economy. The following comments reflect the breadth of comments received 
regarding the quality of leadership required: 
 

 “Beautification and infrastructure which includes transport. Variety of entertainment, 
restaurants and coffee houses. Obvious police presence. Stop wasting money by 
putting up notices only the responsible read.  If you are going to lead, LEAD.” 

 “Lead by example, instead of being dictated to by AHA.” 

 “It is serious and I feel that someone is really doing something constructive about it. I 
only hope that something will be done, as I have heard from some 
Novocastrians....nothing is ever done! “ 

 “As long as the vocal not-in-my-back-yard baby boomers minority and the Newcastle 
Chamber of Commerce enjoy such overbearing and unrepresentative influence over 
Council's decisions and administration, NCC should have no powers over the CBD.” 

 “I am really tired of the Council sitting on its hands and being lead by the hoteliers. 
Our city will NEVER move forward whilst it has a reputation of ‘swill city’ where 
anything goes and residents don't rate. No more useless feel good forums, committees 
and tea parties, just enact the powers you have. How loudly do we have to shout it!!” 

 
Enforcement 
 
Most comments recommend stronger enforcement, at 320 of 1126 comments, with 
suggestions for police, security guards and Council’s own monitoring of its existing 
regulations. There is support for more zero tolerance from police and venues of poor 
behaviour in all its forms: 
 

  “Greater policing numbers.  Greater control over licensed premises and higher 
expectations on management and RSA.  Creation of a more vibrant inner city instead 
of the dull place that it is, creating at the least a feeling of security.” 

  “The culture of the security guard still seems to be lost back in the 1990s…I realize 
they work with intoxicated people (I used to myself) but manners, respect and an 
overall hospitality focus towards customers would go a long way to resolving more 
issues.” 

  “Very strictly enforcing AFZ's, AFA's and APA's will improve safety and entice more to 
visit the area, attend events and enjoy the area. Strict enforcement will also reduce the 
costs to NCC, the Police, the Ambulance service and hospitals etc. 

 “Empowering police to do their job (giving them the tools, equipment and support they 
require to do their jobs properly).” 

 “Hotels take responsible alcohol service seriously.” 

 “I recently went to Melbourne and was absolutely blown away by how different the 
nightlife is there compared to here. There were plenty of people on the streets, but no 
one seemed to be drunk, picking fights, or abusing other people. I'm not sure if the fact 
that there's more to do there at night has anything to do with it. There were also police 
at regular intervals, which is something I've never seen in Newcastle by night.” 
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Activity Mix 
 
An increased mix of night time offerings was the second most recommended course of action 
commented on with 215 of 1126 comments. There is the widespread perception that an 
increased range of activities would make the city safer and would offer more for different 
segments of the community to enjoy, rather than the limited range of activities currently 
available. There is also the link to Council’s own regulations, as opening hours can be 
included within development applications. There is strong community support for the following 
types of activities – from all age groups. Many point out that it is not just young people seeking 
a drink later at night and not just older people wishing to see an art house film or live music, 
for example. 
 

  “More live music venues, more night clubs, more pubs, more cinemas (especially a 
Showcase style offering). I'm very tired of the older generation who get a big hearing. 
Passive surveillance and groovy places to go is the ticket.” 

 “Don't give in to the wowsers and cops who would shut everything down and not grant 
any new licenses.  A city of this size needs every kind of night life and new openings 
are crucial to that.” 

 “I am opposed to concentrating on the use of punitive measures to reduce anti-social 
behaviour. What we need to encourage among young people is a sense of belonging 
and responsibility towards others by giving them a sense of place. To achieve that we 
need to work towards creating public places open late at night that promote social 
interaction in the most positive sense. This doesn't necessarily mean prohibiting 
alcohol.” 

 “I'm 25 and the only option is usually only the pub or clubs. I love the theatre and 
movies but even those are overpriced and usually unaffordable. More late night cafes 
would be great (not overpriced and not for those who just want to get drunk). Think 
about Melbourne's night scene.” 

  “I think the Council should listen to the needs of residents wanting to visit the CBD of 
a night and not place so much emphasis on a small group of CBD residents who want 
the CBD to be like a quiet retirement village.” 

 “We need a diverse evening economy - lots of things for FAMILIES in the early 
evening, lots of things for mature people. Music, galleries, libraries all open. Stop the 
colonisation of the public spaces by drunk, aggressive youth on the move and stop 
treating fighting, vandalism and graffiti as if it is just being a naughty boy. Jazz, blues, 
rock in the streets not just loud noise.” 

 “Focus on a small area and grow from there.  eg a number of restaurants and cafes in 
Newcastle east: Estabar, Enoteca, Bocadas.  Build on this eating culture in a 
coordinated way.  Name the precinct, maybe encourage other related experiences. 
Create a 'district' in this area eg Meatpacking district in New York - here there are 
cafes, pubs, art, shopping not mainstream.” 
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Transport 
 
Transportation remains a key to addressing safety concerns: transport out of town, security at 
train stations, monitoring of fare evasion, options for well-patrolled ‘exit points’ for buses and 
taxis, improved taxi and bus services with particular mention of the Route 111 bus along 
Maitland Road. There were also suggestions that reached further than Newcastle in scope, 
such as a second Tourle Street bridge across the Hunter River towards Port Stephens, 
transport from Maitland and around Lake Macquarie. 
 

 “Council can advocate for MUCH better transport in the city centre and that does not 
include cutting the rail line into the city.  We need more frequent transport options to 
get home - buses at night going to the suburbs, rail and taxis.” 

 “Better public transport options and changing the licensing laws back so that there isn’t 
the huge influx of people wanting taxis at one time. Five years ago when venues were 
open until 5am it was far easier to get a cab. Now when everyone has to leave at the 
same time, there is hardly a chance of getting a cab.” 

 “More options for transport eg. trains are only every 2 hrs to go to Kotara and there are 
no buses until extremely late.” 

 “111 bus service has no Sunday, public holiday or evening service. Walking to 
Beaumont Street or the city is problematic with cars parked across footpaths. Also 
overhanging trees, building sites encroaching on footpaths, uneven footpaths and 
lighting issues make walking difficult in the evening.” 

 “Pissed 20-yr old boys have always been a problem - stop demonising them and 
provide better means to get them off the streets and home quickly. Young kids who 
wander the streets because they can’t get into a pub or club need to be put back on 
the train quick sticks - this is a police job.” 

 “I live at Merewether and find it hard to get even to Darby Street or Hamilton by public 
transport. I think improved public transport will encourage more people to these areas 
at night and decrease the violence in the city late at night. I often get frustrated late at 
night when trying to get home - you sometimes have to wait up to an hour.” 

 “Police kiosk stations in and around Newcastle CBD, the removal of the rail, free bus 
circulating between Hamilton, Junction and Newcastle. Parents made accountable for 
their underage drinking children!!!!!” 

 Transport and parking issues - lack of public transport means can't drink and lack of 
parking, especially around Hamilton is of concern - a multistorey car park or more 
public car parks could be built. A restructure of bus timetables to include more late 
night buses and taxi issues.” 

 “Placing 24 hour low cost safe light rail that regularly runs through the CBD night life 
area and neighbouring suburbs. This would alleviate patrons walking from venues to 
home or another club. CURFEW IS NOT THE ANSWER! As a resident that lives on 
the middle of Darby street, has lived in Cooks Hill for 11 years and has worked in 
hospitality for over 14 years the 'night life' problem solution is simple.” 
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Infrastructure 
 
Infrastructure concerns, which can be addressed by Council as opposed to state government, 
reflect 110 of 1126 comments, with street and carpark lighting addressed most, ahead of 
CCTV cameras, paving and general maintenance and cleanliness of the streetscape to 
discourage undesirable behaviour. The following comments illustrate the spectrum: 
 

 “CCTV cameras in one way make people feel like it is a dangerous area. In Japan, 
CCTV cameras aren't all over the place, because people feel safer just because of the 
way the community and society is. We need to work on these areas, rather than just 
bolting CCTV cameras around to film everything.” 

  “Good lighting. Areas kept tidy & clean which, somehow it seems that if there is 
regular maintenance people show more respect for these areas.” 

 “Street lighting in Newcastle in general is terrible - it is a huge contributor to people 
feeling unsafe at night. For example, in Tighes Hill and Mayfield East where I have 
lived in the past 2 years, distance between street lights is as much as 150m.” 

 “NCC to rectify lighting in poorly lit areas. NCC to monitor the consumption of alcohol 
in AFZ and AFA. NCC to approve applications for small bars if there is little or no 
impact on the quiet and good order of the neighbourhood. NCC to encourage cluster 
development in a designated entertainment precinct. NCC to lobby for better public 
transport.” 

  “Need to support business owners in helping them deal with graffiti and rubbish left in 
public areas.” 

 
Alcohol Supply 
 
Alcohol supply – in the form of trading hours is of interest to a large number of respondents, 
with many of the 113 of 1126 calling for a variety of restrictions to trading hours. Other 
respondents are contentious that this could be having unwanted side effects.  
 

 “Close hotels at 1.30am. Get police to do a walk through and ANYONE on the 
premises at 1.45am get fined or arrested. Licensee should be fined and money go to 
AA or heart, cancer foundations.” 

 “People can have fun without getting so drunk. Measures to reduce alcohol 
consumption will reduce profits in the alcohol industry and some venues will go bust. 
We are better off without these venues even if we lose a few jobs.” 

 “More relaxed licensing laws.  Having just moved here from Sydney it is stunning the 
draconian outlook here in Newcastle.  Shutting people in, no takeaways after 10. I am 
not a child, and wish to participate in a thriving, vibrant after dark culture.  That means 
a drink every now and then.” 

 “To expect 3,000 to 4,000 people to exit the city at exactly 3am on a Saturday night 
after being locked in to venues for 2 hours is manufactured chaos. You could not 
orchestrate a better scenario for problems if you tried.” 

 “A vocal "wowser" minority appear to have a lot of influence in the city. It is interesting 
to see that other cities are not following Newcastle's lead in this. Restore opening 
hours to their previous times.” 
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 “Too many pubs are open too late. Publicans do not accept responsibility for their 
punters once outside the pub. Make publicans pay for better security in and outside 
venues.” 

 “Do not sell takeaway alcohol in glass containers after 9pm. Limit the quantity of 
alcohol allowed to be taken away.” 

 “Close licensed places earlier.....11.00pm.” 

 
Other Comments 
 
A smaller number of other comments were received on the following subjects. These are 
interlinked with those addressed above, and can be read in full in Appendix IV.  
 

• Communication comments are those which call for a change in media reporting or 
community education campaigns;  

• Social change is that segment of respondents who lament current social standards 
and the impact they have on late night behaviour;  

• Regulation comments address increased residential density and the planning aspects 
of creating, or avoiding, entertainment precincts;  

• Collaboration comments call for state and local and private organisations to work 
together and  

• Survey design comments address the nature of the survey, with most stating that 
choosing between the priorities is a challenge, as an integrated approach is required. 

 

Topic No. of comments % of comments 

Communication 52 3.97% 

Social Change 47 3.59% 

Regulation 23 1.76% 

Collaboration 19 1.45% 

Survey design 17 1.30% 
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Ranking of Action Items 
Respondents were asked to prioritise a list of potential actions to be undertaken by a range of 
public agencies as well as private enterprise.  The list of potential actions is not exhaustive, 
nor will it be acted on solely by Newcastle City Council. The table below shows the eighteen 
actions. 
 

Table 1: Eighteen potential actions 

Action number Action 

Action 1 Promote awareness about responsible behaviors, in and around venues and on 
public transport 

Action 2 Stagger venue closing times to ease transport home 

Action 3 Increase enforcement to control public consumption of alcohol in parks and on 
streets 

Action 4 Promote residential density in the city to increase passive surveillance 

Action 5 Increase enforcement through trained on-site marshalls, inside venues 

Action 6 Strengthen legislation to increase enforcement 

Action 7 Create a forum for regular discussion between agencies, stakeholders and the 
community 

Action 8 Make membership of the Liquor Accord compulsory (including bottleshops) 

Action 9 Implement a monitored CCTV system in the inner city ‘hot spots’ 

Action 10 Increase police presence through mobile police stations and police walking the 
beat  

Action 11 Increase the range of night-time offerings 

Action 12 Undertake community safety audits in ‘hot spot’ areas 

Action 13 Review the taxi system 

Action 14 Review the bus system 

Action 15 Review the train system 

Action 16 Encourage fact-based media reporting 

Action 17 Improve information about Alcohol Free Zones and Alcohol Free Areas 

Action 18 Implement earlier venue closing hours 
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In order, the priority actions were recorded as follows: 

1. Action 10  

2. Action 3  

3. Action 14  

4. Action 11  

5. Action13 and  

6. Action 15  

 

Graph 10: Importance of potential actions  
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The table below shows the top two actions, prioritised by age group. Please note that there 
are similarities in terms of the importance of actions between the different age brackets.  

 

Table 2: Actions priorities by age 

Priorities 
Age group 

1st 2nd 

16-24 

Action 11 
Increase the range of night-time 
offerings 

Action 9, 13, 14 and 15 (tied) 
Implement a monitored CCTV system in 
the inner city ‘hot spots’ 

Review the taxi system  

Review the bus system 

Review the train system 

25-39 
Action 11 

Increase the range of night-time 
offerings 

Action 14 
Review the bus system 

40-54 

Action 10 
Increase police presence through 
mobile police stations and police 
walking the beat  

Action 3 
Increase enforcement to control public 
consumption of alcohol in parks and on 
streets 

55-69 

Action 10 
Increase police presence through 
mobile police stations and police 
walking the beat 

Action 3 
Increase enforcement to control public 
consumption of alcohol in parks and on 
streets 

70+ 

Action 3 
Increase enforcement to control 
public consumption of alcohol in 
parks and on streets 

Action 18, 10 (tied) 
Implement earlier venue closing hours 

Increase police presence through mobile 
police stations and police walking the 
beat 
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The responses for each of the eighteen actions were identified by men and women with a 
virtual 50/50 split for the most part. However, there were a few actions with different response 
rates, as noted below: 

• More women (59%) than men (41%) stated that action 1: Promote awareness about 
responsible behaviors, in and around venues and on public transport, was extremely 
important  

• More women (60%) than men (40%) stated that action 2: Stagger venue closing times to 
ease transport home, was extremely important  

• More women (60%) than men (40%) stated that action 7: Create a forum for regular 
discussion between agencies, stakeholders and the community, was extremely 
important  

• More women (61%) than men (39%) stated that action 13: Review the taxi system, was 
extremely important  
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Appendix I – Questionnaire 
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Newcastle by Night 
 
Many modern cities have an active night-life vital to their economy. Tourism, thriving social 
scenes and fun activities for all age groups contribute significantly to a city’s culture, 
personality and liveability.  
 
This survey follows the world café workshop, Newcastle by Night held on 22 February and is 
intended to continue and broaden that conversation. Community members and stakeholders 
discussed the night time economy with a view to moving forward together and to help 
Newcastle City Council and other agencies better understand what needs to be considered to 
establish and maintain a safe and attractive night life in Newcastle.  
 
Ten key themes were discussed: 
• Regulation  
• Enforcement  
• Alcohol supply  
• Collaboration  
• Public safety  
• Infrastructure  
• Transportation  
• Large Events  
• Mix of night time offerings  
• Communication/education  
 
This survey presents you with the opportunity to rank those themes, and prioritise some 
potential actions to be taken.  
 
The State Government has recently launched the Hassle Free Nights initiative. This survey is 
intended to gauge community opinion on current initiatives as well as guide the development 
of plans across a number of organisations.  
 
We encourage you to take 5-10 minutes to fill out this questionnaire and have your say about 
the future of Newcastle.  
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Q1. When was the last time you visited the Newcastle city centre or Hamilton suburb on 
weekdays at night? Please select one response only. 
 

 
Within the last week 

 
Within the last month 

 
Within the last 6 months 

 
Within the last 12 months 

 
More than 12 months ago 

 
Never 

 

Q2. When was the last time you visited the Newcastle city centre or Hamilton suburb on the 
weekend at night? Please select one response only. 
 

 
Within the last week 

 
Within the last month 

 
Within the last 6 months 

 
Within the last 12 months 

 
More than 12 months ago 

 
Never 
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Q3. What are your main reasons for visiting the Newcastle city centre or Hamilton suburb at 
night? Please select all that apply. 
 

 
Restaurant/café/take way food 

 
Shopping 

 
Working/business related meeting 

 
Sight seeing/Tourist 

 
Visiting/meeting friends 

 
Pubs/ bars/clubs 

 
Attending the theatre, cinema, galleries 

 
Attending an event or gig 

 
Participating in sporting activities or classes 

 
Walking through to another location 

 Other  

 

Q4. Please rank the importance of the following aspects of Newcastle’s night time economy. 
Please make sure your total adds up to 100%. 
 

 
 

Q5. How do you think your main priority can be addressed by Council or other agencies? How 
would this address the current concerns? Please be as specific as possible. 
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___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

There are many activities to be undertaken by a range of public agencies as well as private 
enterprise. The list of potential actions is not exhaustive, nor will it be acted on solely by 
Newcastle City Council.  
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Q6. Please rate the importance of the following potential actions for the Newcastle city centre 
and Hamilton suburb. Please select one response for each item. 

 
 

Q7. Please provide any final comments or suggestions regarding the Newcastle city centre 
and Hamilton by night. Please be as specific as possible 

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this survey. We hope you enjoyed 
it and look forward to learning more from you as a member of Newcastle Voice. 
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Appendix II – Demographics 
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General Characteristics of Sample from Newcastle 
Voice 
 

Length of time lived in Newcastle LGA 

 

Gender 

 
Age 
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Employment Status 
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Suburb of Residence 
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Ward 
 

 
PD as % LGA Newcastle by 

Night survey 

    sample % 

Ward 1 

(including the suburbs of: 

Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, 
Maryville, Mayfield, Mayfield East, Mayfield West, 
Newcastle (CBD), Newcastle East, Newcastle West, 
Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham) 25 37.31 

Ward 2 

(including the suburbs of: 

Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, 
Broadmeadow, Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton 
North, Hamilton South, Merewether, Merewether 
Heights, The Junction) 25 28.51 

Ward 3 

(including the suburbs of: 

Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New 
Lambton, New Lambton Heights, North Lambton, 
Waratah, Waratah West) 25 18.37 

Ward 4 

(including the suburbs of: 

Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / 
Lenaghan, Callaghan, Elermore Vale, Fletcher, 
Hexham, Maryland,Minmi, Rankin Park, Sandgate, 
Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend) 25 15.81 
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Planning District 
 PD as % LGA Newcastle by Night survey 

    sample % 

Inner City South 15.8 30.66 

Inner City North 8 12.53 

Hamilton 18 16.53 

Mayfield 10.1 8.54 

Lambton 19.5 14.43 

Jesmond 6.2 2.94 

Wallsend 13.5 6.93 

Blue Gum Hills 7.2 4.55 

North West 3.4 1.33 
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General Characteristics of Respondents from 
Newcastle Voice 
Length of time lived in Newcastle LGA 

 

Gender 

 
Age 
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Employment Status 
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Suburb of Residence 
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Ward 

 

 

PD as % 
LGA 

Newcastle 
by Night 
survey 

    
respondents 

% 

Ward 1 

(including the suburbs of: 

Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, 
Maryville, Mayfield, Mayfield East, Mayfield West, 
Newcastle (CBD), Newcastle East, Newcastle West, 
Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham) 25 38.44 

Ward 2 

(including the suburbs of: 

Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, 
Broadmeadow, Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton 
North, Hamilton South, Merewether, Merewether 
Heights, The Junction) 25 29.39 

Ward 3 

(including the suburbs of: 

Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New 
Lambton, New Lambton Heights, North Lambton, 
Waratah, Waratah West) 25 18.63 

Ward 4 

(including the suburbs of: 

Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / 
Lenaghan, Callaghan, Elermore Vale, Fletcher, 
Hexham, Maryland,Minmi, Rankin Park, Sandgate, 
Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend) 25 13.54 
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Planning District 

 PD as % LGA Newcastle by Night 
survey 

    respondents % 

Inner City South 15.8 33.99 

Inner City North 8 12.32 

Hamilton 18 17.05 

Mayfield 10.1 7.62 

Lambton 19.5 14.56 

Jesmond 6.2 3.28 

Wallsend 13.5 5.51 

Blue Gum Hills 7.2 3.28 

North West 3.4 0.91 
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Appendix III – Topline Report 
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Q1. When was the last time you visited the Newcastle city centre or Hamilton suburb on 
weekdays at night? Please select one response only. 
 

 
 
Q2. When was the last time you visited the Newcastle city centre or Hamilton suburb on the 
weekend at night? Please select one response only. 
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Q3. What are your main reasons for visiting the Newcastle city centre or Hamilton suburb at 
night? Please select all that apply. 
 

 
 

Q4. Please rank the importance of the following aspects of Newcastle’s night time economy. 
Please make sure your total adds up to 100%. 
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Q6. Please rate the importance of the following potential actions for the Newcastle city centre 
and Hamilton suburb. Please select one response for each item. 
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Appendix IV – Open-Ended Questions 
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subject first_priority 

activity mix 

- giving priority to venues and restaurants through DAs  
 
- listening to the younger or more arts orientated community as much as the baby 
boomer generation who have bought apartments and want to shut the place down 
 
- creating disincentives to property d 

activity mix 

- limit liquor licenced hotels and nightclubs in city residential areas 
 
- recognise that Newcastle CBD is now more a residential area than business area and 
that this trend will continue unless night-time noise and anti-social behaviour deter 
growth. 
 
-w 

activity mix 

1. a greater police and security presence to deter gangs and unsocial behaviour, use 
existing laws and regulations rather than dreaming up new ones that don't work due to 
lack of commitment. 
 
2. more options for transport eg. trains are only every 2 hrs to go to kotara and there 
are no buses until extremely late.  
 
3. more clean public toilets as after business hrs there are none unless you want to 
enter licence premises which is hard with kids. 
 
4. more events in town to attract families, get people into the habit of going into town 
on a regular basis. livesites on the whole a very good. 

activity mix 

A city centre should be for all the residents of that city not just residents of the inner 
city. A city centre should be vibrant, offer a range of entertainment experiences to all 
age groups and come alive at night.  
 
I think Newcastle CBD (apart from Honeysuckle)nightlife is dead, caters mainly to the 
under 25s and has a reputation for violence . 
 
I think venues which encourage people over 25 and families might create more of a 
balance to the mix of people on the street and this would help with vibrancy and safety. 
 
I used to live and go out late at night in the cbd when I was under 25 (15 years ago) 
however i would feel unsafe me or my family to do so now because of roving gangs of 
young people looking to create trouble and dark deserted streets. 
 
I think the council should listen to the needs of residents wanting to visit the CBD of a 
night and not place so much emphasis on a small group of CBD residents who want 
the CBD to be like a quiet retirement village. 

activity mix 

A good mix of night time activities - including retail experiences, restuarants, and cafes 
interspursed with pubs etc means that areas are busy all the time and there is a mix of 
older and younger people there for a range of reasons. 
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activity mix 

A greater range of activities eg late night shopping on Friday night, keep the markets 
going, small bars, coffee shops and restaurant targeting the over 35's.  
 
 
 
The hotels, Police and Council need to have better surveillance, CCTV, to catch 
offenders.  
 
 
 
Possibly more movie theatres and other entertainment that encourages people to 
come into town, but adds a balance to the youth culture that is there now. 
 
 
 
Police need to enforce the law and not tolerate current bad behaviour.This may mean 
more police available at night. 
 
 
 
Good taxi and bus services would help. 

activity mix 

A mix of activities would bring different age groups to the city centre, so you could 
consider more night markets like in December last year, perhaps something for 
children such as a mini-circus somewhere on the foreshore.  Would be good to have 
small bars, perhaps with live music, that attract couples, small groups - I don't agree 
that a bar at The Royal will exacerbate the city centre's problems, I think we need 
some classy places where more mature drinkers can enjoy a glass of wine without 
getting legless.   
 
 
I believe that presenting live music is difficult because of laws relating to copyright etc.  
Is there a case for some lobbying of other levels of government? 
 
 
I think more people living in the city centre will also help the nighttime scene, but there 
needs to be a mix of accommodation so we get a range of household types. 
 
 
I am, by the way, appalled at the "Need for Speed" promotion - I think it's irresponsible.  
Is this what we want as the image of Newcastle?  I am under the impression that the 
police are struggling to deal with young people and their cars around Nobbys Beach on 
certain nights of the week, as well as at Kooragang. 

activity mix 

A nighttime economy develops where there is a mix of high density small enterprises 
around a medium usage road.  It is unlikely to happen for example in Mayfield with 
several large operations such as supermarkets, car yards, hardware stores etc 
breaking up the heterogeneous small enterprises, and a very busy road through.  It 
works in Beaumont St and Derby St.  Council can encourage this with zoning and not 
approving businesses that disrupt this. 
 
 
 
Also traffic control is important.  It is notable that Derby St has many side streets 
blocked off, reducing traffic congestion and providing more parking.  This could also be 
used more in Beaumont street. 
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As far as the CBD is concerned, the geography makes this sort of development 
difficult.  Both Hunter and King St are high usage roads and do not encourage mixed 
pedestrian/vehicle use.  And there is no sizable contiguous area of small enterprises 
elsewhere.  And finding a parking space is always a problem. 

activity mix 

A nighttime economy develops where there is a mix of high density small enterprises 
around a medium usage road.  It is unlikely to happen for example in Mayfield with 
several large operations such as supermarkets, car yards, hardware stores etc 
breaking up the heterogeneous small enterprises, and a very busy road through.  It 
works in Beaumont St and Derby St.  Council can encourage this with zoning and not 
approving businesses that disrupt this. 
 
 
 
Also traffic control is important.  It is notable that Derby St has many side streets 
blocked off, reducing traffic congestion and providing more parking.  This could also be 
used more in Beaumont street. 
 
 
 
As far as the CBD is concerned, the geography makes this sort of development 
difficult.  Both Hunter and King St are high usage roads and do not encourage mixed 
pedestrian/vehicle use.  And there is no sizable contiguous area of small enterprises 
elsewhere.  And finding a parking space is always a problem. 

activity mix 

A wide variety of activities could be supported by Council by ensuring the focus of 
attention moves from consumption of intoxicating liquor to the wider variety of activities 
that exist. 
 
 
 
It seems the only available focus for young folks' night-time attention is different 
drinking establishments. Is this the Council's priority at the moment, seems like this is 
what the community wants kids to do. 
 
 
 
Of course it is not driven by Council, but by business and lobby groups. There are 
other less cash-intensive activities for young people to join, but of course they need 
community and council support. 
 
 
 
Additionally, perhaps curtailment of licensed venues' activities back to midnight could 
also be reasonable. People would then go out earlier, be home earlier and perhaps a 
factor playing a part in the evening problems is then removed. 

activity mix Activate city as a place of entertianment apposed to a shopping area. 
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activity mix 

Actively support programs which seek to diversify the offering of the night time 
economy to attract more diverse patronage.  If all you offer is pubs and clubs all you 
attract is young people who want to drink all night.  If you provide more family events 
and do something different than you will attract the rest of the population.  Put on 
markets at night.  Put on movies in the middle of Beaumont Street.  Choose one night 
a month and make it an event rather than leaving it all to the pubs and clubs. 

activity mix 

Agencies working together to develop innovative ways to bring groups into town. Large 
cafe, restaurant, theatre districts that are well lit and encourage people to wander 
around. 

activity mix aggregating restaurants in hubs for increaed security 

activity mix allow and support a range of leisure/entertainment venues and activities 

activity mix 
Allow cafes and bars on first story of buildings in town, similar to Swanston St in 
Melbourne 

activity mix 

allow for greter infrastructure via different community involvement, Hamilton is 
becoming just a place full of take away shops and people wandering the 
streets.....which is not very appealing. It appears Hamilton Businss Chamber has nor 
formal plan or future criteria for revitalisation of the suburb  
 
 
 
no formal offering to socialise other than pubs and clubs..... 
 
 
 
would like places that you could sit and be entertained such as Darling Harbour, or 
concerts in the park (Gregson) 
 
 
 
bring back some culture and I am not meaning more takeaway shops 

activity mix 

As always a balanced approach is required. Clamp down on the drinking, and visitors 
will migrate to less restrictive areas. Relax safety too much, and the area spirals out of 
control. 
 
 
 
I see that by creating a safe yet enjoyable and tolerating environment all interest can 
be served, including those of the local residents and businesses. 

activity mix 

At present there is little reason to venture into Newcastle City Centre after dark unless 
going to a pub/club or restaurant.  There must be more opportunities for economic 
development across retail, tourism, arts and culture. 

activity mix Better, more attractive precinct 

activity mix 

Bring a greater mix of people into the city at night to take part in different things will 
help with improving saftey just by the number of people and businesses that are 
around and open, greater transport will be needed to ensure they travel safely. 
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activity mix 

bring events in that attract clients who do not need alcohol for enjoyment of event, 
including events that include children. 
 
 
 
bring in more residents to the area, by allowing better accomodation to be built;  
 
 
 
build in other activities, like University study centres, that bring a lot of people into the 
centre not necessarily for entertainment, but also for intellectual work. 
 
 
 
make light rail transport a priority - trams for instance - Hunter St seems a good start. 

activity mix 

By encouraging and supporting cultural events and businesses and providing an 
overall framework and vision guided by the community and what they would like rather 
than by developers and those with vested interests. 

activity mix 
By establishing more alcohol free night time events, improved lighting, and a better 
focus on individual safety 

activity mix 

By making the city more attractive, with more to offer at the night time, you would 
entice more people to come use the facilities available. Firstly the council need get rid 
of the feral buildings on Hunter St. It is a shame to look at them. Why cant something 
be done about them? We have a great precinct at honey Suckle & on Darby St. Hunter 
St is in the middle of these two and if it was addressed it would really bring the city 
'together'. The city needs to have a flowing attractiveness about it, reaching from one 
precinct to the next. Even making it reach to the beach front at night. We need more 
cafe/beach culture. Have a look at Manly beach etc, it thrives with businesses such as 
cafe's, restaurants, retail and art. It has a welcoming family feel about the whole place. 
It feels safe & clean to visit. I would love Newcastle to be able to achieve a similar 
vibrance. 

activity mix 
By proactive policeing and control of all areas and by a bigger mix of age gourps using 
all areas in and around the city. 

activity mix 

By providing a mix of offerings, more people would enter the city at night, therefore a 
higher number of people would likely reduce the amount other crimes which result due 
to low visibility. By providing more things to do in the city, people won't only have to 
rely on the pub/club scene for entertainment. Try to create events that are affordable 
such as outdoor concerts/comedy evenings/cinema under the stars. Alot of things are 
provided by council for children and families, however try to target events towards 
young people and cuoples also. I'm 25 and the only option is usually only the pub or 
clubs. I love the theatre and movies but even those are overpriced and usually 
unaffordable. More late night cafes would be great (not overpriced and not for those 
who just want to get drunk). Think about Melbourne's night scene and the activities 
always on offer that are affordable and free with great atmosphere. 

activity mix 

By sourcing a variety of options in events, attractions etc to attract people of all ages 
and social groups.  Currently there is just not the options of interesting things to make it 
worth wild for people to make the effort to come into the city. 

activity mix 

CBD:  Open up the old Post Office as something (?) Hotel, Shopping, whatever? to link 
the city centre to the cafe/restaurant area (Bogey hole etc.) 
 
CBD and Hamilton: Discourage anti social behaviour (if this is possible) to attract 
people to enjoy the restaurants and venues. Possibly more family oriented events like 
the night markets or themed festivities. 

activity mix 

Council and local businesses working together to offer more events, safety and ease of 
accessibility. 
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Events including night food markets with buskers and street performers - low key as 
well as high style events! 

activity mix 

Don't give in to the wowsers and cops who would shut everything down and not grant 
any new licenses.  A city of this size needs every kind of nightlife and new openings 
are crucial to that. 

activity mix 
encourage a greater volume of ordinary people to take advantage of the open spaces 
at night, this will tend to keep antisocial elements away 

activity mix 

Encourage more businesses eg restaurants, live music etc venues to open up. Make 
the cbd less of a ghetto of abandoned shops and smashed windows! If there were 
things happening on the street, in the mall, in wheeler place, people would come. 

activity mix 

Encouragement of small bars in lanes, small venues for music/ events/theatre. 
 
Apparently Council in Sydney has facilitated the unnecessarily complicated process 
that applied for small enterprises to get the cheap licence  for serving drinks. Why does 
Newcastle give in to the pressure from the Liquor/Gaming lobby? As did/does the State 
Government... 

activity mix 
End liquor sales at 10pm. Offer food, coffee, dancing and other civilised activities post 
10pm. 

activity mix 

Even further restrictions regarding the availability of alcohol and opening hours of pubs 
etc should be considered and would certainly be something I wouldn't object to.  
 
Extend the service of the Stockton ferry during Friday and Saturday night (as well as 
public transport to other places from Newcastle CBD). 
 
More restaurants in the Newcastle CBD would be great. 

activity mix 

Focus on a small area and grow from there.  eg there is a number of restaurants and 
cafes in Newcastle eastish.  Estabar, Enoteca, Bocadas etc.  Build on this eating 
culture in a coordinated way.  Name the precinct, maybe encourage other related 
expereicnes eg art etc.  Create a 'district' in this area. EG. meatmarket district in new 
york - here there are cafes, pubs, art, shopping not mainstream. 

activity mix getting a good mix of different venues would be great 

activity mix 

Greatly encourage arts projects and enthusiastic people - A clear and delineated 
system with dedicated staff and funding for projects. Legal and business advice - help 
people to start Unincorporated organisations and create their own work through 
promoting themselves. Employment in the arts is best when created by artists 
themselves. A better medium for promoting concerts and events to such a 
decentralised city as Newcastle is needed. Dedicated mini-billboards on main roads for 
smaller arts projects and things to get word out in a cheaper form of advertising - one 
that lasts longer than a newspaper article or TV commercial. 

activity mix 

have a nighttime entertainment strip, 
 
 
 
have all the late opening pubs and clubs on the same block where there can be a co 
operative security presence and there isnt large numbers of people walking between 
venues 
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activity mix 

Having a mix of activities that are not just centred around getting drunk and becoming 
antisocial as the night progresses. 
 
More family friendly attractions to get a more diverse social mix. Policing is also 
important so people with children would feel safe after hours. As it is we take our 
children home before it starts to get too late after dinner. 

activity mix 

I have no great concerns regarding the council. The challenge is by the private 
enterprises to offer appropriate venues for various age groups and by the state 
government regarding licencing to allow private enterprise to operate profitably. 

activity mix 

I like the way that the larger pubs who promote all night drinking are being made less 
profitable. 
 
 
 
I would like to see a trend to small bars, wine bars, lounges etc like Sydney is doing.   
 
 
 
Close the King St Hotel and the like and encourage more smaller and intimate venues 
to open up 

activity mix 

I recently went to Melbourne and was absolutely blown away by how different the 
nightlife is there compared to here. There were plenty of people on the streets, but no 
one seemed to be drunk, picking fights, or abusing other people. I'm not sure if the fact 
that there's more to do there at night has anything to do with it. There were also police 
at regular intervals, which is something I've never seen in Newcastle by night. 
Melbourne's public transportation system is also second to none, so maybe that also 
has something to do with it. 
 
 
 
Granted the population of Melbourne is much bigger to Newcastle's, and it's a much 
bigger city, but if our nightlife could be anything like theirs, it would be a change for the 
better. There's only a handful of places to go at night in Newcastle, and the bars all 
focus on getting drunk to the exclusion of everything else. 

activity mix 

I regularly frequent Beaumont St. of a night, popping down the street to pick up food, 
visit IGA to get groceries, occasionally visit a pub with friends. As well, I regularly visit 
Markettown at any time of night / very early morning. I never feel my safety is 
threatened - so many people frequent these areas at the same times I am that I don't 
feel I am in any danger, and have never been threatened or made feel uncomfortable. 
 
 
 
Regarding infrastructure and a variety of night activities, I remember a time when the 
Newcastle Live Sites were doing quite a few more evening events - seemingly 
impromptu music events in tents of a night in Civic Park, things of that nature. My 
family (myself, 26, my wife, 26, our baby, 9 months) love evening cultural events 
(debatable whether the baby realises yet), and the potential for more Council 
supported cultural evening events would be wonderful. We think that the developments 
on Hunter St mall regarding Renew Newcastle are particularly good (except for the 
adding of cars to the street - whoops!). We didn't have a chance to get along to the 
night markets held there recently, but we were able to attend the Junction 'Olive Tree 
Markets' recently and it was astounding the number of participants with high quality 
stores and the number of people from the public gathering there to shop and browse.  
 
 
 
I am a teacher in a local school, and know that given a direction or the opportunity to 
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coordinate a night time program involving interested school students and parents, we 
would all get behind it. I'm a little rushed doing this form, so I don't have specific details 
of what these programs would look like, but certainly the provision and execution of 
such programs would provide Newcastle at Evening a more family / community image 
and encourage further family based cultural activities that more of the city could get 
behind. 

activity mix 

I think the issues around violence and alcohol are improved by the changes in the 
drinking regulations.  There should be more done to try to encourage Hunter st Mall 
area to become more like the Darby st area.  If there are cafes and restaurants that 
bring in eaters there will be less of an alcohol issue there.  Parking is a pain in the neck 
in there too.  I don't feel safe walking back to my car at night in there 

activity mix 

People and activities generate "safety in numbers": by adding a mix of night time 
activities + lighting + CC TV cameras + police presence + effective night transport .... 
perhaps people will return to the city. At the moment it is dominated by youth, alcohol, 
pubs, anti social behavior, verbal & other abusive behavior, graffiti, vandalism, litter, 
road rage, speed ...... OR total emptiness: neither situation engenders a feeling of 
safety or appeal to spend time within the city at night. 
 
Mix of activities ... eg. cafes, night markets, music / performance events in the Mall 
area or Foreshore. 

activity mix 

Preceding question does not make sense to me. 
 
Council's role in supporting and addressing existing ínner city residents concerns 
regarding alcohol fueled anti social behaviour is paramount in ensuring a safe 
environment and if achieved, will invite the wider community to utilize the city centre at 
night.  The night time economy has to be broadened from just the centralised "party, 
drinking venue". 
 
Council needs to broaden alcohol free zones in public places,  ensure more of those 
great free events are held on the streets,  keep the Loft going,  get active and safe 
cycleways in place,  ensure regular bus movements from the centre to suburbs for 
family use (capitalise on functions at Foreshore).............. 

activity mix 

Promote greater usage of the city centre by all sections of the community. This 
includes providing more accommodation,increasing the presence of the university, 
encouraging frequent public events. 
 
 
 
Tidy up the CBD and make it a venue in itself with late night markets including food 
stalls and encourage outdoor entertainment. 

activity mix 

Promoting of quality entertainment, night clubs, casino, restaurants, greater use of the 
Civic Theatre, the Town Hall. Make Hamiton and Newcastle the night-life centre for 
Newcastle and surrounding Councils. Increase the hours of license premises to suit the 
occasion.  This must come along increased internal crowd control on licensed 
premises plus an increase in Policing activity. 
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activity mix 

Promoting safety through active use of the city, rather than restricting activities. Council 
should exercise leadership in revitalising the city centre by encouraging a range of 
activities rather than simply stopping activities because they might generate social or 
alcohol related issues.  
 
 
 
The police also need to stop taking the simplistic view that alcohol related violence and 
anti social behaviour will be prevented simply by stopping events, closing venues or 
closing parts of the city. A more visible police presnece, coupled with an open, active 
and vibrant city can help reduce anti-social behaviour by encouraging a greater variety 
of peole into the city, rather than concentrating a few anti-social groups in these areas. 

activity mix 

Until the community feels safe in the City at night then the wider public will vote with 
their feet.  
 
 
 
The power and resistance of the alcohol industry impacts on the success of initiatives 
to make the City a safer place at night. 
 
 
 
A better mix of night time activities could bring more people into the City. This could 
improve the safety and the perception of safety for the community. 

activity mix 

upgrade cinema facilities in town 
 
better advertising of events 
 
encourage small gigs/plays/arts 
 
night festivals 

activity mix 

use the European models of going out- cafes with wine etc as in Spain where people 
go OUT at 10 pm not home! 
 
Paris the city of lights- 24 hr entertainment. 
 
the Decandence of Berlin - 24 hr entertainment and 24 pubs 

activity mix 

We must encourage & welcome developments, especially medium to large, as only 
these developments would offer a broad range of entertainment & leisure options and 
bring people back into the city on a big scale. 
 
The city needs to attract people and on a large scale if we are to address a lot of the 
violence & anti social problems, as the people are in the city the less freedom the 
trouble makers have. 
 
We have to think big not constantly meddle in small scale projects that really only 
attract a few hundred, and for a limited time. 
 
We only need to look at other great cities around Australia & the world, and think to 
ourselves what makes Sydney & Darling Harbour, Melbourne, New York, London,  
great cities for example.  
It's not small market stalls or artists etc.., however they will thrive once the big projects 
are established. 
 
Why can't we make, for example a section of Newcastle, the coffee capital, or a 
nightclub strip (will be easier for law enforcement in a contained area), or a 
street/section/block etc..as the 5 Star restaurant capital of NSW! or even a theatre 
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strip, or god forbid even a casino complex (if star casino licensing changes). 
 
Obviously not all will be viable just yet, but the important thing is when big investors 
come into Newcastle we should work with them, not fight them every time they come 
up with an idea. They have the money to transform the city & we should even offer 
incentives to great development ideas. 
 
If these concerns are addressed it will revitalize the city & offer young people more 
entertainment & employment options so they won't have to be on the streets bored & 
drunk. It will attract more business's and even more investment as the only way 
Newcastle can be transformed is through private dollars, not council or government 
funds! 

activity mix 
We need more variety of entertainment - especially art house movie theatre precinct - 
popularity of film festival is glaring example of this need 

activity mix 

Well organised events, presence of friendly law enforcement or event organisers and 
information helpers would certainly make the atmosphere feel safer and friendlier.  
 
Better transport facilities and again some community officers or law presence might 
make pub clearing out time less traumatic and a happier place to go knowing you can 
get back home easily and safely.  
 
I think the tent / area for food / snags in civic park opposite Finnegan’s is a good idea 
for atmosphere, the community and for a calmer night time experience that should be 
used in other busy night time areas across Newcastle social areas. 

activity mix 

Within the Newcastle CBD (excluding darby st) there is very little nighttime offerings 
whatsoever.  The mall has been refreshed well for daytime trade, but it could do with a 
nighttime refresh with late night cafes and restaurants.  I think its important to situate 
all of the nightime offerings in close proximity so that it will look busier and attract more 
people. 

activity mix Continue the focus on family events at the excellent Civic Theatre and precinct. 
activity mix Council should encourage activity but discourage over indulgence in alcohol. 

activity mix 

Council's main priority should be promoting and supporting a mix of night time 
businesses in the city centre and promoting collaboration between industries, agencies 
and local businesses. This can be done through rental and rates incentives, 
establishing forums, working groups and workshops between agencies and businesses 
and ensuring that key civic assets are supported through not only council resources 
but also by attracting private and state/commonwealth investment to support assets 
and activities in Newcastle. 
 
Local police and other social agencies and entertainment businesses need to work 
together around the priority of safety and entertainment as, no longer adversaries, but 
as two parts to a whole and healthy Newcastle community. Police need to provide 
more regular visual presence in the city centre and fines for minor offences to ensure 
the night time economy functions well - this can be done efficiently through short 
intermittent monoitoring programs. Entertainment agencies (ie pubc, clubs etc) need to 
work together to ensure the safety of patrons on premise and in close proximity.  
 
Finally, the Council, local economic development groups and the Hunter Economic 
Development Corporation need to work together to prioritise investment in the town, in 
sustainable and well-connected transport options, heritage and natural assets and 
providing physical connection between areas of the city. 

activity mix 

Create nightlife precincts. Cluster activities together that encourage a social 
atmosphere and discourages agressive behaviour. Create pedestrian environments 
such as Surfers Paradise, or Christchurch in New Zealand so people are eating, 
meeting and socialising in the same spaces. 
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activity mix 

Current policy leaves a perception that the only thing left to do at night is get drunk. 
Council and other agencies need to diversify and expand the night time economy to 
create more option not based around alcohol consumption. Encourage entertainment 
and activities and food that are alcohol free and I don't mean church dances or this 
kind of stuff I mean live music venues that don't sell alcohol etc... 

activity mix 

Currently there is next to no variety in the Newcastle nightlife. The Council can help 
alleviate this by not bowing to the pressure of inner city residents lobby groups who 
wish to see our CBD become a glorified retirement village. By allowing more boutique 
bars and venues, such as those seen in Melbourne or even Hastings Street in Noosa, 
or Byron Bay, the trouble makers would not fit in and therefore not patron these places, 
while attracting a better crowd into town and rejuvinating our dying city. 

activity mix 

Earlier closing of hotels & bars. 
 
More responsible sale of alcohol. 
 
A greater mix of social & commercial activities. 
 
More parking. 

activity mix 

encourage a mix of night time economy 
 
encourage smaller bars to open up 
 
diversify the night time economy 
 
Have more shops, bars, bookshops and restuarants open later into the night. 
 
review the DA processes 
 
increase passive surveilance by more people being on the street at night time 
 
increase lighting, creative lighting 
 
CCTV cameras in hotspots 

activity mix 

encourage events to be mid to late evening, not much past 1am. Encourage event 
coordinators to have a greater security/police presence NOT for intimidation, for the 
knowledge that it will deter anyone from potentially starting any violent behaviour 

activity mix 
Ensure a mixture of events to keep the area active, plenty of Police and council 
regulation 

activity mix 

Ensure hotels, bars and restaurants are open long enough to allow a vibrant nightlife. 
 
Allow a diverse range of licencd venues to operate in the city eg 'hole in the wall' bars 
such as are to be found in Melbourne 

activity mix 

entertainment in the CBD needs to be varied  and safe to attend and move around 
within. If saftey issues wee addressed people of all ages would use the city. Venues 
such as the view factory are great examples of what this city need. entertainment 
where alcohol is served and the atmosphere is warm and lively. The tapas and 
boutique bars enrich diversity and offer an age all place to socialise. It is important to 
keep alive the sort of places where people can socialise and encourage more of them 
rather than the big club pub venues. Also the live entertainment of a few years back 
was great. 
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activity mix 

I think a vibrant nightlife is vital to any city. Encouraging a localised, relaxed 
atmosphere which isn't focussed on a pub culture is very important. Safety is essential, 
as is a diverse offer of activities, including life music and performances. I love the 
Livesites offered in council, especially things like Heat in Winter. Promoting smaller 
venues (cafe-style) with local musicians, as opposed to large hotels and pubs can't 
enhance the appeal of the city greatly. Pubs like the Brwery are a dreadful meat-
market which, although offering live music, seem to draw teenagers who wish to get 
drunk and pick-up. Allowing venues where younger people, e.g. 15 year-olds can 
experience music (such as in a cafe/restaurant) actually discourages binge-drinking 
and this sort of culture. Council can promote a range of events targeted at youths and 
their families as alternatives to binge-drinking pick-ups that seem to make up youth 
culture in Australia. 

activity mix 

I think that there needs to be a variety of events for all audiences. 
 
I don't necessarily believe that enforcement is the best way to solve alcohol, vandalism 
and violence issues that everyone is aware and concerned about. 
 
There needs to be activities for young people that reward good behaviour (such as not 
drinking) that are supervised.  For example, having a concert in the park or party for 
youth that is sponsored by companies like Apple etc. where those drivers who blow 
0.00 at the end of the night and are clearly designated drivers can win ipods.  I know 
that this strategy has worked in other towns in Australia. 
 
Newcastle's infrastructure needs to be looked at.  There are clearly hubs where people 
congregate and spend money.  Perhaps we need to develop more of these and also 
consider the transport to and from these places.  
 
The street festivals on Beaumont and Darby Streets are always a success and they 
seem to be fairly safe. 

activity mix 
Increase the night time activity along Hunter Street which is not related to alcohol. i.e. 
cafes' 

activity mix 

Introduce regular live music at various and multiple venues in genres other than the the 
commercial type that we hear on the radio all the dang time. e.g. Jazz, blues, Indy, etc. 
The different music styles attract different audiences who are the type of people who 
enjoy good food, a social drink and good music. They're not the kind to get drunk and 
create violence. Addressing the safety issue in this way will also be good for business 
operators who will attract more people to their venues for the live 'alternative' music 
that's more conducive to enjoying a good meal and outing with friends and family. 

activity mix 

It is possible to improve the night time economy, while estabilishing and maintaining a 
safe night life in Newcastle improving the number of public events where all category 
or residents and turist can be interested in. This kind of eventes are often very well 
advertised, so giving info on security will raise people awareness, while security on 
those events is always granted by police patrol. 

activity mix 
Lack of reasons to go into Newcastle (mainly area around the mall) other than drinking, 
Needs more diverse range of activities in the city. 

activity mix 

Let the CBD night life and entertainment expand, tourism should be at the top of our 
list, if there was no coal what would replace the income and employment, Newcastle, 
Lake Macquarie, the Bay and the vineyards are the best keep secrets in Australia, 
don't let the blow-in's that have moved into the CBD to control the growth, vistors to 
Newcastle expect the night life to eaqual other major cities through out the world, if 
they visit then leave with a bad experience they will spread the word. Improve the 
security and transport in the CBD and get rid of the railway line from the Store to the 
top of town, add an express service similar to other major towns overseas. 

activity mix main events for all age groups. safe transport to and from these functions. 
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activity mix 

Main priority would be more social events (i.e., show, festivals, ... with interesting 
topics). 
 
On social event time more entertainment is offered and people feel more engaged with 
the community. Also, more security is on place, and people feel more comfortable.  
 
And alcohol consumption can be better controlled. 

activity mix 

Mixture of events by careful promotion of live sites, live music in cafes, countering the 
myth of the unsafe city.  Just because there's a few fights between drunken youths at 
4:00am doesn't mean the city is unsafe at 10-11pm, not that the late night violence 
shouldn't be dealt with.... 

activity mix 
more events and venue (like the red lantern markets) to attract non alcohol focussed 
activities at night. Family and couple friendly events 

activity mix 

More late night buses. 
 
More late night opening of restaurants 

activity mix 

More later night buses to the suburbs including lake macquarie with more direct routes 
and better advertised that pick up from newcastle first and then hamilton. They 
currently stop too early, leaving many without transport home. Also you have to get 
transport to newcastle if you are out late at night in hamilton and want to get a bus 
home, as that is the only option for many because the bus route does not go via 
hamilton. 
 
 
More late night venues for people that just want to relax and have a glass of wine or 
coffee with friends and dont feel intimidated ie for adults who want to go out but not to 
a nightclub. 
 
 
Also 24hr cafes would be nice plus late night retail shops for those that wish to open 
like in king st newtown sydney, where shops remain open late on weekends. 
 
 
An alternative movie theatre where they show movies other than blockbusters and we 
dont have to wait six months to see a movie if ever. eg dendy movie theatre with a 
coffee shop attatched and maybe a shop selling cd's and dvds also, again see king st 
newtown where it is lively until very late, and there is lots to do.  
 
 
Open the Newcastle Art Gallery at night as a movie theatre or do something else with 
it, its a wasted space that doesnt get enough use especially at night. People could then 
go for a short stroll for a coffee or meal. Have folk music there, maybe for local music 
artists. 

activity mix 

More mature people leaving retsaurants and venues can be stuck in the street, and 
feeling unsafe for quite a while when waiting for taxis etc. If transport was improved 
there would be more persons over 30 going to the city at night. The Melbourne type 
small and trendy type bars/restaurants would be well received in my view. Visible 
police presence woulkd be good. Establish a PRIDE IN OUR CITY campaign that 
would reach to all. 
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activity mix 

More people being about would help to improve public safety. But the key is to have a 
variety of activities and therefore a variety of people - not just partygoers at the pubs. 
More family activities and more organised events might encourage a bigger number 
and broader range of people. 
 
 
 
Also, better connectivity between areas would improve safety. At the moment there are 
clusters where you feel safer because they are busy (e.g. darby st, honeysuckle 
boardwalk) but all the areas in between feel dark and isolated - if these areas were 
opened up, with activity in between (e.g. night markets) people could move between 
areas and get to their cars more safely.  (NB - removal of rail line would help facilitate 
this!). 
 
 
 
Lots of lighting and a strong police presence will obviously also help. 

activity mix 

More people need to be brought into the city. In time this will lead to an economically 
sustainable vibrant city. Firstly the council needs to encourage people to come by 
encouraging new restrants, cafes, shops, etc. In order for people to come to the city at 
night they need to feel safe. 

activity mix 
More police presence, better lighting and access, more places to go to encourage 
more people into the areas. 

activity mix 

More public transport- buses and trains 
 
 
Police more visual 
 
 
Better lighting 
 
 
Encourage more venues for older patrons 
 
 
Keep venues aimed at younger patrons closer together and closer to transport points 

activity mix 

More relaxed licensing laws.  Having just moved here from Sydney it is stunning the 
draconian outlook here in Newcastle.  Shutting people in, no takeaways after 10, etc...  
I am not a child, and wish to participate in a thriving, vibrant after dark culture.  That 
means a drink every now and then.  Yes, not sure how to address the violence issue.  
But really - I'm not a child and resent being treated like one. 
 
 
 
More arts events and spaces in the city would be great!   
 
 
 
Better public transport. 
 
 
 
MORE FACILITIES FOR BICYCLES!!!!  Newcastle is perfectly positioned to get 
serious about encouraging bike use - it's largely flat, has reasonably low traffic, lots of 
wide streets, and you can ride everywhere in 30 minutes.  PLEASE encourage this!  
Which means REAL bike lanes, NOT a line painted on a road, but a physically 
seperated strip for cyclists.  As soon as this happens people will take up cycling in 
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DROVES!  As in most German and northern European cities.  Getting people onto 
bikes and interacting in the city will make it more dynamic, accessible, and safe. 

activity mix 

Most night entertainment, whether concertS, movies, visiting, or eating out, entailS 
parking the car.  Finding a good site is difficult, as the city if usually parked out.  I do 
not like parking too far away from my point of interest.   Once I had a nasty experience 
in Laman St, when parked for a Musica Viva concert. As my friend and I started getting 
into our car, a young girl came from nowhere, and tried to climb in the back of the car.  
She was obviously off her head, and we were anxious.  Luckily we were able to lock 
the doors from within, and drove away as she was yelling at us.  Nasty nasty.  I know 
that the pubs are closing earlier, but never the less, it is a fear for the not so young, 
and flight of foot.  Better street lighting,  I wish there was an alarm we could set off.  
Maybe someone will design and market one.  And maybe the police could cruise 
around the streets around the time when concerts etc are over.  Alternately, the 
Security Company with all the necessary accessories, e.g. call system, cameras, and 
they work in pairs.   
 
I just don't like being out alone at night. It doesn't happen very often, even driving to a 
friend inner city apartment can be a parking problem. Sometimes there is visitors 
parking available.  The young kids e.g. boys with shaved heads and caps, girls with big 
bums and tight clothes are to be averted. 
 
SORRY IF I HAVE TALKED TOO MUCH.  It is a problem everywhere. 

activity mix 

My main concern is that Newcastle is seen as a safe city where the general public can 
go for an evening out without the fear of assault or anti social behaviour.  I think the 
curfew and lockdown of pubs/clubs has helped a lot but unfortunately society seems to 
be in bad state after a few drinks.  Maybe more alchol free concerts and gigs could 
encourage younger people to go out without getting totally legless. 

activity mix 

My main concern of safety stems from two aspects 
 
1) there are significant gaps between the various types of venues in the Newcastle 
CBD that allow for "higher risk zones" to exist. Being able to have venues closer 
together allows for more of the average night goer and the various venue owners to act 
as a influencing factor of the minority of idiots. 
 
2) the ability to manage large numbers of people (a fair number of who are under age) 
wandering around the street unable / unwilling to get into venues and have minimal, 
regular options to get transport out of the area.  
 
(To be fair the underage comment is more an issue for society in general rather than 
just any particular council or police) 
 
Your heading of enforcement is pretty broad but I have chosen to take it as the various 
forms of policing. I have always believed in in the value of a regular, visible but no 
overly authoritarian presence of police and security. 

activity mix 

My main focus is on a mix of events and offerings for all age groups. A mix of age 
groups and their needs can be addressed through consultation on what different age 
groups want and looking at precedence in other cities. 
 
Safety can be achieved through consultation with police and a greater presence of 
police patrols either on bikes or foot patrol. 
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activity mix 

My Main priority is VARIETY in entertainment offerings. A Mix of offerings brings a mix 
of clients to one area. When you have a lot of people with differing interests in the 
same area, behaviour tends to be better.A mix of diners, young people at Rock 
venues,mixed ages at pubs and older people at Theatrical events, others at cinemas is 
found, they tend to try to be considerate of one another's need to use the same 
facilities, and behave more respectfully to one another. 
 
We need more well-thought-out venues for live performance, suitable for ALL kinds of 
performance, not just rock and pop . There is no 400-500-seat theatre with an 
orchestra pit in the CBD or H'ton. When venues are developed,THE NEED FOR 
ORCHESTRA PIT, is always dismissed, meaning that ballet, opera, and many other 
forms of live theatre cannot successfully use the spaces we end up with. Councils 
consult with Theatre users (producers, not patrons) and then ignore their advice. 
Consequently, the VARIETY of entertainment is severely LIMITED.We get no venue 
for musicals, opera, operetta, modern small dance ensembles, chamber orchestras, 
concerts with Orchestra, Music Competitions with Orchestra. Whole genres of 
performance are not seen in Newcastle because they dont work in the spaces we 
have. These spaces are often horrendously expensive too. The Con Hall being the 
most expensive of all. This was built for the people of Newcastle as a Bi-Centenary 
Gift, and the University has put Hire costs up so far that companies cannot use it 
unless able to pay the full price, or risk getting their booking scratched at the last 
minute to a full-fee-paying hirer eg. Why does the Council not address the fact that the 
Con Hall, one of the most suiitabe for all kinds of users, is now out of the privce range 
of all but the wealthy? Even so, there is no pit and the orchestra cannot go in on the 
floor in front of the stage for OH&S reasons.We need more picture theatres in both 
areas, showing a great VARIETY of movies. 

activity mix 

Need for a more vibrant and diverse range of options such as wine bars, art galleries, 
retail open at night, cafes etc. to encourage more people into the city and hence make 
it safer. 
 
Council could encourage these particular business by offering subsidies to those who 
set up in the CBD.  
 
Encourage existing business owners to increase hours after 5pm, as the cbD is a dead 
zone after this time.This would encourage workers to stay in the city after work. 

activity mix 

Need to entice more (and general/family) entertainment to the city.  Agressively 
promote tourism for other reasons than the beach, harbour....  encourage people to the 
city by offering more than those things which attract those who re only interested in 
drinking and bad behaviour which is brought about mainly by too much access to 
alcohol and drugs - so that those going into the city at night can do so and feel 
relatively safe. 

activity mix 

Needs a greater mix of night time activities, including an incraese number of small bars 
/ cafes. The issue with violence and anti-social behaviour stems from the large and 
overcrowded clubs / bars. A larger number of smaller pubc /  cafes would create a mix 
of night time activity that supports a diversity of age groups. 

activity mix 

Newcastle doesn't have a nightlife unless you want to go to the pub. If you go to the 
theatre you are done by 10-11. Cafes should be encouraged to open later and more 
events aimed at people wanting to have fun at night 

activity mix 

Newcastle is known for its night life. Clubs and pubs make the night life, plus eating out 
has turned the city into a party place. More buses to take people home late at night  
2pm to 5am on weekends. people wating for buses that never come but's girls in 
trouble. 

activity mix 

Council could sponsor theatre, concerts films, by maintaining venues eg. city hall, and 
civic theatre. Sponsoring venues  so that events can be held  and backing programms 
to limit alcohol abuse so that patrons feel safe walking through the city 
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activity mix 

Entice quality businesses back into the city centre.  The mall is too cluttered with 
bollards, short term car parking, awnings (from failed markets)and markets (Thurs. to 
Sat.). Concentrate on the area from Pacific Street to Perkins Street. 
 
 
Anti social behaviour can be curbed when there is through traffic and outdoor dining.  
Darby Street and Beaumont Street have been successful with this.  Hunter Street 
"dies" at night because there aren't any outdoor dining areas; there is not reason to 
walk into the mall. One way traffic can act as a deterent to anti-social behaviour - 
people are being observed. 
 
 
Ambient lighting; sculptures (public art) and fountains can be features to attract people.  
The present markets are mediocre with very little quality merchandise for sale. I think 
that merchants in shops would be quite insulted by having to trade along side the tacky 
stalls. 
 
 
A community needs a place to meet.  Inner city residents would respond and support 
dining in Hunter Street.  Walking safely to and from restaurants,theatres, cinemas 
encourages "ownership" of community spaces. 
 
 
 
As it is Hunter Street between Pacific and Perkins Streets has become a playground 
for anti social behaviour because it is vacant, closed in at night. 

activity mix 
No comment particularly.  I think that the City offers reasonable mix of venues etc at 
night. 

activity mix 

Not sure. 
 
If I look back when I was younger and could walk the streets safely and we had clubs 
and hotels around then.  The youth walked safely and it was nothing to walk the streets 
at 3 or 4 in the morning. 
 
 
 
Slap on the wrist for offenders or maybe they continually get away does not help any 
situation.  Give the police back the power to enforce law to the unsupervised 
underage... In our day the young would get a kick in the backside from the police and 
then taken back to the parent. This is a constant problem. Raise the age for drinking 
back to 21 or even 19 and any child found intoxicated or on drugs be taken to the 
police station and let their parents come and collect them.  Make the parents 
accountable as any child under 18 is suppose to be under the care of an adult. Child 
does the crime then the parent should be accountable one way or another. 
 
 
 
Whilst there is nothing to bring people into town there will be this ghastly lets get out of 
here attitude as we felt last Thursday evening - we wanted to go for a walk but once 
there were no people we went back and waited for the show to begin.  We used to 
have Cinemas, cafeterias, variety of shops including hardware, grocery stores all the 
way to the Hunter West. Now we have a ghost town.  Will the uni students make it 
better or will the congregate where there are people in Honeysuckle. 
 
 
 
If you have more of a mix of people around and the streets well lit it should help to 
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lesson the yahoos about.  What are underage drunk children under 18 doing parading 
around the town in groups?  Why isn't  there a police presence on the trains? 
 
 
This all goes back to the State Government - the problem is everywhere not only in 
Newcastle. 
 
 
We all need to feel safe in our environment - we could once what happened?   Maybe 
the punishment needs to be a little more harsh.   I'm not here as an eye for an eye but 
in my lifetime something has changed. 

activity mix 

Provide more free parking; Maximise the potential of the Honeysuckle/CBD area as the 
social and entertainment hub of the region. Improve access and facilities so that there 
is more than a couple of second rate night clubs in the area. 

activity mix 

Regulation or increased night life around Hamilton train station. At the moment it feels 
unsafe around the train station, it needs more restaurants and cafes and I've seen 
prostitutes being dropped off in this area 

activity mix 

Safety can be addressed by: 
 
1) the current earlier closing of pubs and clubs.  Drinking till 5am provided fuel to the 
violence and break down of safety whilst they are drunk and then later when they are 
sober. 
 
2) police presence 
 
3) mixed activities so that more than one demographic are using the space.  
Communities that have a lot of mixed age group/generation use of space are safer. 
 
4) coordination and mediation between the necessary groups 

activity mix 

Safety can be helped by increasing the variety of night time activities, hence bringing to 
the centre of town a range of people (not just those out to drink). If there are lots of 
non-inebriated people roaming around, there is an inbuilt safety in numbers (eg. 
walking in central Sydney at night is not scary because of the numbers of people out 
and about). Council could also improve street lighting to avoid those very dark 
streetscapes. 

activity mix 

Safety comes out of the presence of MORE PEDESTRIANS and people moving to 
safe venues in and around the CBD. Instead of draining the area of businesses like the 
law courts and possibly the police station, it would be good to see them and other 
public institutions remain. Why? Because they encourage cafe and bar use after hours 
and the knock on effect for other businesses would be profitable, more people would 
be on the streets and would use cinemas and shops. It really is time to reverse the 
trend of bleeding the CBD of life. It's a lovely environment now run down and shabby 
due to lack of use. It's not enough to have high rise residents; the place needs 
suburbanites as well. Mind you, one of the best news items I've heard recently is the 
announcement that the Uni might buy the TPI House building. Top idea! More students 
and suburbanites coming to visit; more people on the streets; more people in the 
cinemas, cafes and shops; more safety. 
 
 
 
That'll do for now. I could expound on this and other themes at length. contact me if 
you want more. 
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activity mix 

Safety is the main issue at night in Newcastle and in Hamilton, and safety has a high 
correlation to alcohol.   
 
 
There are simply too many venues selling too much liquor for too many hours to too 
many teenagers & young adults for us to feel safe walking down the street at night.   
 
 
There are packs, particularly of young men, that congregate around the doorways and 
footpaths of large pubs whose behaviour is almost entirely unchecked. 
 
 
To address it, you need far more police presence, fewer large pubs with shorter 
serving hours, more bright lights lining the streets, more public transport so no one is 
drink driving, and something ELSE for young people to do than drink at night. 

activity mix 

Safety of visitors is vital. We need surveillance cameras and better security. We need 
more night time dining for mixed aged patrons Definitely  keep the earlier closing of 
bars and night clubs. More alcohol free zones. 

activity mix 

Safety was one of my main concerns, but I have personally not felt safe as there are 
often lots of people around the Darby St Beaumont St areas. The CBD is often 
deserted. Encouraging restaurants, cafes etc, and other activities might encourage 
visitors into the CBD 

activity mix 

Safety:  To a large degree I think this hinges on the types of people the CBD attracts at 
night.  That requires the CBD to offer the kind of services mature and responsible 
people are seeking such as high quality restaurants and shopping.  Night activities 
need to be covered by police surveillance as a deterrent to louts and to interdict any 
anti-social activity before it becomes threatening to the public.  Finally, the judicial 
system must take a firm stand on any law breakers so that the CBD has a reputation. 
 
 
 
At present the reputation of the CBD has deteriorated to the point that we do not go 
there at night unless we really have to. 
 
 
 
Council - make presence of suitable businesses an attractive financial proposition.  
Maybe we need more alcohol free zones. 
 
Police - gereater presence and tougher stance on anti-social behaviour. 
 
Judiciary - tougher penalties, less tolerance. 

activity mix 

Saftey issues are lessened when a greater number and variety of ages and interests 
are catered for. Passive surveillance comes into force supplemented by more normal 
law enforcement. The opening up of Newcastle by removal of the railway line would 
have a significant effect on this. 
 
Also a greater push for more residential and cultural activities at the top end of town 
with CBD relocated to west Newcastle would revitalise Newcastle and bring with it the 
positive sides of more participation and involvement of the community. 

activity mix 
Support restraunts and cafe's so we get some variety instead of the Honeysuckle style 
monstrosities. 

activity mix support variety of events 
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activity mix 

The City Centre needs a constant supply of activities to suit a range of interests. They 
need to be well promoted and targeted to a range of audiences. Activities, coupled with 
improved infrastructure, transport links and existing attractions, such as cafes and 
restaurants, will assit with night time economy. 
 
 
 
The current concerns about anti-social behaviour and alcohol abuse, can be improved 
with better regulation and enforcement of pub/club closing times. I also believe that 
many of the 'problems' are due to people consuming large amounts of alcohol at home 
and entering the city centre to make trouble. This aspect of anti-social behaviour is 
more difficult to regulate and the pub/club closing times are not the only mechanish to 
address. 

activity mix 

The excessive number of young people that are drunk and behaving badly needs to be 
addressed.  Maybe more venues available in the outer areas would reduce the 
pressure on the inner city transport, police and ambulance and hospital emergency 
rooms. 

activity mix 

The current regulations and initiatives are stifling the night time economy and severley 
restricting diversity. there are not a lot of options for different age groups and interests 
and older people are being discouraged from using these areas. Council needs to 
allow and encourage a broader range of developments to accomodate more peoples 
interests. Council also needs to provide safe suitable alternatives for young people to 
access so they do not feel the need to wander the streets. This includes somewhere 
for under age people to "hang out". If young people had SOMEWHERE TO GO that 
they could use late at night with perhaps a shuttle bus between events there would not 
be as much to rebel against. At the moment they are angry with the lack of 
entertainment available and feel like everything is being taken away from them.I am 
speaking from experience as I have 6 young adults/teenagers, 4 of whom are over 18. 
 
Council also needs to take into account that it is not only young people that like to go to 
pubs and clubs and stay out after 1am. 

activity mix 

The lack of inner city development hampers the night life as it attracts the wrong social 
element.  It's scummy & scary with crack dealers etc on the street acting random.  
Police are not visible enough, not enough safe transport (good luck with taxis on 
Fri/Sat night) - it is unattractive.  I don't do clubs but would be scared for the kids that 
go to those places because of the social element. 
 
 
 
Do think it has improved with some of the measures implemented but still a fair way to 
go for sure...... 

activity mix 

The last question was not worded thoughtfully, however my thoughts are that having a 
tidy city with a variety of social activities would be best. 
 
 
 
Having a range of activities to suit a mix of ages and groupings of people, a well lit city 
without dingey areas, and good cooperation between all agencies to ensure good 
communication, are all achievable goals. 
 
 
 
Working to ensure transport networks allow people to leave town when they want, with 
the voucher system to protect cabbies, and with staggered closing times to reduce the 
outflux of people at one time of night. 
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activity mix 

The main priority is to get more people into the city doing a mix of activities. 
 
The city needs to be seen as made up of precincts.  
 
Each precinct needs a viable sustainable anchor tennant to guarantee visitors. 
 
Reliable public transport to these precincts needs to be guaranteed. 

activity mix 

The problems on the streets don't affect us directly, though it is disappointing to see 
what appears to be a breakdown of individual responsibility and the inability of the 
police or local government to do anything significant about it lest people think their 
rights are being trampled on.  
 
 
 
It seems to me that the supposed rights of publicans and club owners and bottle shop 
owners to have complete freedom to do what suits them (in the name of 'jobs' and 
'tourism' need to be restricted. There is no real social need for pubs to stay open all 
night or even half the night, except that loud parties and antisocial behaviour might 
spread into the suburbs if the pubs closed at a reasonable hour. Possibly places of 
genuine entertainment (as distinct from places that offer entertainment as a cover for 
drinking) could be run in such a way that offensive behaviour is better controlled (e.g., 
by genuine membership and strict door control). 
 
 
 
The above is unfortunately true mainly because of the inevitable minority of trouble 
makers. If they could be removed by tough police and court action things could be 
much less restrictive for the majority. 

activity mix 
The shops should be open till later and night and there should be a police car on 
standby around that area at night. 

activity mix 

The whole inner city has to be re worked and made people friendly, fine dinning and 
alfresco dinning, late night shopping with a variety of shops and boutiques, book shops 
nice ones.   Police presence so that people feel safe, cater for families. 

activity mix 

There is not currently a variety of venues in the city to suit different tastes.  There are 
very limited boutique type establishments and the current focus appears to be for large 
pubs and night clubs with a limited variety of restaurants.  
 
 
 
We would like to see a wider variety of entertainment alternatives which would attract a 
much wider and possibly more conservative clientel. These boutique venues would be 
places where couples and families, rather tham groups of singles, would seek to go. 

activity mix 
there needs to be a better mix of entertainment, eating and cultural offerings in the city 
to bring a variety of people in to the city. 

activity mix 

There needs to be a greater variety of things to do at night. There needs to be family 
friendly places and not just an emphasis on clubs and drinking for the young. Transport 
needs to be provided on a much better basis than at present. There needs to be 
greater emphasis on preventing the binge culture of the young people and the needs to 
be constantly drinking. 

activity mix 

Through supporting (with sufficient $$) the development of Tourism related night time 
activities that are available EVERY night and also add value for residents.  This will 
help to bring a greater diversity of people into Newcastle at night. 
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activity mix 

There needs to be less restrictions on pubs, clubs and bars. More places need to open 
up to enhance the city's night life diversity. We need places for everyone to go, to suit 
all tastes. I also think the curfew isn't having such a profound effect as everyone thinks. 
Violence in Newcastle, as a product of excess alcohol consumption still happens, just 
at different times now. Your answer to violence is to shut everything early, but the 
question is why are the people in Newcastle so violent when they drink? Perhaps there 
social issues that need to be evaluated and assessed. We shouldn't just try to quick fix 
it with curfews. 

collaboration 

Agencies working together to develop innovative ways to bring groups into town. Large 
cafe, restaurant, theatre districts that are well lit and encourage people to wander 
around. 

collaboration 

All groups need to work closely together to achieve the desired outcome to establish 
and maintain a safe, clean desirable place for people to visit whether by day or by 
night. 

collaboration 

All the items are ,in my opinion, of equal importance and value for a balanced city life 
for all ages, and all agencies 
 
have to work together, including patrons, to achive a harmonious city life. 

collaboration 
BETTER CONSULTATION WITH PROVIDERS OF THE RIGHT INFUSTRUCTURE 
AND THE USERS 

collaboration 

Both NCC & other agencies. 
 
Saftey should be promoted in terms of parking, lighting, police on street, covert 
security. 
 
Without an environment of saftey, we run teh risk of a 'broken window' environment 
that will ultimately lead to general neglect and abandonment of the city areas. 
 
 
 
The poor presentation of unoccupied properties within the CBD is does not reflect a 
'safe' environment 

collaboration 
By continuing to facilitate communication between all stakeholders with the view of 
achieving an outcome - all talk and no action is worse than no action at all. 

collaboration 
By making decisions and moving forward to a better city that we deserve instead of 
people seeing us as a backwater town. 

collaboration Consultation between all parties. 

collaboration 
coordination between business owners, police, and ensuring enforcement of anti-social 
behaviour. 

collaboration 
Co-ordination by all agencies and the provision of a CCCTV network which exists in 
similar cities. 

collaboration 

Council and local businesses working together to offer more events, safety and ease of 
accessibility. 
 
 
 
Events including night food markets with buskers and street performers - low key as 
well as high style events! 

collaboration 
Get all parties/stakeholders together on each issue and push for actual action plans.  
Follow up. 

collaboration 

I am not sure how to curb the hooligans that terrorise the Newcastle CBD, Newy East, 
and Cooks Hill areas. I've noticed over the past 8 years of my living in the area the 
problem has gotten worse. 
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I suppose it is a wider issue than we acutely see in the CBD. Addressing and 
supporting the communities they spawn from may be the beginning of respite. 

collaboration 

Council's main priority should be promoting and supporting a mix of night time 
businesses in the city centre and promoting collaboration between industries, agencies 
and local businesses. This can be done through rental and rates incentives, 
establishing forums, working groups and workshops between agencies and businesses 
and ensuring that key civic assets are supported through not only council resources 
but also by attracting private and state/commonwealth investment to support assets 
and activities in Newcastle. 
 
 
 
Local police and other social agencies and entertainment businesses need to work 
together around the priority of safety and entertainment as, no longer adversaries, but 
as two parts to a whole and healthy Newcastle community. Police need to provide 
more regular visual presence in the city centre and fines for minor offences to ensure 
the night time economy functions well - this can be done efficiently through short 
intermittent monoitoring programs. Entertainment agencies (ie pubc, clubs etc) need to 
work together to ensure the safety of patrons on premise and in close proximity.  
 
 
 
Finally, the Council, local economic development groups and the Hunter Economic 
Development Corporation need to work together to prioritise investment in the town, in 
sustainable and well-connected transport options, heritage and natural assets and 
providing physical connection between areas of the city. 

collaboration 

Make it easier for venues that support night time entertainment to operate effectively. 
Possible organise a working group between current venue operators to work together 
to highlight needs of the community.  
 
 
 
A better solution would be to create a dedicated entertainment district similiar to 
brisbanes fortitude valley. 

collaboration 

Newcastle, although being a city, is not a large city in the scheme of things compared 
to Sydney and Melbourne. We do though, draw people from large surrounding areas 
like Lake Macquarie/Central Coast and Lower Hunter, for entertainment and events. 
Safety and alcohol are major concerns for all that attend the city for relaxation and 
outings, particularly at night. I understand that the initiatives instigated some months 
ago, with earlier closing times of clubs, no shots etc - have seen a reduction in the 
night time vandalism, attacks and general drunken behaviour. Safety is my main 
priority - fix that and all that it involves and you fix the whole bunch of grapes. There is 
not a simple solution, but needs brave, concise and unpopular new rules. I see that 
one of the biggest problems is the lack of respect of authority that the 'young' have to 
everything. Council needs to gather together all the services that are affected by the 
violence and vandalism (police, ambulance, fire, hospitals, pub owners, club owners, 
victims - both business and persons, cab drivers, bus and train employees, security 
guards, parents, general public). Possibly in a large forum and then down to a working 
party, with representatives from all the above.  This panel would come up with tactics, 
solutions, ideas to put forward to the public and the authorities - present ideas for 
public comment and then implement. This needs to not be wishy washy - the horse has 
bolted and will be hard to rein in.  
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My ultimate solution would be to reintroduce National Service - for all boys and girls - 
aged between 18 and 21 - 12 months in one of the armed forces - if studying or doing 
an apprentership one can choose to take time off to complete their 12 months or 
choose to do their service at the completion of their study. What seems to be missing 
in huge chunks is lack of respect for any authority, no boundaries, no discipline, no 
accountability for actions. 

collaboration 

Regulation and Social issues overlaps with collaboration and communication. I was 
concerned that there was no one from the Hotels Assoc at the World cafe function. 
Needs to be more collaboration between police and these groups - perhaps police 
allocated to certain venues - where they mixed with staff and patrons as Community 
Liaison Officers. Council role is to facilitate such collaboration . This is preferable to 
having police vans patrol the streets - less antagonistic and confronting and gets police 
in amongst the action . 

collaboration 

Safety can be addressed by: 
 
1) the current earlier closing of pubs and clubs.  Drinking till 5am provided fuel to the 
violence and break down of safety whilst they are drunk and then later when they are 
sober. 
 
2) police presence 
 
3) mixed activities so that more than one demographic are using the space.  
Communities that have a lot of mixed age group/generation use of space are safer. 
 
4) coordination and mediation between the necessary groups 

collaboration 
The problem of safety can only be addressed by a combination of methods. It is not the 
sole responsibility of the police or council, clubs or hotels or any single other body. 

communication 

A very difficult thing. I just remember when I was, yes one of those people, when in the 
eighties we went out whether by public transport or own transport and had a great 
night. I dont think that any public or private agency can solve this issue it's about 
people being responsible for their own actions. The only way to make this work is to 
stop paying the legal fraternity huge amounts of money to pay for solving our own 
problems or "anger/alochol related trouble. Not what can happen but, hey we sorted it 
out then without lawyers and the courts and I'm sure the Police force would agree. We 
are all scared to protect ourselves, us honest people. 

communication 
Alcohol violence: educating the public on alcohol and what is the right amount of 
alcohol for a night out. 

communication 

All visitors to the CBD or Hamilton should be abel to enjoy their activities within a safe 
environment. It seems alcohol is the main problem, therefore measures to change 
attitudes towards binge drinking, further review of trading hours for hotels/clubs, 
greater police numbers and better transport options are required. 

communication 

Given that alcohol fueled testosterone is the primary risk in the city at night, it makes 
sense to start there. That also makes public transport an almost crazy option to 
consider at night (While closing pubs early would be a grand option, I don't know what 
an acceptable answer is). 

communication 

I imagine the atmosphere and public amenity of The Entrance being possible in 
Newcastle. It would require a focus on family and child-friendly activities being the 
number one priority. If families feel safe at night, then everyone else will too.  
 
 
 
I think the culture needs to change to being one where it is normal to be in bed  at 
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night, and active by day. 

communication 

I like the curfew. But safety, or rather perceived safety concerns are probably the main 
priority. My friends are mostly around the ages of 28 - 45. When we do go downtown 
(like to Chinose (spelling) the Chinese restaurant on King St), my friends say - we 
partied when we were that age, but we knew our limits. This is so different, people are 
deliberately getting drunk. My current concern is that students come to uni and tafe 
and get sucked into the drinking lifestyle before they see better things to do with their 
time, and to relax in safer, and ironicly, more relaxing ways. The two things (safety and 
good ways to relax) might not seem connected, but it's not about new safer 
alternatives, it's about showing new people what is already available before they get 
sucked into it. 

communication 
Proactive marketing services provided by Council, organise varied activities and 
ensure they are well promoted through facebook and signage. 

communication Safety and communication of events and offerings 

communication 

Whether Council can address these issues or not, the thing that detracts me from the 
night life in Newcastle is the binging, violent behaviour on the streets. 
 
I have always found the positive Council events at night to create a safer more 
interesting night life. 
 
Perhaps Council can encourage more people to get involved in different forms of 
entertainment other than binge drinking and pubs. 

communication 

Concern for safety could be addressed by encouraging a stronger involvement in the 
city of people with a positive influence. For example if our town was a buzz with 
chrstian choirs or if the pensioners were out in force in the city the troublesome groups 
would retreat. 
 
I read a story about a town in the US that was experiencing terrible grafitti so the set up 
speakers and played Barry Manilow singing in the area of concern the grafitti artists 
headed for the hills at the sound of Barry. 
 
I like a creative positive solution. 

communication 

Counselling and training programs for families with children and teenagers who are 
totally out of control, therefore leading to alcohol and drug abuse, and related anti-
social behaviour and crime. 
 
 
 
Greater police presence in the city at night and strong penalties (plus education 
programs) not just for the perpetrators, but also for parents of young law-breakers. 
Monetary fines should not always be a penalty as we all know many of these people 
are the least able to pay. 
 
 
Compulsory education for all parents-to-be regarding their responsibilities. 
 
 
 
Funding is the problem of course, but I'd like to think the majority of people would 
agree to taxes being used to make our city (and all cities and suburbs) safe. 

communication 
Free public transport into the city and Hamilton. 
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Education and awareness campaigns, particularly for under 25 year old idiots that think 
they rule the streets. 

communication 

I would like "newcastle night life" to mean something more than "a way to ensure 
young people can drink safely". 
 
 
 
There are a lot of people who frequent Beaumont Street at night and they are not all 
there to drink for as long as the pub is open.  Media attention focusses on these 
people.  Actively promote other night time activities so that we hear more than "Anti-
social behaviour" reporting on NBN. 

communication 

Increased policing 
 
Reducing alcohol supplies 
 
Change in cultural views of alcohol use 
 
Increased legal conseuqences for those arrested for assault etc 

communication 

It would be helpful if one could go back to see main concerns at this point for 
clarification.  I believe that communication, safety, enforcement, regulation etc are 
really all interdependent and some aspects are really the WAY you achieve the other 
aims.  Communication is essential for all o the factors to work.  People understanding 
why some of the provisions are in place, or restricted.  Not all will be happy with 
restrictions or some provisions but unfortunately it depends on usage which users and 
surrounding community identify as prime needs. 

communication 

Just remind people they are living in one of the best areas look after it.Not all gains are 
made by quick large monetry rewards especially developers.More sustainability less 
excess. 

communication Limit the alcohol intake of people somehow. 

communication 

Lock Outs are only moving the problem to new areas, better educated patron are the 
only way to control the problem that is created by excess drinking by young people. 
 
 
 
More police patrols & interactive police will also help control the out breaks. 

communication 

Move away from the alchol culture. People do not need to consume alcohol after 
11pm. Good food, wine bars and low key live music - lift the tone, get away from 
venues and events which promote a thuggish "as much as you can drink" culture.  
 
 
 
Recently we enjoyed taking our children to Europe where, even in Naples, we could 
walk the streets as a family until late at night, enjoying a meal out, walking the busy, 
safe streets and listening to various live street music and enjoying other attractions - 
with plenty of other families with children of all ages doing the same thing. It was such 
a shame to come home to Newcastle and lose that. Newcastle at night is the last place 
I'd take my 9 year old. 

communication 

Much improved transport, sufficient policing to ensure zero tolerance of antisocial 
behaviours, real consequences for drunk/disorderly assaultive behaviours. 
 
We need to ensure families know how to raise their children and youth...so they have 
respect for other people....and for  society. (I believe a lot of poor behaviours in town 
ultimately stem from poor role modeling at home).  
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we need infrastructure in place so that youth have something to do in town...they like to 
meet their peers, doing something...they need to do it so they understand alcohol 
consumption is not acceptable. 

communication 

My main concern with visiting the city at night is the level of crime.  
 
Personnally I think it stems from a lack of discipline and respect by our youth and this a 
huge issue which society must address through power of teachers and parents, 
responsibility put onto individuals and parents and punishment for crimes. 
 
 
I believe the curfews in Newcastle are making a difference. The main area where 
council could help is improved transport late at night to help drunk people get home 
safely. In my experiences late at night in Newcastle a lot of trouble is caused by drunk, 
tired, frustrated people who can't get home. 

communication 

My partner & I try to avoid going out at night due to the safety concerns we have about 
Newcastle & Hamilton. Making the streets safer really is not a Council issue but a NSW 
government issue. When we stop hearing about deaths & bashings & robberies we 
may return to the city. 

communication 

Newcastle, although being a city, is not a large city in the scheme of things compared 
to Sydney and Melbourne. We do though, draw people from large surrounding areas 
like Lake Macquarie/Central Coast and Lower Hunter, for entertainment and events. 
Safety and alcohol are major concerns for all that attend the city for relaxation and 
outings, particularly at night. I understand that the initiatives instigated some months 
ago, with earlier closing times of clubs, no shots etc - have seen a reduction in the 
night time vandalism, attacks and general drunken behaviour. Safety is my main 
priority - fix that and all that it involves and you fix the whole bunch of grapes. There is 
not a simple solution, but needs brave, concise and unpopular new rules. I see that 
one of the biggest problems is the lack of respect of authority that the 'young' have to 
everything. Council needs to gather together all the services that are affected by the 
violence and vandalism (police, ambulance, fire, hospitals, pub owners, club owners, 
victims - both business and persons, cab drivers, bus and train employees, security 
guards, parents, general public). Possibly in a large forum and then down to a working 
party, with representatives from all the above.  This panel would come up with tactics, 
solutions, ideas to put forward to the public and the authorities - present ideas for 
public comment and then implement. This needs to not be wishy washy - the horse has 
bolted and will be hard to rein in.  
 
My ultimate solution would be to reintroduce National Service - for all boys and girls - 
aged between 18 and 21 - 12 months in one of the armed forces - if studying or doing 
an apprentership one can choose to take time off to complete their 12 months or 
choose to do their service at the completion of their study. What seems to be missing 
in huge chunks is lack of respect for any authority, no boundaries, no discipline, no 
accountability for actions. 

communication 

Participating in Community Action to create awareness for sustainable society. 
 
Create a sustainable safe, clean city. 
 
Proper Copenhagen style fully separated & segregated bike lanes.  Make it a city for 
people, bikes & public transport.  Not a city for cars.  Many roads should be shut off to 
cars.  Less car parking. 
 
A sustainable city needs to stop the consumeristic car culture that is killing us 
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communication 

Raise the age of drinking alcohol and have more Police 
 
on Patrol. Parents should be held responsable in some cases 

communication 

Reduce the impact of people over-drinking and causing problems. 
 
 
Over-drinking is not a pre-requisite for having 'a good time'. 
 
 
Over-drinking, for those who 'enjoy' it, should be restricted to the home environment. 
 
 
Now that smoking in clubs etc. has been introduced and enforced, more people are 
going to clubs, etc. 
 
 
Obviously, profits from the sale of alchol will effect many venues where patrons 
overdrink - and they should start thinking of others 'ways' of making a profit from their 
venue. 

communication 

Restricting late night venue trading hours is not the answer, this will only kill a 
wounderful industry and substanial employment opportunities. Further policing 
certainly would help gain some further safety for late night travellers however I believe 
that we should consider the prospect of further education at a high school level to 
ensure our next genration of patrons are better prepared and educated.  
 
 
 
One important issue I find disturbing is that it seems that most people & officials seem 
to be blaming liquor as the cause of the violence and destruction. We need to open our 
eyes and except that drugs mixed with liquor is a dangerous situation. More drug 
testing & searchs should be in place at licensed venues. 
 
 
 
Transport is certainly an area that needs attention however I have no answers for this, 
however over the last 25yrs I thought it was ok before the violence and so called 
gangs. 

communication 

Safety, was my main concern.  Safe transport systems, such as a monorail or other 
public system, that is open light and has stations to enter and exit that are open and 
fresh without dark damp corners to hide in.  Open areas to walk through,   Excellent 
lighting around social areas, with attractive and feel. 
 
 
Open eating areas.   
 
 
I am no expert on this but do feel there must be cities who do this well. Who are they 
and where are they?  Should we not be communicating with them to see why and how 
crime is down, how they get people to mix together in safe and family orientated 
venues, where respect for the older person is still apparent? 

communication 
the problem of anti social behaviour needs to address. I think the authorities are doing 
what they can. I dont have the answer. 
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communication 

The problems on the streets don't affect us directly, though it is disappointing to see 
what appears to be a breakdown of individual responsibility and the inability of the 
police or local government to do anything significant about it lest people think their 
rights are being trampled on.  
 
 
 
It seems to me that the supposed rights of publicans and club owners and bottle shop 
owners to have complete freedom to do what suits them (in the name of 'jobs' and 
'tourism' need to be restricted. There is no real social need for pubs to stay open all 
night or even half the night, except that loud parties and antisocial behaviour might 
spread into the suburbs if the pubs closed at a reasonable hour. Possibly places of 
genuine entertainment (as distinct from places that offer entertainment as a cover for 
drinking) could be run in such a way that offensive behaviour is better controlled (e.g., 
by genuine membership and strict door control). 
 
 
The above is unfortunately true mainly because of the inevitable minority of trouble 
makers. If they could be removed by tough police and court action things could be 
much less restrictive for the majority. 

dk um 
dk It is already pretty good. 
dk Not sure of the way the question is presented 
dk Not sure, need to take the advice of experts 
dk NOT SURE. 
dk notnsure. this is far broader than newcastle 
dk that last one was a stupid question 

dk 
This survey is very poor.  i don't understand the previous page.  Did I have to be at the 
meeting? 

enforcement 

*some type of security officers other than police showing presence around pubs/clubs 
and places like ncle mall. 
 
*extra lighting used at noteable problem times,especially along walking areas. 
 
*campaing for saftey such as staying in numbers,112 in phone.even something with 
view of emergency dept,s treating an attack victim in a grusome way. 
 
*unfortunate part is the people who need this info are going to ignore it,won't happen to 
me !maybe permission from a victim ,someone in community they know to make it 
more real. 
 
*spending more money on these important issues instead of paving the mall a few 
times over!  
 
*this is probably why people are not going into town even though you are trying to 
encourage it. 
 
all i have time for now. 
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enforcement 

1. a greater police and security presence to deter gangs and unsocial behaviour, use 
existing laws and regulations rather than dreaming up new ones that don't work due to 
lack of commitment. 
 
 
2. more options for transport eg. trains are only every 2 hrs to go to kotara and there 
are no buses until extremely late.  
 
 
3. more clean public toilets as after business hrs there are none unless you want to 
enter licence premises which is hard with kids. 
 
 
4. more events in town to attract families, get people into the habit of going into town 
on a regular basis. livesites on the whole a very good. 

enforcement 

1/Better lighting in the cities popular night time entertainment areas would alleviate to a 
great deal dark areas where anti social behaviour can take place. 
 
 
2/Better and more frequent public transport to take peoples out of the entertainment 
areas. Tempers get frayed easily when there the leathal mix of alcohol and frustration. 
 
3/MORE TAXIS,I don't go out much,but I was at an engagement party at a Merewether 
house about a month ago on a Saturday night,we rang at about 11.30 p.m.for 2 taxis 1 
needed was a 5 seater,around 1.00-1.15 a.m the 5 seater arrived. When I complained 
about how long it had taken and enquired about what big event was going on in the city 
that was requiring so many taxis. The answer was nothing big was going on it was just 
about the normal waiting time for a taxi on a typical Friday & Saturday night in 
Newcastle. I can see why trouble breaks out when a person that's been drinking and 
has been trying for hours to get a taxi and can't. 
 
 
4/Stronger enforcement by licensing police of the alcohol limits a venue can serve to 
patrons and non service to intoxicated peoples. Possibly the fines and penalities being 
given to the premises that breach the rules and not on the staff that serve them, I feel 
they are sometime forced by their employers to continue to serve intoxicated peoples 
for the sake of profits. Introduce a 3 strike rule;if a venue repeatedly breaches the 
responsible service of liquor laws,1st time heafty fine, 2nd:close them down for a 
month and 3rd if they continue to breach, revoke their license. 
 
 
5/ network of security cameras around the city, that possibly could be funded jointly by 
Council,State Government and a levy on licensed premises. I doubt the entertainment 
venues won't be keen on a levy being introduced, but it would be tax deductable and in 
the long term when it starts to curb the amount of violence in the city's night spots, they 
will be rewarded in their gain of patronage when people feel safe in an area and they 
will probably be able to reduce the amount of security needed to be employed, thus 
saving money.    
 
 
5/Stronger sentencing by Magistrates for repeat offenders who whether intoxicated or 
not continue to commit violent assaults,robberies of peoples,vandalism and GRAFFITI. 
Introduce mandatory custodial sentences and that the Magistrates enforce them 
instead of giving them a slap on the wrist told their naughty boys of girls given a $100 
fines and released. 

enforcement A larger police presence in the venues and streets 
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enforcement 

A low-cost light rail system (e.g. monorail) that runs around the city loop (including 
Hamilton) up until say 1am (similar to Tokyo trains). Then similar to Tokyo people are 
aware of "the last train" and should make their way for the train, because it is an 
attractive and low-cost way to get home (or at least back to their friends place / hotel). 
This will help further to encourage people to get out of town earlier and also provide 
some relief on the problematic taxi system and aggressive/intoxicated/drunk people 
waiting in taxi queues. 
 
 
 
More police powers. If police come across violent/aggressive types, swearing at police 
etc, police should have all power to detain them for up to 28 days (similar to Japan) 
without reason or evidence and charge them. But the Government is being too 
politically correct by this left-wing stance of "Oh don't be too harsh on the poor innocent 
street thug (who swore at police and threw glass bottles etc). That approach clearly 
doesn't work, trouble makers need to have no rights and be taken off the streets 
immediately, but punished harshly so they don't repeat. 
 
 
 
More community-centric activities to build a stronger sense of community involvement 
and relationships between the younger generations and the older generations. 
Games/fun/involvement/contests/competitions with both young/old people all 
participating equally. Make some of the events at night time to promote a large number 
of "normal" people coming into the city at night, safely to participate in something 
without feeling endangered by thugs etc. 
 
 
 
Over here in Japan I see the respect that the young people show their elders and it is 
in a totally different ball park to what we see in Australia. We can learn a lot from the 
Japanese culture to be honest (and them too from us, but in other ways). 

enforcement 

A mixture of visible police presence, adequate security at venues, effective lighting on 
main streets / car parks etc.  
 
Youth venues need adequate funding and active encouragement from council to be in 
a position to offer programs and events to provide alternatives to simply 'hanging out' 
on the streets. (eg underage drug and alcohol free music and dance events that are 
regular and capable of building a reputation and a following) These events should be 
focused on providing engaging entertainment mixed with proper social planning in 
regards to what happens with young people post event, including transport, 
supervision, security etc.  
 
 
 
Hunter Street is a vast - empty quiet space at night, walking between venues that are 
open can seem dangerous - simple lighting,the ability for small businesses to be open 
for trade would assist in lessening the feeling of desolation / isolation. 

enforcement 

A more permanent police presence in the mall and waterfront areas with a night time 
police stations in both areas. 
 
CCTV for the CBD and waterfront areas 
 
More controls, such as earlier closing for hotels 
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enforcement 

Absolutely no idea on how to increase safety in the CBD/Hamilton areas of Newcastle. 
 
 
Lock outs in hotels may have a small impact but the issue still remains when people 
are leaving hotels. I haven't experienced anything adverse myself but have a child 
turning 18 this year and it concerns me a lot. 
 
 
Police on foot patrols may have some effect. 

enforcement Adequate planning controls and policing to prevent undesirable elements 
enforcement Adequate Police Enforcement 

enforcement 

Adequate street (sensor) lighting 
 
Police presence 
 
Community watch security 

enforcement Allow Police to have more authority to deal with trouble makers 

enforcement 

All visitors to the CBD or Hamilton should be abel to enjoy their activities within a safe 
environment. It seems alcohol is the main problem, therefore measures to change 
attitudes towards binge drinking, further review of trading hours for hotels/clubs, 
greater police numbers and better transport options are required. 

enforcement 

Automatic 3 year minimum goal term serious assults. 
 
Automatic 6 year minimum goal term if a weapon is involved. 
 
Automatic 8 year minimum goal term if robbery & weapon involved. 
 
 
 
MORE POLICE ARE NEEDED TO HELP QUICKER RESPONCE TIMES. 

enforcement 

Being seen to regulate/police the city in the evenings. I dont vist late at night (except 
for the late night chemist some times, as I have kids). I know that a 18 yo male child of 
friends would not visit MacDonalds in the city late at night for fear of his safety. I have 
seen 'thugs' run through the streets in the early evening knocking over bins and kicking 
windows. 

enforcement 

Better lighting 
 
Security cameras 
 
More police presence 
 
Continuing control of alcohol consumption 

enforcement Better policing of alcahol and unacceptable behaviour. 

enforcement 
By enforcing drinking rules and unruly behaviour and having good night transport 
home, the streets would feel safer 

enforcement 

By having a stronger police presence. ie police on the beat. 
 
 
Better security at designated taxi and bus stops. 
 
Removing drunk people off the streets. 
 
Restricting the size of groups on the streets. 
 
Restricting movement between venues. 

enforcement By proactive policeing and control of all areas and by a bigger mix of age gourps using 
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all areas in and around the city. 
enforcement Casual but frequent Police wandering presence would be great. 

enforcement 

Close4 hotels etc earlier 
 
Get rid of the ratbags on the street 
 
Enforce licencing laws 

enforcement 
Continuous patrols by Police. Reduce time venues are open eg pubs and clubs to 
close by 1pm. 

enforcement control of youth 

enforcement 

Council can't address the safety issue due to lack of powers. A greater presence of 
police or officers with similar powers (not just "thug" security).   
 
 
In other large cities where i've felt safe at night there has always been a high level of 
visible police and/or security presence. 

enforcement Do Not let the drunks roam the streets 

enforcement 

Eliminate open container drinkers. Expect these are folks walking to or from a pub. 
Start at the train station and get a feel for those attracted to town and check their 
tickets. Increase the penalties for taggers. Believe the police need greater numbers 
and the court system needs to respond better to citizens concerns. 

enforcement 
Enforce alcohol free zones. More police presence on the streets and regulate the 
responsible service of alcohol. 

enforcement 

Enforce ALL AFZ and AFA. and control drinking of Alcohol on the streets.  
 
It will make the area safe for tourists, visitors,Plus residents of the area. 

enforcement 

Enforce all Alcohol Free Areas and Alcohol Free Zones. Excessive alcohol 
consumption has ruined the area and must be brought under control for the sake of the 
majority of the population and the viability of the businesses. Properly controlled 
alcohol consumption will also improve the viability of Hotels and licenced 
premises.Very strictly enforcing AFZ's, AFA's and APA's will improve safety and entice 
more to visit the area, attend events and enjoy the area.  
 
Strict enforcement will also reduce the costs to NCC, the Police, the Ambulance 
service and hospitals etc. 
 
The cost of emergency services, vandalism and security will decling and the profit from 
socially acceptable activities will rise. 

enforcement enforce regulations, ensure safe transport options are always available 

enforcement 

Enforcement and Regulation.   
 
Council/Government approved Cameras to be used as a deterant to antisocial 
behaviour and to provide Police with information and evidence. 
 
Regular Police Patrols - encourage Police to meet and greet people dining out.  This 
strategy might support local Restaurants and enable Restaurants to remain open later 
and at the same time deter the violence and bad behaviour. 
 
Regulation: 
 
Restriction to alcohol if anti social behaviour continues. 
 
Earlier closing times should violence continue. 
 
Infrastructure: 
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Improve street lighting in nearby streets so that local resident are provided with 
additional safety when walking home at night. 

enforcement enforcement and safety 

enforcement 

Focus on getting the Police out and about or hire security guards to patrol high areas. 
 
 
 
On the transport issue, break the taxis monopoly and allow market forces to bring 
transport to the city centre. 

enforcement 

Get rid of the drunken yobs who frequent the CBD . Restrict the availability of alcohol 
to those sectors of the community who cannot control their excesses and poor 
behaviour. 

enforcement 

Get the legal system to make zero tolerence on crime  
 
get more police on the beat and not in highway patrol vehicles start doing the job they 
have been payed for 

enforcement give police more powers 
enforcement greater police presence around inner city streets. Both foot patrols and vehicles. 

enforcement 

Greater police presence, better transport, more 'adult' activity e.g. more restaurants or 
classier wine bars along the scary bits (king st end of darby, king st b/n darby and 
tower cinemas, hunter st itself). We generally go to a restaurant after we visit 
hairdresser at honeysuckle but like to be out of town by 10 and that's weeknights. Fri 
and Sat would need a good reason to go in - last time we went with a friend who lives 
in aculon building there were 6 females and one of us nearly got our bag snatched but 
our numbers deterred them. Really have stayed away since then. Also needs to be 
more and cheaper transport - we like wine with a meal and only live at kotara but to 
taxi into town is at least $40 so we rarely bother. 

enforcement greater police presence, cctv 
enforcement Greater police presence. Personally I have never seen a problem in town. 

enforcement 

Greater policing numbers.  Greater control over licensed premises and higher 
expectations on management and RSA.  Creation of a more vibrant inner city instead 
of the dull place that it is creating at the least a feeling of security. 

enforcement 
Have a visible police presence - on foot - a police shopfront office for night - but regular 
police on foot patrols.  Make it clear that regulation is on hand. 

enforcement 

Have Police on patrol all the time, on foot or push bike, Motor bike. Prevention of 
unsocial behaviour is much better than having to charge people, and if more police are 
about at night people would hopfully behave them self. 

enforcement High police patrols, no tolerance by police to anti social behaviour. 

enforcement 

High visibility of Police and Security People in the Inner city.  
 
 
Make it more about the activity and not about the alcohol/drugs. Open venue sites - 
bands in the park etc. Close off the plaza near the civic for bands alcohol free or Pacfic 
Park. 
 
Stay with the early closing and reduced alcohol limits. 
 
Restrict the amount of alcohol allowed in mixer bottles by law - make it more fizzy drink 
than booze. 

enforcement High visibility police & to a lesser extent security persons on the street. 
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enforcement 

Higher police presence and greater powers to prosecute offenders (not just a rap over 
the knuckles).  
 
Surveillance cameras in the streets to monitor anti-social behaviour. This would then 
enable police to be dispatched to problem areas before trouble escalates. 

enforcement 

Higher police presence at night, particularly on "foot patrol"-never seen on my night 
forays!! 
 
CCTV- for the mall and surrounds. 

enforcement 

Hose the streets, there must be a seawater possibility somewhere in the world. 
Newcastle is the piss and spew capital of Australia on a population basis. I'ts illegal to 
supply to a drunk, how are people getting this drunk? we need enforcement of RSA, 
enforcement of anti social behaviour standards and enforcement of the lockouts. Better 
transdport to get the blow-=ins back to the burbs quickly.Before they piss and spew 
everywhere 

enforcement 

I am not entirely sure what the last question was asking. 
 
 
 
I think there needs to be more visible policing.  I think that the risk of assault turns a lot 
of reasonable people off from going into the city at night. 

enforcement 

I believe due to lower police numbers on the beat there is a push by certain 
government bodies & lobby groups to take the easy option & have the hotels take up 
the role of policing by using additional security & cracking down on people who are 
drinking. Come double demerit time there always is a strong police presence on our 
roads generating revenue through fines but this does not appear to be the case during 
nights in Newcastle. In my observations it is not the people in the venue that cause the 
problems it is gangs roaming the streets & if there is a problem it is usually the general 
public contacting the police so they arrive after the event. I believe the police should 
play a more proactive role not travel in large groups from venue to venue. They dress 
like they are paratroopers in lace up boots & jump suits (what is that about?) 
 
It is now a blame game where individuals no longer have to take personal 
responsibility for their actions (until they hurt someone) the law expects hotels to 
babysit patrons & are required to hire security many of which are would be if they could 
be police on a power trip. 
 
Police no longer appear to inspire respect from the community but when you see large 
groups of police wandering around at venues not really anything what is the point 

enforcement 

I believe that the main priorities should be to provide safe venues for people to enjoy 
themselves with responsible supply/service of alcolohol,and then to provide a safe and 
efficient environment for people to get themselves home. I believe that Police powers 
and numbers on patrol should be increased to curb youth violence in the streets, along 
with licensed venues providing stricter security services. After hours transport should 
be up-graded with security personnel getting on and off buses randomly to discourage 
hooliganism. If people are discouraged from going into Newcastle at the week-end 
then it will become a complete ghost town! The number of licensed premises in 
financial strife is disturbing and may be a result of over stringent curfews. Our city 
should stay alive so over-zealous enforcement can be just as bad as poor 
enforcement, so the balance is obviously critical. 

enforcement 

I believe that we should be putting police back on the beat in the City. Not just a 
couple, we need many . We need to ensure the safety of all who go to the city ..day or 
night!!If or when the City is renewed/refurbished, it needs to be ready to accept as 
many people as it can get safely. 
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enforcement 

I recently went to Melbourne and was absolutely blown away by how different the 
nightlife is there compared to here. There were plenty of people on the streets, but no 
one seemed to be drunk, picking fights, or abusing other people. I'm not sure if the fact 
that there's more to do there at night has anything to do with it. There were also police 
at regular intervals, which is something I've never seen in Newcastle by night. 
Melbourne's public transportation system is also second to none, so maybe that also 
has something to do with it. 
 
 
 
Granted the population of Melbourne is much bigger to Newcastle's, and it's a much 
bigger city, but if our nightlife could be anything like theirs, it would be a change for the 
better. There's only a handful of places to go at night in Newcastle, and the bars all 
focus on getting drunk to the exclusion of everything else. 

enforcement I think better policing of the area. Also stricter achohol controll in pubs and clubs. 

enforcement 

I think Newcastle's safety aspects has improved in the recent period due to the lock 
outs and the restriction of alcohol,  However, this needs to be maintained ... and one 
has to feel safe in Newcastle and Hamilton to enjoy oneself. Hamilton still feels a bit 
safer than Hunter St. 
 
Police presence is necessary as a transition phase to make sure people feel safe 
occur.  
 
Hunter St., needs to be broken up more re traffic for restaurants and trees and parking 
and perhaps King st used more effectively. 
 
Re STATE GOVT.'s aspects. 
 
1. Put a fast train in from Newcastle to Sydney. 
 
2. Improve and widen the Rail Passenger system in N'castle so people can get in and 
out of city easily at night. 
 
3. Overhead bridge on Hunter St. 
 
4. Build parking stations/ buildings over Railway line (like other cities do). 
 
5. Second Toule St Bridge .... so people from Medowie/Nelson Bay have easier access 
into city ... and N'castle has better access to Airport. 

enforcement 
Police anti-social behaviour. Ensure adequate community transport - taxis are simply 
too expensive (especially if you are on your own). 

enforcement 

Police Kiosk stations in and around Newcastle CBD, the removal of the Rail, Free bus 
circulating between Hamilton,Junction and Newcastle. Parents made accountable for 
their underage drinking children!!!!! 

enforcement Police on FOOT !!!!!!!!! 
enforcement Police or security presence. 

enforcement 

Police presence on the streets.  
 
Staggered closing times for venues. 
 
Security guards at cab ranks.  
 
Free and regular buses between venues. 
 
 
Improved and regular public transport. 
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enforcement 
Police presence to enforce legal drinking age laws,alcohol free zones, prevention of 
conflicts between party goers . Safe, regular public transport out of CBD after midnight. 

enforcement police presence, kerfews and alcohol free zones 

enforcement 

Police presence.  Not brute force and rude officers with a point to prove.  If the police 
are just out to get their numbers up then the youth lose respect really quickly, and 
when there is no respect it becomes scary that there is no one to enforce the law in 
their eyes. 
 
 
 
I think that public transport is extremely important, also livinging up the city with 
markets, allowing young business people/designers/etc to have cheap rent in town if 
there is a surplus of empty buildings. 

enforcement 

Policing ,patrolling ,cameras.This should be carried out in friendly, humane ways.Also 
checking for possession of illegal drugs. Random blood tests on the spot for alcohol 
and illegal drugs. On the spot arrests for breaking the laws.Once the message is out 
there a lot of intensive policing should be replaced by police maintaining these 
standards. 

enforcement 

Pressure to make the relevant authorities enforce the law. 
 
Pressure to get better transport (very much safety linked in my mind). Rail travel is 
unsafe at night. 
 
Get GPT off the ground in Newcastle. 

enforcement 

Probably a more visible presence by uniformed police.  
 
Somehow come down heavily on the young untouchable youths who feel free to cause 
havoc around the city. 

enforcement 

Promoting of quality entertainment, night clubs, casino, restaurants, greater use of the 
Civic Theatre, the Town Hall. Make Hamiton and Newcastle the night-life centre for 
Newcastle and surrounding Councils. Increase the hours of license premises to suit the 
occasion.  This must come along increased internal crowd control on licensed 
premises plus an increase in Policing activity. 

enforcement 

property damage and public safety are main priorities.  HAppy to have people out 
having a good time, no problem with people being drunk - provided there is enough 
infrastructure/policing etc to maintain order and safety. 

enforcement 

Restricting trading hours of venues that trade primarily in alcohol consumption / supply 
(i.e. night clubs, bars, pubs, etc). 
 
Imposing and enforcing late night curfews (e.g. persons must be moving along, no 
public drunkeness, no loitering, etc). 
 
Empowering police to enforce "drunk and disorderly" rulings. 
 
Empowering police to do their job (giving them the tools, equipment and support they 
require to do their jobs properly). 

enforcement 

restrictions at venues so antisocial behavour did not filter onto the streets. 
 
 
events had effecient transport to quickly moove people to a well lite safe car park or 
transport hub. 

enforcement Safety - greater enforcement and less tolerance of antisocial and violent bahviour. 
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enforcement 

Safety - more security cameras, police presence, more shops etc open at night, not 
just night clubs, no late night openings - 3am is late enough. 
 
Encourage night spots to bring their entertainment in earlier, instead of starting late 
and their customers preloading. 
 
Police need power to drug test. 
 
More Public transport needed. 
 
 
Council needs to stop wasting money on consultants and studies, and spend the 
money on projects. 

enforcement 

Safety - protection from stupid 'lout-ish' behaviour - greater policing by foot and in 
patrol vehicles in and around the CBD. 
 
 
 
Instance: Whilst walking along Scott Street, with a party of locals and international 
guests, an egg was hurled at our group and unfortunately did connect so ending, what 
was a lovely evening, on a very sour note. 

enforcement 

Safety can be addressed by: 
 
1) the current earlier closing of pubs and clubs.  Drinking till 5am provided fuel to the 
violence and break down of safety whilst they are drunk and then later when they are 
sober. 
 
2) police presence 
 
3) mixed activities so that more than one demographic are using the space.  
Communities that have a lot of mixed age group/generation use of space are safer. 
 
4) coordination and mediation between the necessary groups 

enforcement There should be more Police walking the beat on city streets. 

enforcement 

there should be some type of enforcement.If there are drunks around breathe test 
them,if over the limit of a driver lock them up.This should help with safety and 
hooliganism 

enforcement use venue driver's licence scanning in conjunction with cctv to identify violent offcening 

enforcement 
we have been dealing with graffiti and violence here for decades. it is time to stop the 
'softly, softly' approach and reclaim our city. A firmer hand and harsher penalties. 

enforcement 

We need more police on the beat, better transport and more arrest with the culprits 
being force to pay for their crimes from their hip pocket or being forced to clean up 
Newcastle as a community service. These young people know they can do whatever 
they want to and the police are powerless to act. 

enforcement 

We need more police on the beat, better transport and more arrest with the culprits 
being force to pay for their crimes from their hip pocket or being forced to clean up 
Newcastle as a community service. These young people know they can do whatever 
they want to and the police are powerless to act. 

enforcement Wnsure there are enough police around control hooligans and anti social behaviour 
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enforcement 

* Transport iniatives including more weekend taxi's on the road.  
 
* Allowing hire cars to use taxi ranks on Friday and Saturday nights only. 
 
* Bus and train timetables that better match closing times of venues. 
 
* Late night food outlets closing at the same time that Hotels close. This will massively 
reduce patron migration. 
 
* Communicating via advertising and enforcement to the community the existence of 
alchohol free zones. 
 
* Working with hotels and liquor outlets rather than against them and blaming 
everything on hotels. 
 
* Council talking about how good Newcastle is instead of letting people with their own 
personal agenda's run Newcastle down and scare monger. When perception can be 
reality, we need to be sending positive messages out to the community and to tourists. 
 
* More street lighting/flood lighting in late night precinct areas. 
 
* More uniformed beat police. 

enforcement 
Continue to minimize alcohol consumption and bad behaviour that ensues from that by 
introducing earlier closing times, more police presence, heavier penalties. 

enforcement 

Continue to regulate alcohol trading hours, increase policing (visibilty and action), 
improve transport to minimise 'idle time'for alcohol venue petrons wishing to leave the 
prcinct. 
 
Encorage development that offers alternatives to pubs/clubs by giving appropriate 
incentives.  
 
The city centre does notneed any additional alcohol venues such as pubs. Emphasis 
could be more on food/cafe with alcohol available rather than more venues that are 
alcohol centric. 
 
The city should be more of a place where a much broader demographic feels 
welcomed, comfortable and catered for at night. Currently it is mostly the domaine of 
an alcohol fueled norrower demographic. 

enforcement 

encourage events to be mid to late evening, not much past 1am. Encourage event 
coordinators to have a greater security/police presence NOT for intimidation, for the 
knowledge that it will deter anyone from potentially starting any violent behaviour 

enforcement 

Enforcement and Regulation.   
 
 
Council/Government approved Cameras to be used as a deterant to antisocial 
behaviour and to provide Police with information and evidence. 
 
Regular Police Patrols - encourage Police to meet and greet people dining out.  This 
strategy might support local Restaurants and enable Restaurants to remain open later 
and at the same time deter the violence and bad behaviour. 
 
Regulation: 
 
Restriction to alcohol if anti social behaviour continues. 
Earlier closing times should violence continue. 
Infrastructure: 
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Improve street lighting in nearby streets so that local resident are provided with 
additional safety when walking home at night. 

enforcement 

enforcement of drunkeness is important by pubs themselves (although there is a 
conflict of interest) and therefore supported by enforcement by police. Limiting hours of 
pubs seems to be working well. publice transport into town is limiting at night and 
therefore it does not feel safe waiting for a bus on Hunter street (maybe increased 
visibility of Police would help here). Also less focus on alcohol related night life would 
be more conducive to not having to resource the above as much - cafes, theatre etc. 

enforcement 

For safety there needs to be a greater police presence. More alcohol free zones. 
Trains and the arrival of very young children/teenagers into the CBD - much more 
collaboration between police and railway security. 

enforcement Foreshore park is out of control on thursday friday and saturday nights 

enforcement 

Have alcohol outlets hotels and late night bar's pay a fee towards the costs associated 
police enforcement. 
 
Also the clean up of streets and infrastructure 
 associated with getting late night reveller home. 

enforcement 

Having visited other large towns over the last 12 months both here and overseas (NZ)I 
have noticed that a permanent police presence seemed to add to the feeling of safety 
I, and I expect others, felt when enjoying the sights and sounds of these particular 
towns. For example in Christchurch, NZ, a permanent kiosk type building is set up in 
the centre of the square where a number of police officers are always on duty. I believe 
this same system could work both in Newcastle and Hamilton. I strong and constant 
police presence could only help make both Novocastrians and tourists feel both at 
ease and welcome. 

enforcement 

Hours of operation are not the issue.  You could close everything at 10pm and not 
necessarily make a difference. 
 
There must be a will to enforce the law requiring hoteliers not to serve inebriated 
customers. 

enforcement 

I think that extra policing in the city, more lighting and better transport options would 
help with the safety in the city. 
 
I also believe that getting rid of the empty buildings (by knocking them down if 
necessary) that are an eyesore as well as encouraging homeless people to squat in 
them would also help. This means that more appropriate accommodation for the 
homeless needs to be provided. 
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enforcement 

I think that SAFETY in the city may be achieved by: 
 
*responsible service of alcohol 
 
*increased police patrols to stamp out anti social behaviour and move groups loitering 
along 
 
*better lighting and infrastructure (cut the rail line!)leading to more people using the city
 
* better public transport to reduce incidence of people hanging around waiting for 
buses or cabs, and perhaps walking around and kicking over residents' letter boxes 
etc! 

enforcement 

I think the curfew idea (not sure if this was a pilot or still in place) is a good one to stop 
people from wandering from venue to venue late at night (after 1am) when they are 
inevitably inebriated and effectively unsupervised.  In order for this to work properly, 
there needs to be adequate transport so that when people are refused entry etc, they 
have some way to get home.  I think the hotel lobby should stop whingeing about their 
hours being restricted - if they can't make money in less time per day, they need to 
increase their prices - maybe people would drink a bit less if they did and that would be 
a good thing too.  I don't see how drinking culture has changed that much in the last 20 
years since I was a uni student - the difference was that there were no part time jobs 
then and no-one had any money!  Alcohol was consumed at parties at share houses 
with other students - there was no thought of paying bar prices for alcohol!  However, 
now that young people can afford to attend events etc and drink, a level of control that 
was not previously needed, is obviously required now. Strangely, I remember there 
being a lot MORE venues in town in the past - how is it they were all able to make 
money from penniless students?  AND they had no poker machines to subsidise their 
operations. 

enforcement 

I want people, us, to be safe when we choose to go out. I don't want to feel like I can't 
go out in my own home town because it's too unsafe to do so.   
 
 
 
Alcohol related anti social behaviour is a serious threat to the actual and perceived 
safety of the community, whether you're a person in the pub, at a restaurant, a person 
window shopping on a date down Beaumont Street, or a resident in the nearby area 
locked in 'safely' at home for the night - we are all at risk from inebriated people. 
 
 
 
Clubs and pubs are the main culprit for this - serving far too many for far too long.  We 
need to acknowledge that that industry has a lot to loose from accepting curfews, they 
risk diminished profits, and who in business wants that?  Nevertheless, there is a 
significant cost to the community, to tourism, to the health system and police force as 
well as individuals when too much alcohol turns our streets into war zones.  Pubs fuel 
the problem by espousing but not enforcing RSA, but take no responsibility for patrons 
once they're five steps from the establishment. 
 
 
 
I support curfews, I support greater obligation for pubs and the like to enforce RSA 
principles, and I support greater enforcement of laws that protect those who don't 
engage in dangerous, thuggish behaviours both in and outside 'watering holes'. 
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enforcement 

If people feel unsafe in an area, they won't  visit that location. Therefore, in my opinion, 
feeling safe in Newcastle at night is the priority consideration. 
 
 
 
From statistics and news reports, most violence in the Newcastle area at night is 
alcohol-fuelled. Therefore, this issue needs to be addressed and dealt with - late night 
licences may need to be withdrawn, for example. 
 
Security presence(eg police) needs to be seen; lighting needs to be adequate. 

enforcement 

Improve personal safty and property damage by enforcing the responsible alcohol 
legislation,reducing opening hours ,increasing police presence and improving the late 
night transport system 

enforcement 

In short the elephant in the room regarding enforcement is the security guard. The 
council, police and licensed establishments have gone to great efforts to change the 
culture of drinking in Newcastle yet the bouncer has not been updated since last 
century.Why? 
 
I feel council and the respective establishments have done a great job changing the 
culture of many drinkers. However, the culture of the security guard still seems to be 
lost back in the 1990s were it is OK for pretty females to climb onto tabletops, clearly 
intoxicated, and dance with abandon, often to the discomfort of others. But the blokes 
in the crowd are all looking for a fight. I wonder what would occur if a young man were 
to jump on a table and dance? 
 
I realize they work with intoxicated people (i used to myself) but manners, respect and 
an overall hospitality focus towards customers would go a long way to resolving more 
issues. 
 
I feel enforcement of responsible service and the use of hospitality is patchy at best 
across a variety of areas. For example:Just last week a group of my friends were made 
to leave the Delany because a member of the group appeared intoxicated - however if 
the security / doorman had used their sense of hospitality (quite lacking in all bar 
security and enforcement employees) and listened to the complaints from the all 
female group they would have realized they were throwing out a young woman with 
cerebral palsy. this happens so often that the girl just does not bother trying to explain 
anymore, and that is a sad reflection of the respect consumers get from security 
guards in Newcaslte. 

enforcement 

Increase in police presence in Newcastle generally. Better means of transport.eg. 
smaller buses going more often. More variety of events for younger people, so that 
they have more choices when going out besides going out to drink alcohol.eg. livesites 
were a good option. 

enforcement 

Increase Police numbers on the sreet. 
 
Police to engage with city visitors in a positive and proactive, rather than reactive way. 
 
Police to target and prosecute people who break the law and encourage people to act 
responsibly through HIGH VISIBILITY POLICING. Focusing on street crime and 
juvenile antisocial behaviour. 
 
Police to supervise and administer AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to rectify lighting in poorly lit areas. 
 
NCC to monitor the consumption of alcohol in AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to approve applications for small bars if there is little or no impact on the quiet 
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and good order of the neighbourhood. 
 
NCC to encourage cluster development in a designated entertainment precinct. 
 
NCC to lobby for better public transport. 
 
More Taxi licences to be issued to Newcastle. There is a chronic shortage of taxis. 
 
Have a positive attitude to the Night Time Economy and encourage its redevelopment 
in a safe and clean environment. 

enforcement 

Increased policing 
 
Reducing alcohol supplies 
 
Change in cultural views of alcohol use 
 
Increased legal conseuqences for those arrested for assault etc 

enforcement 

Installation and monitoring of security safety cameras. 
 
Better street lighting. 
 
Ensure that consumption of alcohol at hotels and nightclubs is done strictly within the 
premises.  
 
Have those that permit the drinking to take place on public footpaths prosecuted with 
the conviction recorded against the licencee under the provisions of the Liquor Act. 
 
Campaign for more high profile police operations targetting anti social behaviour. 

enforcement 
It is a sad thing to have to say, but more police are needed so that I can feel safe when 
I am in the city at night 

enforcement 
Larger Police presence and visibility. Zero tolerance approach to drunken people 
urinating in public, fighting etc. 

enforcement 

Larger police presence. 
 
Curfews, lock-outs etc. 
 
Less emphasis on alcohol related activities and venues - more of a mix of activities and 
venues. 

enforcement 
Law enforcement and punish law breakers who make it unsafe to walk the areas at 
night. Punish parents of young people who are found to be causing ptoblems. 

enforcement 

Law enforcement, there needs to be more police on the streets, and near venues and 
club as well as the main thoroughfares. I also work on Hunter Street and the state of 
the streets on the mornings after are absolutely disgusting, more police on the street 
might also help cut this out. 

enforcement 
Limit alcohol supply. More police present. Check teenagers age and alcohol / drug 
status. 

enforcement 

Limit alcohol. Increase security both while venues are open and for at least 1 hour after 
while people continue to gather in the area. Increase transport, particularly free 
transport, to remove people at closing times. 

enforcement 

Limit of Alchol hours must be kept 
 
Safety more cameras, Cash on the spot fines for bad behavour Licences suspended 
on the spot. 
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More Police would be needed for this however I dont think that it would take long for 
the message to get through  
 
We must get tough with Idots. 

enforcement 

Main problems in Newcastle - I've written an article about it here: 
 
 
http://www.whatsonnewcastle.com.au/index.php/What-s-on-
Newcastle/Articles/newcastles-violent-thugs.html 
 
 
Basically, there's a combination of violent groups of guys (I don't think the intention is 
always there, but there's def. a pack mentality in a lot of violent instances). People go 
out in numbers because they feel unsafe, which leads to groups, which leads to 
confrontation. Not sure how that can be addressed, apart from making people feel 
safe. Visible street policing in problem spots and in main arteries where people know 
they can walk and feel safe would be a great idea, as well as regular police patrols 
assigned specifically to address this problem (i.e. they wouldn't be called to high 
priority issues unless absolutely necessary) 
 
 
 
The other problem I don't think is necessarily alcohol, but a combination of factors: 
impossible to get a cab, trains a shit, buses are dangerous. Walking home is 
sometimes the only option for many, so you have violent drunk drifters walking around 
breaking glass and getting in arguments with people.  
 
 
 
The council should make sure there are at least 5 areas in town that have security and 
are designated places where you can get a cab up until 3am each night.  
 
 
 
Another factor is that almost ALL venues in Newcastle are designed for crowds of 300 
+ that's too many people and encourages people to act like morons (who knows why, it 
just does in Newcastle. In Melbourne there are small bars scattered everywhere along 
streets and alleys and they have 20 to 30 people in them each. Even most 
entertainment venues are smaller and attract a different crowd. The council should be 
providing incentives for people to use up empty buildings to create a smaller venues 
for bars, and even an entertainment precinct that could be policed properly (At the 
moment there are bars every 800m) and people have to walk between them.  
 
 
 
Another idea: Bring the Uni into town and hopefully a more vibrant diversified culture of 
drinking and socialising will follow, especially in the eastern part of the town. 

enforcement 

maintaine alcohol restrictions and police should speak to people in the streets just the 
same as Orange council had years ago when they had a curfew that operated during 
weekends.police would question you if you were on the street as to where you were 
going etc 

enforcement 
Make the streets safe again, strong and constant police prescence, powers given back 
to police to deal with anti social behaviour, remove people behaving offensively. 

enforcement 
Make these areas safe to attend at night.  I would not take my family there when there 
are brawls etc in the street and abuse by drunked and drugged people. 
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enforcement 
Mina priority is around enforcement and regulation.  Police are central to this matter. 
Get the guys back on the beat so the minority begin behaving like the majority. 

enforcement More active detection and prosecution of antisocial activities 
enforcement More active policing 
enforcement More cops on the beat 
enforcement More law enforcement 

enforcement 

More lighting 
 
More, smaller and concentrated venues 
 
Have Police that want to be police and not paper shufflers- if they cant use the 
extensive powers they have with a firm softly softly approach rather than the 
uncompromising bully boy whinger attitude that exists. 
 
Have police on foot patrol in pairs dressed in dress uniform, not in commando groups 
dressed in intimidating para military overalls and jack boots.Have quick backup 
available in roaming vehicles when required. 
 
Clean up Newcastle - any buildings that havent had plans for redevelopment submitted 
should be demolished and temporary grassed areas installed - Newcastle looks like a 
dilapidated pig sty so it encourages people to act accordingly. 

enforcement 

More lighting. 
 
More police on the streets. 
 
No drinking of alcohol on the streets. 

enforcement 
More Police are needed to patrol these areas both day & night, Police need to have 
more authority to help them against law breakers. 

enforcement More Police on foot, plained clothes etc. Into clubs and on the streets. 

enforcement 

More police on the beat; stricter and earlier curfews on the hotels, identical in both in 
Hamilton and Newcastle.  Policing of cars on streets exiting major venues at closing 
time. 

enforcement 
more police on the streets - firm closing regulations for clubs & pubs - more frequent 
public transport at critical periods 

enforcement MORE POLICE PATROLS & PRIVATE SECURITY GAURDS. 

enforcement 

More police patrols, curbing the over consumption of alcohol.  
 
Making the streets feel safer and an environment in which you want to go out into. 
 
Safe parking, perhaps with security guards. 
 
More transport options, very few taxis, more buses run more frequently 
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enforcement 

More Police Physical Presence 
 
 
Reduction of trading hours for Liquor shops 
 
 
Crack down on Underage drinking in Mall 
 
 
More Realistic punishments for crimes for Juveniles 
 
 
Clean up Program mes for Offenders who commit crimes and wanton acts of 
Vandalism. 
 
A Guard on all trains and Late night bus routes for passengers and commuters 
 
Better Improved Radio Contact and Communication between Rescue and Police 
Services 

enforcement More police presence 

enforcement 

more police presence on the streets, not in cars but a physical presence,not only at 
night but more importantly during the day.I think this especially crucial with the decision 
to allow another chemist/ methadone clinic on the corner of Lindsay and Beaumont 
st's. The safety risks to the older demographic especially after the recent bag 
snatching incidents is a cause of great concern.The council I feel have made a major 
blunder with this recent development application, considering there are already 3 other 
chemists less than 100 metres away, and 1 directly opposite.I know the government 
methadone program is a guaranteed cash cow for participating chemists, but 
 
do we want Beaumont St, to become a haven for the drug dependant? 
 
     I have grown up in Hamilton and my mother(85 yrs)and has been a resident for over 
50 yrs, for the first time ever said she had concerns about walking down Beaumont St, 
alone after the recent incidents. 

enforcement 

More police presence on the streets, youth activities in the city for young people (as an 
alternative to visiting pubs and to get drunk), initiatives to curb binge drinking and a 
clear message that violence and hoon behaviour will not be tolerated, initiatives to 
open more small arthouse cinemas and cafes in the city, this in turn would attract a 
different clientele to visit the city at night 

enforcement More police presence or roving security guards 

enforcement 

More Police presence 
 
Early closing times 

enforcement 
More police presence, better lighting and access, more places to go to encourage 
more people into the areas. 

enforcement more police presence, more transport facilities 
enforcement More police presence. 
enforcement More Police with more powers! 
enforcement More security and police presence to stop anti-social behavior. 

enforcement 
More Security services in place. Not reliant on an overtaxed police force who shouldn't 
be spending time on drunks and out of control yobbos! 

enforcement more visible police 
enforcement More visible police and arrest drunken swearing ratbags 
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enforcement 

most problems/issues are due to problems with clearing people from the streets when 
they want to leave to go home. Combined with the lack of visual frontline Police 
presence that allows these mindless imbeciles & gutless thugs the free rein to 
attack/abuse whoever whenever they desire. Until you all cease to argue,point finger of 
blame etc and get out there and see what is going on with OUR entertainment areas at 
night you will continue to offer band aid solutions and look to others to fix. Put masses 
of Police (on foot & mobile) onto the streets at night to deter these idiots and privide 
readily accesible SAFE public transport we will be having another discussion/survey on 
this subject in the furture. 

enforcement 

Much of the violence and grafitti in the city centre is caused by young hoodlums 
arriving by train from Central Coast and other areas. Maybe security at the arrival 
points...Wickam, Civic and Newcastle ...could be beefed up on key nights. 

enforcement must have regular, security officers walking the streets, with dogs at all hours 

enforcement 

My experience is that there is an excess of young people hanging around the CBD of 
Newcastle after hotel closing. I have witnessed first hand fighting and brawling, foul 
language and young people vommitting in the street, on the footpath and even in shop 
and apartment entrances. 
 
 
 beleive that there is a need for a more effective partnership between the City Council, 
the local police and the local Liquor Accord Committee. 
 
 
There is also a need for a greater physical presence of local police at the 'hot spots'. 

enforcement 

My main priorities are mainly alchohol related incidents and antisocial behaviour. 
 
 
There needs to be more increased polie presence. 
 
 
City pride needs to be improved. But It is more difficult when Hunter Street is such a 
mess. 

enforcement 

My main priority is safety for everyone and enforcement of it by a combination of a 
police on foot or bikes together with security guards being a constant presence without 
being too overbearing. 

enforcement 

My main priority is the anti-social behaviour exhibited by amount of groups of kids as 
young as 13 up to the young adults around 18-25 years of age who make it almost 
impossible to attend any social function in town without feeling unsafe if walking down 
the street. I feel the best way to deal with this is to have much harsher penalties for any 
kind of fighting, bashings etc. Australia in general has a very lax attitude when 
enforcing punishment - in the United States people get put into jail for 6 months for 
hitting a person, yet here there are such small penalties for such common assault here 
that there is no effective deterrent to stop the behaviour in the first place. 
 
 
 
On the spot fines over $1000 (small amounts under $500 don't appear to have any 
strong effect), linking the fines to drivers licence points, and harsher court penalties 
would be my main suggestion on how to better deal with stopping the behaviour in the 
first instance. 

enforcement 

Need for safefty and entainment for families. 
 
More Police. 
 
Stricter enforcement (maybe some change in laws) 
 
Moore family activities 
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enforcement 

Newcastle CBD and Beaumont St pubs need to be policed we need like a van station 
as they do during schoolies week with 2 paddy wagons (at least) and some officers to 
inforce the law and to cut back on anti social behavour. And also will take pressure of 
security guards this should be set up in Hunter St on Wedesday Thursday Friday 
saturday and sunday nights and Beaumont Thursday Friday Saturday and sunday this 
should also be partly paid for by the pubs and clubs that run late nights this can then 
lose the curfew as the area would have a stronger police presents also The nightline 
bus for the clubs should be returned so that less people will be on the street and also 
public transport needs to be fixed and MORE TAXI's its time to make some compation 
bring in more companies clean up hunter st as it looks dirty and discusting i cannot 
BELIEVE our local Government has let Hunter St which used to always be packed on 
a friday and Saturday night if there was tempory police station vans on Hunter St the 
fights would be cut back bring back the beat like the 1920s make them walk hunter st 
driving doesnt help as they would get there when it is too late also start to lock up more 
of the idiots who start these fights 

enforcement 

Newcastle Council have already made the decision of what they want to do with 
Newcastle City. Taking out established transport eg. rail will not improve the situation. 
We need more police patrols and security in the town at night.Clean up Hunter Street. 
Maybe we should look at what other countries do to encourage people out at night. 
 
eg London (Piccadilly Square open late night every night for shopping. 
 
Hong Kong night markets 
 
I do not shop in Newcastle shopping area. I suggest having a look at Hunter Street 30-
40 years ago when every store was open with goods other than Mobil Phones stores. If 
families were encouraged to go to the city at night maybe the young ones will stay in 
the suburbs and drink. 

enforcement 

Night-time events/activities and alcohol go hand in hand. There needs to be a stronger 
police presence in the CBD at night on the weekends and when there is a special 
event planned. CCTV is also crucial as a deterrent for violence and assaults. 

enforcement 

no drinking out on the footpath + street . shorter drinking hours  in clubs + pubs . police 
to patrol in pairs by foot + to have cameras connecting directly back to a central point . 
frame + shame these idiots .hit them in the pocket .the brewerys to have a share in 
costs towards the extra police required for this to happen 

enforcement 

Not sure. 
 
If I look back when I was younger and could walk the streets safely and we had clubs 
and hotels around then.  The youth walked safely and it was nothing to walk the streets 
at 3 or 4 in the morning. 
 
 
 
Slap on the wrist for offenders or maybe they continually get away does not help any 
situation.  Give the police back the power to enforce law to the unsupervised 
underage... In our day the young would get a kick in the backside from the police and 
then taken back to the parent. This is a constant problem. Raise the age for drinking 
back to 21 or even 19 and any child found intoxicated or on drugs be taken to the 
police station and let their parents come and collect them.  Make the parents 
accountable as any child under 18 is suppose to be under the care of an adult. Child 
does the crime then the parent should be accountable one way or another. 
 
 
 
Whilst there is nothing to bring people into town there will be this ghastly lets get out of 
here attitude as we felt last Thursday evening - we wanted to go for a walk but once 
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there were no people we went back and waited for the show to begin.  We used to 
have Cinemas, cafeterias, variety of shops including hardware, grocery stores all the 
way to the Hunter West. Now we have a ghost town.  Will the uni students make it 
better or will the congregate where there are people in Honeysuckle. 
 
 
 
If you have more of a mix of people around and the streets well lit it should help to 
lesson the yahoos about.  What are underage drunk children under 18 doing parading 
around the town in groups?  Why isn't  there a police presence on the trains? 
 
 
 
This all goes back to the State Government - the problem is everywhere not only in 
Newcastle. 
 
 
We all need to feel safe in our environment - we could once what happened?   Maybe 
the punishment needs to be a little more harsh.   I'm not here as an eye for an eye but 
in my lifetime something has changed. 

enforcement 

Occasional (hourly) visible presence of friendly police officer/s 
 
 
Such a move if instituted would increased the PERCEPTION of safety of users of 
these two areas and would discourage untoward or unwelcome behaviour of those 
intent on causing trouble 

enforcement On the beat policing 

enforcement 
Provide good security ib the CBD especially on Wed ans Sat night. I live in Hunter St 
and screaming and yelling in the early hours are frightening and disturbibg 

enforcement 
Provision of improved security of the streets, alcohol selling is better regulated and 
social infrastructure is proivided for the community. 

enforcement 

Public safety is largely out of council's hands other than the usual hazards they seem 
to do their best to control. 
 
The main safety issues seem to be as a consequence of thugs either under the 
influence of excessive quantities of alcohol or those who just get their thrills at the 
expense of others. The safety issue is a multi-faceted problem. It can in part be 
addressed by increased levels of policing not only by the Police Force but what has 
happened to the responsible service of alcohol? Some how there needs to be a 
change in the mind set of a large group in the community who seem to think the rest of 
the world exists to keep them amused. 

enforcement 

Pubs open at 10am close at 10pm, clubs close at 12midnight. 
 
Give back appropriate power to police to have control of the streets, with the power to 
search and arrest where necessary and courts to support police, not 'work' against 
them. 

enforcement 

Put enough police on the streets to enforce existing laws relating to antisocial 
behaviour and RSA.  Then tell the judiciary to do their job and reflect community 
expectations 

enforcement 

Raise the age of drinking alcohol and have more Police 
 
on Patrol. Parents should be held responsable in some cases 

enforcement 

Reduce alcohol consumption by stricter enforcement of RSA in pubs, clubs and 
restaurants. Add security patrols in the streets with power to confiscate alcohol from 
pedestrians. Create alcohol free zones in all streets and parks. How it would address 
the current concerns is self-explanatory. 
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enforcement 
regular police patrols of concentrated gatherings of people as per other communities. 
RSA and monitoring of same - not enforced 'lockouts'. 

enforcement Regulation  and law enforcement 

enforcement 

Removing the current lock out system and rather enforcing responsible service of 
alcohol. Better, more and free night time transport. Lighting. Leaving a venue after lock 
out has occurred now feels less safe than ever, as there are few people around. 

enforcement 

Responsible serving of alcohol - can't really comment as we avoid CBD & Hamilton at 
night - as non-drinkers it disturbs us to see so much alcohol abuse when walking down 
street, so better to stay home! 

enforcement 

Safety can be addressed by: 
 
1) the current earlier closing of pubs and clubs.  Drinking till 5am provided fuel to the 
violence and break down of safety whilst they are drunk and then later when they are 
sober. 
 
2) police presence 
 
3) mixed activities so that more than one demographic are using the space.  
Communities that have a lot of mixed age group/generation use of space are safer. 
 
4) coordination and mediation between the necessary groups 

enforcement 

Safety depends primarily on enforcement by the police of the rules regarding alcohol 
availability and consumption, particularly in relation to minors.  Teenagers seem to be 
completely out of control and have no respect for other members of the public. 

enforcement 

Safety is a major issue, drinking and drugs are major problems. The police need to be 
more visible. 
 
Council needs to have better transport, safer and cleaner bus stops. 

enforcement 

Safety is my major issue and I believe it would best be achieved by making sure 
licenses premises to not serve alcohol to intoxicated patrons. 
 
 
 
We need some licensees to lose their license and then this would be observed. 

enforcement 

Safety is the main issue at night in Newcastle and in Hamilton, and safety has a high 
correlation to alcohol.   
 
 
 
There are simply too many venues selling too much liquor for too many hours to too 
many teenagers & young adults for us to feel safe walking down the street at night.   
 
 
 
There are packs, particularly of young men, that congregate around the doorways and 
footpaths of large pubs whose behaviour is almost entirely unchecked. 
 
 
 
To address it, you need far more police presence, fewer large pubs with shorter 
serving hours, more bright lights lining the streets, more public transport so no one is 
drink driving, and something ELSE for young people to do than drink at night. 
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enforcement 

Safety is the main priority as we have seen in the past there have been some vicious 
attacks in the Newcaslte/hamilton area.  More police patrols may help the issue. 
 
The council could appoint a few "mystery shoppers" in the local pubs/clubs to make 
sure that the staff are not serving inebriated persons and these "mystery shoppers" 
can then enforce the law or call upon the police to act. 
 
This may curb some of the violence issues that may occur and accidents. 

enforcement 

Safety issues could be improved by better lighting, changes to public attitudes (ie, 
more respect for & cooperation with others), more entertainment that doesn't 
encourage drinking alcohol & increased passive surveillance. 

enforcement 

safety must be  adressed urgently more police need to be seen on foot patrol ,horse ,or 
bike ,,,,why do they not set up breath testing in the heart of things ,at least their 
presence would be of benefit,,,the city needs help at night big time surely we have 
enough police in the suburbs where we dont really need them 

enforcement 

Safety must have the highest priority. 
 
 
 
All other issues fall into place around this. Strict limits on the supply of alcohol need to 
continue. Maintaining zero tolerance for drunkenness and anti-social behaviour in 
public and an obvious police presence in trouble hotspots will reduce the likelihood of 
anti-social behaviour. When a community feels safe, activity increases: the city is a 
desirable place to go. This flows into other areas - business activity also increases, 
venues are seen as attractive places to hold events and there is greater involvement 
and support by the community. 

enforcement 

Safety needs to be improved at night in the city by using roving police officers on bikes 
or even horses to be a presence in the city. There also needs to be a police booth in 
the mall that is 'manned' at night, especially on the weekends. 

enforcement Safety requires law enforcement. 

enforcement 

Safety was my main priority.  There needs to be more of a police presence and the 
ability to "move along" gangs that hang around at night.  Areas need to be made less 
attractive for gangs to hang out. 

enforcement 

Safety 
 
Police presence, deal with/prosecute offenders, lighting, provide reasons for law 
abiding citizens to come into the city rather than  an empty space that attracts the 
wrong element. 

enforcement 
Safety, regulation of alcohol, restriction of licensed premises and a strong police 
presence. 

enforcement 

Safety. Mobile police station at bottom of mall, like in Cavil Ave Gold Coast. Clubs like 
Fannys etc should close by 2am but be allowed later trade for special events such as 
nye surfest etc. Overhaul of taxi industry,its very poor. Newcastle is the worst city i 
have ever been to for taxi service. 

enforcement 

Security and safety are important concerns for the city centre. There needs to be more 
control of poor behaviours. Police need to be more visible and transport should be 
improved to ensure safe return home 

enforcement 

Sensible regulation of alcohol distribution & consumption plus on street police 
presence to enhance public safety. This would attract me more often to these areas 
especially on weekend nights. 

enforcement 
Standard controls in place to support safety at night - treated like a special event - 
except ongoing where most people congregate ie Beaumont Street,King Street etc 

enforcement Stricter enforcement of Responsible Drinking levels 

enforcement 
stricter regulation regarding the service of alcohol. No more drunks on our streets. 
close bars and clubs at midnight. 
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enforcement 

Structuring Police Stations in the Precinct area of Newcastle and abutting suburbs. 
Currently, there is ONE POLICE STATION. Restoration of loocal Police Precincts is 
critical 

enforcement 

Support the Police and the Residents in canvassing the State Government to make all 
Public Hotels closing times be 2.00am and all other venues Midnight. 
 
Enforce Alcohol Free Zones as they do on the Gold Coast. 
 
 
 
The amount of alcoholism and violence escalates the later in the evening and the more 
alcohol is consumed. 
 
The council needs to spend tax payers money wisely and the costs of clean up after a 
few revellers go on the weekly rampage is far too high, social, health and physical cost 
taken into account. 
 
 
 
The profits of hotels and the Industry are not the Councils concern and they should not 
side with an Industry because of the influence they exert on State Government. 
 
 
 
The costs to the majority of residents is far more impportant that refusing to 
aknowledge the problem. 
 
 
 
Smoking and Driving without a seat belt were also issues that were initally unpopular 
but for the greater public good they are enforced, excessive alcohol and the effects of 
same are no different and the tax payers have had enough of irresponsibility at their 
cost. 

enforcement 

The biggest problem in the city is that everything is too far apart. Its the walking 
between locations that is the biggest source of the anti-social behaviour. and not to 
mention the fact that alot of underage people hang around in parks and commit crimes 
and other anti-social acts. Im too scared to go into the newcastle CBD at night I only 
travel as far as hamilton, where it is well lit, everything is close and i dont have to be 
afraid for my safety. if the council or the police we to put more police on the streets it 
might help. Also i think that the rail has to go, if the city was more accesible to the 
foreshore i think it would be alot for free flowing. 

enforcement 

The city at night is not a safe place, with alcohol abuse and anti-social behaviour 
ruining it for others.  Responsible serving of alcohol needs to be done and enforced 
and anti-social behaviour needs to be policed. 

enforcement 

The groups of young (ie too young to be in venues) walking the streets and causing 
grief need to be brought in check and actively discouraged from coming into town and 
Hamilton at night when there is clearly no place for them to go. 
 
Increased and visible police presence is the best solution. 

enforcement 

The problem of people not doing rsa's as bartenders, the police actually arrive very late 
to fights & emergencies. Security guards not recognising intoxicated partons or letting 
certain people in for favours.  
 
 
 
Its just the lack of the basics of what people in the bar & clubs that are not happening 
thats the real problem. Some people are employed for the wrong reasons not the right 
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reasons. 

enforcement 

There are far too many outlets dealing in the supply of alcohol. In spite of legislation 
dealing with the responsible supply of alcohol (especially to young and/or already 
intoxicated people) there are far too many ways of obtaining alcoholic products. The 
philosophy of "Responsible Service" has gone too far and more emphasis needs to be 
placed on personal responsibility. The regulations are badly skewed against business.  
Introduction of "Drunk Tanks" (squalid, no frills cells or similar with appropriate medical 
supervision)or some similar repository for offenders might just teach people a sharp 
lesson.  Current enforcement methods are ineffective! 

enforcement 

There is no point in having laws in relation to the supply of alcohol and safety if there is 
no enforcement of same.  
 
 
 
Whilst transport is important, it appears that when  transport is more available there is 
an increased number of problem visitors entering our city either by bus or train. The 
number of cars entering the city is unlikely to increase if transport is made less 
available. I fear for taxi drivers and one does not wish to encourage drink driving by 
reducing public transport but this is where we return to the need for adherence and 
enforcement of the law. 

enforcement 
There needs to be a greater emphasis on expecting good social behaviour through 
improved policing, use of CCTV, and Council rangers. 

enforcement 

There needs to be a greater physical presence of police (or as a worst case 
alternative) private security in the city.  This includes patroling venues and 
transportation hubs. 

enforcement 

There needs to be a higher police presence to deal with underage drinkers and 
criminals who are coming into town (some by train from Maitland apparently) and 
causing havoc and creating fear.  Only last weekend a group of teenagers were 
responsible for multiple attacks and were not caught.  If they know they are 
untouchable they will act like they are untouchable and more people will suffer and the 
reputation of the city will continue to suffer. 
 
 
 
RSA needs to be applied appropriately by venues.  I have yet to see any venue in 
Newcastle refuse service until someone can't talk or walk.  There is no enforcement of 
RSA, but this also happens throughout NSW so it is not just a Newcastle problem. 

enforcement 

There needs to be alot more control and monitoring of this area so it does not attract 
gangs and people out of control. The alcohol needs to be controlled and the streets 
returned to the community. You should not have to take your life in  your hands just by 
stepping out the door. All licensed venues should have a 1pm curfew. People do not 
need to be walking around all night trying to entertain themselves and sleeping half the 
day. Small coffee shop venues could stay open for another couple of hours if people 
wished to socialise longer and wind down. 

enforcement 

There needs to be more police visible in the streets at nighttime. And also more police 
circulating in residential areas close in the city centre. A lot of noise and destruction 
happens in residential areas close to the main cafe-pub strips. Maybe also the pubs 
could more actively prmote people to get a taxi home instead of walking through 
residential areas. 

enforcement 

There needs to be more security around Newcastle and Hamilton at night during the 
week.  While there are muggings and bashings allowed to happen no law biding 
citizens will enter these areas.  More police patrols are required.  Until this is 
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guaranteed I don't think business minded people will open up cafes and restaurants. 

enforcement 

Vigilant and intelligent policing with zero tolerance of aggressive and violent 
behaviours until the aggro culture of night time Newcastle shifts, together with 
encouragement of joyful, fun, night time events: red lantern markets were great, street 
performers, world music type performers to take the edge of the heavy metal. 
Encourage festivity. 

enforcement 

Violence is my main concern for the night life in Newcastle. I think the council needs to 
employ more safety officers to patrol the streets, trains and train stations and other 
areas of high violence. I no longer feel safe when I go out in town, even if I am in a 
large group as I or my friends have been attacked for no reason a number of times 
now. The curfews are working but more needs to be done on the actual streets. 

enforcement 

The need to allow wide diverse interests and entertainment in a safe environment. 
 
To recognise that a vibrant inner city is central to future of Newcastle and local 
residents need to accept and adjust ,not retrict the nightlife. 
 
to realise that restricting licensced trading affects all due to conduct of a few. the issue 
is more street presence and enforcement than restrict business and nightlife. 
 
Recognise that there is a problem with younger people more than over 30's and how 
do you differentiate. 
 
Accordingly council should be a concerned permission giver with safety controls and 
an advocate for greter transport and shelter facilities. 

infrastructure 

* Transport iniatives including more weekend taxi's on the road.  
 
* Allowing hire cars to use taxi ranks on Friday and Saturday nights only. 
 
* Bus and train timetables that better match closing times of venues. 
 
* Late night food outlets closing at the same time that Hotels close. This will massively 
reduce patron migration. 
 
* Communicating via advertising and enforcement to the community the existence of 
alchohol free zones. 
 
* Working with hotels and liquor outlets rather than against them and blaming 
everything on hotels. 
 
* Council talking about how good Newcastle is instead of letting people with their own 
personal agenda's run Newcastle down and scare monger. When perception can be 
reality, we need to be sending positive messages out to the community and to tourists. 
 
* More street lighting/flood lighting in late night precinct areas. 
 
* More uniformed beat police. 
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infrastructure 

1  There is no infrastructure and lack of infrastructure affects every facet of using the 
Newcastle City Centre. 
 
 
2  Demolish the centre of Newcastle and plan to include the foreshores. What was 
presented by the Melbourne firm looked pretty good to me. 
 
 
3  The rail line should really finish at Broadmeadow with adequate transport provided.  
The Newcastle Station is a dangerous place to alight from at night.  There is no facility 
for picking up or dropping passengers AT ALL other than a 5-minute zone.  It's a 
pathetically inadequate siutation in what is supposed to be a city. Why would one bring 
an overseas liner into Newcastle?  It looks like Hiroshima after the A-bomb. 
 
 
 
4  For how long has Council looked at the desolation of Newcastle town centre?  Too 
long to recall.  It took my Council of Coffs Harbour, of which I was a member, 3 years 
to re-zone and plan 300 sq miles.  How big is the Newcastle City Centre.  I rest my 
case. 

infrastructure 

1. a greater police and security presence to deter gangs and unsocial behaviour, use 
existing laws and regulations rather than dreaming up new ones that don't work due to 
lack of commitment. 
 
 
2. more options for transport eg. trains are only every 2 hrs to go to kotara and there 
are no buses until extremely late.  
 
 
3. more clean public toilets as after business hrs there are none unless you want to 
enter licence premises which is hard with kids. 
 
 
4. more events in town to attract families, get people into the habit of going into town 
on a regular basis. livesites on the whole a very good. 

infrastructure 

1/Better lighting in the cities popular night time entertainment areas would alleviate to a 
great deal dark areas where anti social behaviour can take place. 
 
 
2/Better and more frequent public transport to take peoples out of the entertainment 
areas. Tempers get frayed easily when there the leathal mix of alcohol and frustration. 
 
 
3/MORE TAXIS,I don't go out much,but I was at an engagement party at a Merewether 
house about a month ago on a Saturday night,we rang at about 11.30 p.m.for 2 taxis 1 
needed was a 5 seater,around 1.00-1.15 a.m the 5 seater arrived. When I complained 
about how long it had taken and enquired about what big event was going on in the city 
that was requiring so many taxis. The answer was nothing big was going on it was just 
about the normal waiting time for a taxi on a typical Friday & Saturday night in 
Newcastle. I can see why trouble breaks out when a person that's been drinking and 
has been trying for hours to get a taxi and can't. 
 
 
4/Stronger enforcement by licensing police of the alcohol limits a venue can serve to 
patrons and non service to intoxicated peoples. Possibly the fines and penalities being 
given to the premises that breach the rules and not on the staff that serve them, I feel 
they are sometime forced by their employers to continue to serve intoxicated peoples 
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for the sake of profits. Introduce a 3 strike rule;if a venue repeatedly breaches the 
responsible service of liquor laws,1st time heafty fine, 2nd:close them down for a 
month and 3rd if they continue to breach, revoke their license. 
 
 
5/ network of security cameras around the city, that possibly could be funded jointly by 
Council,State Government and a levy on licensed premises. I doubt the entertainment 
venues won't be keen on a levy being introduced, but it would be tax deductable and in 
the long term when it starts to curb the amount of violence in the city's night spots, they 
will be rewarded in their gain of patronage when people feel safe in an area and they 
will probably be able to reduce the amount of security needed to be employed, thus 
saving money.    
 
 
5/Stronger sentencing by Magistrates for repeat offenders who whether intoxicated or 
not continue to commit violent assaults,robberies of peoples,vandalism and GRAFFITI. 
Introduce mandatory custodial sentences and that the Magistrates enforce them 
instead of giving them a slap on the wrist told their naughty boys of girls given a $100 
fines and released. 

infrastructure 

111 Bus service has no Sunday, public holiday or evening service. Walking to 
Beaumont St or the city is problematic with cars parked across footpaths. Also 
overhanging trees,building sites encroaching on footpaths, uneven footpaths and 
lighting issues make walking difficult in the evening. I made my home in the inner city 
20 years ago and do not drive or have off street car parking. There has been a 
massive deterioration in public transport and a large increase in pedestrians not being 
able to use the footpaths safely. 

infrastructure 

Attend to the footpaths smooth footing - 
 
 
Increase lighting 
 
 
Police on patrol - foot 

infrastructure Better lighting 

infrastructure 

Better lighting 
 
Crowd control at Taxi ranks/outside venues. 
 
Police presence 

infrastructure 

Better lighting 
 
Security cameras 
 
More police presence 
 
Continuing control of alcohol consumption 

infrastructure 
Better Lighting, Greater Police Presence, Limit tradging hours of establishments which 
provide alcohol to young people. 

infrastructure 

Both NCC & other agencies. 
 
Saftey should be promoted in terms of parking, lighting, police on street, covert 
security. 
 
Without an environment of saftey, we run teh risk of a 'broken window' environment 
that will ultimately lead to general neglect and abandonment of the city areas. 
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The poor presentation of unoccupied properties within the CBD is does not reflect a 
'safe' environment 

infrastructure 
By establishing more alcohol free night time events, improved lighting, and a better 
focus on individual safety 

infrastructure 

Cameras to deter the WRONG element making their way around. 
 
 
 
Eating places and certainly Coffee Shops open until late. 

infrastructure 

Carparking well-lit and close to vicinity so not have to walk too far down dark streets off 
main cafe streets (i.e. darby & Beaumont sts), as safety is my greatest fear being out 
at night in town. 

infrastructure 

Clean streets would indicate pride in both areas & show those inclined to inappropriate 
behaviour would be shown that people really care. 
 
 
 
Clean up grafitti as soon as it occurs. 
 
 
 
Have more street furniture which could create a critical mass enabling people to relax. 

infrastructure Closed circuit TV monitoring of trouble spots. Zero tolerance of offenders. 

infrastructure 

Enforcement is not the responsibility of Council - these things need to be managed by 
the police.  Council needs to make sure they are liaising with and working with the 
police. 
 
 
Safety can be addressed by Council through the activation of areas, encouraging night 
time business to provide passive survelliance and locating services appropriate to 
these night time activties (such as car parking, bus stops, public toilets etc). 

infrastructure Good lighting and security patrols between venues and parking or transport spots 

infrastructure 
Good lighting. Areas kept tidy & clean which, somehow it seems that if there is regular 
maintenance people show more respect for these areas. 

infrastructure 

-Greater lighting 
 
-Surveilance cameras 
 
-Encouraging restaurants and activities to be in close proximity to each other. 
 
-Occassional Police presence 
 
-More accessible parking!!!!!!! 

infrastructure 

Higher police presence at night, particularly on "foot patrol"-never seen on my night 
forays!! 
 
CCTV- for the mall and surrounds. 
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infrastructure 

http://www.toiletmap.gov.au/browse.aspx?type=area&id=529ac1da-
f9f2-4dbd-8e4f-d3ee23f1b607 
 
 
 
This is an indicator of the amount of public toilets in 
Newcastle. There are six and they are only open during the day. 
In a city of our size, do you really think that is enough? What 
about a pay toilet or a toilet that accepts pre-paid cards to 
enter. In Paris, they are self cleaning and safe. I would 
happily invest in one of these. I see it as a beneficial 
investment. 

infrastructure 

People and activities generate "safety in numbers": by adding a mix of night time 
activities + lighting + CC TV cameras + police presence + effective night transport .... 
perhaps people will return to the city. At the moment it is dominated by youth, alcohol, 
pubs, anti social behavior, verbal & other abusive behavior, graffiti, vandalism, litter, 
road rage, speed ...... OR total emptiness: neither situation engenders a feeling of 
safety or appeal to spend time within the city at night. 
 
Mix of activities ... eg. cafes, night markets, music / performance events in the Mall 
area or Foreshore. 

infrastructure 

property damage and public safety are main priorities.  HAppy to have people out 
having a good time, no problem with people being drunk - provided there is enough 
infrastructure/policing etc to maintain order and safety. 

infrastructure 
provide a safer environment with more transport options and police prescence.  CCTV 
is a very good idea 

infrastructure 

Provide brighter street lighting. 
 
CCTV cameras 
 
Police or Security. 

infrastructure 

Safe pedestrian areas at night are well lit, and full of well meaning peaceful people.  
These people need to be there for genuine reasons (not just hanging around waiting 
for something to happen because they can't think of anything to do by themselves), 
and getting on with their activities.  
 
Recently I spent 2 weeks staying in Russell St Melbourne.  At night the surrounding 
streets were as busy as they were during the day. It was an area with a large number 
of tourists and students visiting restaurants and supermarkets. The tourists were living 
in the area, the students were shopping and eating on their way to and from colleges, 
universities and public transport. These people all had a legitimate reason to be around 
the streets at night, and were getting on with their lives, as pedestrians. 
 
If you try to create artificial "night time precincts", you will probably fail. A change in 
ecconomic circumstances, or entertainment fashions, and the crowd will do something 
else in another venue. If you try and bring the crowd into the chosen precinct you are 
required to provide parking and transport.  Security is required for the remaining quiet 
and dark corners; the "party crowd" consumes large quantities of alcohol and some 
element will behave badly. Encourage large numbers of young people together with 
money in their pockets and next thing there will be silly gangs preying on young men. 
 
Try to encourage students, tourists and grocery shoppers to mill around together after 
hours, and let the restaurants etc grow up naturally around these activities. 

infrastructure 

Safe Public parking, lighting and access routes. 
 
Better public toilets. 
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Traffic management. 

infrastructure 
Safety - good quality street lighting, safe parking zones, presence of Police, "No 
alcohol" zones 

infrastructure 

Safety - more security cameras, police presence, more shops etc open at night, not 
just night clubs, no late night openings - 3am is late enough. 
 
Encourage night spots to bring their entertainment in earlier, instead of starting late 
and their customers preloading. 
 
Police need power to drug test. 
 
 
More Public transport needed. 
 
 
Council needs to stop wasting money on consultants and studies, and spend the 
money on projects. 

infrastructure 

Safety and security for tourists and residents as well as young visitors must be 
provided, even guaranteed. 
 
1. Limit the number of nightspots where alcohol is available. 
 
2. Place limits on hours of opening for these venues. A shut down at 1.00 AM should 
be introduced rather than 3.00 AM. 
 
3. Enhance lighting at proven trouble spots. 
 
4. Install CT cameras at these locations. These cameras are in use in many areas of 
Sydney, Wollongong and country towns. They are useful for identification of 
perpetrators and used against them in Court. The Councils procrastination about the 
installation of these cameras is beyond a joke, such as its trial locations. 
 
5. Develop ways and events to attract the older residents out of their apartments into 
Hunter Street. They will need encouragement. The events must be in Hunter Street, 
and not at the Foreshores. They should be closely protected and show to everyone, 
young drunks as well, that residents are reclaiming the City. 

infrastructure 

Safety and the right venues to attend are the main issues. 
 
Safety needs adequate lighting and police presence. There also needs to be the right 
facilities and venues to attract people of a wide variety of interests, not just consume 
large amounts of alcohol. 
 
I have no idea how to address these issues as the police are under staffed as it is, with 
a low moral. Facilities and lighting for safety would cost money and our council is 
already financially challenged with property maintenance. 

infrastructure to be security wise 
infrastructure well lit streets, with frequent transport options 
infrastructure Ensuring areas are well lit, including getting to car. 

infrastructure 

I think safety can be addressed by having adequate lighting in these areas and 
maintaining such lighting once installed. I think it is also important to have police 
presence to ensure people feel safe and the rift raft are deterred. For example in 
brisbane they have shop fronts in the main streets that are only manned at certain 
times. Surveillance cameras could also help with deterring crime. 
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infrastructure 

I think that extra policing in the city, more lighting and better transport options would 
help with the safety in the city. 
 
I also believe that getting rid of the empty buildings (by knocking them down if 
necessary) that are an eyesore as well as encouraging homeless people to squat in 
them would also help. This means that more appropriate accommodation for the 
homeless needs to be provided. 

infrastructure 

If people feel unsafe in an area, they won't  visit that location. Therefore, in my opinion, 
feeling safe in Newcastle at night is the priority consideration. 
 
 
 
From statistics and news reports, most violence in the Newcastle area at night is 
alcohol-fuelled. Therefore, this issue needs to be addressed and dealt with - late night 
licences may need to be withdrawn, for example. 
 
Security presence(eg police) needs to be seen; lighting needs to be adequate. 

infrastructure improve amenities 

infrastructure 

improved public domain lighting  
 
improved, increased and extended public transport  
 
improved communication 

infrastructure 

Increase Police numbers on the sreet. 
 
Police to engage with city visitors in a positive and proactive, rather than reactive way. 
 
Police to target and prosecute people who break the law and encourage people to act 
responsibly through HIGH VISIBILITY POLICING. Focusing on street crime and 
juvenile antisocial behaviour. 
 
Police to supervise and administer AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to rectify lighting in poorly lit areas. 
 
NCC to monitor the consumption of alcohol in AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to approve applications for small bars if there is little or no impact on the quiet 
and good order of the neighbourhood. 
 
NCC to encourage cluster development in a designated entertainment precinct. 
 
NCC to lobby for better public transport. 
 
More Taxi licences to be issued to Newcastle. There is a chronic shortage of taxis. 
 
Have a positive attitude to the Night Time Economy and encourage its redevelopment 
in a safe and clean environment. 

infrastructure 

Infrastructure in a commercail sense. If the inner city centre is a viable commercail 
sentre by day, night spots will eventually flow in - people will notice them in the day and 
want to try them out at night. This means you need high volume daily traffic, wh seems 
to not exisit , for example in thehunter street mall currently 
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infrastructure 

Infrastructure relates to  the "what" in the question "what does newcastle offer that is 
unique and encourages people to visit the city".  
 
 
The council needs to address planning issues and developmental issues to ensure that 
the city offers a vibrant mix of retail and cultural opportunities so that the city regains 
relevance.  
 
 
Getting to the city and out of it safely rely on the council providing and supporting a 
diverse range of transportation options and policing. 
 
 
Newcastle needs a greater share of state funding and a better spend of council monies 
to revitalise the precinct.  
 
Retaining the rail line and enhancing that great facility by advocating for light rail from 
the centre of Newcastle would be a good place for the council to start. 

infrastructure 

Installation and monitoring of security safety cameras. 
 
Better street lighting. 
 
Ensure that consumption of alcohol at hotels and nightclubs is done strictly within the 
premises.  
 
Have those that permit the drinking to take place on public footpaths prosecuted with 
the conviction recorded against the licencee under the provisions of the Liquor Act. 
 
Campaign for more high profile police operations targetting anti social behaviour. 

infrastructure 

It is difficult to answer this and other similar questions in other surveys due to the 
inability to go back to a previous page or answer to check a reference point. 
 
 
 
As regards security/safety which is a large concern of mine both for myself and young 
family members particularly, I am a great believer in CCTV in the city centre, prominent 
and well advertised in medias that adress all ages. Let them know they are being 
watched! That in itself is a deterrent as well as having the ability to really record 
circumstances as events unfold. My feeling is that if you are doing nothing wrong then 
you have nothing to fear in this application of the technology. 
 
 
 
Law enforcement agencies like wise need to be effective in prosecution of trangressors 
with suitable penalties to be applied. This obviously needs to be lobbied through the 
appropriate political channels. Kids, using the term lightly, must pay appropriate 
penalties. Do the crime, pay the penalty, as must parents be made to be responsible 
for them. 
 
 
 
Safe and avaliable transport to and from town/Hamilton must also be adressed. Free 
shuttle buses to connective sites outside the main areas perhaps. I dont know. 
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infrastructure 

It would be good to restore confidence in the belief that the city centre and Hamilton 
are safe.  Having appropriate closing times in pubs and clubs helps to prevent 
excessive alcohol consumption at night.  A good transport system to keep people 
moving around safely also seems to be a benifit. 
 
 
 
Good lighting, police surveillance & restricted alcohol use, would benefit the majority of 
the community. 

infrastructure 

Keeping a check on the activities of young people who are drinking alcohol and/or 
indulging in social drugs. 
 
Good lighting around the Foreshore without being too bright 
 
Locating bars and clubs away from the Foreshore 
 
Restricting vehicular access to area near Nobbys at night 

infrastructure Keeping the city clean, neat and safe for those using it 

infrastructure 

Lighting 
 
Hotel take resposible alcohol service seriously 
 
police presence and arrest for anti-soc`ial behaviours 
 
clean and removal gaffiti 
 
community catered for not just drinkers 

infrastructure 
Lighting, activation, police presence, mobile CCTV,well managed walking trails that are 
well lit, interesting, safe, monitored. 

infrastructure 
Lights, more businesses attract more people, which makes it safer, get rid of brothels, 
more police in the streets, street activities. 

infrastructure 

Main priority: safety 
 
Better lighting and police presence 

infrastructure 

maintain pressure on lockdowns related to alcohol consumption and club entry. 
 
improve lighting (street lighting) in all areas of the city and inner city suburbs. 
 
street lighting in Newcastle in general is terrible - it is a huge contributor to people 
feeling unsafe at night. For example, in Tighes Hill and Mayfield East where I have 
lived in the past 2 years, distance between street lights is as much as 150m. 

infrastructure More lighting, clean up the general area 

infrastructure 

More lighting, more security cameras, more presence of night time security staff 
(privately contracted) to just walk the streets or be around 'hot' spots of the city.  
 
 
more transport options esp. after establishments close and and there are lots of 
patrons out on the street ie offer bars/clubs incentivites for free shuttle transport out to 
the suburbs so patrons don't have to wait for hours for taxis.  
 
more education about mixing alcohol and drugs and its affects both recreation and 
prescription drugs.  
 
offering free bottles of water to patrons lining up for taxis or as people are leaving 
establishments ie bars/clubs when closing.  
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night safe spots across the inner city so if there are incidents people can go to these 
staffed shelters to feel safe for either time to pass (and people/danger to move on) or 
to report incidents of feeling unsafe etc. 

infrastructure 

More lighting. 
 
More police on the streets. 
 
No drinking of alcohol on the streets. 

infrastructure 

More people being about would help to improve public safety. But the key is to have a 
variety of activities and therefore a variety of people - not just partygoers at the pubs. 
More family activities and more organised events might encourage a bigger number 
and broader range of people. 
 
 
Also, better connectivity between areas would improve safety. At the moment there are 
clusters where you feel safer because they are busy (e.g. darby st, honeysuckle 
boardwalk) but all the areas in between feel dark and isolated - if these areas were 
opened up, with activity in between (e.g. night markets) people could move between 
areas and get to their cars more safely.  (NB - removal of rail line would help facilitate 
this!). 
 
Lots of lighting and a strong police presence will obviously also help. 

infrastructure 
More police presence, better lighting and access, more places to go to encourage 
more people into the areas. 

infrastructure 

More public transport- buses and trains 
 
Police more visual 
 
Better lighting 
 
Encourage more venues for older patrons 
 
Keep venues aimed at younger patrons closer together and closer to transport points 

infrastructure 

My main point, the mix of night-time activities, can only be influenced by 
council/government by providing proper infrastructure, ie, well-lit streets, parking 
facilities, law enforcement, public transport, tax breaks, etc. 
 
The rest, ie, the events and venues, are the job of entrepreneurs. 
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infrastructure 

Entice quality businesses back into the city centre.  The mall is too cluttered with 
bollards, short term car parking, awnings (from failed markets)and markets (Thurs. to 
Sat.). Concentrate on the area from Pacific Street to Perkins Street. 
 
Anti social behaviour can be curbed when there is through traffic and outdoor dining.  
Darby Street and Beaumont Street have been successful with this.  Hunter Street 
"dies" at night because there aren't any outdoor dining areas; there is not reason to 
walk into the mall. One way traffic can act as a deterent to anti-social behaviour - 
people are being observed. 
 
 
Ambient lighting; sculptures (public art) and fountains can be features to attract people.  
The present markets are mediocre with very little quality merchandise for sale. I think 
that merchants in shops would be quite insulted by having to trade along side the tacky 
stalls. 
 
 
A community needs a place to meet.  Inner city residents would respond and support 
dining in Hunter Street.  Walking safely to and from restaurants,theatres, cinemas 
encourages "ownership" of community spaces. 
 
 
As it is Hunter Street between Pacific and Perkins Streets has become a playground 
for anti social behaviour because it is vacant, closed in at night. 

infrastructure 

I think that there needs to be a variety of events for all audiences. 
 
I don't necessarily believe that enforcement is the best way to solve alcohol, vandalism 
and violence issues that everyone is aware and concerned about. 
 
 
There needs to be activities for young people that reward good behaviour (such as not 
drinking) that are supervised.  For example, having a concert in the park or party for 
youth that is sponsored by companies like Apple etc. where those drivers who blow 
0.00 at the end of the night and are clearly designated drivers can win ipods.  I know 
that this strategy has worked in other towns in Australia. 
 
Newcastle's infrastructure needs to be looked at.  There are clearly hubs where people 
congregate and spend money.  Perhaps we need to develop more of these and also 
consider the transport to and from these places.  
 
 
The street festivals on Beaumont and Darby Streets are always a success and they 
seem to be fairly safe. 

infrastructure 
Provide very good lighting. Provide plentiful, accessable, well-lit parking. Provide 
plentiful CCTV cameras which are monitored at high risk times. 

infrastructure 

Safety can be helped by increasing the variety of night time activities, hence bringing to 
the centre of town a range of people (not just those out to drink). If there are lots of 
non-inebriated people roaming around, there is an inbuilt safety in numbers (eg. 
walking in central Sydney at night is not scary because of the numbers of people out 
and about). Council could also improve street lighting to avoid those very dark 
streetscapes. 

infrastructure 

Safety is a major issue, drinking and drugs are major problems. The police need to be 
more visible. 
 
Council needs to have better transport, safer and cleaner bus stops. 
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infrastructure 

Safety is more than just a council issue. Council could assist by lighting and opening 
up dingy areas. Imploying security staff if policing is inadequate. Reduce anti social 
behaviour through regulating venues selling alcohol. 

infrastructure 

Safety issues could be improved by better lighting, changes to public attitudes (ie, 
more respect for & cooperation with others), more entertainment that doesn't 
encourage drinking alcohol & increased passive surveillance. 

infrastructure 

Safety of visitors is vital. We need surveillance cameras and better security. We need 
more night time dining for mixed aged patrons Definitely  keep the earlier closing of 
bars and night clubs. More alcohol free zones. 

infrastructure 

safety 
 
good street lighting 
 
adequate parking near venues 

infrastructure 
Safety: suitable Police presence, good lighting, elimination of dark alleys (nooks & 
crannies), positive activities and promotion of proper conduct, etc. 

infrastructure 

Safety: 
 
Good planing observation, immediate council repairs & Ohs.   
 
Police presents control and criminal arrest. 

infrastructure 
Security and safety while there and a safe and reliable means of transport to return 
home are the main issues,better security is the answer 

infrastructure 
Security cameras in main precinct areas and early closing of alcohol venues. i.e. no 
alcohol served after midnight. 

infrastructure security monitored by professionals, activities to bring people into the city 

infrastructure 

Sorry - I don't have any idea.  Newcastle's city centre (especially the Mall and around 
the Eastern end of the CBD) has been dangerous after dusk for too long now.  The 
continued degredation, and the allowance of NCC for the deterioration of the city 
centre has contributed, or even created the unsafe environment.  Prior to the 
Earthquake, the city centre was a nice place to be - with the creation of the suburban 
shopping centres, added to the quake, and a council that doesn't have much creativity, 
imagination or foresight, Newcastle didn't stand a chance. 

infrastructure Surviellance Cameras and more police and toughter penalties for violent offenders. 

infrastructure 
The  use of more cct tv monitering and police presence. More advertising of events in 
the area. 

infrastructure 

The 2 reasons I have visited Newcaslte at night in the last 6 months were for: 
 
 
- night markets before CHristmas 
 
- Musica Viva concert at the Conservatorium 
 
 
My main priority is safety.  Council could: 
 
- ensure areas are well lit 
 
- work with police to manage crowds; 
 
- enforce alcohol free areas 
 
- manage availability of parking close to venues; 
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I don't have any current concerns relating to my own activities and safety as I no longer 
visit night clubs/pubs/clubs 

infrastructure 

The city centre is dead - only people concentrating on drinking till 3 am spend time in 
the ugly city. 
 
 
Infrastructure is depressing. 
 
 
Restaurants are non-existent or closed. 
 
Safe, free parking  unavailable. 
 
No police in sight 
 
Only one live theater and one movie theater available. 
 
 
Why go ?     Suburban mums and dads and singles over 25 all drive or use taxis to go 
to clubs with entertainment and safety. 
 
 
Being well over 40 - I usually only dine at night in the city and try to park where I can - 
and again usually early in the evening for safety/security/ease. 

infrastructure 

The success of the city is going to be determined by people's confidence in their safety 
venturing out at night. Well lit streets and pedestrian crossings, clean and flat 
footpaths. Easy accesible parking and transport are the other keys. 

leadership 

Better connected pedestrian narrative. The problem with current Honeysuckle 
development is that it physically separates Hunter street from the harbour walk, 
depriving Newcastle of a flowing an open space. Newcastle's downtown commercial 
and nightlife narrative should  be in the shape of a cross, with one axis running from 
east to west, and the other running from the top of the hill down to the foreshore.  The 
area around Wickham station should be protected as open access to the harbour. 
Space must be created downtown so that there is a gateway from Hunter Street to the 
harbour front. 

leadership 

By having the State Government extend the Honeysuckle Corporations area of 
responsibility to cover all of the CBD and remove NCC from all planning and regulation 
for the area. As long as the vocal not in my back yard baby boomers minority like Tony 
Brown's and co and the Newcastle Chamber of Commence enjoy the such overbearing 
and unrepresentative influence over council's decisions and administration, NCC 
should have no powers over the CBD and leave it to Honeysuckle to get something 
done that benefits the rest of the Newcastle Region. 

leadership 
By making the city pedestrian focussed and not car focussed. This would improve the 
amenity which would attract people to the city. 

leadership By making timely decisions ( asap ) with consultation with the local community 

leadership 
Community consultation- ensuring that this involves people who spend time in the area 
to visit venues not just people who live in the area (and see whats happening) 

leadership 

community forums with a greater emphasis on engaging all age groups 
 
an overall sketch map of community concerns 
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leadership 

Continue to regulate alcohol trading hours, increase policing (visibilty and action), 
improve transport to minimise 'idle time'for alcohol venue petrons wishing to leave the 
prcinct. 
 
Encorage development that offers alternatives to pubs/clubs by giving appropriate 
incentives.  
 
The city centre does notneed any additional alcohol venues such as pubs. Emphasis 
could be more on food/cafe with alcohol available rather than more venues that are 
alcohol centric. 
 
The city should be more of a place where a much broader demographic feels 
welcomed, comfortable and catered for at night. Currently it is mostly the domaine of 
an alcohol fueled norrower demographic. 

leadership 

Council in recent times has demonstrated no leadership in this regard to put in place 
the form of strategies that would work. 
 
 
Council could succeed, but is unlikely to do so. 

leadership 

Council is not directly responsible for my principal concerns, transport and 
enforcement,  However, it should strongly, and on a continuing basis, lobby or hector, 
the state government for improvements to both. 

leadership Development, public transport reviews, place activation. 

leadership 

Don't let a small number of people make decisions about Newcastle's night time 
economy. Just because they are vocal, doesn't make them right. If Newcastle is trying 
to encourage tourism and economic development to the city then a thriving after dark 
scene is essential, cities that shut down at dusk don't bring in tourists. 

leadership 

Fix up derelict old buildings such as The Post Office, Lucky Hotel, and The Victoria 
Theatre. This will give the city a feeling of being open and fresh (not boarded up and a 
haven for squatters, drug takers, vandals, and general idiots). 

leadership 
Fix up the abadonned shops etc on Hunter St where there are a lot of squatters and 
junkies. 

leadership 

I am really tired of the council sitting on its hands and being lead by the hoteliers. 
 
Our city will NEVER move forward whilst it has a reputation of "swill city" where 
anything goes and residents don't rate. 
 
 
No more useless feel good forums,committees and tea parties,just enact the powers 
you have.  Support the police,doctors,ambos and nurses who have to tackle the results 
of alcohol fuelled violence.    
 
Support the inner city residents as the MAJOR stakeholders of this city and stop 
licensing more booze barns.We clean up,repair,and look at our poor old(could be 
amazingly beautiful)city with daily despondency. 
 
 
Frank, you know what I mean.How loudly do we have to shout it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

leadership 

I do not beleive it is a council perogative at all. It mainly rests with the State 
Government and there it should stay. However this is Newcastle virtually controlled by 
Sydneys priorities over the rest of the state .I cannot see that changing. 

leadership 

I have not visited Newcastle/Hamilton at night on a frequent basis for several years. 
 
The last time I visited Newcastle/Hamilton, the balance of factors seemed reasonable. 
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leadership 

I think that extra policing in the city, more lighting and better transport options would 
help with the safety in the city. 
 
I also believe that getting rid of the empty buildings (by knocking them down if 
necessary) that are an eyesore as well as encouraging homeless people to squat in 
them would also help. This means that more appropriate accommodation for the 
homeless needs to be provided. 

leadership 
I thought the question was poorly written, so I made up an answer to move on.  The 
question and answers provided didn't make sense. 

leadership 

Increase Police numbers on the sreet. 
 
Police to engage with city visitors in a positive and proactive, rather than reactive way. 
 
Police to target and prosecute people who break the law and encourage people to act 
responsibly through HIGH VISIBILITY POLICING. Focusing on street crime and 
juvenile antisocial behaviour. 
 
Police to supervise and administer AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to rectify lighting in poorly lit areas. 
 
NCC to monitor the consumption of alcohol in AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to approve applications for small bars if there is little or no impact on the quiet 
and good order of the neighbourhood. 
 
NCC to encourage cluster development in a designated entertainment precinct. 
 
NCC to lobby for better public transport. 
 
More Taxi licences to be issued to Newcastle. There is a chronic shortage of taxis. 
 
Have a positive attitude to the Night Time Economy and encourage its redevelopment 
in a safe and clean environment. 

leadership 

Infrastructure and Transport will be crucial in getting people in an out of the city. This 
can be addressed by provinding public transport corridors from the city to the outer 
suburbs. Understanding this requires State Gov. involvement however council should 
really be pushing this for the city to grow in general, not just at night. 

leadership 

involve genuine representative local residents at main table as key stakeholders 
 
 
NCC stop masquerading behind hotels' banner 
 
 
sell 3 NCC owned late trading premises - purchase old post office with proceeds 
 
 
enforce current laws eg AFZs 
 
 
Accept the conclusive evidence on hotel density and stop rubber stamping liquor DAs 
 
Ban all political donations from grog interests 
 
 
stop the group hugs and adopt immediate preventative measures 
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be honest, open and transparent 

leadership 

Keeping the city clean, clean, clean to make it more inviting.  Giving rate reductions or 
rate free years to building owner/businesses that paint their buildings and keep them 
clean, and or work with the police/community etc. to provide a pleasant environment. 
 
Council to convince State Government or do equal funding to revitalise the mall.  I look 
at Brisbane (where I grew up) and the queen st mall was dead in the 80's (just like our 
mall).  BCC somehow came up with the money to totally refurbish the mall, providing 
performance spaces for school bands, buskers, fashion parades etc, cafe sites, 
seating, plantings and it didn't include re-opening it to traffic.  I'm sure having EXPO 88 
was the catalyst.  It was a boon for that city and catapulted it into a modern city.  
Retailers came back and the place livened up. 

leadership 

Limit drinking hours, increase Police, increase businesses open at night, spend less 
focus on new infrastructure (like the skate park in Empire Park) and instead direct 
funds to improving existing things. 

leadership 
Lobby the state gov't for a greater police presence.  Enlist council rangers to also 
patrol city centre. 

leadership 

More mature people leaving retsaurants and venues can be stuck in the street, and 
feeling unsafe for quite a while when waiting for taxis etc. If transport was improved 
there would be more persons over 30 going to the city at night. The Melbourne type 
small and trendy type bars/restaurants would be well received in my view. Visible 
police presence woulkd be good. Establish a PRIDE IN OUR CITY campaign that 
would reach to all. 

leadership 

Promoting safety through active use of the city, rather than restricting activities. Council 
should exercise leadership in revitalising the city centre by encouraging a range of 
activities rather than simply stopping activities because they might generate social or 
alcohol related issues.  
 
 
 
The police also need to stop taking the simplistic view that alcohol related violence and 
anti social behaviour will be prevented simply by stopping events, closing venues or 
closing parts of the city. A more visible police presnece, coupled with an open, active 
and vibrant city can help reduce anti-social behaviour by encouraging a greater variety 
of peole into the city, rather than concentrating a few anti-social groups in these areas. 

leadership 

Reduce the availability of alcohol supply. improve public safety. Re-direct invest in non-
alcohol related social/economic activities. improve transport and public infrastructure. 
 
Alcolhol related unpleaeantness is what drove businesses and decent people out of 
the CBD. 

leadership 

Remove the railway tracks and create a single entity with Honeysuckle. 
 
 
If Council had the wit to consult its files it would find that it has at least three reports 
which attest to this solution.  
 
It was recognised by 1992 that when Honeysuckle began to compete with the part of 
the City south of the railway, that the old part of the City would decline. 
 
 
 Unfortunately for the City of Newcastle these Reports also assert that if the Railway is 
removed both Honeysuckle and the rest of the inner City will burgeon. 
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More unfortunately, there are no Councillors or Council staff members who have taken 
the trouble to read these reports. 
 
Even if they did they could not defeat the "Save Our Rail" lobby group to allow the City 
to flourish. 

leadership 
Renivestment in city facilities, such as restaurants/cafe, transport, cinema, parking bu 
council and state government. 

leadership 

Safety - more security cameras, police presence, more shops etc open at night, not 
just night clubs, no late night openings - 3am is late enough. 
 
Encourage night spots to bring their entertainment in earlier, instead of starting late 
and their customers preloading. 
 
Police need power to drug test. 
 
More Public transport needed. 
 
Council needs to stop wasting money on consultants and studies, and spend the 
money on projects. 

leadership 

Stop Newcastle being a "little Beirut".  The city is disgusting and embarrassing to bring 
visitors to who are from outside the region.  Remove the railway and stop relying on 
AHA funding to support the council 

leadership 
Stop turning the inner city into a ghost town wil policies of exclusion. It is now a 
retirement village. 

leadership 

The answer to anti-social activity in the CBD and Hamilton, should centre around 
making the city more generally lively and people-friendly at night. I believe we need to 
get rid of the large barn-style watering hole hotels that encourage large gatherings of 
people whose main aim is to get drunk and either get laid or pick a fight.  
 
 
 
We should be encouraging into the city the type of establishment that encourages 
conversation, social interaction and cultural activity. This can be achieved through 
small bars, small galleries and venues for live music such as the View Factory. I have 
lived in cities where the whole family used to step out at night and promenade through 
the streets and drink in small cafes that were family-friendly. There were also many 
small venues for live music. 

leadership 

The City Centre has many empty buildings and is un attended goast town. A sad place 
to live in.Refurbishment and good planning of the area would be a positive step. 
 
The potential is there, located between the ocean and river. Architectural design 
competition would foster new ideas. More Theatre, music and cultural events. 

leadership 

The last question was particularly irritating and I suspect the rest of this is going to be 
as useless. It wasn't well thought out, it didn't make sense and it just made me cross. 
How much council funding goes into this? Why would you insist that those things add 
up to 100 per cent? How unscientific.You're asking people's opinions - this is not a pie 
to cut up.  
 
 
 
Council and other local authorities can be extremely proud of the measures they 
recently took to make alcohol-related violence reduce in our town. 
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leadership 

The main issue is definitely to create a situation of commercial confidence in which a 
range of entreprenuers are willing to produce sites/events that cater to demographics 
beyond those associated with rapid-consumption cultures. Part of such a situation is a 
more realistic appraisal of the causes of nightlife disorder which is not grounded in 
sensationalist hyperbole or that panders to clearly vested interests of a vocal 
residential minority. Nightlife should be the expression of a city's culture and not 
ransom to the property interests of a minority. Once nightlife is being viewed in a more 
accurate manner, in which its social-cultural benefits are balanced with unwanted 
behaviour of a drunken few, then commercial-legal structures should be put in place 
that encourage investment. There is plentiful evidence that functional nigtlife precincts 
support a mix of settings in which alcohol service is peripheral. These should be 
government funded public space offerings as well as stimulation of market segments 
currenty marginalised by the dominance of the alco-lesire sector. But who would invest 
in Newcastle even if they had an idea? The current draconian approaches ensure that 
nightlife fails to evolve and hence we are stuck with the status quo. 

leadership 

the revitalisation of hunter street would go along way, to make the inner city a vibrant 
and interesting place, versus what is now seedy and kinda scary. more events with 
transport links to the suburbs, bringing people into to the city to see the changes and 
enjoy affordable family entertainment. 

leadership 
There needs to be a continuation of the anti- alcohol abuse stratagies that have 
already produced a 50% reduction in alcohol relate 

leadership 
This is a function of private enterprise however planning, flexibility would be required 
by council, agencies 

leadership 
Try to talk to someone in the council instead of being told "you have to email the 
council to get an appointment" 

leadership 

We need to ensure that the state government accepts its responsibility to properly fund 
infrastructure, transport and policing in Newcastle. We have been severely neglected 
by Macquarie St. 

leadership 

Whilever the CBD remains in it's current delapitated state, the safety concerns and 
irresponsible behaviour by some people will continue unabated.  NCC should apply 
pressure to property holders to either complete their development plans for their 
properties or sell on to someone who will.  Any properties owned by NCC should also 
be renovated, developed or sold. 

leadership yes - but as with all changes it will take time. 

leadership 

Your current policies are to be commended. We come from Sydney CBD & lived there 
for 10 years. Similar policies would have made a huge difference. We are very 
supportive of your recent policies. 

regulation 

Council and other agencies should implement safety procedures by promoting decent 
night clubs into the city.  Council should implement procedures along the guidelines 
like The Entrance where on the weekends shops can remain opened longer so to allow 
more people on the streets. Development applications should be made more stringent 
on future nightclubs as to the quality of the nightclub, how their licence would be 
implemented and should dismiss development applications like that time-waster who 
was supposed to develop the Post Office into a night club. 

regulation 

Council can support more mixed use enterprises and state government can use 
regulation to reduce concentration of alcohol sales in limited venues with high volumes 
with the intention of reducing alcohol sales....eg. more cafe/performance/bar venues as 
opposed to pubs with late trading hours and gambling. 

regulation 
Fewer pubs/night clubs.  Earlier closing times & lockouts  Improved transport more 
cops on the beat. 

regulation have more people live in the city centre. 
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regulation 

Council needs to encourage more residential development in the centre so that there is 
a core population to generate demand for night time activities such as cafes, theatres, 
shopping. At the same time, it should be discouraging nighttime drinking activity based 
on hotels. Although this may reduce local employment in the short term, public safety 
and the creation of a more congenial environment would create opportunities and 
attractions for other activities. At the moment, few small businesses would want to 
locate in the centre, if their patrons are to be discouraged by drunken behaiour, hoons 
tearing up and down streets, graffiti everywhere and smashed shop windows. This 
aspect must be addressed before any increase in employment or range of patronage 
will occur. No one will ever want to live here or start a business here while the urban 
fabric is constantly being vandalised by drunken groups or patrons have to walk along 
streets occupied by these groups. 

regulation 

Develop and easie stategy of developers to gain approval. The City has far too many 
restictions and hurdles to jump such as undergound mines which are an extensive cost 
to developers. Coupled together with this the height restictions and other massive DCP 
requirements together with Council delays in pocessing and going to Council etc it is 
too costly and I find developes go elsewhere. 
 
The approval system can be made easier. 

regulation 

Enforcement and Regulation.   
 
 
Council/Government approved Cameras to be used as a deterant to antisocial 
behaviour and to provide Police with information and evidence. 
 
Regular Police Patrols - encourage Police to meet and greet people dining out.  This 
strategy might support local Restaurants and enable Restaurants to remain open later 
and at the same time deter the violence and bad behaviour. 
 
 
Regulation: 
 
Restriction to alcohol if anti social behaviour continues. 
 
Earlier closing times should violence continue. 
 
 
Infrastructure: 
 
Improve street lighting in nearby streets so that local resident are provided with 
additional safety when walking home at night. 

regulation 

I think that we need to accept the the city centre will never be what is was before the 
earthquake. I believe that the city centre is trying to become and should be encouraged 
and led to be a residential suburb with a couple of zones of non-residential focus. 
Instead of businesses etc being strung along Hunter St could the commercial and 
government agencies be consolidated into a one or two zones within the city centre? 
Couldn't this overcome the empty building syndrome? Wouldn't this free up buildings to 
be developed for affordable housing?  
 
 
 
This has the potential to have a vibrant commercial zone as well as providing the 
commercial infrastructure necessary to support a local community. More people 
actually living in the city has the potential to overcome some of the social problems 
created by an empty city.  
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The current nightlife could be integrated into the overall above plan in a socially 
responsible way. 

regulation 
Increase flexibility of NCC regulations so as to encourage and enable a diverse mix of 
activities in town. Would encourage more people of diverse ages and interests 

regulation 

Increase Police numbers on the sreet. 
 
Police to engage with city visitors in a positive and proactive, rather than reactive way. 
 
Police to target and prosecute people who break the law and encourage people to act 
responsibly through HIGH VISIBILITY POLICING. Focusing on street crime and 
juvenile antisocial behaviour. 
 
Police to supervise and administer AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to rectify lighting in poorly lit areas. 
 
NCC to monitor the consumption of alcohol in AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to approve applications for small bars if there is little or no impact on the quiet 
and good order of the neighbourhood. 
 
NCC to encourage cluster development in a designated entertainment precinct. 
 
NCC to lobby for better public transport. 
 
More Taxi licences to be issued to Newcastle. There is a chronic shortage of taxis. 
 
Have a positive attitude to the Night Time Economy and encourage its redevelopment 
in a safe and clean environment. 

regulation 
Increase the occupancy rate of the buildings which are currently vacant. Remove the 
buildings which are derelict. 

regulation 
Increase the presence of police (both uniformed and plain clothes). Enforce current 
laws and rules. 

regulation 

Infrastructure relates to  the "what" in the question "what does newcastle offer that is 
unique and encourages people to visit the city".  
 
 
 
The council needs to address planning issues and developmental issues to ensure that 
the city offers a vibrant mix of retail and cultural opportunities so that the city regains 
relevance.  
 
 
 
Getting to the city and out of it safely rely on the council providing and supporting a 
diverse range of transportation options and policing. 
 
 
 
Newcastle needs a greater share of state funding and a better spend of council monies 
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to revitalise the precinct.  
 
 
 
Retaining the rail line and enhancing that great facility by advocating for light rail from 
the centre of Newcastle would be a good place for the council to start. 

regulation 

Keeping a check on the activities of young people who are drinking alcohol and/or 
indulging in social drugs. 
 
 
Good lighting around the Foreshore without being too bright 
 
 
Locating bars and clubs away from the Foreshore 
 
 
Restricting vehicular access to area near Nobbys at night 

regulation 

My Main priority is to enable various events in the city are enjoyed with the participents 
feeling safe. 
 
 
 
Council has to appraoch this on various fronts. Talk to the owners of vacant property in 
the area and sugeest various usage. Priority should be given for meore residential use. 
This would encourage more businesses (gorcery, general stores, restaurants etc) 
 
 
 
The more people that use the area at night should make people feel safer. It should 
reduce the criminal intent of some people. 

regulation 

Not having a lock out - putting the majority of people on the street at the same time 
looking for a taxi is causing more trouble then eliminating it - taxi do not want to come 
into the city because of the problems this causes some nights you can wait up until an 
hour an 1/2. We need a centalised secure taxi area - and not all establishments closing 
at the same time! 

regulation 

Provision of Public transpost is important and visible police presence. Staggering of 
Club/Pub closing and lock-out so suddenly not everyone on the streets. Patroling of 
Cliubs/Pubs for resposible service of alcohol 

regulation 

Steer a clear path that relies on good evidence for revitalisation not the populist 
rubbish from the likes of Aaron Buman.  There is also a small but very vocal group who 
are intrinsically against alcohol consumption without considering the range of services 
that could be supported by small establishments with limited licences. 
 
The council needs to look at combining the benefits of the lock out trial with 
encouraging more activity earlier in the evening. 
 
 
It might not be the councils role to pass liquor licences but they can encourage activity 
and support limited licencing by having a clear policy on entertainment. 

regulation 

Support the clustering of entertainment premises,  restaurants, pubs and clubs in 
underutilised areas such as the mall. The key is to foster economic activity in a safe 
environment, with less need to travel between venues. 
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regulation 

The current regulations and initiatives are stifling the night time economy and severley 
restricting diversity. there are not a lot of options for different age groups and interests 
and older people are being discouraged from using these areas. Council needs to 
allow and encourage a broader range of developments to accomodate more peoples 
interests. Council also needs to provide safe suitable alternatives for young people to 
access so they do not feel the need to wander the streets. This includes somewhere 
for under age people to "hang out". If young people had SOMEWHERE TO GO that 
they could use late at night with perhaps a shuttle bus between events there would not 
be as much to rebel against. At the moment they are angry with the lack of 
entertainment available and feel like everything is being taken away from them.I am 
speaking from experience as I have 6 young adults/teenagers, 4 of whom are over 18. 
 
Council also needs to take into account that it is not only young people that like to go to 
pubs and clubs and stay out after 1am. 

regulation 

the main priority of safety is contentious in the respect that alcohol is the main issue in 
this instance. The entertainment industry in Newcastle is based on the sale and usage 
of alcohol. council needs to regulate the approval of businesses that wish to open in 
the city and is based on drinking. 

regulation 

The way it stands with alcohol licensing means that it is near impossible for small bars 
to open up to absorb alot of the 30+ market for social drinking in small groups. 
Newcastle seems to be only catering for the under 30 binge-drinking crowds en masse. 

regulation 

This is a very poor survey and I don't really understand what the previous question was 
asking i.e. in what sense are you asking me how colloboration affects newcastle 
nightlife? 
 
 
 
if you ask me the key problem is that everything is spreadout - therefore there are large 
areas which are dark and unpopulated which results in easy pickings for people who 
want to fight/cause violence.  if there was better town planning to condense alot of the 
activity into a central spot with corridors of activity between centres there would be a lot 
fewer issues: people would feel safer, there would be less opportunity for voilence, 
there would be a more vibrant atomosphere encouraging more people into the city at 
night which then provides business incentives for diversification of services.  To aid 
diversification of services the liquor licence fee should be reduced in NSW to be in line 
with Vicotria so that you do have large pubs focussed on selling as much alcohol as 
possible and you get pubs focused on good atomosphere, music with a bit of food and 
alcohol as well (i.e. smaller niche estabishments). 

safety 

1. Add a condition to all DA's requiring that no posters or grafitti etc be allowed to 
remain on any external face viewable from a public domain. Prosecute the businesses 
where advertised events are be held for every non-approved poster and sign.  Advise 
and assist other agencies in doing likewise.  Appearance in a city is very important in 
feeling safe. 
 
 
 
2. CCTV to assist identifying illegal activity. 
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safety 

A city centre should be for all the residents of that city not just residents of the inner 
city. A city centre should be vibrant, offer a range of entertainment experiences to all 
age groups and come alive at night.  
 
I think Newcastle CBD (apart from Honeysuckle)nightlife is dead, caters mainly to the 
under 25s and has a reputation for violence . 
 
I think venues which encourage people over 25 and families might create more of a 
balance to the mix of people on the street and this would help with vibrancy and safety. 
 
I used to live and go out late at night in the cbd when I was under 25 (15 years ago) 
however i would feel unsafe me or my family to do so now because of roving gangs of 
young people looking to create trouble and dark deserted streets. 
 
 
 
I think the council should listen to the needs of residents wanting to visit the CBD of a 
night and not place so much emphasis on a small group of CBD residents who want 
the CBD to be like a quiet retirement village. 

safety 

Being in the 80+ age group, my wife and I need security as we go to events such as 
ADFAS in the old Air Force club and to restaurants in Beaumont and Darby Sts.  We 
are mostly taken by car by children and friends so transport is not an issue, but we 
need to feel safe. 
 
When we walk in the daytime a few more seats along the streets would be good. 

safety 

Both NCC & other agencies. 
 
Saftey should be promoted in terms of parking, lighting, police on street, covert 
security. 
 
Without an environment of saftey, we run teh risk of a 'broken window' environment 
that will ultimately lead to general neglect and abandonment of the city areas. 
 
The poor presentation of unoccupied properties within the CBD is does not reflect a 
'safe' environment 

safety 
By establishing more alcohol free night time events, improved lighting, and a better 
focus on individual safety 

safety 

By making the city precinct a safer place to visit, by enabling citizens to walk safely up 
Hunter St without feeling threatened, irrespective of the time of day or night. 
 
I suggest the liquor outlets be closed at 12 midnight or at the latest 1.00am. and don't 
worry about lost trading by hotelliers etc, think about the emergency personel who 
have to attend to drunken outbreaks and pick up the pieces, and the council staff who 
must clean up next day so that our city is truely representitive of the great place it is.  
Not to mention the loss in revenue that property owners must incur to restore their 
property following damage from late night rampages. 
 
Years ago hotels had to close at 10:00pm, so people who had had a good night went 
home and rested and were ready to attend their place of employment in a sober state 
and deliver their best to their employer. 

safety 

Council can advocate for MUCH better transport in the city centre ... and that does not 
include cutting the rail line into the city.  We need more frequent transport options to 
get home - buses at night going to the suburbs, rail and taxis ++++ 
 
Safety - very much related to transport.  Also safer with people on the street and 
moving around 
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safety 
Have given all points equal priority because feel that all are important and inter-related 
to ensure safety, welfare and enjoyment for everyone. 

safety 

I believe perceeption plays a key role.  The Hunter Street precinct in my view is not 
perceived as a safe place and some of this I feel is attributed to the poor state of a 
large portion of Hunter Street.  It actually looks like an unsafe palce to be at night. 

safety I do not want to be accosted by louts and yahoo's who've had too much to drink. 

safety 

I don't go out to dining in Newcastle or Hamilton anymore because I don't feel safe, 
there always seems to be too many people looking for fights etc. For the same reason i 
don't attend the Civic anymore even though I enjoy live theatre 

safety I dont necessarily feel unsafe, it's just a major aspect of going out at night 
safety I feel reasonable safe in newcastle/hamilton at night until about midnight. 

safety 

I think council is very well aware of night time issues in the city. It has been a problem 
from a long time now. Me and almost eveyperson i know at work and friends avoid to 
go in town on weekends. Many of us have either experienced or seen asults happend. 
Our few family friends who are Magistrate lives in town and even they don't like to 
come out of the house at weekends due to the drunken madness on the newcastle's 
streets. 
 
Newcastle have been on current affairs few times and i think this issue have been 
discussed many times in council meetings as well. 
 
Most of the people go in town at the moment are young people who normaly go to 
clubs and pubs only to get pissed and harras other people on streets. 
 
This is one of the main reason that people are moviing oursite the main city and i know 
many people like to go on lake side to have a good and peeaceful night at or go for a 
resturants. 
 
I believe that we love to come in town as we useto if we feel safe on streets again 

safety safety 
safety Safety and lack of facilities 
safety Safety at night time 

safety 

TOWN IS TO DANGEROUS, I CAN WALK FROM ONE END OF GEORGE STREET 
SYDNEY TO THE OTHER AND NOT GET HARRASED OR ASSAULTED, THIS 
CANNOT BE DONE IN NEWCASTLE OF HAMILTON 

safety 

Until the community feels safe in the City at night then the wider public will vote with 
their feet.  
 
The power and resistance of the alcohol industry impacts on the success of initiatives 
to make the City a safer place at night. 
A better mix of night time activities could bring more people into the City. This could 
improve the safety and the perception of safety for the community. 

safety WE do not go out into those areas because we do not feel safe. 

safety 
You used to be able to walk around Newcastle at night. I feel that driving a car is safer 
than walking and public transport. At least you stand half a chance in your car. 

safety Create environments that are welcoming and safe 

safety 

I am frightened to attend any night time activites on my own in the city or Hamilton 
area.    I will only attend if I have a group of people with me and we walk together to 
the cars.     This is very sad because in the early 60s I thought nothing of taking a baby 
in a pram at night time either along Hunter St or Beaumont Street and having a meal or 
a cup of coffee and not returning home until 10pm when my husband was on shift 
work. 
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safety 

I want people, us, to be safe when we choose to go out. I don't want to feel like I can't 
go out in my own home town because it's too unsafe to do so.   
 
Alcohol related anti social behaviour is a serious threat to the actual and perceived 
safety of the community, whether you're a person in the pub, at a restaurant, a person 
window shopping on a date down Beaumont Street, or a resident in the nearby area 
locked in 'safely' at home for the night - we are all at risk from inebriated people. 
 
Clubs and pubs are the main culprit for this - serving far too many for far too long.  We 
need to acknowledge that that industry has a lot to loose from accepting curfews, they 
risk diminished profits, and who in business wants that?  Nevertheless, there is a 
significant cost to the community, to tourism, to the health system and police force as 
well as individuals when too much alcohol turns our streets into war zones.  Pubs fuel 
the problem by espousing but not enforcing RSA, but take no responsibility for patrons 
once they're five steps from the establishment. 
 
I support curfews, I support greater obligation for pubs and the like to enforce RSA 
principles, and I support greater enforcement of laws that protect those who don't 
engage in dangerous, thuggish behaviours both in and outside 'watering holes'. 

safety 

If an area is known to be a wonderful place to visit, but not safe - then you will have no 
visitors and therefore no economy. 
 
Focus on safety and enforcing the safety and everything else will fall into place along 
the way. 

safety 

If I want to go somewhere at night, I want to know 2 things: Is it safe, and: Can I get a 
park close to where I need to go? 
 
I choose to go to Beaumont St because it is closer to my Lambton home and because I 
go for a meal early in the night.  The drunks aren't yet on the street and there are a lot 
of people of mixed ages around. 
 
The main pubs have security staff outside their facility and that gives me assurance 
that problems will not arise. I feel the safety aspect of licensed premises is one that 
those individual premises should police themselves.  If they can't do that, then they 
shouldn't be trading. 
 
If an area is frequented often at night and it hasn't licensed premises, (ie. Nobby's 
foreshore area) then I feel it is a police responsibility to have high visibility security. 
 
Parking is the other aspect for people who wish to drive safely to and from their night 
out.  Beaumont St is usually an area where I can find a park fairly close to where I'm 
going and I don't need to walk down dark, isolated streets or lanes.  However, I 
purposely don't arrive much after 8.30pm because the patrons get drunk and I don't 
want to be in that atmosphere. 

safety Make the area safer for families 
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safety 

My main concern about visiting Newcastle at night is safety. There are too many 
drunken people about late at night. WE ensure what when we go into town we are 
home resonable early to stay away from these people.  
 
There is now an elemnt of younger teenages hanging around the 7/11 shop in Hunter 
stret oposite DJ's. These people are very intimidating. 
 
They hang around to go to the loft.  
 
This is not a good look for people coming to the city.  
 
They also make a hell of a mess which thre council workers do a great job in 
cleeaningup each day. This is an added cost to the rate payers. 
 
 
 
Could the loft be moved to an industial subdivision  so the kids can go there? 

safety 

My main priority is based on the fact that there is less violence and fear of violence in 
King's Cross at night time than in Newcastle CBD. I do not know how to encourage the 
increase in a variety of activities that attract people into other than by offering financial 
and other support such as help in business planning, council support in advertising etc. 

safety 

My partner & I try to avoid going out at night due to the safety concerns we have about 
Newcastle & Hamilton. Making the streets safer really is not a Council issue but a NSW 
government issue. When we stop hearing about deaths & bashings & robberies we 
may return to the city. 

safety 

Newcastle, although being a city, is not a large city in the scheme of things compared 
to Sydney and Melbourne. We do though, draw people from large surrounding areas 
like Lake Macquarie/Central Coast and Lower Hunter, for entertainment and events. 
Safety and alcohol are major concerns for all that attend the city for relaxation and 
outings, particularly at night. I understand that the initiatives instigated some months 
ago, with earlier closing times of clubs, no shots etc - have seen a reduction in the 
night time vandalism, attacks and general drunken behaviour. Safety is my main 
priority - fix that and all that it involves and you fix the whole bunch of grapes. There is 
not a simple solution, but needs brave, concise and unpopular new rules. I see that 
one of the biggest problems is the lack of respect of authority that the 'young' have to 
everything. Council needs to gather together all the services that are affected by the 
violence and vandalism (police, ambulance, fire, hospitals, pub owners, club owners, 
victims - both business and persons, cab drivers, bus and train employees, security 
guards, parents, general public). Possibly in a large forum and then down to a working 
party, with representatives from all the above.  This panel would come up with tactics, 
solutions, ideas to put forward to the public and the authorities - present ideas for 
public comment and then implement. This needs to not be wishy washy - the horse has 
bolted and will be hard to rein in.  
 
My ultimate solution would be to reintroduce National Service - for all boys and girls - 
aged between 18 and 21 - 12 months in one of the armed forces - if studying or doing 
an apprentership one can choose to take time off to complete their 12 months or 
choose to do their service at the completion of their study. What seems to be missing 
in huge chunks is lack of respect for any authority, no boundaries, no discipline, no 
accountability for actions. 

safety 

Obviously safety is my main concern ,pathway eating has restriced and could 
antaganize both diners,drinkers and window shoppers and viewers.Safety is my 
concern and larger clubs seem to have better security and parking facilities. 
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safety 

Public safety is largely out of council's hands other than the usual hazards they seem 
to do their best to control. 
 
The main safety issues seem to be as a consequence of thugs either under the 
influence of excessive quantities of alcohol or those who just get their thrills at the 
expense of others. The safety issue is a multi-faceted problem. It can in part be 
addressed by increased levels of policing not only by the Police Force but what has 
happened to the responsible service of alcohol? Some how there needs to be a 
change in the mind set of a large group in the community who seem to think the rest of 
the world exists to keep them amused. 

safety responsible service enforcement and more visible security and street safety 

safety 

Safety can be addressed through the responsible service of alcohol, night security 
services and transport and earlier closing times of licensed premises - as proven in 
recent research. 

safety 

Safety could be increased by the following - 
 
 
 
Better lighting 
 
Increased Police presence 
 
Stricter control of alcohol 
 
More policing of drug and alcohol induced people and stricter penalties for offenders 
 
Full implementation of rules regarding general behaviour 
 
Better policing of behaviour on trains 
 
Increased public transport at suitable times 
 
More control of unfavourable behaviour on buses, at taxi ranks and public transport 
stops 

safety safety in city 

safety 

Safety in city for people wanting to stroll around. NOT WANTING to be accosted by 
drunkards. Current efforts at mature alcohol approach are welcome. This is OUR city 
and we want all people to respect its facilities 

safety 
safety in the streets, including good transport. Other issues are more private 
opperators concern 

safety 
Safety Issues could be addressed. More people could go into newcastle and see how 
beautiful it is of a night time. We often get take away and sit up the beach and eat it. 

safety 
the lack of safety whilst walking around the city at night from violence or antisocial 
behaviour 

safety 

The main reason I think people stay away is the safety concern and bad elements 
present. If the place was nicer and well lit this "bad element" would move on. You don't 
find them at nice places (Honeysuckle for example, as they have no "cover". To make 
it work you need successful business that bring money in which inturn benefits the city, 
therefore the council so they can afford the maintenance and capital expenditure. Its 
catch 22 and will be harder and harder while ever the shopping centers in the suburbs 
get bigger and better. Maybe they could encourage one of these large developers to 
do it for them. 

safety 

the night club / pub culture of excessive alcohol consumption is big concern. Eg  After 
a Knights game at Marathon, even at an early hour (8pm), families with kids seeking a 
meal  in Beaumont st are confronted by groups of drunken yobs. 
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not sure of a solution tho 

safety 

The safety of those who go out at night to enjoy themselves should be a major 
consideration of the Council and other agencies otherwise the streets will be overrun 
by an antisocial element and venues will be unattended 

supply 

A wide variety of activities could be supported by Council by ensuring the focus of 
attention moves from consumption of intoxicating liquor to the wider variety of activities 
that exist. 
 
 
 
It seems the only available focus for young folks' night-time attention is different 
drinking establishments. Is this the Council's priority at the moment, seems like this is 
what the community wants kids to do. 
 
 
 
Of course it is not driven by Council, but by business and lobby groups. There are 
other less cash-intensive activities for young people to join, but of course they need 
community and council support. 
 
 
 
Additionally, perhaps curtailment of licensed venues' activities back to midnight could 
also be reasonable. People would then go out earlier, be home earlier and perhaps a 
factor playing a part in the evening problems is then removed. 

supply Alcohol problems. Turn the taps off and lock the fridge doors at midnight. 

supply 

All visitors to the CBD or Hamilton should be abel to enjoy their activities within a safe 
environment. It seems alcohol is the main problem, therefore measures to change 
attitudes towards binge drinking, further review of trading hours for hotels/clubs, 
greater police numbers and better transport options are required. 

supply 
Ban alcohol service after 11pm and other problems will disappear,  more people will 
enjoy city activities, fewer antisocial groups so more chance of police control. 

supply 

Better lighting 
 
Security cameras 
 
More police presence 
 
Continuing control of alcohol consumption 

supply 

By an approach by all interested stakeholders.  Hotels and clubs strickly inforcing 
Responsible service, enforcement of AFZ's safety by design and adequate transport 
systems. 

supply 

By closing licquor outlets earlier and so limiting the access to alcohol and therefore 
making young people leave the city centre earlier, and so become more responsible for 
their actions. 
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supply 

By making the city precinct a safer place to visit, by enabling citizens to walk safely up 
Hunter St without feeling threatened, irrespective of the time of day or night. 
 
 
 
I suggest the liquor outlets be closed at 12 midnight or at the latest 1.00am. and don't 
worry about lost trading by hotelliers etc, think about the emergency personel who 
have to attend to drunken outbreaks and pick up the pieces, and the council staff who 
must clean up next day so that our city is truely representitive of the great place it is.  
Not to mention the loss in revenue that property owners must incur to restore their 
property following damage from late night rampages. 
 
 
 
Years ago hotels had to close at 10:00pm, so people who had had a good night went 
home and rested and were ready to attend their place of employment in a sober state 
and deliver their best to their employer. 

supply 
By the creation of more alcohol free zones and restricted drinking hours . the safety 
issue will never be resolved whilever alcohol is mserved for such long hours. 

supply Close all bars by 1am 

supply 

Close licenced places earlier.....11.00pm 
 
 
Improve transport. 
 
 
Change police shifts and their role. 

supply close liquor outlets at a common time no later than 12mid night. 

supply 

close the hotels etc at 12 midnight to reduce the alcohol consumption and anti-social / 
violence that occurs in the city area at night. There is no reason that people need to be 
drinking alcohol at 3am in the morning. Rather than young people going into the city 
after 11pm to start their night out, have things starting and closing earlier. 

supply 

Close4 hotels etc earlier 
 
Get rid of the ratbags on the street 
 
Enforce licencing laws 

supply Continue to work with clubs and police. Closing licenced venues at 1.00am 

supply 

Continuing communication with law enforcement.Encourage more obvious police 
presence.Shorten opening hours of hotels and clubs.It seems that drinking and groups 
lead to problems and this behaviour is intimidating to those of us who would like to 
spend time around the CBD and in Hamilton.We moved into Newcastle thinking that 
we would take advantage of night time activities in and around the centre BUT do not 
feel completely safe. This also applies to daytime, even at Newcastle Railway Station 
where we have observed, many times, antisocial behaviour from groups of young 
people. the last group had come down from the Maitland area. 

supply 
Continuous patrols by Police. Reduce time venues are open eg pubs and clubs to 
close by 1pm. 

supply 
Do not sell takeaway alcohol in glass containers after 9pm. Limit the quantity of alcohol 
allowed to be taken away. 
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supply Earlier closing of drinking spots.More police presence. 
supply Earlier closing times for hotels/clubs. 

supply 

Early closure of pubs and clubs (lock outs etc) to reduce big problem with alcohol 
induced viloence and anti-social behaviour in Newcastle. More police presence. 
Improvement in Hunter St infrastructure and mix of business, restaurants etc. 

supply 
ease regulation of entertainment venues to allow a greater range of them, encourage 
them not discourage as at present 

supply 

Even further restrictions regarding the availability of alcohol and opening hours of pubs 
etc should be considered and would certainly be something I wouldn't object to.  
 
Extend the service of the Stockton ferry during Friday and Saturday night (as well as 
public transport to other places from Newcastle CBD). 
 
More restaurants in the Newcastle CBD would be great. 

supply Further restrictions of alcohol and even earlier closing times for hotels. 

supply 

Have alcohol bans after certain times (e.g. 1am) and have them enforced; enforce non-
service of alcohol to drunk people; have more transport provided in the inner-city so 
that people are able to leave. 

supply 

I beleive that the supply of alcohol which is then consumed in moderation, is an 
important part of most peoples socialisation process.  If the availability of alcohol was 
reduced I believe that people, particularly the younger ones would drink considerably 
more prior to making their way to the city....this in turn leads to having people who are 
very drunk in the city....without adequate enforcement the safety of people just wishing 
to enjoy themselves becomes an issue.  We have seen the results of this type of 
behaviour over recent days.  I do however believe that the curfews are working to 
reduce the amount of violence in the Newcastle CBD and Hamilton. 

supply 

I don't like all the drunks, they tend to make me feel uncomfortable and unsafe. There 
should be strict regulation of the sale of alcohol(and enforcement of the regulations.) 
 
 
I also think that good public transport is very important to ensure safety. 
 
 
S - this question is hard to understand 

supply 

I forget what it was 
 
Need to have early closing of drinking places and co-ordination of crowds 

supply 

Provide a safer environment to entice people to the CBD.  Reduce the trading hours of 
liscenced premises and so hopefully reduce alcohol consumption and thereby 
encourage today's youth to be more responsible. 

supply 

Restricting trading hours of venues that trade primarily in alcohol consumption / supply 
(i.e. night clubs, bars, pubs, etc). 
 
Imposing and enforcing late night curfews (e.g. persons must be moving along, no 
public drunkeness, no loitering, etc). 
 
Empowering police to enforce "drunk and disorderly" rulings. 
 
Empowering police to do their job (giving them the tools, equipment and support they 
require to do their jobs properly). 
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supply 

Safety and security for tourists and residents as well as young visitors must be 
provided, even guaranteed. 
 
1. Limit the number of nightspots where alcohol is available. 
 
2. Place limits on hours of opening for these venues. A shut down at 1.00 AM should 
be introduced rather than 3.00 AM. 
 
3. Enhance lighting at proven trouble spots. 
 
4. Install CT cameras at these locations. These cameras are in use in many areas of 
Sydney, Wollongong and country towns. They are useful for identification of 
perpetrators and used against them in Court. The Councils procrastination about the 
installation of these cameras is beyond a joke, such as its trial locations. 
 
5. Develop ways and events to attract the older residents out of their apartments into 
Hunter Street. They will need encouragement. The events must be in Hunter Street, 
and not at the Foreshores. They should be closely protected and show to everyone, 
young drunks as well, that residents are reclaiming the City. 

supply 

Safety and security for tourists and residents as well as young visitors must be 
provided, even guaranteed. 
 
1. Limit the number of nightspots where alcohol is available. 
 
2. Place limits on hours of opening for these venues. A shut down at 1.00 AM should 
be introduced rather than 3.00 AM. 
 
3. Enhance lighting at proven trouble spots. 
 
4. Install CT cameras at these locations. These cameras are in use in many areas of 
Sydney, Wollongong and country towns. They are useful for identification of 
perpetrators and used against them in Court. The Councils procrastination about the 
installation of these cameras is beyond a joke, such as its trial locations. 
 
5. Develop ways and events to attract the older residents out of their apartments into 
Hunter Street. They will need encouragement. The events must be in Hunter Street, 
and not at the Foreshores. They should be closely protected and show to everyone, 
young drunks as well, that residents are reclaiming the City. 

supply 

Council should have the power to stop loud parties in houses. Since the curfew, 
houses are becoming quasi venues. They pick up cases of beer, and cause more 
disturbance in houses than they were previously in night clubs. 

supply 

If people feel unsafe in an area, they won't  visit that location. Therefore, in my opinion, 
feeling safe in Newcastle at night is the priority consideration. 
 
 
From statistics and news reports, most violence in the Newcastle area at night is 
alcohol-fuelled. Therefore, this issue needs to be addressed and dealt with - late night 
licences may need to be withdrawn, for example. 
 
Security presence(eg police) needs to be seen; lighting needs to be adequate. 
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supply 

improving the safety of the CBD at night and reducing alcohol-related vandalism, 
violence and public disturbance. I am concerned that the council derives revenue from 
venues serving alcohol (such as The Brewery, Longworth and the proposed nightclub 
in Honeysuckle near Lee Harbour) and has a conflict of interest in allowing these 
venues to continue to trade and cause noise pollution, at the expense of public 
interest. Vanadalism, loud music, public urination, violence and large groups of drunk 
people, make the CBD an unpleasant place for busninesses and residents of the CBD. 
It creates an unsafe environment. Private property is damaged, with no compensation 
given by the Council or pubs/clubs involved. 
 
 
 
The early closure has certainly helped, but improved transport links and moving drunk 
people along faster, needs to occur. An increased police presence would also act as a 
deterance. I am concerned that NCC allows liquor licences in residential areas. The 
Brewery patrons regularly cause a public disturbance - noise, vandalism, violence - 
and they do not hold a licence to provide such loud music on weekends on the public 
wharf. Residents of the CBD have increasingly been concerned about the noise levels 
coming from this venue. 

supply 

Increased policing 
 
Reducing alcohol supplies 
 
Change in cultural views of alcohol use 
 
Increased legal conseuqences for those arrested for assault etc 

supply 

It would be good to restore confidence in the belief that the city centre and Hamilton 
are safe.  Having appropriate closing times in pubs and clubs helps to prevent 
excessive alcohol consumption at night.  A good transport system to keep people 
moving around safely also seems to be a benifit. 
 
 
Good lighting, police surveillance & restricted alcohol use, would benefit the majority of 
the community. 

supply Keep the early closing times or even make closing earlier 

supply 
Limit alcohol supply. More police present. Check teenagers age and alcohol / drug 
status. 

supply Limit hours when hotels etc are open 

supply 

Limit of Alchol hours must be kept 
 
Safety more cameras, Cash on the spot fines for bad behavour Licences suspended 
on the spot. 
 
More Police would be needed for this however I dont think that it would take long for 
the message to get through  
 
We must get tough with Idots. 

supply 
Limiting and enforcing more restricted hours of alcohol availability combined with co-
ordinated availability of public transport for departing drinkers 

supply 

Main priorities, transport and alcohol availability,should be adjusted by alteration to 
alcohol lockout times and much improved transport arrangements. There appears to 
be plenty of scope to improve transport availability by timetabling improvement and 
frequency of supply during peak periods. 
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supply 

maintain pressure on lockdowns related to alcohol consumption and club entry. 
 
improve lighting (street lighting) in all areas of the city and inner city suburbs. 
 
street lighting in Newcastle in general is terrible - it is a huge contributor to people 
feeling unsafe at night. For example, in Tighes Hill and Mayfield East where I have 
lived in the past 2 years, distance between street lights is as much as 150m. 

supply 

More relaxed licensing laws.  Having just moved here from Sydney it is stunning the 
draconian outlook here in Newcastle.  Shutting people in, no takeaways after 10, etc...  
I am not a child, and wish to participate in a thriving, vibrant after dark culture.  That 
means a drink every now and then.  Yes, not sure how to address the violence issue.  
But really - I'm not a child and resent being treated like one. 
 
 
 
More arts events and spaces in the city would be great!   
 
 
 
Better public transport. 
 
 
 
MORE FACILITIES FOR BICYCLES!!!!  Newcastle is perfectly positioned to get 
serious about encouraging bike use - it's largely flat, has reasonably low traffic, lots of 
wide streets, and you can ride everywhere in 30 minutes.  PLEASE encourage this!  
Which means REAL bike lanes, NOT a line painted on a road, but a physically 
seperated strip for cyclists.  As soon as this happens people will take up cycling in 
DROVES!  As in most German and northern European cities.  Getting people onto 
bikes and interacting in the city will make it more dynamic, accessible, and safe. 

supply 
My main priority is safety which the provision of which includes adequate regulation, 
alcohol supply, & adequate & regular transportation 

supply 

my main priority was alcohol supply and keeping the pubs and clubs going. humans 
are social creatures and have loved to drink alcohol for thousands of years, thats not 
going to change. alcohol brings people into the cbd, people bring money and things go 
from there 

supply 

My main prority would be to reduce antisocial behaviour by restricting alchol 
consumption 
 
Shut Clubs/Pubs at 1.00pm - control tuypes of drinks availabe, and sale of take away 
alchohol 
 
Curfew on drinking in public places 
 
No carrying and drinking alcholhol in streets going from one venue to another  
 
Install CCTV throughout the City 
 
Prevent drunks arriving in the City from outside locations - ie 

supply 

No alcohol served after midnight. One of the worst things at night is seeing drunken 
men peeing up against walls and trees. The pavement is often spotted with vomit and 
urine streams, which smell and which you have to dodge. I think a greater police 
presence would also help because gangs tend to congregate and I don't feel safe. 

supply 
no more alcohol licences, except for small, quiet bars grouped together, more transport 
to get people away, group nhappenings in one place 
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supply 
Public transport needs to be regular and safe.The curfew on hotels needs to be 
permanent and the opening hours reduced 

supply Reduce level of alcohol supply and consuption to make it safer for families at night. 

supply 

Reduce the availability of alcohol supply. improve public safety. Re-direct invest in non-
alcohol related social/economic activities. improve transport and public infrastructure. 
 
Alcolhol related unpleaeantness is what drove businesses and decent people out of 
the CBD. 

supply reduced drinking hours, 

supply 

Reducing alchole consumption is essential for a better community and society.  
Restictions on serving hours is needed.  The reliance of Austrailins on alchole for a 
good time is sad.  I think that serving hours should be quite limited eg between 
11:00am and 12:00pm.  The economic cost of alchole is very large and I'd like to see it 
born by alcohole retailers and producers.  Education on what is a good time is really 
needed, activities good, alcohole/drugs bad. 

supply 
Regulate the late night trading of alcohol. Impose litter fines at the 7 11 Store in the 
mall or make the owners responsible for their customers litter. 

supply Repealing curfews 

supply 

Restrict drinking hours.  Have more enforcement of anti-drunken behaviour.  
Encourage a greater variety of entertainment. Have more non-alcohol facilities for 
younger people. 

supply 

Restrict the sale of alcahol....10pm week days and  midnight on friday and saturday 
nights. 
 
Provide better boy meets girl venues...dance halls bands rather than just alcahol 
dispensing venues. 

supply Restricted sale of packaged alcohol. 

supply 

Safety can be addressed by: 
 
1) the current earlier closing of pubs and clubs.  Drinking till 5am provided fuel to the 
violence and break down of safety whilst they are drunk and then later when they are 
sober. 
 
2) police presence 
 
3) mixed activities so that more than one demographic are using the space.  
Communities that have a lot of mixed age group/generation use of space are safer. 
 
4) coordination and mediation between the necessary groups 

supply 

Safety is more than just a council issue. Council could assist by lighting and opening 
up dingy areas. Imploying security staff if policing is inadequate. Reduce anti social 
behaviour through regulating venues selling alcohol. 

supply 

Safety issue by better control of pubs and late night venues - If some employment is 
lost through restricted hours then so be it ... the jobs only existed because of 
enreasonable expectations about the supply of alcohol. 

supply 

Safety must have the highest priority. 
 
All other issues fall into place around this. Strict limits on the supply of alcohol need to 
continue. Maintaining zero tolerance for drunkenness and anti-social behaviour in 
public and an obvious police presence in trouble hotspots will reduce the likelihood of 
anti-social behaviour. When a community feels safe, activity increases: the city is a 
desirable place to go. This flows into other areas - business activity also increases, 
venues are seen as attractive places to hold events and there is greater involvement 
and support by the community. 
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supply 
Safety, regulation of alcohol, restriction of licensed premises and a strong police 
presence. 

supply Shot pubs earlier, encourage live music venues, adequate police presence. 

supply 

shut the pubs at 12pm.  
 
It restricts alcohol consumption,reduces alcohol related violence and antisocial 
behaviour, allows for peaceful and safe enjoyment of amenities by visitors and 
residnts. 

supply Shut venues that do not comply with safety aspects. It worked at the St Marys R.S.L. 

supply 

Stop cheap drinks night on Wednesdays. It only inflames the already reckless rude 
individuals that scream and curse from midnight to dawn. It is disgusting to see youth 
and people to mid thirties, staggering about the streets hurling abuse deliberating 
shouting to wake residents that need to go to work and children that have school. 
 
We live in Bellevue St off Wickham Station, come see the graffitti, come see the 
rubbish, the MacDonalds wrappers, the losers trying to catch the train at 3.00 am on. 
 
We have three pubs that offer $3 coctails on Wednesday nights within two blocks. God 
help us. 

supply 

Stop selling alcohol after midnight. 
 
Close pubs at 1am. 

supply 

Sensible regulation of alcohol distribution & consumption plus on street police 
presence to enhance public safety. This would attract me more often to these areas 
especially on weekend nights. 

supply 

Strict alcohol laws enforced by clubs and early closing of alcohol sales.  
 
The youth binge culture needs to be curbed. Even my daughter (aged 23) who now 
lives in Sydney was appalled last weekend at the amount of fights she saw here in 
Newcastle. People can have fun without drinking so heavily. 

supply 
stricter controls on the availability of alcohol- less spirit options, earlier closing and 
expedite patrons away from the city at closing time 

supply 

The inner city's image and attractiveness has been trashed by a small number of high 
capacity late trading pubs/clubs and their patrons. 
 
Council should apply to CLGCA to remove their late trading authority (after midnight) 
and encourage smaller more diverse businesses to open. 
 
Decentralise the above large late trading venues to the suburbs. 

supply 

The reason why I do not go out at night is because I do not want to be attacked by 
thugs or drunken idiots. 
 
I have not gone out at night since about 1985, when I was 22 years old. 
 
Politicians at all levels of Government have been ignoring over many decades the 
problems cause by excessive alcohol consumption. They are scared of the companies 
which own the breweries and distilleries. 
 
When NO alcohol sales are permitted between midnight and 10.00 a.m. the major 
problems of injury or death caused by intoxicated people will be SIGNIFICANTLY 
reduced. 
 
Once this happens (if ever) I will again go out at night.  
 
 
My main priority is for the Council to ban the sale of all alcohol between midnight and 
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10.00 a.m. 

supply 

the recent success in reducing the reports of violence following earlier closing times for 
purveyors of alcohol demonstrates the cause of most problems. 
 
why is it that licensed premises are licensed to trade after 10pm? 
 
this is the core issue. 
 
less alcohol = less violence = less congestion in the emergency ward. just ask any 
police officer, ambulance officer, health worker, landlord in our city or street and gutter 
cleaner. 

supply 

There is an oveall feeling that it is not safe for the elderly and women to walk at  
anywhere night. Reduce the hours alcohol is seved on any premises. Return to general 
closure of licenced premises to 12MN and 2AM for a few special venues. Provide 
transport and return to locking up of drunk of any colour until sober and charge them 
for the costs. Repeat offenders to do community work in casualty centres to clean up 
others mess. 

transport 

(For council) Lobbying the state government to provide adequate public transport into 
the Newcastle CBD and to Hamilton, and keeping cars out of these areas as much as 
possible (cars are the main threat to safety in both areas). Lobby to retain and improve 
the Newcastle rail line and services, providing safe, controlled, at-grade pedestrian 
crossings over the corridor. 
 
(For other agencies - Dept of Transport, Hunter Development Corporation, etc) 
Implement the above. 

transport 

* Transport iniatives including more weekend taxi's on the road.  
 
* Allowing hire cars to use taxi ranks on Friday and Saturday nights only. 
 
* Bus and train timetables that better match closing times of venues. 
 
* Late night food outlets closing at the same time that Hotels close. This will massively 
reduce patron migration. 
 
* Communicating via advertising and enforcement to the community the existence of 
alchohol free zones. 
 
* Working with hotels and liquor outlets rather than against them and blaming 
everything on hotels. 
 
* Council talking about how good Newcastle is instead of letting people with their own 
personal agenda's run Newcastle down and scare monger. When perception can be 
reality, we need to be sending positive messages out to the community and to tourists. 
 
* More street lighting/flood lighting in late night precinct areas. 
 
* More uniformed beat police. 
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transport 

1  There is no infrastructure and lack of infrastructure affects every facet of using the 
Newcastle City Centre. 
 
2  Demolish the centre of Newcastle and plan to include the foreshores. What was 
presented by the Melbourne firm looked pretty good to me. 
 
3  The rail line should really finish at Broadmeadow with adequate transport provided.  
The Newcastle Station is a dangerous place to alight from at night.  There is no facility 
for picking up or dropping passengers AT ALL other than a 5-minute zone.  It's a 
pathetically inadequate siutation in what is supposed to be a city. Why would one bring 
an overseas liner into Newcastle?  It looks like Hiroshima after the A-bomb. 
 
4  For how long has Council looked at the desolation of Newcastle town centre?  Too 
long to recall.  It took my Council of Coffs Harbour, of which I was a member, 3 years 
to re-zone and plan 300 sq miles.  How big is the Newcastle City Centre.  I rest my 
case. 

transport 

1. a greater police and security presence to deter gangs and unsocial behaviour, use 
existing laws and regulations rather than dreaming up new ones that don't work due to 
lack of commitment. 
 
2. more options for transport eg. trains are only every 2 hrs to go to kotara and there 
are no buses until extremely late.  
 
3. more clean public toilets as after business hrs there are none unless you want to 
enter licence premises which is hard with kids. 
 
4. more events in town to attract families, get people into the habit of going into town 
on a regular basis. livesites on the whole a very good. 

transport 

1/Better lighting in the cities popular night time entertainment areas would alleviate to a 
great deal dark areas where anti social behaviour can take place. 
 
 
2/Better and more frequent public transport to take peoples out of the entertainment 
areas. Tempers get frayed easily when there the leathal mix of alcohol and frustration. 
 
 
3/MORE TAXIS,I don't go out much,but I was at an engagement party at a Merewether 
house about a month ago on a Saturday night,we rang at about 11.30 p.m.for 2 taxis 1 
needed was a 5 seater,around 1.00-1.15 a.m the 5 seater arrived. When I complained 
about how long it had taken and enquired about what big event was going on in the city 
that was requiring so many taxis. The answer was nothing big was going on it was just 
about the normal waiting time for a taxi on a typical Friday & Saturday night in 
Newcastle. I can see why trouble breaks out when a person that's been drinking and 
has been trying for hours to get a taxi and can't. 
 
 
4/Stronger enforcement by licensing police of the alcohol limits a venue can serve to 
patrons and non service to intoxicated peoples. Possibly the fines and penalities being 
given to the premises that breach the rules and not on the staff that serve them, I feel 
they are sometime forced by their employers to continue to serve intoxicated peoples 
for the sake of profits. Introduce a 3 strike rule;if a venue repeatedly breaches the 
responsible service of liquor laws,1st time heafty fine, 2nd:close them down for a 
month and 3rd if they continue to breach, revoke their license. 
 
 
5/ network of security cameras around the city, that possibly could be funded jointly by 
Council,State Government and a levy on licensed premises. I doubt the entertainment 
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venues won't be keen on a levy being introduced, but it would be tax deductable and in 
the long term when it starts to curb the amount of violence in the city's night spots, they 
will be rewarded in their gain of patronage when people feel safe in an area and they 
will probably be able to reduce the amount of security needed to be employed, thus 
saving money.    
 
 
5/Stronger sentencing by Magistrates for repeat offenders who whether intoxicated or 
not continue to commit violent assaults,robberies of peoples,vandalism and GRAFFITI. 
Introduce mandatory custodial sentences and that the Magistrates enforce them 
instead of giving them a slap on the wrist told their naughty boys of girls given a $100 
fines and released. 

transport 

111 Bus service has no Sunday, public holiday or evening service. Walking to 
Beaumont St or the city is problematic with cars parked across footpaths. Also 
overhanging trees,building sites encroaching on footpaths, uneven footpaths and 
lighting issues make walking difficult in the evening. I made my home in the inner city 
20 years ago and do not drive or have off street car parking. There has been a 
massive deterioration in public transport and a large increase in pedestrians not being 
able to use the footpaths safely. 

transport A light rail transport loop that solves the problem of cars and parking 

transport 

A low-cost light rail system (e.g. monorail) that runs around the city loop (including 
Hamilton) up until say 1am (similar to Tokyo trains). Then similar to Tokyo people are 
aware of "the last train" and should make their way for the train, because it is an 
attractive and low-cost way to get home (or at least back to their friends place / hotel). 
This will help further to encourage people to get out of town earlier and also provide 
some relief on the problematic taxi system and aggressive/intoxicated/drunk people 
waiting in taxi queues. 
 
More police powers. If police come across violent/aggressive types, swearing at police 
etc, police should have all power to detain them for up to 28 days (similar to Japan) 
without reason or evidence and charge them. But the Government is being too 
politically correct by this left-wing stance of "Oh don't be too harsh on the poor innocent 
street thug (who swore at police and threw glass bottles etc). That approach clearly 
doesn't work, trouble makers need to have no rights and be taken off the streets 
immediately, but punished harshly so they don't repeat. 
 
 
More community-centric activities to build a stronger sense of community involvement 
and relationships between the younger generations and the older generations. 
Games/fun/involvement/contests/competitions with both young/old people all 
participating equally. Make some of the events at night time to promote a large number 
of "normal" people coming into the city at night, safely to participate in something 
without feeling endangered by thugs etc. 
 
Over here in Japan I see the respect that the young people show their elders and it is 
in a totally different ball park to what we see in Australia. We can learn a lot from the 
Japanese culture to be honest (and them too from us, but in other ways). 

transport 

A nighttime economy develops where there is a mix of high density small enterprises 
around a medium usage road.  It is unlikely to happen for example in Mayfield with 
several large operations such as supermarkets, car yards, hardware stores etc 
breaking up the heterogeneous small enterprises, and a very busy road through.  It 
works in Beaumont St and Derby St.  Council can encourage this with zoning and not 
approving businesses that disrupt this. 
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Also traffic control is important.  It is notable that Derby St has many side streets 
blocked off, reducing traffic congestion and providing more parking.  This could also be 
used more in Beaumont street. 
 
 
 
As far as the CBD is concerned, the geography makes this sort of development 
difficult.  Both Hunter and King St are high usage roads and do not encourage mixed 
pedestrian/vehicle use.  And there is no sizable contiguous area of small enterprises 
elsewhere.  And finding a parking space is always a problem. 

transport 

accept that the night time economy is here to stay and a vital part of our economic and 
social fabric. Having said that pissed 20 yr old boys have always been a problem - stop 
demonising them and privide better means to get them off the streets and home 
quickly. Young kids who wander the streets because they cant get into a pub or club 
need to be put back ont he train quick sticks - this is a police job. There needs to be 
some thought into why these kids are out and pissed and not at home - where do their 
parents think they are?? I agree with Max's statements after Australia Day - what were 
their parents thinking?? 
 
This is a complex multi faceted issue and can not be solved only by regulating pub 
hours. 
 
 
Also if you shut Tony Brown up I will be a very happy camper 

transport 

Activities that attract more than young  people that behave badly.  
 
Intercept trouble makers on the trains before thay hit the city. After all they are already 
drinking on the train before they get to Newcastle. 

transport 

Adequate public transport from the residential suburbs would reduce:- 
 
    The parking problem 
 
    Vandalism/crime relating to parked vehicles 
 
    Illegal driving incidents. Such as Hoon Driving, 
 
      driving when intoxicated. 

transport 
Around the Honeysuckle area, the transportation and parking supply is vary limited and 
a deterrent to families attending functions in that area. 

transport 

as in inner city resident my main use of 2300 by night is generally entertainment and 
dining. both for myself and for others adequate transport in and out of the city is vital. 
being able to go for dinner/drinks in the inner city and use public transport out is a 
pivotal part of the saftey of the area which is one of the issues that is essential to 
attracting more people into the city. 
 
 
 
 
 
Night time transport by rail (which i use as my primary transport) is generally very good 
along the hamilton->newcastle corridor. nighttime buses however can be a bit thin on 
the ground late at night. The free bus zone should be extended beyond the current 
6pm ending time. this gives the impression that "business hours are over, newcastle is 
closed" this service should be a 24hour service for the cbd. 
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Taxi access in the city late at night can be terrible. the (semi) managed taxi ranks are a 
good start but a simple shortage of taxis means that trying to get a cab late at night can 
be virtually impossible. 
 
 
 
To encourage more people in the city a selection of smaller venues providing food and 
drinks is nessecary to try and remove the stereotype that only 18-21yo people can 
enjoy newcastle by night which seems to be a view held by many novocastrians as 
well as those from outside. 

transport 

All visitors to the CBD or Hamilton should be abel to enjoy their activities within a safe 
environment. It seems alcohol is the main problem, therefore measures to change 
attitudes towards binge drinking, further review of trading hours for hotels/clubs, 
greater police numbers and better transport options are required. 

transport 
better public transport services would remove people hanging around on the streets or 
walking home and remove opportunities for anti social behaviour 

transport 

Better public transport 
 
More car parking facilities 

transport better transport around the city and parking access. Mostly safety. 
transport Better transport including links to outer suburbs 

transport 

bring events in that attract clients who do not need alcohol for enjoyment of event, 
including events that include children. 
 
 
 
bring in more residents to the area, by allowing better accomodation to be built;  
 
 
 
build in other activities, like University study centres, that bring a lot of people into the 
centre not necessarily for entertainment, but also for intellectual work. 
 
 
 
make light rail transport a priority - trams for instance - Hunter St seems a good start. 

transport By the provision and maintenance of effective and safe transport systems. 

transport 

Council and other agencies need to work together to provide safe transport corridors. 
Making town safer involves more private security and police presence - not just in cars, 
on foot. People in town also need more options to move around - more taxis, more 
buses etc - this will reduce the large numbers of people walking around the city getting 
into trouble. 

transport 

Council can advocate for MUCH better transport in the city centre ... and that does not 
include cutting the rail line into the city.  We need more frequent transport options to 
get home - buses at night going to the suburbs, rail and taxis ++++ 
 
 
 
Safety - very much related to transport.  Also safer with people on the street and 
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moving around 

transport Don't get rid of train line. 

transport 
For my interests there are sufficient opportunities. My main concerns are efficient 
transport, particularly to get home, & safety. 

transport 

Free/cheap, frequent & reliable public transport by busses. (Even mini-busses) 
 
 
 
Removal of parking restrictions on Saturday and Sunday mornings (enabling overnight 
parking) and/or provision of secure parking spaces in the city. This would enable 
transport into the city and the consumption of alcohol. 
 
 
 
The inability to get taxis later at night is a massive turn-off for going out in the city at 
night. 

transport get rid of the rail way, and let GPT get on with it.[thats just for starters] 

transport 
Get rid of the railway line so that the private sector starts to invest in the city. GPT must 
go ahead or the CBD will become a no go zone at night. 

transport 
getting people out of the city as quickly as possible after venues close- free buses 
plenty of taxis. police presence at trouble spots. Enforcing earlier closing of pubs 

transport 

I am surprised that with all the information on cities that Newcastle cannot think more 
laterally as to how enliven the city.  Also where there is a lack of culture or things to 
engage people in there are problems.  I quite like the laid back feeling of Newcastle 
city and the fact that the general population can make a trip to the beach and have a 
wander around the inner city without the hassles of bigger more expensive cities. 
Beaumont Street is good for a bite to eat and there are some reasonable places for 
families too.  How about compiling a book on all the things that Newcastle has to offer 
and start to think about putting in some light rail or direct links from suburbs to the city.  
I was also surprised to note a flash looking brothel opposite Spotlight the other day - 
where does Council stand on this. 

transport 

I believe some of the main problems facing Ncle include safe transportation.  I know I 
wouldn't feel safe taking a train or bus into the city at night these days however I did 
catch buses at night when I was younger.   
 
 
 
Another problem is the location of clubs and pubs.  They are spaced so far away you 
need to catch transport to get from one to another and its not possible to walk between 
locations. 
 
 
 
If you look at a city like Canberra or Surfers Paradise, you can walk to a dozen or so 
different locations - all within 15 mins walking distance.  Because there are so many 
people around there's less likelihood of violence and assualt because there are too 
many witnesses.  
 
 
 
A tram train could assist with the transportation issue. 
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transport 

I believe that transport at night is an issue in Newcastle. I live at Merewether and find it 
hard to get even to Darby St or Hamilton by public transport.  
 
 
 
I think improved public transport will encourge more people to these areas at night and 
decrease teh violence in teh city late at night. I often get frustrated late at night when 
trying to get home when the only option is taxi's and you sometimes have to wait upto 
an hour for a taxi 

transport 

I recently went to Melbourne and was absolutely blown away by how different the 
nightlife is there compared to here. There were plenty of people on the streets, but no 
one seemed to be drunk, picking fights, or abusing other people. I'm not sure if the fact 
that there's more to do there at night has anything to do with it. There were also police 
at regular intervals, which is something I've never seen in Newcastle by night. 
Melbourne's public transportation system is also second to none, so maybe that also 
has something to do with it. 
 
 
 
Granted the population of Melbourne is much bigger to Newcastle's, and it's a much 
bigger city, but if our nightlife could be anything like theirs, it would be a change for the 
better. There's only a handful of places to go at night in Newcastle, and the bars all 
focus on getting drunk to the exclusion of everything else. 

transport 

I thin kthe main priority of council needs to be better public transport options and 
changing the licensing laws back so that there isnt the huge influx of people wanting 
taxis at one time. 5 years ago when venues were open until 5am it was far easier to 
get a cab. Now when everyone has to leave at the same time, there is hardly a chance 
of getting a cab. Albeit there were no buses or trains that ran at those times 5 years 
ago either. Curfew is a great idea, but again needs to better managed. It has put many 
young people out of work (major issue in a university city when accommodation is 
borderline unaffordable). Instead of wasting money listening to people like Tony Brown 
that shouldn't have purchased a property in the inner city if he cant handle a 'living city' 
which is now dying, it should be invested in putting more police on the beat. No better 
deterrent than police patrolling constantly. Why is it that operation Viking works so well! 
Sure it is expensive, but surely a cheaper option than fixing vandalism and installing 
CCTV. 

transport 

I think Newcastle's safety aspects has improved in the recent period due to the lock 
outs and the restriction of alcohol,  However, this needs to be maintained ... and one 
has to feel safe in Newcastle and Hamilton to enjoy oneself. Hamilton still feels a bit 
safer than Hunter St. 
 
Police presence is necessary as a transition phase to make sure people feel safe 
occur.  
Hunter St., needs to be broken up more re traffic for restaurants and trees and parking 
and perhaps King st used more effectively. 
 
Re STATE GOVT.'s aspects. 
 
1. Put a fast train in from Newcastle to Sydney. 
 
2. Improve and widen the Rail Passenger system in N'castle so people can get in and 
out of city easily at night. 
 
3. Overhead bridge on Hunter St. 
 
4. Build parking stations/ buildings over Railway line (like other cities do). 
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5. Second Toule St Bridge .... so people from Medowie/Nelson Bay have easier access 
into city ... and N'castle has better access to Airport. 

transport 

I think one of the problems with transport in the city at night should be addressed.  If 
you could continue the free bus at night times there wouldbe an increased chance that 
young persons will go home instead of standing around getting frustrated about waiting 
for a taxis or the minimual buses or trains.. 

transport 

I think the issues around violence and alcohol are improved by the changes in the 
drinking regulations.  There should be more done to try to encourage Hunter st Mall 
area to become more like the Darby st area.  If there are cafes and restaurants that 
bring in eaters there will be less of an alcohol issue there.  Parking is a pain in the neck 
in there too.  I don't feel safe walking back to my car at night in there 

transport 

Police Kiosk stations in and around Newcastle CBD, the removal of the Rail, Free bus 
circulating between Hamilton,Junction and Newcastle. Parents made accountable for 
their underage drinking children!!!!! 

transport 

Police presence on the streets.  
 
Staggered closing times for venues. 
 
Security guards at cab ranks.  
 
Free and regular buses between venues. 
 
Improved and regular public transport. 

transport 
Police presence to enforce legal drinking age laws,alcohol free zones, prevention of 
conflicts between party goers . Safe, regular public transport out of CBD after midnight. 

transport 

Preceding question does not make sense to me. 
 
Council's role in supporting and addressing existing ínner city residents concerns 
regarding alcohol fueled anti social behaviour is paramount in ensuring a safe 
environment and if achieved, will invite the wider community to utilize the city centre at 
night.  The night time economy has to be broadened from just the centralised "party, 
drinking venue". 
 
Council needs to broaden alcohol free zones in public places,  ensure more of those 
great free events are held on the streets,  keep the Loft going,  get active and safe 
cycleways in place,  ensure regular bus movements from the centre to suburbs for 
family use (capitalise on functions at Foreshore).............. 

transport 

Pressure to make the relevant authorities enforce the law. 
Pressure to get better transport (very much safety linked in my mind). Rail travel is 
unsafe at night. 
Get GPT off the ground in Newcastle. 

transport 

restrictions at venues so antisocial behavour did not filter onto the streets. 
 
 
events had effecient transport to quickly moove people to a well lite safe car park or 
transport hub. 
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transport 

Safety - more security cameras, police presence, more shops etc open at night, not 
just night clubs, no late night openings - 3am is late enough. 
 
Encourage night spots to bring their entertainment in earlier, instead of starting late 
and their customers preloading. 
 
Police need power to drug test. 
 
More Public transport needed. 
 
Council needs to stop wasting money on consultants and studies, and spend the 
money on projects. 

transport 

Safety can be addressed by: 
* trained skilled security personnel at pubs and clubs (not gorillas) 
* police presence on the streets 
* RSA policies 
* reasonable closing hours 
* adequate public transport including taxi availability 
* zero tolerance of violent and aggressive behaviour 

transport 
To provide a variety of public transport options to residents ie. train and bus. This 
allows people to get home safely from the city at night. 

transport 

Transport and parking issues - lack of public transport means can't drink and lack of 
parking, especially around Hamilton is of concern - a multistorey car park or more 
public car parks could be built. A restructure of bus timetables to include more latenight 
buses and taxi issues. 

transport 
Transport for those who have missed the last train would alleviate vandalism and 
violence and other silly behavior 

transport 

Transport is fundamental to going out in Newcastle. I regularly use the ferry, however, I 
don't even bother with taxis, trains or buses.  
 
I find that while the ferry is convenient it closes down too early. Also, meal breaks are 
an issue. It is often quiker to drive to Newcastle if the timing isn't spot on. 
 
The other issue is taxis or buses. They are inredibly unreliable. Taxis often won't take 
you anywhere if it is too short a distance, and the buses/trains are just plain scary.  
 
There should be regulation of taxis having a mandatory pick up and there should be 
greater safety on other forms of public transport. I appreciate security being on the 
ferry. 

transport transport is one main issue not enough public transport 

transport 

Transport is vital to move people effortlessly around a city. Buses and trains need to be 
co-ordinated and running continuously so that people can get to where they want to get 
with the minimum amount of stress. No good going out at night and then being stuck 
for a taxi. Buses need to be doing loops around the city covering all the main 
entertainment areas. 

transport 

Transport not only into but also out of the major areas needs to be an important factor, 
I feel it is not so much a problem of the pubs/clubs/restaurant, but once the drunk 
person is removed or groups of people walking the streets that cause the biggest 
problem and threat. if people could travel safely from place to place and there is more 
regular provision of transport out out of the major areas in concern. 
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transport 

Transportation and not keeping people on the streets for too long is important. 
Locking down at the same time results with people staying too long at late night 
venuesand all congregating at the same time 
 
ie rush from pub to get in night clubs at 1am results in long line ups for taxis - then long 
line ups to get in, people staying for maximum time and once again lining up to get 
home. 
 
No entry after 2am would be a suitable otpion 

transport 

Transportation needs.... more taxi licenses as per Sydney's recent increase by state 
government. More buses to outer suburbs. 
 
Reduced trading hours for supply of alcohol including off license premises. 

transport 

Transportation. Newcastle has serious problems with late night transportation. I no 
longer drink if I go out in the city as it is near impossible to get home again. There are 
no where near enough taxis. In sydney you can get a taxi in less than 2 minutes. If 
there were more taxis and or buses and trains people could get home when they 
wanted to. I believe this would result in less violence as there would be less people on 
the streets trying to get home 

transport 

transportation. Placing 24 hour low cost safe light rail that regularly runs through the 
cbd night life area and neighboring suburbs. This would alleviate patrons walking from 
venues to home or another club. CURFEW IS NOT THE ANSWER! As a resident that 
lives on the middle of darby street, has lived in cooks hill for 11 years and has worked 
in hospitality for over 14 years the 'night life' problem solution is simple - stop placing 
people in a situation where upon transport is easy and available 

transport 

We need more police on the beat, better transport and more arrest with the culprits 
being force to pay for their crimes from their hip pocket or being forced to clean up 
Newcastle as a community service. These young people know they can do whatever 
they want to and the police are powerless to act. 

transport 

We rarely visit Hamilton or City weekends at night due to transport issues and as we 
are over 50 years old we find some security staff sometimes overzealous when dealing 
with older people who are spoiling the young look of their establishment so it is better 
to keep our money in the suburbs 

transport 

With transport there needs to be a single body responsible for transport rather than the 
rail, buses and taxi's competing with each other for business. This also extends to 
private courtesy buses which currently focus on getting you from one drinking place to 
another but not getting you home 

transport 

Create a separate independent transport authority for the lower hunter to have the 
power, financial back up, to coordinate the areas regional needs,  
 
Have police better organised and be visual on the streets with the powers that 
embrace good public relations for minor distubances, but enforce those who get out of 
hand. 
 
Improved street lighting where needed, more socially defined squares/areas, outside 
seating,atmosphere, movement of people can meet meet etc. 

transport 

Free public transport into the city and Hamilton. 
 
Education and awareness campaigns, particularly for under 25 year old idiots that think 
they rule the streets. 
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transport 

Getting in and out of the city at night by public transport is for me a major issue. Taxis 
are few and far between and not affordable for many people especially if you live a 
long way out of town.The trains and buses are inadequate, not enough and infrequent. 
I would like to know that I or my children can have a night out and be able to get home 
without having to wait at ill lit bus stops and train stations. We need to lobby the State 
and Federal government for more infrastructure, transport and better communication 
between all the service providers. If we can't increase govt. services can we look at 
individual company's able to fill the gap. 

transport 

I have listed all the priorities as the same. The reason being that if you held a big event 
with adequate transport from the event then there would not be many safety concerns. 
Also there is little point in holding a variety of events if they are not well publisised. 

transport 

I think the curfew idea (not sure if this was a pilot or still in place) is a good one to stop 
people from wandering from venue to venue late at night (after 1am) when they are 
inevitably inebriated and effectively unsupervised.  In order for this to work properly, 
there needs to be adequate transport so that when people are refused entry etc, they 
have some way to get home.  I think the hotel lobby should stop whingeing about their 
hours being restricted - if they can't make money in less time per day, they need to 
increase their prices - maybe people would drink a bit less if they did and that would be 
a good thing too.  I don't see how drinking culture has changed that much in the last 20 
years since I was a uni student - the difference was that there were no part time jobs 
then and no-one had any money!  Alcohol was consumed at parties at share houses 
with other students - there was no thought of paying bar prices for alcohol!  However, 
now that young people can afford to attend events etc and drink, a level of control that 
was not previously needed, is obviously required now. Strangely, I remember there 
being a lot MORE venues in town in the past - how is it they were all able to make 
money from penniless students?  AND they had no poker machines to subsidise their 
operations. 

transport 

I think the transport between venues is the main issue to be addressed. Hunter Street 
especially is a victim of geography, Such a long strip of venues with large distances 
between each allows too much opportunity for fighting, vandalism and anti-social 
behaviour. If the patrons of events/venues spent less time walking between venues 
and more time in venues, these problems may be mainly averted. I also believe the 
lock-out laws are ridiculous, encouraging binge drinking and violence as opposed to 
averting them. There seems to me to be just as much, if not more violence and trouble 
than before, its just concentrated in the one hour after closing/lock out time now. 

transport 

I think there needs to be more emphasis put on transportation in regards to buses. It is 
so hard to get a bus as it is let alone late at night or on weekends and public holidays. 
If there was more buses and better access to them, there would be less people on the 
streets late at night especially on weekends. 

transport 
I think we're headed in the right direction. A mix of diverse options will entice more 
people into the city - good parking is then a must. 

transport Improve public transport into and out of the city and surrounding suburbs. 
transport Improve rail transportation by removing the rail line and putting light rail in its place. 

transport 

improved public domain lighting  
 
improved, increased and extended public transport  
 
improved communication 

transport 

Improved transport links to the west of Newcastle - improved road and public transport 
to all the areas west of lambton so these resident can also participate and feel included 
in city events.  
 
Creating environments and activities for families in the city so that you get a wide 
variety of community members in the city of a night, creating a greater sense of safety. 
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transport 

Increase in police presence in Newcastle generally. Better means of transport.eg. 
smaller buses going more often. More variety of events for younger people, so that 
they have more choices when going out besides going out to drink alcohol.eg. livesites 
were a good option. 

transport 

Increase Police numbers on the sreet. 
 
Police to engage with city visitors in a positive and proactive, rather than reactive way. 
 
Police to target and prosecute people who break the law and encourage people to act 
responsibly through HIGH VISIBILITY POLICING. Focusing on street crime and 
juvenile antisocial behaviour. 
 
Police to supervise and administer AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to rectify lighting in poorly lit areas. 
 
NCC to monitor the consumption of alcohol in AFZ and AFA. 
 
NCC to approve applications for small bars if there is little or no impact on the quiet 
and good order of the neighbourhood. 
 
NCC to encourage cluster development in a designated entertainment precinct. 
 
NCC to lobby for better public transport. 
 
More Taxi licences to be issued to Newcastle. There is a chronic shortage of taxis. 
 
Have a positive attitude to the Night Time Economy and encourage its redevelopment 
in a safe and clean environment. 

transport 
Increase the public's transport away from venues, stronger penalties for people 
convicted of violent and anti social behaviour 

transport 
Increased public transport: buses trains & taxis 
Greater pedestrian police presence 

transport 

Infrastructure and Transport will be crucial in getting people in an out of the city. This 
can be addressed by provinding public transport corridors from the city to the outer 
suburbs. Understanding this requires State Gov. involvement however council should 
really be pushing this for the city to grow in general, not just at night. 

transport 

Infrastructure relates to  the "what" in the question "what does newcastle offer that is 
unique and encourages people to visit the city".  
 
The council needs to address planning issues and developmental issues to ensure that 
the city offers a vibrant mix of retail and cultural opportunities so that the city regains 
relevance.  
 
Getting to the city and out of it safely rely on the council providing and supporting a 
diverse range of transportation options and policing. 
 
Newcastle needs a greater share of state funding and a better spend of council monies 
to revitalise the precinct.  
 
Retaining the rail line and enhancing that great facility by advocating for light rail from 
the centre of Newcastle would be a good place for the council to start. 
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transport 

It is difficult to answer this and other similar questions in other surveys due to the 
inability to go back to a previous page or answer to check a reference point. 
 
As regards security/safety which is a large concern of mine both for myself and young 
family members particularly, I am a great believer in CCTV in the city centre, prominent 
and well advertised in medias that adress all ages. Let them know they are being 
watched! That in itself is a deterrent as well as having the ability to really record 
circumstances as events unfold. My feeling is that if you are doing nothing wrong then 
you have nothing to fear in this application of the technology. 
 
Law enforcement agencies like wise need to be effective in prosecution of trangressors 
with suitable penalties to be applied. This obviously needs to be lobbied through the 
appropriate political channels. Kids, using the term lightly, must pay appropriate 
penalties. Do the crime, pay the penalty, as must parents be made to be responsible 
for them. 
 
Safe and avaliable transport to and from town/Hamilton must also be adressed. Free 
shuttle buses to connective sites outside the main areas perhaps. I dont know. 

transport 

keep the rail line it is important, make the tram train a reality and give us a real public 
transport sytem 
 
Clean up the dump that is the City, I hate it, I feel so unsafe going in there it is not 
funny 
 
I ahte htat we pay to get car parks, yet you want us to go in there. 
 
Alcohol and violence worries me in town now, it is why I will never go in there unless 
ahve to EG Show at the Civic, if no matinee 

transport 

Lack of Transport for night time patrons continues to to an issue of concern. Perhaps 
the Nightlink buses could be reintroduced to get people safely around the city and 
home again. I know of at least one agency, Baptist Community Services (BCS) this is 
looking at what they can do in this area. Maybe the council could look at asisting 
agencies that want to take this on, or make a new approach to the State Government 
and inner city businesses to secure funding for such a scheme 

transport 

Largely state government issues related to policing and public transport. need greater 
frequency and safe public transport. need policing particularly at closing times and not 
only in the city, but on and around transport stops. 

transport 

late night transport 
 
more activity in the CBD when there are possibly many people in town 

transport 
Limiting and enforcing more restricted hours of alcohol availability combined with co-
ordinated availability of public transport for departing drinkers 

transport 

Main concern is tranport home & safety late at night. On the rare occasions that we are 
out we want to know we can have a couple of drinks with dinner and still get home 
without waiting hours for a taxi. Maybe some regular mini-bus runs to pre-designated 
drop-off points similar to what suburban pubs provide to get people away when they 
are closing. I remember the Nightrider (?) buses around town were great when I was 
out a bit more often and later. Taxis seem to be going to a select few venues at later 
times and are impossible to contact, meanwhile the queue for there services is ever-
growing. This is forcing people to walk which impacts residents with noise and can 
encourage vandalism or assaults. Maybe some weekend-only temporary "cabs" or 
mini-buses heavily vetted and licenced only for Friday & Saturday nights from 10pm - 
3am. More visible police presence. Even if they are only circulating for visibility & 
determent purposes at least they would be in the area and able to respond quickly if 
someone did need assistance 
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transport 

Main priorities, transport and alcohol availability,should be adjusted by alteration to 
alcohol lockout times and much improved transport arrangements. There appears to 
be plenty of scope to improve transport availability by timetabling improvement and 
frequency of supply during peak periods. 

transport 

Main problems in Newcastle - I've written an article about it here: 
 
http://www.whatsonnewcastle.com.au/index.php/What-s-on-
Newcastle/Articles/newcastles-violent-thugs.html 
 
Basically, there's a combination of violent groups of guys (I don't think the intention is 
always there, but there's def. a pack mentality in a lot of violent instances). People go 
out in numbers because they feel unsafe, which leads to groups, which leads to 
confrontation. Not sure how that can be addressed, apart from making people feel 
safe. Visible street policing in problem spots and in main arteries where people know 
they can walk and feel safe would be a great idea, as well as regular police patrols 
assigned specifically to address this problem (i.e. they wouldn't be called to high 
priority issues unless absolutely necessary) 
 
The other problem I don't think is necessarily alcohol, but a combination of factors: 
impossible to get a cab, trains a shit, buses are dangerous. Walking home is 
sometimes the only option for many, so you have violent drunk drifters walking around 
breaking glass and getting in arguments with people.  
 
The council should make sure there are at least 5 areas in town that have security and 
are designated places where you can get a cab up until 3am each night.  
 
Another factor is that almost ALL venues in Newcastle are designed for crowds of 300 
+ that's too many people and encourages people to act like morons (who knows why, it 
just does in Newcastle. In Melbourne there are small bars scattered everywhere along 
streets and alleys and they have 20 to 30 people in them each. Even most 
entertainment venues are smaller and attract a different crowd. The council should be 
providing incentives for people to use up empty buildings to create a smaller venues 
for bars, and even an entertainment precinct that could be policed properly (At the 
moment there are bars every 800m) and people have to walk between them.  
 
Another idea: Bring the Uni into town and hopefully a more vibrant diversified culture of 
drinking and socialising will follow, especially in the eastern part of the town. 

transport Maybe a train from Merewether to Hamilton. 

transport More and better co-ordination of routes for taxis buses and trains. 
transport More buses and taxis. Shuttle bus? The train is useless. 
transport More frequent bus and train services at night! Simple! 

transport 

More frequent train services on the Hunter line. More frequent bus services. Integrated 
ticketing is essential. Cleaner and more comfortable buses. Definitely retain the train 
line (in some form) to Newcastle terminus, perhaps light rail running at ground level. 

transport 

More late night buses. 
 
More late night opening of restaurants 
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transport 

More later night buses to the suburbs including lake macquarie with more direct routes 
and better advertised that pick up from newcastle first and then hamilton. They 
currently stop too early, leaving many without transport home. Also you have to get 
transport to newcastle if you are out late at night in hamilton and want to get a bus 
home, as that is the only option for many because the bus route does not go via 
hamilton. 
 
More late night venues for people that just want to relax and have a glass of wine or 
coffee with friends and dont feel intimidated ie for adults who want to go out but not to 
a nightclub. 
 
Also 24hr cafes would be nice plus late night retail shops for those that wish to open 
like in king st newtown sydney, where shops remain open late on weekends. 
 
An alternative movie theatre where they show movies other than blockbusters and we 
dont have to wait six months to see a movie if ever. eg dendy movie theatre with a 
coffee shop attatched and maybe a shop selling cd's and dvds also, again see king st 
newtown where it is lively until very late, and there is lots to do.  
 
 
 
Open the Newcastle Art Gallery at night as a movie theatre or do something else with 
it, its a wasted space that doesnt get enough use especially at night. People could then 
go for a short stroll for a coffee or meal. Have folk music there, maybe for local music 
artists. 

transport 

More mature people leaving retsaurants and venues can be stuck in the street, and 
feeling unsafe for quite a while when waiting for taxis etc. If transport was improved 
there would be more persons over 30 going to the city at night. The Melbourne type 
small and trendy type bars/restaurants would be well received in my view. Visible 
police presence woulkd be good. Establish a PRIDE IN OUR CITY campaign that 
would reach to all. 

transport 

More parking, perhaps at parking hubs supported by schuttle transport. 
FREE parking 
In Newcastle, improved night time security - more police/parolling security officers 

transport more police presence, more transport facilities 

transport 

More public transport- buses and trains 
 
Police more visual 
 
Better lighting 
 
Encourage more venues for older patrons 
Keep venues aimed at younger patrons closer together and closer to transport points 
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transport 

More relaxed licensing laws.  Having just moved here from Sydney it is stunning the 
draconian outlook here in Newcastle.  Shutting people in, no takeaways after 10, etc...  
I am not a child, and wish to participate in a thriving, vibrant after dark culture.  That 
means a drink every now and then.  Yes, not sure how to address the violence issue.  
But really - I'm not a child and resent being treated like one. 
More arts events and spaces in the city would be great!   
Better public transport. 
 
MORE FACILITIES FOR BICYCLES!!!!  Newcastle is perfectly positioned to get 
serious about encouraging bike use - it's largely flat, has reasonably low traffic, lots of 
wide streets, and you can ride everywhere in 30 minutes.  PLEASE encourage this!  
Which means REAL bike lanes, NOT a line painted on a road, but a physically 
seperated strip for cyclists.  As soon as this happens people will take up cycling in 
DROVES!  As in most German and northern European cities.  Getting people onto 
bikes and interacting in the city will make it more dynamic, accessible, and safe. 

transport 

More transport and more often. Transport to go to areas such as the Junction and 
connecting with the Hamilton precinct as well as the Honeysuckle area down to the 
Yacht Club.   
 
Safety should include a strong police presence and moving people on if there seems to 
be any trouble.   
 
Keeping the present curfews in relation to alcohol policing is necessary for both the 
public and the police 

transport 

most problems/issues are due to problems with clearing people from the streets when 
they want to leave to go home. Combined with the lack of visual frontline Police 
presence that allows these mindless imbeciles & gutless thugs the free rein to 
attack/abuse whoever whenever they desire. Until you all cease to argue,point finger of 
blame etc and get out there and see what is going on with OUR entertainment areas at 
night you will continue to offer band aid solutions and look to others to fix. Put masses 
of Police (on foot & mobile) onto the streets at night to deter these idiots and privide 
readily accesible SAFE public transport we will be having another discussion/survey on 
this subject in the furture. 

transport 

Much better bus service is needed to the Fletcher area... its not acceptable that it takes 
over 1 and a half hour to travel to Newcastle CBD from flecther that you can drive in 20 
minutes. We will not go into newcastle CBD or hamilton for dinner anymore due to very 
poor access to public transport in the case we want a wine with dinner... note. it 
requires a 2 bus journies to get to Highland County/Minmi which is only 16km's from 
Newcastle CBD. Belmont/Swansea gets a better bus service. 

transport 

Much improved transport, sufficient policing to ensure zero tolerance of antisocial 
behaviours, real consequences for drunk/disorderly assaultive behaviours. 
 
We need to ensure families know how to raise their children and youth...so they have 
respect for other people....and for  society. (I believe a lot of poor behaviours in town 
ultimately stem from poor role modeling at home).  
 
 
 
we need infrastructure in place so that youth have something to do in town...they like to 
meet their peers, doing something...they need to do it so they understand alcohol 
consumption is not acceptable. 

transport 
My main priority is safety which the provision of which includes adequate regulation, 
alcohol supply, & adequate & regular transportation 
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transport 

My main problem when going out in town is how am I going to get back. There are 
never enough cabs and I do not feel safe on the trains. Providing safe regular transport 
is a priority. 
 
 
 
Violence/safety is another problem most of which is alcohol fuelled - I believe more 
rigorous implementation of RSA within drinking establishments is paramount. 

transport 

NO CAR ZONE IN THE CITY CENTER AFTER 6PM TO 6AM ONLY PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT SUCH AS LIGHT RAIL CONECTED TO BUSES AT - Adamstown-
Hamilton-Waratah Stations. 

transport 

Not sure how the Council could influence.  As to Transport my son sometimes has 
difficulty getting home from Newcastle CBD late at night.  Luckily he is able to catch a 
train but the train stations (Civic from his experience) are hot spots for violence and/or 
other anti-social behavour so doesn't make it a safe option.  It is hard to get a taxi due 
to supply and demand issues and ringing for one doesn't assist as none available.  
This was particularly highlighted recently when there was track work and another event 
in town or a public holiday which I cannot recall at the moment as I was called at 3am 
in the morning to pick him up as he wasn't able to get home, he had been waiting on 
the street for 1.5 hours along with others trying to get home, the rail buses were not 
reliable.  I believe there needs to be more taxi companies, there a couple of others 
offering services that I know of but they are extremely expensive. The rail police also 
like to be on the trains and I support the enforcement of fare paying but believe that 
although a "free" service shouldn't be offered a view could be taken on those that 
either do not have any money to buy a ticket or at least buy a concession ticket to 
travel, obviously I would not wish an abuse of this but the point I am getting at is that I 
think that it is better that all young people (particularly 18-23 year olds) get home safely 
without pressure.  There should be more than one or two taxi ranks in the CBD which 
should be located near areas where the pubs/clubs are attended, e.g. Civic and 
Wickham.  The lack of taxis available adds to the frustration of late night travellers who 
have probably had a few drinks and some to arguing leading to possibly a fight. 
 
 
 
I believe that there should defiantely be a higher police presence in the CBD and the 
surrounding areas - Darby Street, King Street areas, Civic areas up to Wickham areas.  
This would decrease the amount of violence.  The police would need to either park 
their car/van in a particular spot and be standing with their vehicle or driving up and 
down on a continuous basis along the hotspots.  I think this would greatly assist with 
stopping violence and PROTECTING the innocents.  I think between the hours of 
12am to 4am or at least 1am to 4am would assist.  There are always the arguments of 
taking up police time but there are also anti-social bahaviour campaigns and reduced 
pub hours campaigns and alchohol free zone campaigns but I believe that a higher 
police presence would assist these issues. 

transport 
Not sure, the ideal situation would be to have the transport system rectified by having 
trams or light rail to get around the city eating areas and social venues at night. 

transport 

One easy way would be to address the influx of intoxicated young people being able to 
exit from incoming trains without showing a ticket. 
 
A blitz on fare evasion could work wonders. 
 
The issue could also be addressed by police being out in force over each block of the 
CBD for a few weeks, not just a 1 off blitz from time to time. It must be more consistent. 

transport 

Provide more free parking; Maximise the potential of the Honeysuckle/CBD area as the 
social and entertainment hub of the region. Improve access and facilities so that there 
is more than a couple of second rate night clubs in the area. 
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transport 

Provide public transport for visitors to town to get to outer lying areas. This would need 
to be addressed by the State Transit Authority. To leave the burden to the Taxi Service 
alone is unreasonable. 

transport 
Provision of buses and trains to the outer suburbs until at least 0100 hours. Place Taxi 
ranks near main entertainement venues as well. 

transport 

Provision of Public transpost is important and visible police presence. Staggering of 
Club/Pub closing and lock-out so suddenly not everyone on the streets. Patroling of 
Cliubs/Pubs for resposible service of alcohol 

transport 
Public transport needs to be improved all day everyday. An integrated system including 
trams would be excellent and offer an additional tourism boost. The time has come. 

transport 
Public transport needs to be regular and safe.The curfew on hotels needs to be 
permanent and the opening hours reduced 

transport 

public transportation has always been a big issue in Newcastle, and I'm not sure why 
or how to fix it. The heavy rail should be cut at Wickham or Broadmeadow and light rail 
should replace this. there needs to be more ways to cross over from hunter street to 
honeysuckle and the foreshore. there needs to be more buses that dont go all over 
newcastle to get you where you want to go. 

transport 

Restricting late night venue trading hours is not the answer, this will only kill a 
wounderful industry and substanial employment opportunities. Further policing 
certainly would help gain some further safety for late night travellers however I believe 
that we should consider the prospect of further education at a high school level to 
ensure our next genration of patrons are better prepared and educated.  
 
 
 
One important issue I find disturbing is that it seems that most people & officials seem 
to be blaming liquor as the cause of the violence and destruction. We need to open our 
eyes and except that drugs mixed with liquor is a dangerous situation. More drug 
testing & searchs should be in place at licensed venues. 
 
 
 
Transport is certainly an area that needs attention however I have no answers for this, 
however over the last 25yrs I thought it was ok before the violence and so called 
gangs. 

transport 

Safety could be increased by the following - 
 
 
 
Better lighting 
 
Increased Police presence 
 
Stricter control of alcohol 
 
More policing of drug and alcohol induced people and stricter penalties for offenders 
 
Full implementation of rules regarding general behaviour 
 
Better policing of behaviour on trains 
 
Increased public transport at suitable times 
 
More control of unfavourable behaviour on buses, at taxi ranks and public transport 
stops 
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transport 
safety in the streets, including good transport. Other issues are more private 
opperators concern 

transport 

Safety, was my main concern.  Safe transport systems, such as a monorail or other 
public system, that is open light and has stations to enter and exit that are open and 
fresh without dark damp corners to hide in.  Open areas to walk through,   Excellent 
lighting around social areas, with attractive and feel. 
 
 
 
Open eating areas.   
 
 
 
I am no expert on this but do feel there must be cities who do this well. Who are they 
and where are they?  Should we not be communicating with them to see why and how 
crime is down, how they get people to mix together in safe and family orientated 
venues, where respect for the older person is still apparent? 

transport 

Safety. Mobile police station at bottom of mall, like in Cavil Ave Gold Coast. Clubs like 
Fannys etc should close by 2am but be allowed later trade for special events such as 
nye surfest etc. Overhaul of taxi industry,its very poor. Newcastle is the worst city i 
have ever been to for taxi service. 

transport 

Security and safety are important concerns for the city centre. There needs to be more 
control of poor behaviours. Police need to be more visible and transport should be 
improved to ensure safe return home 

transport 
Security and safety while there and a safe and reliable means of transport to return 
home are the main issues,better security is the answer 

transport 

The biggest problem in the city is that everything is too far apart. Its the walking 
between locations that is the biggest source of the anti-social behaviour. and not to 
mention the fact that alot of underage people hang around in parks and commit crimes 
and other anti-social acts. Im too scared to go into the newcastle CBD at night I only 
travel as far as hamilton, where it is well lit, everything is close and i dont have to be 
afraid for my safety. if the council or the police we to put more police on the streets it 
might help. Also i think that the rail has to go, if the city was more accesible to the 
foreshore i think it would be alot for free flowing. 

transport 

The desire from a very, very small minority of inner-city dwellers to ban any nightlife 
needs to be ignored as misrepresenting the needs and wants of 99% of the 
community.  The hard core minority will not be satisfied until every pub is out of 
business, however those that are genuinely affected would otherwise be happy with 
the pubs and clubs staying open through better control of noise and skylarking, and 
that comes down to sensible closing times coordinated with transport to get people out 
of there before they can make noise or trouble.  Even better would be a few transport 
"zones", away from the residential apartments, that each have a Police prescense as 
well as being the ONLY pick up point for Taxi's and buses.  Most people roaming 
around do so as they think they can get a cab before anyone else by walking around or 
"out" of town in the hope of getting one on the way back in.  I know because i have 
done this on several hundred occassions over the years. 

transport 

The issue of safety on the streets is a complex one, that is ever changing.  I hear that 
the secured taxi ranks have been very beneficial for taking some of the "agro" off the 
streets after people have been out for the night.   
 
Safety can be enhanced by making places "busy" rather than quiet at night time...but 
this is the quandry...trying to get people in a variety of places and in a sociable mood.  
Whether it be the city centre, Hamilton or even my suburban streets, I become anxious 
if my 40-something husband goes out because there seems to be an increase in an 
anti-social element picking off people minding their own business...whether they are 
walking home, waiting for a taxi or anything else.  And why do so many people seem to 
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carry knives these days?  It's a sad day when a grown man no longer feels safe...but I 
can not put my finger on a single solution to this problem. 

transport 

The taxi system in Newcastle needs to be addressed.  One of the main reasons I avoid 
going into the City Centre is the difficulty in getting home again unless you have a 
designated driver. 
 
There needs to be a more centralised area for people to go at night.  Everything is very 
spread out and there are not enough people in one area to make things feel safe and 
busy. 

transport 

There needs to be a coordinated approach that responds to the problem of people 
getting to their door at 4am. The problem is different to people travelling to or from 
work or to shopping between 9am and 5pm 

transport 

There needs to be a variety of available and reliable transport options to get people 
home when they leave venues. Trouble starts when people are hanging around the 
streets unable to get home. There are never enough taxis and never ever have been 
for twenty plus years; this is the main problem. There are parts of the city where there 
is absolutely no chance of getting a taxi. There needs to be taxi ranks with lots of taxis 
and secrity personnel to watch over it. Buses are also effective transport methods and 
we probably need more of those as well particularly on week nights when they are 
scarce even to Mayfield. 

transport 

there needs to be more transport in town- taxis don't go in there coz there's too many 
drunk morons out for a fight and not enough police to get rid of them/ too many 
irresponsible venues that keep serving the morons.  the answer isn't preventing 
everyone having a good night out by lockouts, it should be by preventing the morons 
ruining it for everyone by not letting them get so drunk in the first place.  i have never 
personally been involved in violence in town at night and its due to the fact that i am 
civil enough not to be a moron like the rest of the morons. 

transport 

when people can not get home after a night out because of a lack of transport options 
and an increadibly inadequate single taxi system, they can get annoyed.  
 
Feul this annoyance with a belly of alcohol and competition for the limited transport 
choices avaliable and the incidence of agression and violence increases.  
 
The lock out and shut down system in newcastle puts an unrealistic pressure on a 
pathetic transport system that can not cater for demand at peak times. Take away the 
peak times and some of the pressure for transporting patrons home decreases as 
people leave where they are at different times, rather than everyone leaving at the 
same time across the whole city. 
 
Council needs to lift shut down times on pubs and clubs. 
 
Trains and busses need to be utalised more to get punters home safetly. 
 
Newcastles Taxi service needs to ensure there are sufficent drivers on to meet 
demand. 
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Final Comments 
subject comments 

activity mix 

1 Beautification and infrastructure which includes transport 
2 Variety of entertainment, restaurants and coffee houses 
3  Obvious police presence 
4  Stop wasting money by putting up notices only the responsible read.  If you are going 
to lead, LEAD 

activity mix 

A bigger range of night time activities may help to take the emphasis of straight drinking 
venues for social activities. Dancing used to be a great way to socialise without the 
consumption of copious quantities of alcohol. 
 
No dance halls left in Newcastle! 

activity mix 
A GREATER MIX OF VENUES TO BRING A DIVERSE RANGE OF AGE GROUPS 
INTO THE CITY TO ENJOY WHAT IT HAS TO OFFER. 

activity mix 

A lively city generally provides for a safer city. MOre evening activities in the city is 
required, as well as providing an efficent transport service. I do not believe a large police 
presence will make the city safer. 

activity mix 

A wider selection of night time activities would be great - including family friendly 
activities and activities that are not reliant on alcohol or expensive dining.  
 
A fast response police or security system, such as designated phones. Sometimes being 
able to quickly contact police and have a fast response would quell problems. Could 
there be a Newcastle at Night police hotline? 

activity mix 

allow it to be noisy. Newcastle is not and should not be made to be a retirement village. If 
people want quiet they should live in the suburbs, the CBD should be a lively and hence 
noisy place at night (NB this is different to violent or destructive) 

activity mix 

Alot of the suggestions in my opinion will only be a band aid solution to the problems. 
 
Making the city more residentially dense will only add to the complaints of the noise of 
entertainment venues etc..(unless attitudes change) It discourages investment of other 
potential venues. 
 
We need to think big picture, we need thousands of people to be coming into the city at 
night and that will create a passive law enforcement and safer environment. Just take 
Darling Harbor at night for example, full of people, activity & yes, noise!, but we have 
been there many times until late with kids & it's very safe, where as in contrast in 
Newcastle it would be virtually deserted (some tourists have called it a ghost town at 
night) very unsafe and littered with undesirables on a path to destruction. 
 
When it comes to alcohol, nobody wants unruly drunks everywhere, but stronger 
enforcing will only force the problem elsewhere, or worse still force them to take drugs in 
venues if alcohol is so hard to get. We must realize the ugly truth on why people drink, 
for relaxation, entertainment & to have a good time. 
 
As a nation we are working longer hours and harder than ever before, therefore we have 
more work & financial induced stress, and when the weekend comes for some people, 
the only outlet for the stress is to go out into the city, drink & have a good time. That's 
why the more choices people have for night time venues, entertainment, eateries, 
whatever it may be, then they can enjoy themselves in the venues in a controlled 
environment until the wee hours! Closing early will only force them onto the streets at a 
time when they are at their peak state of alcohol &/or drugs & still with a lot of energy to 
burn! 
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activity mix 

As discussed prior, it appears that these centres have lost the plot in relation to what 
they think is best for the community in particular Hamilton. 
No formal plan.... 
suggest iondependant revitalisation committee to be implemented without some of the 
involvement of members of the Hamilton Business Chamber as i do not believe they 
have the communities and population welfare and cultural interest - believe that they are 
quite happy in it becoming a transient destination with no offerings other than pubs,clubs 
and takeaway food destinations... 

activity mix 

As previously stated don't close license premises down increase them provide 
supervision is maintained. I rather have a live city full people that have had a good night 
than at present where most of Hunter Street is dead. 

activity mix 

Both are dull locations with only alcohol affected persons frequenting late at night.  
Hamilton has restaurant patrons but after they depart the area the only persons on the 
street are those going to and leaving licensed premises.  The inner city basically has only 
alcohol affected persons on the street at any time at night.  These are huge issues for 
the ordinary person wanting to access.  It is also a huge turnoff for any cafe or restaurant 
showing interest in opening. 

activity mix Bring it back to life. the city presently looks "unloved". 

activity mix 
Busy city centers around the world are safer centres. Quiet dark spots are a recipe for 
trouble. Parents of juvenilles should be fined for lack of suppervision 

activity mix 

Council planners should review what is 'best practice' in other city centres around the 
world for entertainment precincts. Attracting more people to a range of events and 
venues, many of which need not involve alcohol eg. ice cream parlours, coffee shops, 
music for teens, etc. will ensure that there is a safer, community feel to the city for most 
of the evening. 

activity mix 

Develop hotels and a night precint for city visitors! 
 
Once a group of japanes tourists stopped me in the mall and asked me to direct them to 
shopping. Only the 7/11 was open!!!! 

activity mix 

Fear-mongering in our press is not helpful e.g. reports of violence by children. 
 
The Mall needs people living there. A few cars does not make a difference. 
 
Need to look at education curricula - civic responsibilities. 

activity mix Fix our city 
activity mix fix the western half of CBD - close it off or patrol it or knock it down and start again 

activity mix 
having different licensing for different sized venues would allow for smaller places to 
open and promote a diversity of night time activities 

activity mix 

Having just moved here from Sydney I am loving the art spaces, such as the renew 
Newcastle sites.  Wish there were more of them and they were open later.  This is one 
off the primary reasons I moved here - the city re-inventing itself as a cultural hub!  
Totally excited about this! 

activity mix 

I am 40+ and  believe the City / Hamilton areas is for everyone.  I would like to see 
Newcastle a vibrant, safe hub and place for public entertainment for all similar to Sydney 
and Melbourne.  Newcastle Voice is a great forum but unfortunately needs to do 
something to encourage all age groups to partipate.  Our youth and older population are 
all equally important and need a say. I would love to see our city as place of 
entertainment arts and the ultimate dining experience  for all in a safe environment 

activity mix 

I am a real convert to Newcastle, and I think that the moves that are happening are in the 
right direction. A combination of zero tolerance of aggressive behaviour on teh street with 
encouragement of festive night time activities is a good combination of strategies. 
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activity mix 

I am opposed to concentrating on the use of punitive measures to reduce anti-social 
behaviour. What we need to encourage among young people is a sense of belonging 
and responsibility towards others by giving them a sense of place. To achieve that we 
need to work towards creating public places open late at night that promote social 
interaction in the most positive sense. This doesn't necessarily mean prohibiting alcohol. 

activity mix 

I believe the issues are better addressed through police presence and visability rather 
than strict enforcement alone. I believe that poor transport and a lack of inner city activity 
at night also contributes to the social issues. 

activity mix 

I disagree with the lockout and early closing times for pubs and clubs in Newcastle. This 
is not a solution to solving the problems just a quick fix to help improve statistics in 
problem areas. 
 
More late night non alcoholic social options and  smaller drinking venues are needed 
rather than the beer barns that currently exist. This will encourage more people into the 
city which will help solve some of the problems through safety in numbers. 

activity mix 

I enjoyed the Dancing Years,1950-60 era. The social standards then required tidy dress, 
decent behaviour, very little alcohol. Otherwise the young women would be quite 
unfriendly!  
 
Now it seems all that there is for the young people to do is sit in a dark, noisy, bar and 
drink to excess.  
 
Is there an alternative to the club/pub night-out? 

activity mix 

I had a night out on a Saturday ten days ago and was quite disappointed about the 
available offerings after midnight. There need to be some smaller bars and clubs catering 
for over twenty five year olds and able to do so profitably. The baby sitting by the RSA 
laws (plastic cups and no wine by the bottle, restricted availability of drinks, etc is highly 
irritating) And so are the lock out laws restricting movements after 1.30. We got stuck in 
a venue we didn't like and could not look for a different one. Just annoying. 

activity mix 

I have mentioned before that I feel the upper storey of the buildings in Hunter St could be 
offered as accommodation at a nominal rental to bring more residents into the city.    
There are a great number of people who would be happy to have a residence without 
parking amenities just for the luxury of living in the inner-city.    In the 50s and 60s the top 
floor of all these buildings was filled with rental tenants. 

activity mix 
I have young children so don't get out much at night, but we did attend the Livesites 
Winter Heat events last year and very much enjoyed it. I don't know if this helps or not. 

activity mix 
I love Newcastle, but am deeply embarrassed when I have friends attend from other 
cities, because there is nowhere to take them, the city is deserted and it looks like crap. 

activity mix 

I think it will be very hard to revitalise the Newcastle City Centre (ie the mall and 
surrounding streets etc) to compete with the other popular areas within Newcastle (being 
honeysuckle and Darby St).  I think you should just focus on Honeysuckle and Darby St 
to make those areas even better (by providing more parking and night time activities to 
make the areas more family friendly).  I think trying to transform the mall and surrounding 
streets into a night life location is simply a waste of time and effort as it just won't work. 
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activity mix 

I think there is only minor demand for public transport, apart from taxis, so I don't think 
the number of buses or trains is at all an issue.  There seem to be plenty already, leaving 
the city mostly empty. 
 
Wasn't it obvious years ago that without massive population growth, development of 
Kotara shopping centre, Market Town, and Honeysuckle would reduce demand and 
ultimately make commercial activity less viable in the city??                                                
I think the taxi industry should be deregulated so that there are more taxis available and 
cheaper fares.  There is real unmet demand for taxis.  What a bizarre system NSW has. 
 
I think that licensing hours should be reduced further.  The health and other social costs 
do not justify supporting the profits of a dozen or so pubs and clubs.  Who really needs a 
pub or club open at 2 am?? 
 
It is interesting that your survey raises more residential development and "passive 
surveillance" as an issue related to night-time activity.  I think there should be a bigger 
focus from council on redevelopment of the city area, including the west, as high density 
residential.  I think efforts to redevelop the city area as primarily a commercial area are 
misguided.  For example, there is clearly no demand for commercial development or 
activity in Newcastle West (and probably never will be); wouldn't it make more sense to 
target other uses?   

activity mix 

I would like to see more live music venues, more night clubs, more pubs, more cinemas 
(especially a Showcase style offering). I'm very tired of the older generation who get a 
big hearing. 
 
We need lots more people in the city at all times of day. Passive surveilance and groovy 
places to go is the ticket. 
 
thanks 

activity mix 

If the CBD was just more than beer barns then it would attract more people. At the 
moment its just a the place to visit to get drunk, pick up or fight. By giving up on ever 
making the CBD a place to shop and focusing on it as a place for entertainment, food 
and social outings, it might improve the city. Melbourne has done it successfully in 
various locations, and even Canberra of all places has been able to do it. Lee Wharf 
seems to be a winner bit its only in its infancy. Hence why Honeysuckle Corp woul be 
better resourced and more experienced to do it rather than NCC. 

activity mix 

If the NCC is to promote increased high density inner city living, there needs to be an 
increased recognition that these are places where people enjoy living (and the 
development and changes to infrastructure to reflect a safe and enjoyable lifestyle). 
Public safety, reduced alcohol-related incidents, reduced noise pollution from pubs/clubs, 
reduced vandalism, improved transport links - all create a nicer place to live. Increasing 
the number of bars and clubs in the city/Hamilton will not create safer environments. If 
infrastructure and business is to be encouraged, it need to be of the non-alcoholic, more 
family-oriented category. 

activity mix 
In Asian cities many areas have a dual use. General shopping area during the day and 
cheap restaurants at night. This means that people are around for long periods. 

activity mix 

Issues such as enforcing alcohol free zones is debatable.  On any afternoon there are 
people having a civilised glass of wine with their picnic in designated alcohol free zones 
which in many ways is encouraging appropriate use of alcohol. that is very different from 
overtly drunk minors staggering menacingly with a bottle in their hand.  Encouraging 
more people into town is probably the solution.  The most recent big problems were at 
council events like Australia day rather than private events or functions.You need to set 
the big event example if you want others to follow.  Fat as Butter was brilliant!!! 
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activity mix 

It is stupid that entertainment is all around alchol there should be funds to promote other 
types of entertainment and I know it will not happen as most people who will sit and talk 
about this will have a glass or two. It is strange that when we get on to this subject then 
those who permit or consume mind altering drugs including drinks are concidered to be 
able to be balanced in their aproach while those to choose not to are crasy and until this 
is reversed no sustainable solution will be found. 
 
The non consumers are the ones forced out and so anarchy reigns in our city. 

activity mix 

Last year around christmas markets were held on a Friday evening. These were 
wonderful to attend. Not only was it something pleasant to do in the evening it also 
encouraged a new group into the mall at night time ....families and mixed ages all 
enjoying the mall . Alcohol was not a factor as there was other things to do......eating out, 
shopping, listening to music. We need more activities like these to encourage a range of 
people so that areas do not become the haunts of the intoxicated. 

activity mix Less empty shops, will make a difference to peoples sense of safety. 

activity mix 

Look at what is there and build on it and make little precincts rather than thinking the 
whole of the NCC is one thing.  Eg. stylish restaurant/cafe area Call it the Pacific Precinct 
or something like that 

activity mix 

make it an enjoyable experience available to all.  
 
Improve access to areas and parking and transport. 

activity mix 

make it more attractive and inviting so that people want to go in there at night. To me its 
not about safety as i feel safe, but more about having events that want you to visit to city 
at night. 

activity mix 
Make the entertainment on offer more attractive for people over 25 and families to come 
into the CBD of a night 

activity mix 
Markets such as the Red Lantern markets that attracted a range of people - families, 
older people, youth. 

activity mix More live outdoor events would be great! 

activity mix 
More Livesites events like the Salsa evenings throughout the year which promote family 
entertainment. 

activity mix 
More mixed night time activity especially non alcohol based will promote safety in the 
city. 

activity mix 

more open area activity and a wider range of activity. replace the heavy rail with a very 
regular light rail system that links the CBD , Darby Street and Hamilton to a major 
transport hub at Broadmedow /Hamilton Rail. Increase density of population in the 
central newcastle area. 

activity mix 
Need to increase range and diversity of night time offerings. Need to cater for those 30 
plus who want to go out at night. 

activity mix 

Neither Newcastle or Hamilton is safe after 12pm. I have lived within 50metres of 
Beaumont st and have witnessed the appalling behaviour of intoxicated people late at 
night. Late night life in Hamilton is only for people wishing to frequent the alcohol barns. 
It offers nothing to the rest of the community and exposes the immediate residents to 
unwanted and adverse consequences in the fallacious guise of late night entertainment. 

activity mix 

Newcastle and Hamilton are attractive venues for evening get to gethers and for friends 
and visitors to meet. 
 
If there were more residents with good parking facilities Newcastle inner city would be 
revitalised and would bring more restaurants and (non-alcohol) events into the city. 
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activity mix 

Newcastle city centre should be a vibrant and exciting nightspot to visit and this can be 
achieved by encouraging a broader mixture of night time activities to the city centre such 
as increasing the amount of restaurants/cafes, having more options for drinking venues 
including smaller bars, encouraging an older clientele to visit the city centre at night. 
Improving public transport and the taxi system should also help. I am not convinced that 
the city centre is as dangerous as the media hype would like me to believe but obviously 
people don't feel comfortable walking the streets in the city centre at night and that is a 
shame and can only be improved if a greater range of facilities is open at night in the city 
centre. A greater police prescence would also be helpful...not in a draconian aggressive 
sense but more in an approachable peace keeping sense. 

activity mix 

Newcastle has room for improvement. The slow renovation on Newcastle CBD will 
hopefully see an improvement of the quality of people frequenting the area. Hamilton 
however needs major review. Closing or renovating of the many lower socioeconomic 
pubs and bars in the area may not be the answer all though it could be a start 

activity mix 

Newcastle is one of the states largest cities outside Sydney. It deserves a diverse night 
life. The current initiatives are killing the cities vibrancy and tourism opportunities. We 
need more, not less. The majority should NOT be punished for the actions of a minority 
of people and the whinging residents groups who chose to live in a built up city 
environment. 

activity mix 

Once you get to where you are going it is generally OK - it is the getting there that is a 
problem - you have to scan the environment and decide if it is safe to proceed or even if 
you feel safe whether you want to run the gamut of the loudmouths on the route. 
Newcastle is not as inviting as it could be - honeysuckle is OK but few quality 
restaurants. However all the foreshore structures now block out the main town and it is 
like a barrier (the rail line isn't the barrier it's the ugly buildings along the foreshore). 
Hunter st could be a restaurant / cafe strip and have it's own vibe but is just a desert at 
present. We need more good quality restaurants in town with good service. 

activity mix 

Overall it would be great to feel safe and excited about what you will experience in these 
inner city areas.  Activity that is creative - including music, food and entertainment in an 
informal setting and also more support to local restaurants and venues offering good 
food, service and entertainment.  As a mid-40's woman I remember enjoying Newcastle 
in the late 70's and early 80's for it's glamorous shops (King st especially) and cinema's 
and night clubs that were predominately a fun night out - not a violent one (keeping in 
mind, that there is always exceptions to that idyllic comment!)  Hope this helps.  Bring 
back The Alcrons and Danilo's and multi-cultural food, entertainment all within a patrolled 
environment (visible police but not a police state presence) - Education of the public 
regarding safety issues, safe travel options, safe places if in danger, Street performance 
for new artists etc 

activity mix 
Parts of Hunter St with nightclub venues that are permitted to trade late will be slow to 
develop inner city housing because residents don't want to live near antisocial behaviour. 

activity mix 

People make a city. However, there needs to be a good range of entertainment facilities, 
ie. theatre, entertainment, hotels, for people to attend. Hotels and alcohol should not be 
the main focus for people in the city. Have more coffee shops and entertainment for 
younger people and discourage drinking alcohol on the streets.  
 
Create more family focussed venues . 

activity mix Perhaps provision of alternative venues for youth who may otherwise create trouble. 

activity mix 

Policing people is not a solution to alcohol cosumption.Control and restrictions will not 
cure the core of the problem.The goal is to  Change the drinking culture by providing 
differrent venues, events and interests that are affordable. People need to socialise and 
relax after work. Tax money should be spent on creating a positive society not a police 
state. 

activity mix 
Priority should be focused around not killing the nightlife of Newcastle, unless we want 
Newcastle to become a ghost city for a primarily aged population. 
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activity mix 

private enterprise should be able to move productively forward into new ventures. There 
are examples I can think of, such as the View Factory, on Scott St, who have been 
hindered significantly by the impact of local residents and their concerns regarding noise. 
As a resident living just off Darby St, I can acknowledge that there are issues with 
increased night time usage of a certain area of town, this is probably exacerbated by the 
distance between venues and the transport challenges this poses. But I think, at the end 
of the day, the way to regulate and improve Newcastle in the night time, is to increase 
the amount of smaller establishments. I feel like this would do two things, 1, break up 
some of the larger crowds of people frequenting the popular sites, allowing them each a 
certain 'turf' and secondly, it would create venues between venues, minimising the 
crowds walking for long distances allong the main roads, and also increasing the amount 
of private security that would exist allong these routes. 
 
The current ideology of limitation; limiting pub hours, limiting the types of drinks, limiting 
the time one can leave and go to another pub, may genuinely have its benefits, but I see 
the downsides of these measures regularly, both as a resident of Cooks Hill, a regular 
patron of the resturaunts and pubs, and as a young person, who like most, is responsible 
and not contributing to the issues that have raised the needs to impose controls. 

activity mix 

Promoting community events more I believe bring people into the city centre while 
decreasing use of alcohol. Council should ask the community want kind of events are 
wanted. Use Live Sites more 

activity mix 
provide the variety necessary to attract a wider variety of people to a wider selection of 
activities 

activity mix 
Public transport is not the major issue if alcohol consumption is reduced. We need to 
focus on other entertainment that is not alcohol focused or is not at licenced venues. 

activity mix 

Putting more 'nightspots' - including night clubs, pubs, etc. in the city centre is not going 
to improve the current environment.  This should be a last step taken after the city centre 
and CBD have been stabilised, and had new life breathed into them.  Other quality 
events, however, which are alcohol free and offer something unique could draw visitors 
in from outlying areas, and create new life in the city.  Newcastle should use the 
resources they have in an innovative and constructive way, not just rely on getting more 
young people in to town with the lure of new clubs and alcohol. 

activity mix 
Small bars and cafes serving alcohol would be a great move to reduce the concentration 
of antisocial behaviour in loud, dank pubs. 

activity mix 
Stronger penalties and increased variety of functions I hope will make it safer for people 
to WANT to go into these areas and support the businesses. 

activity mix 

The cinema precinct, and its expansion, would bring a whole new feel to a large part of 
the city centre. Cinema goers are less likely to be involved in anti-social behaviour and 
their presence discourages, to some extent, those who are involved. 

activity mix 
the city centre needs a mix of activities to bring a diverse group of people to the area. If 
there is only pubs and clubs all you get is people drinking 

activity mix 

The city has long been lacking smaller venues for the peoples that are in the groups 
between the teens,early adult group and the lilac rinse pokie players. 
 
Some smaller venues where the younger couples etc and light drinkers can go to enjoy 
good company where the entertainment isn't that loud you have to shout at each other 
and you can enjoy a good meal with out being shoulder to shoulder and it taking you 30 
mins to get a drink. Some venues like small Jazz bars, piano bars, easy listening where 
you can have a dance if the mood takes you , but be able to generally just enjoy yourself 
without being bothered by intoxicated peoples. 

activity mix 
The city is a beautiful place. I think people are going to get drunk regardless of 
enforcement. Have other offerings for night time entertainment than just bars. 
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activity mix 

The demographic of Newcastle is changing, it is ageing. The inner city population is 
mainly made up of baby boomers. However the main users of the night life are 18-40 
year olds. Therein lies a cultural clash. Baby boomers have the money, power and 
influence whereas the city's young people have none. If Newcastle carries forward on its 
current path, it will no longer have a night life at all. Many people I know now go to Kings 
Cross or the Central Coast for a night out because of the lack of options in Newcastle. 
Hamilton remains a vibrant area and has only gained a bad reputation as it has later 
closing pubs a long walking distance from each other. The city has done nothing to 
encourage publicans to start new business in Newcastle and it is little wonder that many 
are now for sale. So many forget the employment benefits to the cities young people (the 
forgotten ones who will be paying the pensions of the baby boomers when their 
superannuation dries up) who desperately need some sustenance to help them get out 
and have a go or assist while they study.                                                    While the city 
isn't perfect, I feel people like Tony Brown, won't be happy until Newcastle is a glorified 
country town                                                                 where everything closes at 8pm 
Saturday night and reopens Monday morning. 

activity mix 

The increase in the number of good restaurants in the city has seen a great improvement 
in the night life of Darby Street and Beaumont Street.  We have such a beautiful harbour; 
it would be great to see more restaurants on the waterfront to provide more (safe) night 
life there 

activity mix 

The introduction of the curfew into newcastle cbd has help with the collapse of nightlife. 
This has also placed extra stress on the availability of transport home. Given that taxis 
are the only way home at those hours it is frustrating not being able to get one. Leaving 
no resort but to walk else where, often taking hours. I still fail to see how kicking 
everyone out of clubs onto the streets at the same time solves the problem of violence. 
My opion is that it has increased it. Same opion that i have received from many of the 
Emergency Doctors at the John Hunter. Which is against what the public is being lead to 
believe.  
 
There also needs to be more of a variety of activities available and promoted, ones that 
provide alternate means of social interaction without the need to consume alcohol. I 
myself am not sure what to offer in this area. 

activity mix 

The mix of business for evening entertainment must have an impact on the type of 
customers which visit the actual city bars and clubs at night, and some of the anti social 
activity which takes place.  I would never think to visit a restaurant in town, wheras I will 
frequently go out to a restaurant, and perhaps pub, in The Junction or Darby St, and feel 
very safe. Increasing the flow of the right sort of customer could change the sleazy, 
creepy feel of the city centre - supported by better policing, transport and RSA. 

activity mix 

The question is whether nightlife participants are seeking high volume alcohol 
consumtpion and associated public culture of intoxication, or whether they are seeking 
socialisation and are, in a sense captive, to alco-lesiure settings as the only available 
nightspaces. There is no public nightlife culture. There are beautiful spaces in Newcastle 
that could offer nightlife alternatives. Public spaces, disused buildings. Until alternate 
spaces are made available, we will not know the answer to my lead question. 

activity mix 

There is potential for Newcastle to have an nationally renowned live music scene as 
there are so many quality local bands. Council could promote this asset of Newcastle to 
encourage a thriving night-life. 
 
The aesthetic appearance of Hunter Street is presently a turn-off for coming to the city. 
Investment in rejuvenating the derelict buildings would go a long way towards improving 
the vibe. 
 
Encourage buskers! 
 
Encourage alfresco dining / beer gardens. 
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activity mix 
There just needs to be a wider mix of people using the city centre at night and it needs to 
be easier to get in and out using taxis or public transport. 

activity mix 

to make newcastle a more attractive venue the stigma of 18-21only needs to be 
addressed, this can be done with encouraging smaller establishments targetting a 
different demographic to the current larger establishments. 
 
as a general rule the train system works very well for moving in and out of the city at 
night. electronic signage for timetabling as is the standard in virtually all sydney stations 
would be invauable to encouraging more people to use the service  minimising the 
number of people waiting around transport hubs as they have the information easily at 
hand to catch public transport in turn reducing drink driving problems. 
 
 
more effort in enforcement of laws regarding antisocial behavior with a focus on personal 
responsibity. there is a VERY small minority of patons that are causing trouble many of 
which are refused admission to venues or are not attempting access to venues and 
drinking and milling about the streets. these people are a high risk for casuing trouble to 
other partons and this issue needs to be addressed with repeat offenders targetted 
harder. 
 
the best way to reduce anti social behaviour is to encourage as many people from as 
broad a demographic as possible into the area, you only need to look at areas such as 
freemantle or melbourne's southbank/docklands to see the positive affect on an area 
getting large numbers of people into these areas. 

activity mix 
Try to provide activities that are not centred purely on getting drunk - especially on days 
of so-called 'celebration' - ANZAC day, Australia Day etc. 

activity mix 

We are fast becoming a nanny state, where legislation and regulations are restricting and 
punishing the majority who do the right thing. 
 
To have a situation in a major regional city where you can't get into a bar for a beer after 
1am is embarrasing. 
 
If people do the wrong thing they should be punished, but stop blaming the rest of us and 
restricting our activities at night. 
 
A vibrant night life is an important part of any city and must be maintained in Newcastle. 
 
We need more restaurants and bars, more variety, more transport options. Happy to 
have more police on the beat if this makes people feel safer, but honestly, it is already a 
very safe place to have a night out. 

activity mix 

We need a diverse evening economy - lots of things for FAMILIES in the early evening, 
lots of things for mature people. Music, galleries, libraries all open. 
 
Stop the colonisation of the public spaces by drunk, aggressive youth on the move and 
stop treating fighting, vandalism and graffiti as if it is just being a naughty boy. 
 
Jazz, blues, rock in the streets not just loud noise. 
 
The lighting in town is dreadful, lack of toilets, not enough CCTV. 
 
Let's do all that and follow up regularly 
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activity mix 

We need to bring the heart and soul back to the city centre and get the delapidated 
buildings occupied so it doesn't look like a ghetto, I don't think it matters whats in them as 
long as there occupied,( restaurants, coffee shops,arty shops, fashion, live music ) the 
things that make people want to go and spend time at any particular place. Look to 
Melbourne, New York, Paris, Milan, London, Sydney for inspiration. 
 
Maybe low rents for council own buildings would be a good place to start,just to get 
people interested. 
 
Hamilton by night, I suggest more police presence again on foot, not in cars at the crucial 
times of night when there most needed. 
 
I hope my ideas have been helpful. 
 
Thankyou! 

activity mix 

Withdrawal of late bar licences and provision of a mix of entertainment in the Newcastle 
area would, in my opinion, make a big difference to feeling safe and having a really 
enjoyable time in Newcastle at night. 

activity mix 
Without varied entertainment AND policing AND regulating drinking time - the city will 
stay dead and Hamilton will be as 'safe' as it is now ! 

communication 

Fear-mongering in our press is not helpful e.g. reports of violence by children. 
 
The Mall needs people living there. A few cars does not make a difference. 
 
Need to look at education curricula - civic responsibilities. 

communication 

I appreciate that Newcastle council recognizes the problem, getting information from 
other cities around the world how they provide an attractive and safe night life would be a 
good starting point for a satisfying solution 

communication 

I consider the Newcastle Herald candidly reports the goings on in the city and Hamilton.  
However it always falls on deaf ears or apparently not read by our Sydney controllers nor 
the local members. 

communication 

I fail to see why "new" residents who move in to the city for the convenience of being 
close to services should be able to cause such an uproar about night time activities and 
noise.  surely these people should move out of the "city"(i use that term lightly as 
newcastle/ hamilton is hardly large/dense enough to be truly classified as a city) to 
quieter areas.  my home in the suburbs rarely has any night time problems with noise, 
mainly because it is not zoned for use that includes noise generating developments 
(pubs, danceclubs, restaurants etc).  people shouldn't whinge when they move closer to 
what they perceive as a prblem, but everyone who is already there accepts as a normal 
occurrence. 

communication 

I think there needs to be positive communication to the community about what these 
areas do offer.  Constant negative communication by media increases negative attitude.  
Promoting positive information can only increase positive behaviour.  Take focus off 
negative behaviour and negative reactions and respond to what these areas need and 
that is positive promotion.  Thats what i think anyway.  Thanks 

communication 

It is disappointing to see young people staggering about the streets intoxicated and to 
read about violent assaults.  However we need to remember that these young people are 
the product of the society that adults have created.  The 16-year-olds wandering Hunter 
Street late at night have parents - where are they?  We should not demonise young 
people in the process of addressing this issue. 
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communication 

It is time the Community took charge of the major alchol issue/culture we have instead of 
being led along by those selling alchohol and a Government dependent on the revenue 
generated and political donations 
 
We can all have a good time even if Clubs/Pubs/Venues were shut by 1.00pm, and wake 
up the next morning feeling a lot better. 
 
Our Police,Medicos etc should not have to put up with the unacceptable behaviour of the 
drunks around town 

communication 

Lets encourage more responsible citizens to 'take back Newcastle' and send the 
message to the anti-social of our town that this is OUR town and that it is for all of us to 
enjoy. 

communication 
Make revellers more responsible for their behaviour to control their consumption and so 
reduce drunken/ inappropiate behaviour on our streets. 

communication 

Maybe a public relations campaign to enforce citizens responsibilities regarding 
behaviour and over consumption of alcohol.  It leaves their their own city (backyard) 
open to criticisms and damages everyone's reputation. 

communication 

My comments are nestled in the previous response box. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider this topic and send out these surveys - it is a 
crucial part of our city, particularly in the way it is perceived by others. I was talking to 
somebody from Kurri last week, and they mentioned how they were down in Hamilton 
recently having dinner at a restaurant, and how they felt surprisingly safe, even if it was 
very busy. To these people, for whom busy is more than two cars an hour driving past 
their street, the fact they even mentioned safety means it is something on their mind 
through media reports etc. So to address the issue as you are, hopefully the media will 
report on the safety and sense of ease that dominates most every night in Newcastle. 

communication 

My impression of the night life in Newcastle and Hamilton is driven by adverse media 
reports.  Perhaps it is time for the media to get on board and promote and report positive 
events which regularly occur in both venues.  I am sick of seeing drunk fighting 
individuals on TV after special occasions like NEw Years Eve, Australia Day etc.  As a 
result I worry when any member of my family venture into the Newcastle CBD for a night 
out, even to go the the movies. 

communication 

Older people in our community think that it's extremely unsafe in the city at night and 
tend to blame alcohol and closing times of venues for inappropriate behaviour. 
 
I'm not sure that blaming alcohol for inappropriate behaviour is a responsible attitude, 
alcohol doesn't cause trouble - people do. Also people in the community 'think' there are 
lots of social/behavioural problems in the city at night due to biased media reports. There 
may be one incident reported here or there but the media can blow things out of 
proportion. Only bad things tend to be reported in the media which puts a really negative 
perspective on things when actually the situation is quite different. 
 
Advertisement campaigns supporting positive and acceptable social behaviour might be 
an idea, along with promoting and reporting on good social behaviour and events that 
are held in the city at night. 
 
Transport is always a problem in Newcastle due to the large geographical size of the city 
and surrounding suburbs. I have experienced numerous occasions of trying to get home 
from the city centre to Mayfield at night and faced problems with getting a taxi AND 
getting a bus to turn up at the scheduled time. It stops you from venturing into the city at 
night just knowing it may be difficult getting home. 

communication 

Please continue to work hard to ensure the night time environment is made safer and 
more pleasant for locals and visitors alike.  In addition, litter is always a significant factor 
in reducing civic pride, so the encouragement of anti litter campaigns, a greater focus on 
compliance and a focus on keeping our streets clean will go a long way to improve the 
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attitude and atmosphere of our City and Community 

communication 

Please promote it as a place to be, not a place where you are likely to run into a group of 
young intoxicated people shouting abuse and making life unpleasant.  I have not been to 
the city centre more than once or twice at night but I am at Beaumont Street monthly on 
a thursday night and have NEVER experienced the scences that are reported in the local 
media.  I am sure they happen but they just make people scared.  Attack with positive 
media.   
 
It's my city too.  It's my night life too. 

communication 

Regular transport services, CCTV, bright lighting,police patrols and an increased 
education campaign about non-acceptable behaviour would go a long way towards 
ensuring people feel safe about coming into the city. 

communication 

Safety and social problems result from a range of factors - mostly cultural issues around 
alcohol and violence which seems to be evident mostly in Australia, NZ & UK.  Such 
destructive behaviours should not be tolerated by communities & a holistic approach 
taken to effect change.  This includes the media accepting responsibility for promoting 
the sale of alcohol and then sensationalising the disaster that can follow. 

communication 

The hamilton and newcastle entertainment precident is a vibrant, wonderful 
entertainment precident that provides a massive contribution to the whole of the hamilton 
and newcastle economy. Hamilton im particuar caters for a older demographic than 
Newcastle CBD.  
 
People with their own private agendas are spreading negative messages about 
Newcastle and Hamilton and this causes an incorrect perception of fear. Instead we 
should be focussing on positive messages. There are now secured taxi ranks, very 
robust liquor licencing laws unique to Hamilton and Newcastle.  
 
Late night trading venues provide valuable social facilities to the public and this is part of 
living in a great city, where you have access to lots of different services, at different times 
of the day and night to satisfy social needs. 

communication 

The hamilton and newcastle entertainment precident is a vibrant, wonderful 
entertainment precident that provides a massive contribution to the whole of the hamilton 
and newcastle economy. Hamilton im particuar caters for a older demographic than 
Newcastle CBD.  
 
People with their own private agendas are spreading negative messages about 
Newcastle and Hamilton and this causes an incorrect perception of fear. Instead we 
should be focussing on positive messages. There are now secured taxi ranks, very 
robust liquor licencing laws unique to Hamilton and Newcastle.  
 
Late night trading venues provide valuable social facilities to the public and this is part of 
living in a great city, where you have access to lots of different services, at different times 
of the day and night to satisfy social needs. 

communication 
The reputation of these places needs to improve before people will return at night.  
Simply telling people they will be safe is not enough.  They need to know they are safe. 

communication 

The young need to be educated in schools as to the dangers of alcohol consumption in 
an inovative way - facts and figures do not have an impact. There are very few family 
friendly places to go to - the emphasis is on clubs and bars. Plus the way the council 
have let newcastle run down particularly the city end contributes to the problem. The 
council should have done something about this long ago. Why is the old Post Office not 
been developed - its been empty for years whereas it could have been turned into shops, 
restuarant etc. 
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communication 

There seems to be more fear about safety by the general public than I feel is warranted, 
but there are definitely areas that are just too isolated. If people are sensible they should 
usually be safe - as long as there are plenty of others around. 

enforcement 

99% of this isn't legislation or enforcement, its just a people issue.  If you can get more 
people living in the city, and more people coming and going then that makes a vibrant 
city.  What doesnt is waiting for transport, having low police and security prescence for 
the inevitable idiot/s (idiots are a global issue not confined to the Newcastle or Hamiliton 
areas).  Under 18's roaming around is also a MAJOR problem, that the Police seem 
afraid to tackle.  Placing Police at the train station, which is where they are ALL coming 
from, is one deterrant. 

enforcement 

A greater Police presence with greater powers and common sense of patrons will be the 
only thing that will make a difference. CCTV is a great idea if people think they are being 
kept an eye on then they are less likely to do stupid things and when they are caught it 
can be used in evidence. 

enforcement a larger Police presents in venues and streets 

enforcement 

A legal plain clothed force for controlling antisocial behaviour might be a possibility for 
consideration. I am not advocating any form of vigilantism but some form of community 
watch that has approved power to hand out infringement notices which would result in 
legally enforceable community service for offenders. If administered by the same group 
there would be continuity and possibly greater success rates against reoffending. 

enforcement a lot more police presents 

enforcement 

A small police station should be in The middle of Hunter Street. Newcastle should have a 
"CAT Bus system" the same as Perth. Landlords should offer cheaper rent in the city 
centre $150 per week for 18mts "More occupied shop" more people.Westfield shopping 
centre should be built somewhere in the city,maybe the old store building, American 
Tourists that come off the ships that dock in Newcastle say "why all the empty shops 
there is nothing here" and they also say " we would have liked to by something that was 
made here in Newcastle etc,etc. Please call me if you want to know more. 49514012 

enforcement 

A strong police presence is essential. 
 
There should be no compromise on this stand. 
 
Public transport and taxi service availability are to be improved. 
 
Remove the rail line and replace it with light rail. 
 
Zone the present rail corridor as public land never to be sold. 

enforcement 

A visible presence by police, safety marshalls and related personnel rather than only 
stringent enforcement should generate a sense of safety while enabling enforcement of 
rules on the generally small group who spoil the night out for the majority of mostly well 
behaved visitors. 

enforcement 

Again presence of security and officers or information marshals plus the speed of 
dispersing crowds in hot spot areas or end of events or night clubs / pub closing times 
through better transport – including taxis which currently have a very poor service in and 
around Newcastle – would ease tensions plus make take away that ‘stranded’ feeling at 
closing times.  
 
Maybe seeing how crowds and problem areas and events are handled in other cities 
would give a better understanding of what Newcastle seem to lack. 

enforcement 

As I live in Hamilton central, I don't see enough policeman in the area at all, particulary 
during the week, yet I see thieft, vandalism, and violent behaviour. By the time police 
arrive, all is quite again. 
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enforcement 

As young people will be heavily under the influence of alcohol and drugs when they 
arrive in the city centre (they will fill up before they leave home or at friends houses, as 
they know it is cheaper and less hassle than paying high prices and being refused 
service at pubs and bars)there needs to be more patrolling of streets and public areas to 
ensure drunken and drugged out youths are under control. No amount of early closing or 
staggering of hotel hours will alleviate the problem. I know and work with a large number 
of young people who just get blind before they even leave their homes....thus alleviating 
the problem of being served alcohol at venues they attend. 

enforcement Ban consumption of alcohol in public places 

enforcement 

Both areas need regular oversight and feed back to council and Police. Alcohol retailers 
are only a part of our community and should be happy as such. Their greed does not 
warrant their assumed ownership of the city. 

enforcement 

CCTV cameras are great - but it's kind of like admitting there is a problem and just sitting 
back filming it rather than actively making real other changes to actually solve the 
problems, rather than leaving the problems there and catching the offenders on camera. 
CCTV cameras in one way make people feel like it is a dangerous area. In Japan, CCTV 
cameras aren't all over the place, because people feel safer just because of the way the 
community and society is. We need to work on these areas, rather than just bolting 
CCTV cameras around to film everything. Taxis are expensive and not practical, we 
need at least one light rail/monorail type system that passes through the main areas. 
Otherwise, people will continue to drink/drive also because they may not have a lot of 
money and will do anything to "save a buck". Police definitely need more powers to 
absolutely rip these thugs off the streets the very second they are found, with no ability to 
back-chat police or "get off red handed". In Japan, if the police even suspect you of 
looking dodgy, looking like a trouble-maker etc, then bad luck, you go with them (for up 
to 28 days) and they will deal with you. This is the way it needs to be. If you respect 
police and don't carry on like a yobbo, you won't have a problem! So good/honest people 
need not be worried. 

enforcement 

Congratulations to Superintendent Mitchell and his colleagues for innovative and pro-
active measures to target trouble spots and develop supportable prosecutions against 
key offenders 

enforcement 
Control the alcohol and drug abuse so that more people want to use Newcastle at night 
for leisure and entertainment. 

enforcement 
Co-ordinate Security Services as they do in Kings Crossso that anyone kicked out of one 
place is not allowed in any other place. 

enforcement 

Creating a mix of people using an area is possible early in the night, however past 12 is 
often only younger people out and it is the minority who have drank too much or refused 
entry to premises that cause trouble. Late into the night requires greater Police presence 
and lighting of hot spots or travel routes for pedestrians. Buses running along Wharf rd 
would help. 

enforcement 

current proposals of reduced outlets ,restricted sales and closing times touted as 
reducing bad behaviour are flawed.proposals reduce patronage which in turn results in 
lower statistics ie less people less problems 
 
best to consider reduced conflicts /aggrevations [staggered closing, more taxis/hire 
cars/buses trains] and behaviour improvements/ controls[more police,rsa enforcement] 
 
need more attention and stats on influence of drugs. poor behaviour is not only due to 
alcohol, particularly violence 

enforcement Encourage local "community watch" groups to assist police and security 
enforcement Enforce regulations and improve police presence at night time! 

enforcement 

Enforcement Marshall is the wrong language to use in hospitality. I only creates the them 
and us attitude between consumers and hospitality staff. Enforce away in the street but 
mediate in the bar. 
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enforcement Gaol the thugs. 

enforcement 
Get tough on those who do not act in a responsible manner. Current behaviour is totally 
disgusting but is becoming accepted because it is not being stopped effectively 

enforcement 

Groups of young people, particularly those obviously affected by alcohol, are threatening 
to many adults, even if they are not so. To be confronted by a noisy group with bottles in 
hand, adds to the concern of many of us.  And if you are more aged or female, the 
situation is even more frightening.  I would like to see wandering the streets with alcohol 
in hand, banned. 

enforcement 
has been a long time since i went out at night but most seem to behave. the groups or 
gangs seem to be the things to target 

enforcement have police on foot patrol the areas as well as mobile units 

enforcement 

Hold a forum were judges have to sit in a room of ordinary people who regularly frequent 
Newcastle and Hamilton by night and they can listen to what it is really like because 
judges are out of touch with reality, which shows by the lenient sentence they hand out. 

enforcement 

I am a real convert to Newcastle, and I think that the moves that are happening are in the 
right direction. A combination of zero tolerance of aggressive behaviour on teh street with 
encouragement of festive night time activities is a good combination of strategies. 

enforcement 

I am no scholar but i would like to be able to take myself and my family into newcastle at 
night and not be filled with apprehension. Wether that be by closing early or curbing the 
sale of grog or making more areas alcahol free zones, and enforcening them, i am not 
sure what would work best. 

enforcement 

I believe excess alcohol consumption is the prime cause of aggression and bad 
behaviour and if this is curbed plus the use of low tolerance policing to enforce this, the 
rest of Newcastle might be able to enjoy going out at night and feeling safe. 

enforcement 

I believe that although there are problem areas in the city at least it keeps it all in one 
area. I think so much is blamed on alcohol when in fact it is drugs and aggressive 
behaviour that causes just as many issues it is just that their consumption is not as 
obvious. Since children at school are not allowed to be disiplined, are not taught how to 
cross the street and are not taught respect for others, this is of course translated into the 
type of behaviour we see each weekend. 

enforcement 

I believe the issues are better addressed through police presence and visability rather 
than strict enforcement alone. I believe that poor transport and a lack of inner city activity 
at night also contributes to the social issues. 

enforcement 

I believe we need to make it an offence again to be intoxicated on the street together 
with unacceptable behaviour. It is time fo persons to respect others, including the police 
and other authorities and if they do not they will be penalised. 
 
I believe Police should be the enforcement Authority, not Council or pivate security 
people. 

enforcement 

I do not go to these areas at night, but as previously stated we need more control in both 
these areas. Both Hunter St and Beaumont St, could be changed to a more family 
orientated venue. 

enforcement 

I don't actually think changing venue closing times is a good solution. It doesn't address 
the root of the problem, which is that people go into town to get ridiculously drunk and 
sometimes end up doing something stupid. I'm not sure how to fix this, but if there were 
more things to do, a greater police presence and easier transport home, things might be 
different. 

enforcement 

I don't feel safe at night in the city centre or in Hamilton at night as both I and my friends 
have been attacked in both areas for no reason. I think this is a serious issue for 
Newcastle, not only is it not safe but the mess and stench the next morning is disgusting. 
I think tougher penalties need to apply and the pubs and clubs in town need to have 
more involvment in fixing this problem. 
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enforcement 

I live in Cooks Hill. On some nights it's a free for all & I have never see a Police presence 
on my street. I have suffered considerable damage to my property due to drunken 
antisocial behavior & unless the police or security is walking the streets nothing will 
change. The feeling in Bruce St is that only foot patrols will achieve anything. Anything 
else is just PR Bullshit. 

enforcement 

I personally have never experienced any issues when going out at night. I have found 
over aggressive & power tripping security guards who have felt they had a right to grill 
me (& others) how much we have drunk before getting to their venue but also what we 
have eaten their high handed attitude is likely to fuel anger with people 

enforcement 

I realise reducing the opening hours of the inner city night spots has also reduced the 
number of assaults but i think that may be due to the reduced number of people actually 
going out in the city. Many of my peers 'load up' (ie. getting drunk before going out) and 
once at the venues, they are allowed in and are served drinks. More enforcement of RSA 
laws inside the venues would probably help the issue and prevent the mass discharge of 
incredibly drunk patrons onto the street at closing time. More police on the street at those 
times would help move people on, prevting altercations and prevent the mess on the 
street the next morning. 

enforcement 

I strongly believe that too much emphasis has been put on local entertainment venues 
and businesses to bear the brunt of responsibility for the safety and behaviour of visitors 
to the city of Newcastle. Safety and alcohol consumption awareness programs are 
important but do not address the more pressing safety issues of teenagers (14-17 years 
of age) primarily from out of the Newcastle area who are behaving in violent and socially 
degenerative ways - this is the responsibility of Police. I feel that police need to have a 
more firm physical and visual presence on the streets of Newcastle through regular, yet 
intermittent programs of patrol focusing not only on major offences but ensuring that 
issues of general behaviour and minor offences are brought into focus as key to the 
future of a night time economy for Newcastle. 
 
In addition, I think it is the responsibility of council and other agencies interested in the 
development of the city to attract private and government investment to fund a well-
connected transport system and physically connected city. At present, Newcastle city 
remains physically disjointed and the future of a night time economy is fundamentally 
hindered by this feature. The addition of further residences and university campuses to 
the inner city will also assist in creating a more vibrant inner city atmosphere.  
 
Fundamental to the future of the city, is for Council and other decision-making bodies to 
do just that - make decisions - at this point the interminable banterings around the 
specifics of the decisions to be made are increasingly irrelevant in light of degenerating 
city assets. It is time to make decisions and stick to them... 

enforcement 
I think the law has to be harder on offenders. People need to know they have to br 
accountable for their behaviour 

enforcement 
I'm not sure I say any suggestion about a closer collaboration between pubs and police 
patrol on limiting in-door unsafety environments. 

enforcement 
Implement 'zero tolerance': give police the power to issue on-the-spot fines for public 
nuisance, property damage and any level of violence displayed. 

enforcement 

Increase police presence 
 
toilets 

enforcement 
Increase the random checks of underage patrons at venues that serve alcohol. There are 
still heaps of underage people allowed in certain venues. 

enforcement Increased penalties for anyonecaught doing anti-social activities. 

enforcement 
Individuals want to feel safe when they are out, the cost of accidents and incidents costs 
Newcastle more then increased police presence. 
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enforcement 

instead of focusing on alcolhol as the probblem , realise that its the drugs that is the real 
dilemma and by increasing the cost of alcolhol in pubs etc only mean people stay home 
and get drunk b4 they go out and the price of drugs are cheaper n easily aquired 

enforcement It would be nice to get the bums and beggars off the main streets. 

enforcement 
It's the gangs of youths that are ruining our cities image. They need to be punished for 
their acts of violence. Most of them are teenages so don't get the full law thrown at them. 

enforcement 
Keep the enforcment up, a diversity of events, improve public transport and regular 
police patrols 

enforcement Law & Order 

enforcement 

Lose the curfew put in more police presents make them do the beat and make all venues 
be checked by undercover members of the local council to make sure these clubs follow 
the rules DO NOT LET the pubs know when or who it is the person or persons are to just 
be people of the general public Its time you let THE PEOPLE SPEAK the youth the 
future instead of all you old lot time to listen to the youth to improve the area and then 
Newcastle will be know as a fun place for nightlife and the beaches during the day we 
dont want to see you ruin our places of entertainment like you already have with the 
lockout and curfew have a look at how many places have gone broke since it was 
introduced im all for RSA policing but there is a limit. Also more Police Drug raids on 
clubs plus informants/Undercover to find these people suppling Drugs for the cluber its 
Alcohol and drugs mixed that is causing all the trouble 

enforcement 

Make sure the RSA rules are correctly monitered by hotel staff and more visible police 
pesence in both areas for public saftey.Public transport more accessible to patrons for 
quick exit from these areas. 

enforcement 

More emphasis on the judgement of venue staff would allow them some leeway, rather 
than rigid enforcement by OLGR. 
 
Cameras will help deter crime, and this should be affordable. 
 
Good luck! 

enforcement More mobile police patrols.CCT camera. 
enforcement More night time wardens needed and more police presence. 
enforcement More Police 
enforcement More Police in hot spots 

enforcement 

More police on the road will stop most. Discipline will have to be brought back as the new 
gen seam to think they can do anything and get away with it. Close hotels at midnight 
like the old days it worked well then, still got drunk and had a good time. 

enforcement 
More police on the street outside the trouble spots would greatly improve the behaviour 
of people, and enforced legislation would stop the selling of alcohol inappropriately 

enforcement 

More Police presence on the streets and good quality cameras would be a deterrent to 
antisocial behaviour. 
 
It would be good too if magistrates did not always appear to be on the criminals side. 

enforcement more police, more beat police, more authority given to police 
enforcement Most important very good sercurity. 

enforcement 

much of the night-time problem is by under-age drinkers bringing own liquor to drink in 
the public areas near the licenced establishments. 
 
patrols are required in the vicinity of licenced premises from midnight till 4am to ensure 
safe and quiet departures.These should be paid for by the hotels as they are the only 
beneficiaries of the problems they cause for everyone else that lives or runs a business 
in the area.The area patrolled should be one city block in all directions 
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enforcement 

Newcastle has a great night life. But a few people do spoil it for the many.  
 
So if there is any changes in the way we enjoy our local night life, then it should be 
focused on the few. 
 
Why not increase the rates people pay if they break the law? And ban those people from 
the city centre. 

enforcement 

No further comments. I firmly belieae more cooperation is needed between police and 
venue agencies to meet the requirements of police to encourage people to visit these 
areas at night. 

enforcement 

One of your questions referred to "strengthening legislation in increase enforcement". I 
think this is a terrible idea! There is sufficient and adequate legislation. The problem does 
not lie in any lack of (or weakness in) legislation, but in what is done about enforcing the 
legislation and also in providing supportive measures. 
 
The question seemed to imply a "there's a problem, let's legislate" mindset, which is 
destructive to the proper application of the law and a way of avoiding what the real 
issues are. 
I suggest you consider the wording of these surveys more carefully in the future. 

enforcement 

Our City is & can be a great venue for living & entertainment if it is not  spoilt by too 
many drunks & too much violence & vandalism . The police must have a stonger 
presence at railway stations & licence venues. 

enforcement 

Parking is always an issue with even more of an issue at night time because of the safety 
aspect.  More effective policing of non acceptable behaviour could aleviate some 
potential hazzards 

enforcement 

Patrons are consuming excess alcohol and causing trouble at and in-between venues. 
RSA laws SHOULD be weeding these people out before it gets to that stage. Perhaps 
staff nedd more consistent training. Police should be a constant in "hot-spots" but 
available to get anywhere quickly. Transport home is essential. People become irritable if 
forced to wait long periods and this causes friction leading to fights and damage if they 
are forced to walk where there is no supervision 

enforcement 

people coming into the city already intoxicated is a problem. if venues closed at midnight 
there would not be an incentive for these people to travel to the cbd after hours. 
 
Where is the community benefit in pubs/clubs being open after midnight. Only a small 
number of business, making money from serving alcohol, make the money whilst the 
community at large pays the price in terms of clean-up, violence, feeling of unsafe on 
streets.  
 
Pubs serving intoxicated patrons is another major issue. Fines need to be increased and 
policed vigilantly. 

enforcement 

people don't behave well because they see a sign that illustrates responsible behaviour.  
nor do increasing the penalties matter much.  but having people on the spot to help 
maintain order and move trouble makers on would be effective. 

enforcement 

People generally respect fixed forces in the environment, such as gravity and hard 
surfaces. If trouble makers learned that police action followed by strong court action 
(without the benefit of doubt) was an inevitable consequence there would be much less 
trouble, after the period of learning and adjustment. 

enforcement 

People like to go to the city at night. The biggest deterrents are anti-social behaviours 
and the lack of transport and visible enforcement. Unfortunately, visible enforcement in 
cities like New York and Cuszco (Peru) seems to ensure one is safe at night there. 

enforcement 
Perhaps the 'Responsible Service of Alcohol' guidelines should be greater recognised 
and more stringently enforced. 
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enforcement 

Please explain to the police where Newcastle West is. There is open drug dealing, 
prostituition, vandalism, graffitti and pubs that don't understand about 18 being the legal 
drinking age. Have police on the beat 

enforcement 

Please get rid of the public drunkeness, vandalism, hooliganism and violence in our 
inner-city. An increased police presence with the powers and numbers to act, reduced 
opening times and increased accountability I am sure would help. 

enforcement Plentiful, highly visible "beat" police and trained "beat" marshals. 
enforcement police on foot with trained dogs also on horseback are   good for crowd control. 

enforcement 

police on the streets!! 
 
more enforcement on alchol consumption 

enforcement Police present in surrounding streets. 

enforcement 

police,police ,police,,,,perhaps a mobile station ,caravan setup in prominent spots in 
hunter st and hamilton would make people feel more secure knowing there is help not far 
away 

enforcement 
promote safety for all by having more Police on duty, also they could have a Phone 
system in place for emergency. The phones are a direct line to the Police on duty. 

enforcement 

Remove alcohol from its primary role in innner city entertainment and increase 
entertainment that meet the needs of all ages...This means regular events that 
encourage all ages, venues that may serve alcohol as a small part of their business [as 
opposed to hotels], better and more available transport options, and a people friendly 
approach to civic responsibility and law enforcement. 

enforcement 
Review public drunkeness, not just teens or early 20s. It is all ages. Look at 
homophobia/abuse near Beaumont Street. 

enforcement 

Set up a zero tolerance zone in an arc from Nobbys to Hamilton and every year extend 
the arc say 5km.  Eventually you end up with a city and surrounds tat has replaced the 
hoon economy with a responsible patronage 

enforcement 

Some of the messiest scenes in Newcastle and Hamilton occurred after race meets at 
the Racecourse. People of all ages are often so intoxicated they can hardly walk as they 
staggered into the city. Responsible service and consumption of alcohol at the Race 
venues needs to be reviewed to address the issue. 

enforcement 
Spew piss designer drugs making people violent. Sniffer dogs, RSA enforcement 
penalties for infringinh both and civilisation will follow. 

enforcement 

Staggering closing times will not work as those who are bent on drinking will continue to 
the next venue when the one they are in closes.  It would also create an unfair climate 
between the venues. The use of drug detection dogs would be of assistance provided 
the courts/magistrates took stronger action when offenders were arrested and charged. 

enforcement 
Stop the drunks and people who are going to pick a fight. As part of this we also need to 
address under-age drinking. 

enforcement Stop them from getting drunk 

enforcement 
The alcohol / drug users are the minority group who seem to cause the most problems - 
fighting, abuse, litter, accidents. 

enforcement 

The issues need the co-operation of all stakeholders to be successful e.g. if AFZ's are 
created then there must be enforcement of them.  Licencees are responsible for their 
establishments and heavy fines should be imposed for breaches of liquor laws. 

enforcement 
The lock out system is bad for night life. The majority of people who do the right thing are 
being punished. Target those who do the wrong thing but don't punish everyone 

enforcement 

The mix of business for evening entertainment must have an impact on the type of 
customers which visit the actual city bars and clubs at night, and some of the anti social 
activity which takes place.  I would never think to visit a restaurant in town, wheras I will 
frequently go out to a restaurant, and perhaps pub, in The Junction or Darby St, and feel 
very safe. Increasing the flow of the right sort of customer could change the sleazy, 
creepy feel of the city centre - supported by better policing, transport and RSA. 
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enforcement 

the police need more power.  
 
it is about time the alcohol industry started to pay it's fair share of the costs incurred by 
our community due to consumption of their product. 
 
thank you for the opportunity. 

enforcement 

The previous measures introduced have not worked and a clear and consciencious  
drive to ensure the objectives are carried out needs to be maintained. These measures 
will go a long way toward a safer city and and opportunity to restore faith  in the safety of 
our city and the promotion of our city night life. 
 
We need to capture the bad element who are making it unsafe for the majority of the 
community and punish them appropriately with applicable crimes. Punishments have not 
been mandatory nor severe enough and now is the time to Get tough on these criminals 
NO MATTER WHAT THE AGE!! 

enforcement 

The providers of the alcohol and entertainment should have a requirement to help with 
antisocial behavior after they have left their premises and are moving around the city 
from venue to venue and on their way home. Residents will then be far less likely to 
make noise complaints 

enforcement 

There are good social reasons to have environments where people can enjoy 
themselves. (Hoteliers also claim economic reasons) Anti social behaviour must not be 
tolerated and must be contained by enforcement agencies. Police numbers need to be 
strengthened to be highly visible in these areas. Legislation must be updated to reflect 
community opposition to antisocial behaviour, to accept as worthy of punishment 
incidents of that type and not be reduced because of effects of alcohol. Publicans must 
train staff in RSA and be responsible for its implementation and punished by law when 
they don't. Security guards need increased training to better manage localised 
disturbances. Are more needed? A method needs to be developed so that people 
behaving drunkenly/unacceptable and not ejected from one establishment cannot simply 
walk into another where their behaviour continues. They need to be identified, 
photographed and moved on from the district. Or charged. 

enforcement 

There should be no alcohol sold after midnight.  But everybody keeps just talking about 
alcohol  -  how about addressing the drug problem as well!!! I feel absolutely safe in 
Hamilton and go there often for dinner, but I would not feel safe going out in Newcastle at 
night, and I'm too scared to use public transport at night. 

enforcement 

Transit or state police officers needed at Civic station on Fri and Saturday nights. I went 
past Tuggerah Station on a Thursday night and there were two police officers there on 
surveillance. They weren't there for 2 minutes just to check on the people, they were 
stationed there. Why does this not happen anywhere in Newcastle? 

enforcement 

Try to make the foreshore as family friendly as possible with police presence.  Allow 
Hamilton to grow as our multi cultural centre.  We can all learn more from the different 
cultures. 

enforcement Undercover police surveillance of hotels for illegal drug trade. 
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enforcement 

we did all this bullshit come from? We don't want info about AFZ, bloody well enforce 
them noddy. 
 
What's this crap about media reporting. It is not perceived fear - it is actual real fear and 
violence occurring in the streets 
 
Council has a very good report from Rhyall Gordon about CCTVs. They are very costly 
and ineffective at preventing ARV. The community does not want to pay for this and the 
other unproven bullshit like ID scanners. Go back to Geelong. Why aren't you honestly 
advocating or having a mature sensible discussion about all the proven preventative 
measures that actually work and don't switch the costs onto the public? - because your 
mates and political donors the pubs and AHA don't want them. 
 
The community can see thru this- be fair dinkum 

enforcement 

We need increased lighting in Hunter Street and more police with a zero tolerance of 
poor behaviour.Many years ago I was in New York where that policy is in place with 
heaps of police and security and it was apleasure to dine out and see live shows without 
the fear of some idiot having a go at you 

enforcement 

While I realise the police have a tough job policing the streets their approach on Friday 
and Saturday seems to one of reacting to trouble rather than being pro-active. I often see 
several police cars responding to one scuffle in the streets when clearly one car would 
be enough.What we need is more officers walking the streets to increase the visability of 
police. 

enforcement 

Wickham Park Hotel is surrounded by alcohol free zones but they are never ever 
enforced it is a joke that the council put the signs up. Just come along on a Saturday 
night(or any day for that matter) and see people drinking and smoking on the footpath. 
Most times we can't walk down the footpath because of the drunk patrons hanging 
around the fromt door. Why that can't use the back beer garden? The violence around 
our Albert Street address is getting worse because of this night time abuse of our streets 
coming from the Wickham Park Hotel in Islington. 

enforcement 

Will the new  Delaney Hotel on Darby St change the dynamics? We do not need any late 
night bottle shops along Hunter St. Have the identified taggers pick up trash along 
Hunter St or some other worthy pursuit like assist the park gardeners. Would love the 
judicial system encourage community involvement or suggest fighters join the armed 
forces. 

enforcement 
Without varied entertainment AND policing AND regulating drinking time - the city will 
stay dead and Hamilton will be as 'safe' as it is now ! 

enforcement 

Young people (& in fact all who frequent the nightlife) have the right to experience the 
occasions in a safe environment. Get the police out of Westfield and onto the streets. 
Walking the beat would at least silence many of the loud mouths who are full of bravado 
& little else 

enforcement 

ZERO TOLERANCE ON CRIME NO EXCEPTIONS spit on the street you get busted at 
the moment I would advise all tourists to avoid Newcastle inner city is a place you do 
want to go there if you value your life. 

infrastructure 

As a middle- aged member of the community I find it very daunting to be walking around 
the streets in the city in the night time. There is not enough lighting along Hunter Street 
and many of the areas where the buses stop are particularily dark, especially at 
Auckland St and Union St. I think it would help if more lighting were provided. 
 
Hamilton is a much more well lit area 

infrastructure 

As you can gather from my response what you suggest is not enough for me I have lived 
in the inner city for over 21 years and I can confidently say I never go out of a night time 
ever!It is NOT SAFE.However in the daytime I get about all the time.Lighting is number 
one as is policing, cameras and friendly patrols with arrests on the spot for offenders. 
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infrastructure 
bus stops lit up and with close circuit camera`s, regular run buses, around hot spots, and 
definatly more police and security awarness to the public 

infrastructure 
CCTV everywhere is probably good, even though I wouldnt want to be taped but good for 
safety. Might make people think twice about doing the wrong thing. 

infrastructure CCTV is a must! 

infrastructure 

CCTV will discourage anti-social behaviour in the CBD and waterfront.The argument 
against, for reasons of costs, should be resolved by increasing ratepayers contribution by 
installing a specific revenue raising area, such as parking meters at beaches to cover 
any ongoing costs. 

infrastructure 
Clean Hunter Street Mall with a high pressure hose. easy! It smells and is uninviting. 
Make people proud of our city centre. 

infrastructure Clean up the city.  It is not very inviting and does not give a good image. 

infrastructure 

Creating a mix of people using an area is possible early in the night, however past 12 is 
often only younger people out and it is the minority who have drank too much or refused 
entry to premises that cause trouble. Late into the night requires greater Police presence 
and lighting of hot spots or travel routes for pedestrians. Buses running along Wharf rd 
would help. 

infrastructure 
Darby st was not included , or is darby st considered city? Better lighting, solor if 
possiable. 

infrastructure 

For public safety can CCTV be installed in the mall and all the other city hot spots? This 
will identify the people that are causing all the trouble in these areas and the law can 
deal with them 

infrastructure 

Hamilton and surrounding suburbs: 
 
Improve street lighting 
 
Provide clean streets and improve house keeping of some suburbs.  I.E. similar to NCC 
incentive of sweeping clean and providing brooms to Local Islington Residents to 
encourage them to keep their own street clean. 

infrastructure Hunter Street needs attention asap. 

infrastructure 

I am frequently in Hamilton at night.  In general the behavior of people is reasonable, but 
CCTV and walking patrols are very desirable to encourage the 1% of people who are not 
socially acceptable to mend their ways.  It would be good too if hotels were required to 
street clean for a radius of 100m every morning.  The amount of discarded bottles, cans 
and broken glass is disgusting. 

infrastructure 

Increase police presence 
 
toilets 

infrastructure 
Increase public lighting to make the main streets brighter and so make vandalism less 
likely. and easier to detect. 

infrastructure 

LIGHTENING AND CAR PARKING NEED TO BE IMPROVED.  
 
PUBLIC TOILET NEED TO BE INCREASED. 
 
If set up anchol free zone, it will lose the attraction of this city centre. 
 
Maybe can set up 'fake' and real cameras. 

infrastructure 

Lighting continues to be an issue, as highlighted by the Safety Audit undertaken last 
year. My street - Council St, Cooks Hill - has a very uneven footpath because of the fig 
tree roots and just two functioning lights in the whole street. This is very dangerous, 
presenting a trip hazard as well as increasing a sense of danger. Can Council do 
anything about this? 

infrastructure 

Make sure there is plenty of lighting in this area and that there is a through-flow of traffic 
as soft security.  Make it a place that pedestrians want to visit by promoting more 
restaurants and bars. 
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infrastructure 

Maybe provide better lighting so as to limit unsavory actions by those out at this time.   
 
Increase Police patrols and thereby increase awareness of survailance. 

infrastructure 

More emphasis on the judgement of venue staff would allow them some leeway, rather 
than rigid enforcement by OLGR. 
 
Cameras will help deter crime, and this should be affordable. 
 
Good luck! 

infrastructure 

More Police presence on the streets and good quality cameras would be a deterrent to 
antisocial behaviour. 
 
It would be good too if magistrates did not always appear to be on the criminals side. 

infrastructure 
More police presence, cameras so these areas can be enjoyed by all.We have two great 
areas here we need to promote them as that. 

infrastructure 
Need to support business owners in helping them deal with graffiti and rubbish left in 
public areas. 

infrastructure Newcastle city centre is not very enticing as a venue for going out - we avoid it. 

infrastructure 
Newcastle city centre needs to be upgraded and made people friendly..   Hamilton is 
wonderful 

infrastructure 

Regular transport services, CCTV, bright lighting,police patrols and an increased 
education campaign about non-acceptable behaviour would go a long way towards 
ensuring people feel safe about coming into the city. 

infrastructure Security cameras in popular areas such as the Mall 

infrastructure 

The failure of Newcastle to implement closed circuit TV is a n extremely visible failure of 
council officers as the Lord mayors Election campaign at the last election was based on 
this as an election promise when will council officers in this city stop preventing the will of 
the people. 

infrastructure 

We need increased lighting in Hunter Street and more police with a zero tolerance of 
poor behaviour.Many years ago I was in New York where that policy is in place with 
heaps of police and security and it was apleasure to dine out and see live shows without 
the fear of some idiot having a go at you 

leadership 

1 Beautification and infrastructure which includes transport 
2 Variety of entertainment, restaurants and coffee houses 
3  Obvious police presence 
4  Stop wasting money by putting up notices only the responsible read.  If you are going 
to lead, LEAD 

leadership 

a large number of young visitors into the city at night come from out of town, eg. 
maitland, central coast, the need to involve these councils to improve their own areas for 
entertaing the young needs to be looked at. 

leadership Act now with authority & purpose or the problem will continue to grow....!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
leadership ACT NOW!! 

leadership 

Action has to be taken to reclaim the streets of both areas for the safe use by all persons 
that frequent the areas. 
 
All forms of anti social behaviour must be dealt with in a way to ensure that offenders do 
not repeat offend and penalties impsed are a deterent to others. 

leadership 
Another community meeting on this topic would be best discussed again, maybe in the 
community centers in hamilton itself or the town hall again. 

leadership DO someting soon we must act now not just keep discussing things 
leadership good luck! 

leadership 

great city 
 
Don't let it become the grog capital nof NSw 
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This gives the city abad name 

leadership Great suggestions - lets see some of them put in place 

leadership 

Hamilton has a fairly good reputation and should be the model for development of the 
Honeysuckle/CBD area. There is far too much beaurocratic involvement and too many 
'do-gooders' trying to control every aspect of our lives. Provide a quality 
social/entertainment precinct rather than a seedy, poorly presented former shopping 
area. 

leadership 
Hamilton is not as bad as Hunter Street. I would concentrate the efforts in Newcastle 
West. 

leadership 

I am so pleased to have received this survey and concern for safety and fearful concern 
in attending various functions for enjoyment in the Newcastle city centre and Hamilton by 
night. 
 
It is serious, and I feel that these surveys from Newcastle Voice most important and I feel 
that someone is really doing something constructive about it. 
 
I only hope that something will be done, as I have heard from some 
Novacastrians....nothing is ever done!  
 
I have faith in Newcastle Voice.  Thank you. 

leadership 

I attended the "consultation " on 22 February last. 
It was appallingly badly organised and conducted to the extent that the basis of this 
questionaire is irrelevant. 
The action that Council could take would be to spend proper professional fees to hire 
properly trained,qualified and recommendef Facilitators. 
 
This would cost more, but the City would get real value for money and a result that could 
be relied upon to work for the progress of the City. 

leadership 

I believe that the solution to anti-social behaviour within the city lies outside the anti-
social behaviour. While managing such behaviour may be necessary in the short term, a 
corollary of a 'big picture' more holistic plan for the city centre could be that such 
behaviour will significantly diminish. 

leadership 

I don't think this is rocket science and my feeling is that the community is disapointed the 
council hasn't taken more action to make the streets safer and ensure there's adequate 
transport. The are people getting bashed with hammers and king hit and it's because 
people are bored and drunk. 
 
Although there's been an improvement with earlier closing times, I don't think this is the 
answer. It's stupid for instance that you can't go to a bar and have a glass of whiskey 
because it's considered a shot. Not letting people into venues after 1am is also a joke. In 
many cities around the world, people don't go out for food until 11 and to bars for a drink 
after wards until around this time. 

leadership I encourage you to make sure you get it right,because if you do the people will come. 

leadership 

I HAVE SEEN THE CURRENT REVAMP OF THE NIGHT TIME STRUCTURE OF THE 
C.B.D.MANY TIMES BEFORE , YOU ARE STILL GOING DOWN THE SAME TRACK 
AND THIS WILL NOT SOLVE THE PROBLEM. THE ALCOHOL THE DRUGS, THE 
LACK OF RESPECT IS OUT OF CONTROL.UNTIL THERE IS A REAL EFFORT MADE, 
NOTHING WILL CHANGE. QUITE FRANKLY WHAT I AM SEEING NOW IS ONCE 
AGAIN ALL SMOKE AND MIRRORS, ALL CONTROLLED AND MANIPLULATED BY 
THOSE WHO MAKE A GREAT DEAL OF MONEY OUT OF THIS NIGHTTIME 
ECCONOMY. THERE ARE TOO MANY ILL MANAGED OUTLETS AND THEY ALL GET 
AWAY WITH IT. 

leadership 
I hope that those in power will eventually have the courage to implement changes which 
could lead to an improvement in the social lives of law-abiding and non-law-abiding 
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citizens! 

leadership I think your previous box ticking covered most of the problems 

leadership 

If the previous listed highly important issues are implemented then the city will be a long 
way towards achieving a safer, more enjoyable environment for people to spend their 
leisure time. 
 
The sad thing is that the items listed are so well known but no action is ever 
implemented. 
 
No more studies, just FIX IT! 

leadership 

Increase transport options. 
Increase policing. 
Increase lightening. 
Allow pubs and clubs to stagger closing times. 
If people who live near pubs and clubs dont like the noise, why did they move there in 
the first place. 
 
I live behind a pub, at times its noisey. I knew it would be, I have NEVER complained. 
 
Council puts too much emphasis on noise restrictions for people living close to pubs and 
clubs, if people do not want noise at night, move to the susburs. 
 
Residents can not have the best of both worlds, entertainment at their doorstep when 
they want it, and silent streets. If you live in the city, you live in the city, get over it! Enjoy 
it! 

leadership 

Issues such as enforcing alcohol free zones is debatable.  On any afternoon there are 
people having a civilised glass of wine with their picnic in designated alcohol free zones 
which in many ways is encouraging appropriate use of alcohol. that is very different from 
overtly drunk minors staggering menacingly with a bottle in their hand.  Encouraging 
more people into town is probably the solution.  The most recent big problems were at 
council events like Australia day rather than private events or functions.You need to set 
the big event example if you want others to follow.  Fat as Butter was brilliant!!! 

leadership 
It is dangerous - the council seems impotent any many issues - prove us wrong and do 
something!!! 

leadership 
It is pleasing to see that Council is taking a more proactive role in addressing the 
problems currently being experienced. 

leadership 

It is wrong to treat pubs and clubs as the cause of the night time problems in Newcastle 
and Hamilton.  Alcohol abuse is a societal problem not endemic to Newcastle. The 
minority of patrons cause problems, while a minority of residents take offense. Council 
should continue its good work in enlivening public spaces and stimulating economic 
activity. 

leadership Keep up the good work! 

leadership 
likely little will be done - police are understaffed - we have a weak council and politicians 
are dictated to by the lobby groups who provide donations 

leadership 

Locate and read (no, STUDY) the Reports commissioned and paid for by Newcastle City 
Council and the former Honeysuckle Development Corporation and implement the 
Recommendations. 
 
Also,hire professional Facilitators for Public Consultations and hire equally Professional 
providers of proper questions and methods of surveying publec attitudes to get sound 
results that Council can reloy upon. 
 
This is expensive, but the good results are worth the cost. 
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leadership 

Make sure you understand, and know, the people you want to bring INTO the areas and 
the people you want to keep OUT. Don't put everyone under the same banner - 'they all 
want arts or a concert'; 'they just want to have a drink and get into trouble'; 'they only 
want to surf'; etc. 

leadership 

Making the areas visually more attractive and more accessible parking will attract 
hopefully a more sensible clientel to these night time hot spots, which will hopefully in 
turn help reduce some of the troubles arising 

leadership 

NCC is leading the state in terms of alchohol management on the street - keep it up!! 
 
THANKS for the chance to provide input. 

leadership 

NCC to actively participate in the liquor accord. 
 
NCC to seek NSW Govt funding to implement the Hassle Free Nights Plan 
 
React only to the facts and don't be unduly influenced by the media and minority groups. 
 
FACT: 90% of all alcohol-related violence occurs at home (Bocsar figures Feb 2010) 

leadership 

Newcastle City and Hamilton have an awful National reputation, the Council can and 
should for the sake of the taxpayers that fund them protect the City and the residents 
from the onslaught of violence, hoolganism and thuggery at an individual and Industry 
level. 
 
Supporting Residents and the Police get real enforcement that works as has been shown 
with the recent reduction from very high levels of street Alcohol related violence reduced 
to high levels of alcohol related violence, as a City dweller I was so happy to get a few 
nights sleep a week after the earlier closing times were enacted, but I have real fears 
that the Industry instead of learning their lesson are pressurising for reversal of teh 
decision and teh Council are not helping enforce the existing laws. It is pointless to have 
street signs that the Council are unwilling to enforce. No one should be allowed to carry 
open alcohol containers within the CBD and Hamilton this is easy to police and will set 
the precedent that Council are supporting the resiodnets and that Newcastle is open for 
all not justy drunks and vandals. 

leadership 

Newcastle City Centre has the potential to be a great night time entertainment hub.  
 
But with the city being left looking shabby during the day and feeling unsafe after dark it 
will never reach the potential of the great cosmopolitan city centre it could be.  
 
By looking and addressing the major issue of night time safety, transport and public 
behaviour we would see more business operators want to open venues in our city 
 
And also by involving the council in the liquor accord, not only the operators, we would 
see a better understanding of all aspects of night time activities, major events. 

leadership 

Newcastle City Council must not own or operate any premises that hosts a liquor licence. 
This is a major conflict of interest. That includes City Hall and Fort Scratchley. 
 
NCC's role should be to licence, regulate and enforce. It should also facilitate the 
establishment and operation of Licenced premises sufficient to meet the needs of the 
community. 

leadership Newcastle deserve better. 
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leadership 

Newcastle needs revitalisation urgently. GPT (or whoever) should be encouraged to get 
on with it and without holding the people of Newcastle to ransom regarding the removal 
of the rail line. A private business should not be able to force infrastructure (or lack 
thereof) onto a community.  
 
Once the city had a fresh retail hub, people would be more inclined to visit and shop in 
the city.  
 
Newcastle needs a new film cinema and for it's other cultural attractions (the museums) 
to be fast tracked so that the city provides entertainments other than those that are 
purely alcohol based. 

leadership 
Please investigate and conduct the activities as suggested in the previous question and 
thanks for the opportunity to have input 

leadership 

Pull out the rain line - open up the idea of a range of entertainment, large and small, from 
the CBD to the harbour - dramatically improve bus transportation at night (more of them 
and more frequent) - get the GPT plan underway asap - close pubs at 2pm - liase with all 
the parties affected - dont dilly dally with what to do  -  no more slaps on the wrist for 
vandals and drunken behaviour (hit them with fines - hurts more when hit in the hip 
pocket) - 

leadership 
safety is most important. the inner city centre needs major revamping. it is old very ugly 
& if we are to encourage people back it needs to look inviting 

leadership 

Some lateral thinking and courage is needed to redevelop the city centre.  There are lots 
of inner city residents who refrain from entering the mall after dark for fear of muggings. 
The mall has become a 'playground' for those who want to trash things. The city needs to 
be vibrant, like European cities with people out and about enjoying the sites and services 
on offer. Hunter Street has always been too long a corridor so work needs to be 
concentrated on a small precinct as cited earlier. 

leadership 

Stop excluding people who want to recreate in our city in ways not sanctioned by Tony 
Brown. We pay good money to purchase property and live in the inner city, and should 
be able to go to the local pub and watch a local band and drink until 4am if that is what 
we choose to do. 

leadership 

Stop listening to blokes like Tony Brown who are obsessed with the symptoms and not 
the overall issue. Newcastle for the health of its community need a dynamic and vibrant 
night time economy. It is not going to be solved over night it needs cultural change to 
occur and that can only happen over time don't look for a quick fix look for a real solution. 
People will make the change on their own they don't need to be forced just make more 
attractive to change than not. 

leadership 
STOP SUPPYING yuppie renters FACILITIES AND PROVIDE FACILITIES AND SAFE 
ACCESS FOR THE RATE PAYERS 

leadership 
Stop the continual consultation and review what has been said and done and for god 
sake do it..... 

leadership 

Strict enforcement of alcohol sales,close locations that don't conform. 
 
Lead by example, instead of being dictated to by AHA. 

leadership The problem is management not enforcement. 

leadership 

The young need to be educated in schools as to the dangers of alcohol consumption in 
an inovative way - facts and figures do not have an impact. There are very few family 
friendly places to go to - the emphasis is on clubs and bars. Plus the way the council 
have let newcastle run down particularly the city end contributes to the problem. The 
council should have done something about this long ago. Why is the old Post Office not 
been developed - its been empty for years whereas it could have been turned into shops, 
restuarant etc. 
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leadership 

There has been & probably will be more of this sort of pretending to do something. 
The elected leaders should get their bloody fingers out make decisions & get something 
done. 
Of course if they make the wrong decision, it'll be unfortunate but obvious, BUT that can 
be fixed & is much better than doing bugger all. as is the case now 

leadership 

There is a marked gap bewteen teh Hamilton & teh city areas at night. 
 
Hamilton's night district is very condensewd and this congestion assists in safety (lighing, 
people, no dead spots when migrating between venues) 
 
The City is teh opposite - lareg areas, poor presentation, many dead spots. 
 
The city needs to consider whether it can prepare and present a section of the CBD as 
teh 'city noght zone' a section of mixed services (restaurants, opubs, bars, etc) that can 
aact as teh 'night heart' of the CBD. The expanse of the currnet city CBD is too large to 
fix in its entirity - work towards developing a heart of the city. 

leadership 

There is potential for Newcastle to have an nationally renowned live music scene as 
there are so many quality local bands. Council could promote this asset of Newcastle to 
encourage a thriving night-life. 
 
The aesthetic appearance of Hunter Street is presently a turn-off for coming to the city. 
Investment in rejuvenating the derelict buildings would go a long way towards improving 
the vibe. 
 
Encourage buskers! 
 
Encourage alfresco dining / beer gardens. 

leadership 

This city has such potential, we need to stop acting like a backwater hick town and stop 
ourselves be treated like one.  Why do we put up with the coal dust from the coal trains 
and loaders (It's pretty bad in Maryville), if we get zilch funding back.  We all know the 
income coal provides to the State Government.  LEts get some back. 

leadership 

This initiative is well ä much needed project for the city and I fully support it. However 
council is ignoring it's own consultant's recent advice in distinguishing between the 
evening economy and the night time economy. As John Montgomery said - even people 
who live in the city need to sleep! 
 
The AHA is keen to promote the "24 hour economy"and the  
 
'night time economy" in order to lobby for their members pubs to be open in the early 
hours of the morning and throughout the night. Council might now be inadvertantly falling 
in to promoting this type of business by promoting the night time economy. 
 
I am asking you to reword your project to the "evening economy" and clearly defining the 
hours as say up to midnight. Do this and then later on consider the " night time economy" 
seperately 
 
Council must actively work with OLGR/CLGCA to oppose any new hotel licenses being 
granted in the city center and HEP. See OLGRs fact sheet for councils. 

leadership 
too many accord meetings, too many conflicting arguments re supply and demand, 
behaviour, and economics. 
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leadership 

We are fast becoming a nanny state, where legislation and regulations are restricting and 
punishing the majority who do the right thing. 
 
To have a situation in a major regional city where you can't get into a bar for a beer after 
1am is embarrasing. 
 
If people do the wrong thing they should be punished, but stop blaming the rest of us and 
restricting our activities at night. 
 
A vibrant night life is an important part of any city and must be maintained in Newcastle. 
 
We need more restaurants and bars, more variety, more transport options. Happy to 
have more police on the beat if this makes people feel safer, but honestly, it is already a 
very safe place to have a night out. 

leadership 

we did all this bullshit come from? We don't want info about AFZ, bloody well enforce 
them noddy. 
 
What's this crap about media reporting. It is not perceived fear - it is actual real fear and 
violence occurring in the streets 
 
Council has a very good report from Rhyall Gordon about CCTVs. They are very costly 
and ineffective at preventing ARV. The community does not want to pay for this and the 
other unproven bullshit like ID scanners. Go back to Geelong. Why aren't you honestly 
advocating or having a mature sensible discussion about all the proven preventative 
measures that actually work and don't switch the costs onto the public? - because your 
mates and political donors the pubs and AHA don't want them. 
 
The community can see thru this- be fair dinkum 

leadership 
we have to act NOW to get this city back to what it used to be when families could walk 
around newcastle at night letus not get like sydney at the cross . 

leadership 

Why are you doing this survey now? Is there talk about stopping the measures that have 
already been taken? There has been a huge reduction in alcohol-fuelled violence so this 
is surely a wasted effort.Newcastle can be proud of what has happened and indeed the 
national publicity about ti. Perhaps Council could spend time shaming the Premier for her 
lack of will to do the same in Sydney. 
 
The police presence needs to be greater but it presumably won't be - they don't 
investigate anything any more, they don't come when you need them, why are they going 
to wander around the streets any more than they do now? Council has no influence over 
this. 
 
You probably need to consider having something happen in the Mall and along Hunter 
Street at night - like hot dog vending machines, a soup kitchen, lots of lighting.  
 
Are there not other issues that are still a problem that Newcastle Voice could be talking 
about? Why have you not done something asking people their opinion about greening 
our city to counteract the work our arborists are intent on, like cutting down many if not all 
of our mature trees? 

leadership 

Why is this all about supply alcohol late at night.  newcastle has the worst reputation of 
any city i know.  Whilst travelling in southern NSW a opera singer said she sang in 
Newcastle and the audience reacted in the negative.  Her response to this confirmed the 
audience negative reaction to the area and she said she will never go there again.  We 
seem to live in this cocoon and beleive it is normal for delapidated building, a council that 
cannot nor has the stomach to make a decision, a state governement who plays the 
public as morons. 
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leadership 

You can't have large venues serving large amounts of alcohol to large groups of young 
men (especially, although young women can be violent, too) without having serious 
safety issues.   
 
Get OVER the pub & liquor lobbies, they do not have the public interest in mind, they 
only want to make money, and we all know it.  The public are not fooled - you won't get 
masses of other customers in Newcastle city centre or Hamilton - or anywhere - if they 
don't feel safe.   
 
Newcastle generally has a terrible reputation for nighttime safety, and to fix it, you have 
to attack the problem on many fronts *simultaneously*.  It is ridiculous to think that 
putting in cameras is going to stop a drunk person from bashing someone - drunk people 
don't think about whether there's a camera there or not.  If there are many more police 
officers, bright outside lights, fewer huge venues with large packs of drunk (& often, 
bored) young men hanging about, more kinds of evening entertainment with other sorts 
of people walking the streets, better public transport, AND cameras, then you have a real 
shot at changing things.  You'd have to start block by block, and build a nighttime 
community of businesses and people who do something other than serve and drink 
alcohol. 

leadership 

You know what works! 
 
JUST STOP STUPID QUESTIONNAIRES LIKE THIS AND LETS AHVE SOME 
ACTION!!! 
ENFORCE RSA 
ENFORCE AFZ 
KEEP 1AM LOCKOUT,3AM CLOSING, 
NO MORE INNER CITY PUBS(22!!! IS ENOUGH) 
HOW WILL YOU GET MORE PEOPLE TO LIVE IN THE INNER CITY IF YOU INSIST 
ON THE PROLIFERATION OF PUBS AND LARGE BARS. 
I KNOW MANY RESIDENTS WHO ARE SELLING TO GET OUT OF THE INNER 
CITY!!!!! 

safety 

At my age (62), the most important issues are safety and a balanced mix of 
entertainment venues (more restaurants and cinemas, fewer pubs). Personally, I am 
never in Newcastle in the early hours in the morning when most violence and other 
antisocial behavior seems to occur, however, I understand the situation for police and 
other groups, which have to deal with this and, therefore, I think it is a good thing to curb 
the excessive consumption of alcohol. When me and my wife walked from the ferry past 
the Brewery, the smell of stale urine was noticeable! Not very nice. 

safety 

Basically, we should try to fill it. Fill it with people -- promote living in the city centre. Fill it 
with more bars, pubs, clubs, lounges/lounge bars, wine bars -- to promote diversity. Fill it 
with more cultural night time activities -- such as Reviving old cinemas and theaters, 
restaurants and public eating areas -- not all night time activities need to be centered 
around alcohol. 
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safety 

Because of the amount of activity in the restaurant strip in Hamilton (and in Darby 
Street)there is a perception of safety for visitors to these venues at night. 
 
However, most visitors would leave these restaurant zones relativley early. I am unsure 
whether it is as safe later in the night as I am not a customer at late night alcohol venues.
 
In contrast, a visit to the City at night to attend the Cinema (my main reason for being in 
the City at night)can feel unsafe because of the fairly deserted nature of the City. For 
example because of the lack of people in the streets at night there is a perception that it 
is unsafe to stroll through the Mall to window shop after visiting the cinema. It would be 
nice to feel free to do this. 
 
At night many women would not attend the restarants on the waterfront in the vicinity of 
the Maritme Museum if they were travelling alone because of the need to park in isolated 
areas. There is a perception that it is unsafe to walk to these parking areas after a night 
out. Whether this perception reflects the facts is an unknown. 

safety 

Current circumstances do not allow a lot of night time activities in the areas discussed 
due to younger family.  In the coming years, this will change, therefore one can only 
hope that these suggestions will assist in keeping my children safe when they do start to 
attend in these areas. 

safety Darby St. OK and Beaumont St OK Mall scary 

safety 

Early closing times, responsible service of alcohol by venues and liquor outlets. Some 
people want to be able to go out to dinner or events and not be harassed by drunks. We 
should be able to do this with safety and there needs to be a stronger presence - this is 
not the responsibility of the police force alone, the Council should make the city a safe 
place for its citizens 

safety 

Hamilton by night is extremely safe, as far as I can comment, as it has certain vibrant 
areas open for business at all hours where a lone visitor on her way to a venue can 
always feel safe 
 
I can't comment about the city centre 

safety 

Hamilton is part of my patch so I use it frequently, but not late at night. I enjoy the eating 
at Hamilton and sometimes walk home. I also enjoy the variety of food establishments. 
It's a relatively small strip and has some useful features that could be transferred to the 
CBD: traffic calmers; good street lighting; seating and eating on the footpath; a goodly 
flow of traffic providing passive surveillance. I don'y know how this last works on the dise 
streets, but it makes me feel safe on Beaumont. The CBD would benefit from all of the 
above, but the life has been drained out of it. Time to put it back, I reckon. 

safety 

Have them live here, not drive here. All the world's real cities—cities where the leaders 
actually live in town too—have buildings with NO parking, for people to live and work in 
the city, and not drive all over. Shops, entertainment facilities, etc, could be partonised by 
people actually living walking/cycling distance away. They would all have their eyes on 
the street. 
 
Again, I say leaders who drive to council meetings, should have no say at all. 

safety 

I am disappointed that I am now more likely to be assaulted walking through Inner 
Newcastle at night than walking through inner Sydney.  The thugs, drunks and idiots 
appear to have free reign after dark in Inner Newcastle - please work to resolve this 
situation ASAP. 

safety 

I am impressed by Hamilton's nightlife because of its cosmopolitan atmosphere as well 
as Darby Street's nightlife.  However, Hunter Street particularly Hunter Street West could 
do with massive improvements as right now it is dangerous to walk the streets at night. 

safety 
I avoid it mostly myself, and I'm dreading my children reaching the age where they want 
to go out at night. 
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safety 

I concede there are unfortunate events sometimes in the Newcastle city centre. 
However, such events take place usually well after midnight e.g. at closing times of 
alcohol outlets. Generally speaking, though in my late 70s, I feel quite safe walking at 
night in the centre - I have lived in the eastend for 32 years and attest that noise, 
carhooning is far less now than ten years ago! 

safety i don't go at night due to safety concerns 
safety I feel ashamed of our reputation and fearful for our young people. 

safety 

I feel much more at ease walking though Beaumont Street in the late evening than I do in 
Hunter Street.  Why?  Because Beaumont Street gives me a sense of safety, it looks and 
feels better than Hunter Street does.  It's cleaner. 

safety 

I feel safer walking through Asian cities such as Bangkok late at night than my home city 
of Newcastle. The main difference is that the city centres are "owned" by ordinary by 
ordinary people rather than groups of alcohol fueled yobos, 

safety 
I HAVE CHILDREN IN THE LATE TEENS AND I CONTINUE TO DISCURRAGE THEM 
FROM GOING INTO TOWN DUE TO SAFETY 

safety 

I have lived in Newcastle East for ten years, and during that time alcohol- fuelled 
misbehavious has worsened. We were originally not afraid of walking home at night - 
since the restricted hotel hours it has improved, but we are still cautious about being out 
after 10pm. The are too many alcohol outlets near where where people behave 
obnoxiously. We do not like hearing police sirens, indicating people are fighting and 
injuring each other 

safety 

I have no intention of visiting either of these areas by night until a concerted effort is 
made to crack down on unsocial behaviour - mainly drink or drug fuelled and involving 
young people who have no respect for other people or their property. It is time Newcastle 
took the steps that the authorities in Singapore took some years ago to curb rife 
antisocial and violent behaviour. The Nanny State syndrome does not work!!! 

safety 
I have not made use of these areas on a frequent basis at night for quite some time. Last 
time I did make use of these areas at night, they seemed adequate. 

safety 

I live in Newcastle / work in Sydney and have lived in both on and off for years. One of 
the things that makes me FEEL safer (even if I might not be!) in Sydney is the amount of 
activity (Colour and movement if you like!) on the streets. Newcastle to me at night 
seems closed down, tired isolated and therfore dangerous.  
 
The reality of crime on the streets may be different to public perception - I know what my 
family and friends perceptions are and they're all centered around a feeling that 
Newcastle has become a dangerous place to be at night.  
 
I'd like to knwo what effect lock out has had. As someone who goes out every now and 
then I just find it annoying, I get it and the reasons behind it but is it working? If so I'm all 
for it and I'll stop being annoyed that I can't change venues towards the end of the night. 
(Not a biggy! lol) 

safety 
I miss being able to wander those areas at night without constantly being aware of the 
possibility of violance towards others or myself. 

safety 

I personally wouldn't want to reside near either of these hot spots.  It's nice to be able to 
go there early in the evening and leave before the irresponsible behaviour becomes the 
norm.  We go to Hamilton because it's closer to home, and the only reason we go to 
Hunter St area at night is if we're attending something at the Civic Theatre.  Otherwise I 
stay well clear of the place.  I wouldn't want to use public transport late at night, and if 
buses or trains do operate at those times then I hope they have security on them. 

safety I stay in after dark on the weekends, and let everyone know that's what I have to do. 

safety 
I tend to go suburban as I don't feel safe in the city.  If there were more people in there 
and parking was safe I'd probably go in there more 

safety I want to be able to walk down the street without being confronted by drunken hoons. 
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safety 

I would love to feel sufficiently safe to walk after dark between Islington and Hamilton. I 
currently do not and have been a resident in this area for more than 10 years. 
 
I would also love to walk around my suburb during the day with my baby in his pram and 
not have cars slow down to see if I am on the game. I love living here it is a fantastic 
location - just sick of seeing and hearing antisocial behavior. 

safety 

Issues of youth drinking and antisocial behaviour and violence. 
 
And issues of city centre enlivenment strategies, should not be confused. 

safety It can do with some ongoing attention but it is not as bad as many seem to think. 
safety It has so much potential but it does not feel like a safe place to be at night. 

safety 

It saddens me to see hwta newcastle is becoming, I was born here nearly 60 uears ago, I 
do not feel safe any more and especially as I am getting older and my abity to defend 
myself if attacked is all but impossible,,, 

safety 

It seems to me that the most important requirement for night-time activities is to eenforce 
safety. We should give our police back powers to remove troublemakers as soon as it 
starts off. Brisbane Queenstreet Mall has a police office in the mall which is manned all 
the time with additional officers after dark, there will still be trouble from some elements 
but this is really unusual as most trouble makers are removed early before it escalates 
We need this kind of presence in Newcastle to make it safe for ordinary revellers to enjoy 
their nights out in town.If video survellance is used it should be as a weapon against 
voilence and with a quick police presence when they see tis on camera it will soon get rid 
of the bad element. 

safety 

Last time I went to Hamilton at night I witnessed a fight outside a pub with lots of blood 
and yelling on a Wednesday night and the last time I went into the city (to the cinema) at 
night I saw drugged children attacking a car and breaking its windows.  This has to stop 
to make the place more habitable. I don't know how you stop this.  It is not a matter of 
tearing up the railway line.  Surely we all have to accept that the city as we knew it has 
changed and react accordingly.  I don't know - it is very frustrating. 

safety 

Last time i went to hamilton I witnessed a brawl out side the kent hotel. 
This was not the first time I have seen this. 
It makes me think twice about going out at night. 
Note. I am not a small man and usually pretty brave but  safety at night is a very big 
concern to me. 

safety MAKE IT SAFER FOR FAMILIES & YOUNG PEOPLE. 

safety 
more people more safety, less alcohol more safety, more diversity more safety, better 
lighting more safety, involve young people in decision-making 

safety 

murders and stabbingsand bashings are too common in both of these areas,is it alchohol 
or lack of security or marshals ,be it trains hotels  or just inner city,sometimes cameras 
only showing the act,I feel not catching the perpitraiters.I feel clean up the innercity fill it 
with new venues ,cafes restaurants and busineses.this will spread the people about. 

safety 
My wife and are hesitant to visit newcastle at night due to the alcahol fueled behaviour of 
some yobbos. 

safety 
No further comments, except that we inner city residents are fed-up with feeling we are 
under siege after dark. 

safety 

Only with a solid core of residents will the city be able to generate enough demand for a 
wide range of night-time activities and also sufficient "voice" and pressure for 
enforcement of measures to reduce vandalism and drunkenness. 

safety 
People need to feel safe on public transport and also on the streets where gangs of 
younger people roam 

safety people need to feel safe. 
safety Public safety is number 1. 
safety Safety is a priority 
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safety 
Safety is an issue many people especially older patrons consider when going to venues. 
Newcastle has challenging issues, and Hamilton is catching up. 

safety Safety would have to be the prime concern of all stakeholders 

safety 

The best possible thing is to relocate university faculties downtown, and to introduce the 
pleasant merriment of multi-cultural student life. You'll create businesses that cater to 
affordability whilst remain tasteful, not to mention bookshops, fashion, music and other 
pace-setting businesses. Newcastle is a relatively small, beautiful university town, and 
that lends a certain air to the city that is not capitalized upon at present. The worst 
decision ever was to locate the university on the exterior. Imagine what many of those 
empty buildings could be used for now! Education is Australia's third biggest export right 
now, and Newcastle can sell itself and its education facilities using the hook of the 
natural beauty of Australia's best small city. I'm a huge believer in this city's future, which 
shouldn 't be modeled on Sydney development. 

safety 

The city looks derelict and this canb encourage antisocial attitudes and behaviuors. 
There are too many alcohol centric venues and more variety would be positive. Any 
possible effectiveness of 'passive surveilance' from residents would be servely minimised 
if the majority of those residents are indoors after dark. 

safety 

The current Nightclubs and late night alcohol establishments encourage youth to drink to 
excess.   
 
Unfortunately intoxicated youth in the Newcastle CBD make the city unsafe for the 
average person to walk the streets. 

safety 

The issues of Hamilton should not be mixed in or tacked on to the newcastle city 
promlem, its totally diferent, I regard hamilton as safer than the old former CBD it does 
not really exist 

safety The more people that live in and visit the inner city at night the safer it will get. 

safety 

The most important I thought is to attract more residents and people into the CBD with 
restaurants etc to improve the night time mix of people in the city. This of course relies 
on the safety and transport aspect also. 

safety The need to feel safe. To leave a venue and be able to get to your transport safe. 

safety 

There are already sufficient activities available for my entertainment but I just go to the 
suburbs for that instead because of the social issues and concomitant dangers. At night, 
I just don't feel safe in town. 

safety 
These areas just aren't safe for anyone to walk through after midnight. The' ferals' run 
riot 

safety 

They are young peoples venues where alcohol and violence are rife ,my wife and I are 
seeking safe non violent venues ,we will keep our visits to yhese places to an absolute 
minimum until it is safe to return. 

safety we as users of these areas need to feel safer at night in our city 
safety We love Newcastle and Hamilton we don't want to see it wrected by a certain element. 

safety 

Why is this all about supply alcohol late at night.  newcastle has the worst reputation of 
any city i know.  Whilst travelling in southern NSW a opera singer said she sang in 
Newcastle and the audience reacted in the negative.  Her response to this confirmed the 
audience negative reaction to the area and she said she will never go there again.  We 
seem to live in this coccoon and beleive it is normal for delapidated building, a council 
that cannot nor has the stomach to make a decision, a state governement who plays the 
public as morons. 

safety Would like to use these areas more, but concerned about violence 

social change 

Antisocial behavour appears to be a cult, social problem. Peaple should be able to go out 
at night & not be in fear. 
 
Pear pressure probably leads to group voilence 
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social change 

As a young person it was a common occurrence for whole families to walk up Hunter 
Street, especially on warm summer nights and enjoy the ambience,window shopping etc, 
usually finishing with an ice cream as a treat. 
 
I doubt very much whether that is happening today as the vast majority of people that I 
speak to are fearfull of going into Newcastle of a night. So lets us fix it up and bring back 
some old time values when people felt safe to walk our city streets. 

social change 

Binge-drinking is a disease destroying our youth, the quality of life of the residential 
community, and the reputation of this city. The undermining of community efforts to 
constructively address this issue, by State Government and Council vested interests, has 
been shameful. Ms Keneally's response that "One size does not fit all; and that there 
should be local solutions to fit local problems is a complete sell-out. How many Tony 
Browns, in how many local areas, working 8 years apiece, will it take before Government 
provides an ethical response to solve this national disgrace. 

social change community & family night life to be nurtured and valued 

social change 

Consequences need to be seen and publicized for antisocial behaviour.  That includes 
the under 18yrs group that have been very aware and vocal that there are no 
consequences for  their behaviour that the police can easily pursue. 
 
There is a rapid grapevine when people are hurt or injured by drunken behaviour - a new 
mythology needs to be put "out there" re respect for other individuals and property. 
 
Cameras in a few known trouble spots. 

social change 

Enforcement reminds people about responsibility. It is not an issue about venues - these 
are the sympton, not the cause.  People drink at home or from take out bottle shops that 
fuels the alcohol issue.  The City is by and large safe. Like the safe roads program, 
people should be made aware they are responsible for their own actions and if they are 
caught in contravention of the law or social norms they will be punished. 

social change 
ensure people are held responsible for their own actions and do not penalise people who 
are doing the right thing 

social change 

Excessive consumption of alcohol is the real issue here... This is a lifestyle/culture that 
permeates the late-teens, University-aged and older age groups. An extended period of 
(zero) intolerance for the abusive/negative behaviour associated with such consumption 
will change that culture in the City/Hamilton areas - perhaps with a corresponding 
change of clientelle... The refurbished harbour side area is beautiful, and much more 
could be made of the beach areas too. Traffic congestion in Hamilton is also a major 
issue. 

social change 

eye catching posters in venues showing safety points, 
*keys out before you leave 
*travel in pairs or more. 
why isn't anyone brave enough to make a decision on where our rail line should 
end.whatever the outcome there will be those who are unhappy. 

social change 
Have always enjoyed most activities in these areas,substance abuse is a problem 
around the clock 

social change 

How people behave is a reflection of themselves and I don't think becoming a police 
state is the answer.  Personally I think the crisis is what do young people do at night - I 
don't have the answers. 

social change 

I ranked those comments about non-drinking sites as unimportant, given that my focus is 
not on a couple having a picnic with 2 long neck bottle of beer in say, Civic Park, or 
where ever, but my concern is on they manner in which that choice is undertaken. 

social change 

i think anglo-saxon society is split minded. in europe having children with families on 
pubs is normal as in liquor serving cafes - restaurants. Do it here. if a kid grows up with 
adutls drinking wine etc they won't turn into suburban boguns. 
 
More jazz - blues for adult entertainment and this up to and after midnight say starting at 
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9 pm 

social change 

If people did not over-drink, there would be hardly any problem.   People would be able 
to come to the city centre and Hamilton at night and not have any 'fears' about their well-
being. 
 
As mentioned before, if people want to over-drink (get drunk) let them do it at home!    
 
Similar to smoking in public places, why should the majority of people have to 'suffer' 
because of other people's desire to get drunk and/or smoke! 

social change 

Just as littering and smoking are now seen as bad. Drinking needs also to be seen as 
uncool and bad.  Taxes on drinking needs to be high and pay for all the damage it 
creates - social damage, medical costs, vandalism, loss of individuals that are unable to 
participate normally in society due to drink, care for those abused by aclcoholics, etc.  
Government need to be stop from becommming dependand on aclohole and gamballing 
revenue. 

social change Make people responsible for their own actions 

social change 

May seem "old-fashioned" (age 78) and "killjoy" but can't understand why people want to 
continue "partying" beyond midnight (some till 5am).  Big difference between having "few 
drinks" and "boozing".  Alcohol in moderation can be socially 
 
enjoyable whereas drinking till "blotto" can cause serious short/long-term health 
problems and lead to antisocial and irresponsible behaviour with possible consequences 
that could affect person's reputation and stature in community. 

social change 

Must be very careful not to intensify the anti-young people culture that is strongly 
emerging in a "moral panic" reaction to the bad behaviour (and media hype) of a small 
minority.  
 
Recent experience has also indicated to me that we must be very careful to ensure that 
those who are meant to protect our safety at night (e.g., Transit Officers and Police) don't 
become the perpetrators of such violence on innocent citizens enjoying a night out.  
 
Too much of a "law-and-order" response to security and safety issues tends to develop a 
culture of "uniformed violence" that can be - in many ways - worse than the problem that 
it was supposed to solve. Young people must be respected, and treated as part of the 
solution, not as the problem, and the current council has now developed a reputation in 
the community as being anti-youth that will take some time to rectify. 

social change 

Need to change behaviours of Saturday night party goers, initially by using punitive 
measures then introducing options such as aerlier closing, encouraging safe drinking at 
home. 

social change 

Newcastle used to feel a relatively safe place when I used to frequent clubs and pubs 20 
years ago. With the general run down state of Newcastle city many of the people coming 
into town for a night out feel it is okay to treat it like a big run down toilet after a few 
drinks. With no regard for people's property or safety. The city looks like nobody cares, 
there has been a huge loss of pride in Hunter street. The level of mindless violence is a 
big worry too. These people are getting tanked on alcohol being sold to them 
somewhere. Doesn't sound like reasonable serving of alcohol, which might just be the 
elephant in the room everybody isn't talking about. 

social change 
No people just have to face up to their own actions. We all have problems but why take 
them out on innocent people. 

social change 
Noise pollution is rife; parental supervision seems to be a thing of the past, maybe the 
parents should be charged for the antisocial behavior of their out-of-control kids 
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social change 

Only the young and the drunk feel safe in the city centre at night. Alcohol abuse is at the 
core of the problem, but we live in a country that celebrates and glorifies in over 
consumption. Local measure to change behaviour through education an guidance are 
unfortunately unlikely to be a match for these broader cultural influences. Regrettably 
enforcement options are probably the best short term solutions 

social change 

Parents need to take responsibility for their teens and young adults behaviour in public. 
The perception among the youth of today that they are somehow above the law and/or 
beyond reproach began in the home. The problem is with the education of youth today, 
NOT school education but the morals that are instilled while they are growing up. 

social change 
Penalising the people who misbehave in relation to alcohol is more important and 
effective than penalising everyone by closing all venues early. 

social change 

people need to take responsibility for their own actions. Being drunk can not be seen as 
an excuss for anti social behaviour. penalties to be increased for all law breaking where 
alcohol is involved. Responsible service of alcohol to be more stricktly enforced. Better 
transport to get people home safely after a night out. 

social change 

People who buy a home in the inner city have to expect some sort of larakin behaviour, 
the hotels have been there a long time, it should be a regulation that if you decide to live 
'in the middle of the action' you do not have the right to try and shut it down. Newcastle 
was known long as the live music mecca of NSW, now its all but dead. the old adiage 
was 'if you can make it in Newcastle, you will make it anywhere' Now all the inner city 
residents have killed live music all together, its a real shame, if they didnt like the noise 
they should have not moved in!! 

social change Perception that Newcastle particular 
social change Promote personal responibility 

social change 
Reponsibility has to be taken by the people who actually consume the alcohol too - it 
can't just be the licensees and venues who are to blame. 

social change 

Safety and social problems result from a range of factors - mostly cultural issues around 
alcohol and violence which seems to be evident mostly in Australia, NZ & UK.  Such 
destructive behaviours should not be tolerated by communities & a holistic approach 
taken to effect change.  This includes the media accepting responsibility for promoting 
the sale of alcohol and then sensationalising the disaster that can follow. 

social change 

Society as a whole is becoming less 'responsible' for their actions....it is always someone 
else to blame.  We need to begin teaching our children throughout the school system 
and our community that there is individual responsibility.  Perhaps this also goes with 
pride in our community and ownership. 

social change 

the associated problems inNewcastle/ Hamilton have been around for a long time so its 
no quick fix. Changing the mentality of those who partake in undesireable behaviour is 
the biggest task at hand. 

social change 

The behaviour of the non-compliant youth is becoming worse.  You don't see drunken 
youths on the streets in most European cities overseas, the way you do on Friday and  
Saturday nights in Newcastle. The youth culture needs to change.  It's not ok to brawl, 
swear, throw bottles ...as they stagger around the streets of Newcastle. 

social change 

The culture of NEwcastle is very focused on drinking, even the Beaumont Steet fair 
during the day is a time when lots of people get very very drunk. 
 
Offering different forms of entertainment might help with reducing drunken violence but I 
think the pubs, the hot spots should be regulated more or shut down.  Still, the culture is 
what needs to be changed. 

social change 

The focus needs to move away from enforcement and legislation solutions to community 
based, creative solutions that develop increased self-responsibility. Increased 
enforcement is not sustainable. 
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social change 

The ill effects of alcohol, drugs and unacceptable behavior must be strongly  emphasised 
to school students to try and stop such behaviour occurring as teenagers and young 
adults. 
Youth venues, such as "The Loft", and activities, sports etc, must be emphasised and 
encouraged. 
 
We must encourage youth to have positive goals and help them to find enjoyable useful 
activities and skills. 

social change 

The issue of alcohol related and alcohol fuelled volence are extremely important, and the 
fact that is prevelant in many surrounding suburbs needs to be adressed. 
 
It is socially unacceptable and no-one should have to put up with it! 

social change 

The law must come down heavier on trouble makers by giving the police more powers. 
Maybe more teaching in schools to warn children and young adults about the dangers of 
alcohol abuse.I walked the streets of London and did not see the problems that we are 
experiencing throughtout NSW.I felt safer there than I do in Newcastle...What a shame! 

social change 

The Newcastle CBD and Hamilton both have great potential to be places of safe 
entertainment for young and old alike. But this potential will never be realised if the 
relevant agencies cannot control the increasing incidences of alcohol fuelled violence 
and anti social behaviour. 

social change 

The problem exists not because of the kids or Council or other specific 'group' or 
organisation.  
 
Perhaps a part of the problem is the lack of participation by elders in the activities of the 
younger people. Integration of age groups providing mentorship and guidance to young 
people could be very useful. 

social change 

The so called Newcastle solution appears to be working in terms of reducing late night 
violence but the real solution is in creating an environment/culture where getting blind 
drunk and fighting in public is not cool.  You can only do that if there's something else to 
do as an alternative to getting drunk and fighting. 

social change The streets belong to the people- not an out of control few 

social change 

These areas have venues that most Novocastrians would enjoy, however due to a small 
element of trouble makers these areas are gaining a reputation of places 'not to be at 
night'.....I do however beleive that the 'challenges' that we are trying to address with 
regards to behaviours within the Newcastle City and Hamilton areas are indicative of a 
wider community issue. This issue being that most people do not consider the rights of 
anyone else but themselves! 

social change 

This is a broad social issue across Australia and will need improved education and 
enforcement regimes and most importantly a change in cultural attitudes towards 
consumption of alcohol and related behaviours. 

social change 

We can change the culture. Drinking to excess is either acceptable or unacceptable 
behaviour in a community. It's up to us to choose which it is to be. The strategies seem 
to be aimed at reducing damage or managing current conditions rather than at 
prevention or changing attitudes and/or behaviour. 

social change 

When there used to be many suburban hotels, the likelihood of negative behaviour within 
your own 'local' was reduced by the impact it would have on your standing in one's own 
community. Nowadays people travel to a centralised swilling zone and behave with no 
regard to the citizens who call those parts of town "home". 
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supply 

9/18  Increase the range of night time offerings, such as cinemas, night events, small 
bars and entertainment.----  I put this in the NEITHER category, because Increasing the 
range of night time offerings is very important, unless alcohol is involved. Alcohol 
sources should be severely restricted. 
 
11/18  Implement earlier venue closing times to promote a safer environment. ---- I put 
this in the NEITHER category, because only the venues which should be closed earlier 
are those which sell alcohol. 
 
12/18  Improve information about alcohol free zones, and alcohol free areas.   ----  
Alcohol should be consumed only on licenced premises, or on private property. The 
NSW State Government should adopt the Western Australian legislation covering public 
areas. =  Drinking in a Public Place 
 
It is an offence under Western Australian alcohol laws for persons of any age to drink in 
public, such as on the street, park or beach. (Maximum Fine: AUD$2,000 or on the spot 
fine of AUD$200 - Section 119(4a) Liquor Control Act 1988)  Source: 
http://www.westernaustralia.com/en/Travel_Info/Important_Travel_Tips/Pages/Alcohol_L
aws_in_Western_Australia.aspx 

supply 

A vocal "wowser" minority appear to have a lot of influence in the city. It is interesting to 
see that other cities are not following Newcastle's lead in this. Restore opening hours to 
their previous times. 

supply 
Alcohol appears to be one of the main contributing factors therefore there needs to be 
greater enforcement of RSA laws 

supply 

All the previous issues need to be addressed, that is a good start. 
 
The pubs need to do more 

supply 

Antisocial behaviour around public drinking establishments has always been an issue 
and always will. The most effective way of addressing this is by RSA and Police walking 
the beat. 

supply 

Close Hotels at 1.30am. Get Police to do a walk through and ANYONE on the premises 
at 1.45am get fined or arrested. Licencee should be fined and money go to AA or Heart, 
Cancer foundations. 

supply 

Close the pubs and clubs at midnight, make transport more available ( bus and taxi ), 
more policing of alcohol laws, start closing pubs/clubs if they serve people who are 
intoxicated 

supply 

current proposals of reduced outlets ,restricted sales and closing times touted as 
reducing bad behaviour are flawed.proposals reduce patronage which in turn results in 
lower statistics ie less people less problems 
 
best to consider reduced conflicts /aggrevations [staggered closing, more taxis/hire 
cars/buses trains] and behaviour improvements/ controls[more police,rsa enforcement] 
 
need more attention and stats on influence of drugs. poor behaviour is not only due to 
alcohol, particularly violence 
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supply 

Dont complicate  these issues with more rules and regulations. One of the things i hate 
most about going out in Newcastle, is this lock in rule. I'm a mature law abiding person, 
who likes to have a few drinks but not let it ruin my night. I feel trapped in a venue, 
because if i leave after 1.00am, I'm not allowed in to another establishment. Why do we 
let the disturbances of the minority dictate the rules for everyone else. Its not fair that I 
dont have the freedom to meet up with friends at another venue because i wasn't there in 
time.  
 
Also when a pub or club closes there are never enough taxi's or alternate transport to get 
home. Why would you want to wait over an hour to get a taxi home. If people get out of 
the city quicker, i think you would lessen the disturbances.  There needs to be safer & 
faster transport available at night coming into and leaving the city or Hamilton. Set up a 
night ride bus system that picks up at the Brewery, the Delany & King St Hotel and 
shuttles out to Hamilton, Islington, Mayfield, Adamstown, kotara,even out to 
Charlestown. Its got to happen.  There will never be enough taxi's, plus there needs to 
be an affordable option to get people from the outer suburbs to come into Hamilton & the 
city if they are having a few drinks at all these new establishments that are going to be 
popping up around the city. lets make going out fun and easy. 

supply earlier closong times and police law enforcement 
supply Earlier uniform closing times 

supply 

Fifteen years ago the"Castle", now King st. Hotel closed at 6am, the Empire never, and I 
do not recall the level of violence around then ,as there is now. In some ways the closing 
deadline means people have to drink twice as fast to get their quota in. The lock out at 
1.30 means people are stuck in their final decision, and, stopped from walking between 
venues and getting a bit of fresh air. 

supply 

Finding car parking close to desired venue is difficult. 
 
Late closing times of pubs and night clubs the cause of much anti social behaviour. 

supply 

I feel that hotels in these areas who are in close vicinity to residents should cease trading 
at midnight. I lived in the Hamilton area and have witnessed the result of late night 
trading by hotels through antisocial behaviour and noise pollution, not to mention the 
large amount of litter that residents are forced to clean up everyday.  
 
Hamilton may seem cosmipolitan up to a certain time but after midnight its a scary place. 
Lots need to be done to make it an inviting area. 

supply 

I seriously think that the shop should be open to a later time.Hence giving Hamilton a 
better night life beside clubs and pubs but to just sit around and have a chat.However 
safety is important thus police should be on standby all the time and especially at night. 

supply 

I think closing hours really need to be clamped down on.  In the past, the night out would 
start at 8pm, the support band would be on at 9 and the main band at 10.30 etc - show 
over by midnight.  Extending the times of performance just means that people drink 
before getting to the venue and then they go out and drink on top of that - I can't work out 
in whose interest this really is.  Surely 5 or 6 hours of being with friends and drinking is 
enough for anyone. 

supply 

Is it possible to prevent the usage of glass containers so that the streets are not littered 
with broken glass? To prevent patrons being inebriated before they reach the city centre, 
entertainment in pubs etc should be rostered earlier (eg 8pm instead of 11pm starts). 
Then closing times could be brought back to a reasonable hour. 

supply It's the alcohol supply (and irresponsibility of drinkers, but you won't change the latter). 
supply Less alcohol, would make it safer to see the beauty of Newcastle in the night time. 

supply 

long before i was born in 1980 there were, ive been told, almost double the number of 
pubs in the newcastle area, along with a 6pm close time. it isnt such a great deal to have 
places close at midnight or 1am. To encourage people to leave once the pub/venu is 
closed, greater transport is needed. EG if there are more busses/taxis available at close 
time this would help. Perhaps encourage venus to offer subsidised public transport 
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home, eg half price bus ticket purchased at the venu upon leaving for home. 

supply 

People can have fun without getting so drunk. Measures to reduce alcohol consumption 
will reduce profits in the alcohol industry and some venues will go bust. We are better off 
without these venues even if we loose a few jobs. 

supply 
Reduce availability of alcohol and the length of time that venues are open to service 
alcohol to people until they are totally intoxicated 

supply Reduce the availability of alcohol 

supply 
responsible service of alcohol laws should be adhered to by liquor suppliers in clubs and 
hotels 

supply 

Staggering closing times of alcohol outlets is not seen as workable as it would increase 
pressure on late closers (and unfairly advantage them in terms of client numbers).  Co-
ordination/staggering of closing times of other activities to spread demand for public 
transport is worth examination as long as this does not extend opening hours of alcohol 
outlets 

supply 

The biggest problem is late closing of venues that serve alcohol causing violence and 
anytisocila behaviour. Earlier closing times. It is clearly evident and mrs keneaaly's 
comments aboput making NSW a wowser state are disgusting when you see what is 
happening to the community and young people and police, ambulance community are 
calling out for action on closing times and alcohol violence. 
 
Also a mix of activities venues and bringing more people to live in these regions is also 
useful. 

supply 

The introduction of the curfew into newcastle cbd has help with the collapse of nightlife. 
This has also placed extra stress on the availability of transport home. Given that taxis 
are the only way home at those hours it is frustrating not being able to get one. Leaving 
no resort but to walk else where, often taking hours. I still fail to see how kicking 
everyone out of clubs onto the streets at the same time solves the problem of violence. 
My opion is that it has increased it. Same opion that i have received from many of the 
Emergency Doctors at the John Hunter. Which is against what the public is being lead to 
believe.  
 
There also needs to be more of a variety of activities available and promoted, ones that 
provide alternate means of social interaction without the need to consume alcohol. I 
myself am not sure what to offer in this area. 

supply 

The necessary reduction of alcohol consumption is not possible while "half-price" or 
"happy-hour" promotions are used to encourage irresponsible drinking, and while 
government is so dependant on the income from its sale. 

supply 

there are too many licenced premises in both areas 
 
we do not need more pubs, bars licenced premises etc 
 
make closing time earlier, you do not need to drink to 3.00/4.00am 

supply 

there are too many licenced premises in Newcastle City Centre and Hamilton 
we do not need any more 
bring back the closing hours people do not need to drink til 3 4 or 5 oclock 

supply 

There should be no alcohol sold after midnight.  But everybody keeps just talking about 
alcohol  -  how about addressing the drug problem as well!!! I feel absolutely safe in 
Hamilton and go there often for dinner, but I would not feel safe going out in Newcastle at 
night, and I'm too scared to use public transport at night. 
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supply 

To expect 3,000 to 4,000 people to exit the city at exactly 3pm on a Saturday night after 
being locked in to venues for 2 hours is manufactured chaos. 
 
You could not orchestrate a better scenario for problems if you tried. 
The Bus and Train service shuts down, The 20 to 40 Taxi's brave enough to stay in town 
are shuttling patrons as far as Eleebana and Fletcher, a round trip of 40 to 60 minutes. 
With a maximum of 4 people per taxi and 40 taxi's that equates to at best to 160 people 
each half hour. 
No Taxi service can solve the problem on it's own. 
As a Taxi driver who works Saturday Sunday and Wednesday nights I speak with 
authority. 
Staggered closing, and exemptions for venues that turn off alchohol and switch on the 
coffee machines is the answer. 
 
An accord is manufactured chaos. 

supply 
Too many pubs are open too late. Publicans do not accept responsibility for their punters 
once outside the pub. Make publicans pay for better security in and outside venues. 

supply 

Wednesday night is advertised widely as Uni/Student night.  Excessive alcohol 
consumption is normal, to the detriment of the under 25's brain development.  Liase with 
University authorities to totally discourage this activity. 
 
Request Government to change legislation to allow on the spot fines, with no warning, for 
breach of alcohol free zones. 

supply 

Withdrawal of late bar licences and provision of a mix of entertainment in the Newcastle 
area would, in my opinion, make a big difference to feeling safe and having a really 
enjoyable time in Newcastle at night. 

supply 
Without varied entertainment AND policing AND regulating drinking time - the city will 
stay dead and Hamilton will be as 'safe' as it is now ! 

survey design 
I found that the language you have used in this survey is in "consultant speak"  Please 
be careful to ensure you speak to all of us. 

survey design 

I'm sorry but I didn't understand what was needed from me for the question "Please rank 
the importance of the following aspects of Newcastle’s night time economy." So I just put 
10% for everything. I interpreted the question to mean: What is important to Newcastle's 
night time economy? My answer to that question would be a cheeky "How would I know 
that?" Thanks for putting the survey up. 

survey design 
None, except that most of the previous measures were equally important - it was difficult 
to use the drag and drop function! 

survey design Survey has it all 
survey design Thank you for the opportunity to have an input. It is genuinely appreciated. 
survey design Thank you. 

survey design 
This is the silliest bloody questionnaire you people have ever put out. Get some 
professional help in designing surveys. 

survey design this questionaire was confusing 

survey design 

this survey does appear to have some bias in how it presented.   
 
the city does not need higher levels of enforcement - there is plenty of police presence 
anyway.  It took me over 1 1/2 hours to get home from the city to Mayfield and finally 
managed by train and a long walk (2kms plus in the dark) - no cabs, no buses 

survey design 

This survey was apparently about alcohol rather than Newcastle city centre and Hamilton 
by night.  There are other things that people go to these to places for rather than just the 
consumption of alcohol. Please make sure these surveys are better written before they 
are sent out. 
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survey design 

We need to bring the heart and soul back to the city centre and get the delapidated 
buildings occupied so it doesn't look like a ghetto, I don't think it matters whats in them as 
long as there occupied,( restaurants, coffee shops,arty shops, fashion, live music ) the 
things that make people want to go and spend time at any particular place. Look to 
Melbourne, New York, Paris, Milan, London, Sydney for inspiration. 
 
Maybe low rents for council own buildings would be a good place to start,just to get 
people interested. 
 
Hamilton by night, I suggest more police presence again on foot, not in cars at the crucial 
times of night when there most needed. 
 
I hope my ideas have been helpful. 
 
Thankyou! 

survey design 

Why are you doing this survey now? Is there talk about stopping the measures that have 
already been taken? There has been a huge reduction in alcohol-fuelled violence so this 
is surely a wasted effort.Newcastle can be proud of what has happened and indeed the 
national publicity about ti. Perhaps Council could spend time shaming the Premier for her 
lack of will to do the same in Sydney. 
 
The police presence needs to be greater but it presumably won't be - they don't 
investigate anything any more, they don't come when you need them, why are they going 
to wander around the streets any more than they do now? Council has no influence over 
this. 
 
You probably need to consider having something happen in the Mall and along Hunter 
Street at night - like hot dog vending machines, a soup kitchen, lots of lighting.  
 
Are there not other issues that are still a problem that Newcastle Voice could be talking 
about? Why have you not done something asking people their opinion about greening 
our city to counteract the work our arborists are intent on, like cutting down many if not all 
of our mature trees? 

transport 

1 Beautification and infrastructure which includes transport 
 
2 Variety of entertainment, restaurants and coffee houses 
 
3  Obvious police presence 
 
4  Stop wasting money by putting up notices only the responsible read.  If you are going 
to lead, LEAD 

transport 

A strong police presence is essential. 
 
There should be no compromise on this stand. 
 
Public transport and taxi service availability are to be improved. 
 
Remove the rail line and replace it with light rail. 
 
Zone the present rail corridor as public land never to be sold. 

transport Alternative transport has not been addressed 

transport 
As a Stockton resident I don't bother with Hamilton as transport is just too hard, scary or 
unreliable. 

transport Better transport is the key to have a good night out. 

transport 
Better transport would make a huge difference. A greater, and more responsible, 
accountable police presence would be good too. 
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transport 

CCTV cameras are great - but it's kind of like admitting there is a problem and just sitting 
back filming it rather than actively making real other changes to actually solve the 
problems, rather than leaving the problems there and catching the offenders on camera. 
CCTV cameras in one way make people feel like it is a dangerous area. In Japan, CCTV 
cameras aren't all over the place, because people feel safer just because of the way the 
community and society is. We need to work on these areas, rather than just bolting 
CCTV cameras around to film everything. Taxis are expensive and not practical, we 
need at least one light rail/monorail type system that passes through the main areas. 
Otherwise, people will continue to drink/drive also because they may not have a lot of 
money and will do anything to "save a buck". Police definitely need more powers to 
absolutely rip these thugs off the streets the very second they are found, with no ability to 
back-chat police or "get off red handed". In Japan, if the police even suspect you of 
looking dodgy, looking like a trouble-maker etc, then bad luck, you go with them (for up 
to 28 days) and they will deal with you. This is the way it needs to be. If you respect 
police and don't carry on like a yobbo, you won't have a problem! So good/honest people 
need not be worried. 

transport 

Clearly at certain times of the night their is not enough transport to take revellers home 
especially Taxis and buses. 
 
Have a free transport service to provide a secure movement of revellers between 
venues. 
 
Increase police presence. When I have been in the city at night I hardly see any police 
patroling. 

transport 

current proposals of reduced outlets ,restricted sales and closing times touted as 
reducing bad behaviour are flawed.proposals reduce patronage which in turn results in 
lower statistics ie less people less problems 
 
best to consider reduced conflicts /aggrevations [staggered closing, more taxis/hire 
cars/buses trains] and behaviour improvements/ controls[more police,rsa enforcement] 
 
need more attention and stats on influence of drugs. poor behaviour is not only due to 
alcohol, particularly violence 

transport 

Dont complicate  these issues with more rules and regulations. One of the things i hate 
most about going out in Newcastle, is this lock in rule. I'm a mature law abiding person, 
who likes to have a few drinks but not let it ruin my night. I feel trapped in a venue, 
because if i leave after 1.00am, I'm not allowed in to another establishment. Why do we 
let the disturbances of the minority dictate the rules for everyone else. Its not fair that I 
dont have the freedom to meet up with friends at another venue because i wasn't there in 
time.  
 
Also when a pub or club closes there are never enough taxi's or alternate transport to get 
home. Why would you want to wait over an hour to get a taxi home. If people get out of 
the city quicker, i think you would lessen the disturbances.  There needs to be safer & 
faster transport available at night coming into and leaving the city or Hamilton. Set up a 
night ride bus system that picks up at the Brewery, the Delany & King St Hotel and 
shuttles out to Hamilton, Islington, Mayfield, Adamstown, kotara,even out to 
Charlestown. Its got to happen.  There will never be enough taxi's, plus there needs to 
be an affordable option to get people from the outer suburbs to come into Hamilton & the 
city if they are having a few drinks at all these new establishments that are going to be 
popping up around the city. lets make going out fun and easy. 
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transport 

During the times that I have been in Newcastle at night to have dinner with friends and 
go to night clubs/ pubs I have found it extremely difficult to get transport home.  Often 
there have been times that buses have just not come and I have waited over an hour.  
This is not only frustrating when you really want to get home out of the cold but it poses 
safety issues.  Getting a taxi from Newcastle city to Wallsend often costs around $35- 
$43 and is often not an option because of the cost and when it is an option there is still a 
very long waiting period.  Because taxi's are so hard to get during later hours of the 
night, people try to jump the qeue and will even engage in an arguement to be the first 
one to get a taxi- I have seen fights start over this.  After all this it just seems too hard so 
I don't go in to Newcastle city area quite as often anymore. 

transport 
effective transport, especially including light rail, would benefit safety and traffic 
concerns. 

transport encourage safe parking close to CBD in well lite areas 

transport 

eye catching posters in venues showing safety points, 
*keys out before you leave 
*travel in pairs or more. 
why isn't anyone brave enough to make a decision on where our rail line should 
end.whatever the outcome there will be those who are unhappy. 

transport Free small shuttle bus perhaps in evidence & advertised so public is aware of availability. 

transport 

Get rid of the railway 
Get rid of the railway 
Get rid of the railway 
Get rid of the railway 
Get rid of the railway 

transport 

Having regulated, policed taxi stands is very useful in reducing the antisocial behaviour 
in newcastle. Even buses that have security completing loops of the inner suburbs say 
for a flat fee. 

transport 

I believe the issues are better addressed through police presence and visability rather 
than strict enforcement alone. I believe that poor transport and a lack of inner city activity 
at night also contributes to the social issues. 

transport 

I don't actually think changing venue closing times is a good solution. It doesn't address 
the root of the problem, which is that people go into town to get ridiculously drunk and 
sometimes end up doing something stupid. I'm not sure how to fix this, but if there were 
more things to do, a greater police presence and easier transport home, things might be 
different. 

transport 

I think there is only minor demand for public transport, apart from taxis, so I don't think 
the number of buses or trains is at all an issue.  There seem to be plenty already, leaving 
the city mostly empty. 
 
I think the taxi industry should be deregulated so that there are more taxis available and 
cheaper fares.  There is real unmet demand for taxis.  What a bizarre system NSW has. 
 
I think that licensing hours should be reduced further.  The health and other social costs 
do not justify supporting the profits of a dozen or so pubs and clubs.  Who really needs a 
pub or club open at 2 am?? 
 
It is interesting that your survey raises more residential development and "passive 
surveillance" as an issue related to night-time activity.  I think there should be a bigger 
focus from council on redevelopment of the city area, including the west, as high density 
residential.  I think efforts to redevelop the city area as primarily a commercial area are 
misguided.  For example, there is clearly no demand for commercial development or 
activity in Newcastle West (and probably never will be); wouldn't it make more sense to 
target other uses?  Wasn't it obvious years ago that without massive population growth, 
development of Kotara shopping centre, Market Town, and Honeysuckle would reduce 
demand and ultimately make commercial activity less viable in the city?? 
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transport 

I think transport availability is more important than staggering finish times of venues.  
buses and trains can take a lot of passengers - its only taxies that take a few.  As well 
taxi drivers are particular (with reason ) about their clientel and this does leave an 
undesirable element to find another way home: that I cannot even begin to offer a 
solution for.  Good luck 

transport Improve parking 
transport Improve transport out of the city at venue closing times. 

transport 

Increase transport options. 
Increase policing. 
Increase lightening. 
Allow pubs and clubs to stagger closing times. 
If people who live near pubs and clubs dont like the noise, why did they move there in 
the first place. 
 
I live behind a pub, at times its noisey. I knew it would be, I have NEVER complained. 
 
Council puts too much emphasis on noise restrictions for people living close to pubs and 
clubs, if people do not want noise at night, move to the susburs. 
 
Residents can not have the best of both worlds, entertainment at their doorstep when 
they want it, and silent streets. If you live in the city, you live in the city, get over it! Enjoy 
it! 

transport 

increment of nigh-time public transportation should go along with its safety, so safety for 
the bus-driver (train are already more secure) and people, maybe introducing a safety-
guard per line. 

transport 
Lack of adequate public transport is the reason we no linger go into Hamilton or the 
CBD. 

transport 
Less emphasis on drinking - early closing times, food vans for pub leavers, and 
monitored routes to transport outlets, cameras and police presence 

transport 

Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail 
transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. 
Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail 
transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. Light rail transoprt loop. 
Light rail transoprt loop. 

transport 

living in shortland near train station(Sandgate) gives me transport to newcastle but not to 
EG jesmond without walking a Kilometer to bus stop there neeeds to have a bus system 
linked to train station. the only bus stop is for coaches when train tracks are being 
maintained. 
 
the whole transport system is a joke. 
 
If you concentrated on more buses than taxis, buses transport more people than taxis 
and cheaper to catch, buses would move congestion quicker from the city even if it is 
near shut down times of night life 

transport 

long before i was born in 1980 there were, ive been told, almost double the number of 
pubs in the newcastle area, along with a 6pm close time. it isnt such a great deal to have 
places close at midnight or 1am. To encourage people to leave once the pub/venu is 
closed, greater transport is needed. EG if there are more busses/taxis available at close 
time this would help. Perhaps encourage venus to offer subsidised public transport 
home, eg half price bus ticket purchased at the venu upon leaving for home. 

transport 

make it an enjoyable experience available to all.  
 
Improve access to areas and parking and transport. 
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transport 

make it easier for people to get home so as they have less time on their hands to get into 
trouble. 
 
people caught involved in anti social behaviour need to be charged to full force of law to 
make an example and perhaps make people think about their actions. 
 
events in the cbd would bring the survellance required 
better ligting would probably help so as the mall does not look so dark and dingy and 
people would feel safer as a result. 

transport 
Make it safe for people, NOT cars.  Beaumont st should be car free.  Get safe 
Copenhagen style fully separated & segregated bike lanes to create a sustainable city. 

transport Make transport including buses more readily available 

transport 

more open area activity and a wider range of activity. replace the heavy rail with a very 
regular light rail system that links the CBD , Darby Street and Hamilton to a major 
transport hub at Broadmedow /Hamilton Rail. Increase density of population in the 
central newcastle area. 

transport 
More taxis!!!! Taxis do not and never have met demand. There is no need for a review I 
can guarantee this in my own blood if you like; just get more taxis on the road. 

transport 

Newcastle is one of the best city in the world and like other cities it have liitle peoblems 
too. 
 
It will be good to have some more public parking on Hamilton. 

transport 

newcastle venues appear to have become drinking venues rather than entertainment 
venues but apart from this the present public transport and taxi systems in newcastle  
are not capable of getting patrons out of the city and home 

transport No parking restrictions on the Esplanade 
transport Parking is inadequate in Hamilton. 

transport 

Part of the town problem is the pockets of entertainment and they are strung out from 
one end of town to the other. Having people wandering up and down Hunter St makes 
people vunerable to a wide range of problems. The free bus service should operate at 
night as well. 

transport 

Please listen to the residents/rate payers living in the city and who want to be able to 
offer a vibrant and safe city of which they are truly proud to all visitors and tourists. 
Newcastle is such an incredibly valuable and attractive city for promotion of a place to 
visit. Apart from our abundance of natural resources, we have such a unique and 
wonderful history. Our port is so easily accessed by ship and our train service, 
particularly if it could be upgraded to include transfer to light rail within the city, is of 
benefit to those arriving by land and/or sea. 

transport 

Pull out the rain line - open up the idea of a range of entertainment, large and small, from 
the CBD to the harbour - dramatically improve bus transportation at night (more of them 
and more frequent) - get the GPT plan underway asap - close pubs at 2pm - liase with all 
the parties affected - dont dilly dally with what to do  -  no more slaps on the wrist for 
vandals and drunken behaviour (hit them with fines - hurts more when hit in the hip 
pocket) - 

transport 
Regular late evening public transport time tables, would assist people getting home 
savely at their choice of time. 

transport 

replace the rail line with my suggestion in the recent Hunter st survey for a light rail/tram 
line (using Lyon, France as a case study) - allow pedestrian and road traffic to cross the 
existing rail corridor more easily and in more places. 

transport 

The mix of business for evening entertainment must have an impact on the type of 
customers which visit the actual city bars and clubs at night, and some of the anti social 
activity which takes place.  I would never think to visit a restaurant in town, wheras I will 
frequently go out to a restaurant, and perhaps pub, in The Junction or Darby St, and feel 
very safe. Increasing the flow of the right sort of customer could change the sleazy, 
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creepy feel of the city centre - supported by better policing, transport and RSA. 

transport 
There just needs to be a wider mix of people using the city centre at night and it needs to 
be easier to get in and out using taxis or public transport. 

transport 

TRANSPORT ARE THE MAIN WORRY WE NEED TO KEEP THE YOUNGER CAR 
DRIVERS OUT OF THE CITY AT NIGHT BY PROVIDING BETTER PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT. 
 
YOUNG PEOPLE DO NOT READ SURVEYS. 

transport 

Transport is definately the most improtant issue here. Lock out times don't have any 
effect as the main problem is when clubs close and there are lots oand lots of people on 
the street trying to get home. 10 years ago when I was young and going out to clubs we 
continually walked from one club to the next and I rarely saw a violent episode. 
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The Star, 10 February and Newcastle Herald, 13 February  
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19 February 2010 

 

Next week at Council 
 
Monday 22 February 
6pm to 8.30pm Consultation - Newcastle by Night  

The Newcastle community is invited to a workshop to talk about all issues related to the night time 
economy. The workshop is an opportunity for interested community members to work side by side with 
government agencies and service providers including venue staff, the transport, enforcement and 
health industries as well as local residents of all ages. Discussions at the workshop will include 
communication and education, transport, safety, infrastructure, enforcement, entertainment, 
collaboration, alcohol supply and large events. The workshop will be held in the Banquet Room at 
Newcastle City Hall, register now by calling 4974 2823.  
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Newcastle by Night  
World Café Workshop Summary 
22 February 2010 - Newcastle City Hall 
Introduction: 
Many modern cities have an active night-life vital to their economy. Tourism, thriving social scenes and fun activities for all age groups 
contribute significantly to a city’s culture, personality and livability. 
 
Alcohol related anti-social behaviour presents problems for many towns and cities. Newcastle City Council invited community stakeholders to 
discuss the night time economy with a view to moving forward together and to help Newcastle City Council and other agencies better 
understand what needs to be considered to establish and maintain a safe and attractive night life for Newcastle. 
 
130 community members and representatives from agencies including Health and emergency services, Police, Newcastle City Council 
representatives, Lord Mayor and Councillors, Transport service providers, Youth services, Care givers, Teachers and University student 
representatives and stakeholders in the night time economy (eg., venues and eateries) gathered at Newcastle City Hall to participate in the 
World Café Model workshop conducted by Professional Public Relations Facilitators Diana Forrester, Michael Ulph and Nerida Walker. 
 
 
Methodology 
 
The World Café was divided into ten themes across 12 tables to begin the conversation. Tables 11 and 12 were determined by an informal 
survey of the participants by the facilitator during the introduction. For the initial round, participants were allocated a position at a themed 
table in a randomised way. In each subsequent round, the participants could choose which table and issue to join. The workshop was 
conducted with four 15 minute rounds. 
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The initial ten themes included: 
 Table 1:  COMMUNICATION 
 Table 2:  TRANSPORTATION  
 Table 3:  SAFETY 
 Table 4:  INFRASTRUCTURE 
 Table 5:  ENFORCEMENT 
 Table 6:  ALCOHOL SUPPLY 

 

 Table 7 : COLLABORATION / COORDINATION 
 Table 8:  REGULATION & SOCIAL ISSUES 
 Table 9:  LARGE EVENTS 
 Table 10: MIX OF NIGHT TIME OFFERINGS 
 Table 11: ENFORCEMENT 2 
 Table 12: ALCOHOL SUPPLY 2  

  
Presentations 
After an introductory session by Dr John Wiggers from Hunter New England Health Alcohol Linking Program and Senior Sargeant Craig 
Thompson from Newcastle Police, participants had their say in groups of about ten with a table scribe/facilitator recording the issues and 
calling for suggestions and initiatives. The groupings changed throughout the evening as each participant had the opportunity to join four 
tables throughout the workshop. To view Dr Wiggers and Snr Sargeant Craig Thompson’s presentations visit:  
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
 
 
Capturing the information 
 
The tables were covered in paper so participants could write or draw their thoughts or contributions in addition to the discussion recorded by 
the table scribes. A summary of each theme is contained in the appendix for postal reports and available to visit on-line. 
The evening concluded with a brief presentation of the most prevalent issues and suggestions from each table. 
 
The combined information from the table summaries, including suggestions recorded both written and verbal will be shared and used as a 
planning resource for Newcastle City Council and be shared with other participating agencies and service providers.  
 
The consultation process in still in progress with participants to be asked to rate the suggestions from the World Café workshop in a 
Newcastle Voice survey. 
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Snapshot of Issues and suggestions: 
 
Top Three Ideas – Table 1: Communication  
 

 1 Community & cultural change, a varied and more civilised approach to drinking  
 2 Education – don’t tell – explain, a balanced view and reporting of the current status of Newcastle at night.  

         “30% reduction in assaults has not been compared with the massive reduction in patronage – business is down 70%” 
 3 Venues that cater to a broader range of the community 

 
Expanding Statement: 
 
Communication was discussed as lead theme on Table 1, issues surrounding communication were also raised across other themes and 
included the following issues: 

o Social issues and peer communication “you are a good drinker, you can hold your drink”. 
o Balanced information on the issue from media and advertising messages and engaging all ages through use of on-line promotional 

messages 
Other issues raised on this table were: 
o Need for more people on the streets 
o Physical condition of the environment of the city and lack of amenities and toilets. 
o Changing patterns on Friday and Saturday night, now including student night on Wednesday 

 
 
For a transcript of issues and suggestions for improved Communication visit:  
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Top Three Ideas – Table 2: Transportation 
 

 1 Combined use of taxis & hire cars at peak times  
 2 Late night transport systems – in partnership with closing times 
 3 Stagger closing times to allow people to be moved 

 
Expanding statement: 
 
Transport issues and getting people home safely were popular across many tables and were seen as essential to individual safety and 
access to and from the city. 
 
Of particular note were comments and suggestions supporting the re-introduction of Nightlink/ Nightrider bus services between venues to 
move patrons around the city safely and reduce “drink-walking” and incidents and conflict that may happen during migration between venues. 

o In discussing transport to home for patrons and late-night visitors to the city there was a preference for door-to-door transport 
including taxis and hire cars. 

o The successful dispersal of people after major events relies on quality transport strategies 
o Safety for users and employees in the transport industry during late-night trading and large events was also a repeated theme across 

tables. 
o The need to increase transport in response to night-time activity, including increased activity on Wednesday night (student night) 

 
For a transcript of suggestions for Transport related initiatives and Improvements visit:  
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Top Three Ideas – Table 3: Safety 
 

 1  More people out means increased surveillance 
 

 2  Lighting – suggestions for motion sensors and residents participation in lighting plan improvements 
 

 3  Transport – secure taxi ranks and security for staff and passengers on all transport options, platforms, and taxi ranks 
 
 
Expanding statement: 
 
Safety issues explored in the four sessions on table four were mainly about  the feeling of safety and the role of passive surveillance and 
occupation of the city to increase the feeling of safety, particularly during the late-night hours. 
 
Suggestions included: 

o Increase in co-ordinated surveillance 
o Monitored Closed Circuit Television and increases in resources for Police and security monitoring. 
o User pays policing service at food outlets 
 

 
Other issues discussed on the table reflected suggestions and findings from the Enforcement Table, Collaboration Table and Infrastructure 
Table namely: 

o Enforcement of RSA and Alcohol Free Zones 
o Personal responsibility for behaviour and consequences 
o Physical condition of the environment in the city and lack of amenities such as toilets. 

 
 
For a transcript of suggestions for improved Safety in the city visit:  
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Top Three Ideas – Table 4: Infrastructure  
 1 Create a feeling of safety – lights/people/activity 
 2  CCTV – to be monitored 
 3  Taxi ranks – purpose built - managed 

 
 
Expanding statement: 
 
Participants in the four sessions on Infrastructure agreed that the environment and condition of infrastructure in the Local Government Area 
can contribute the difficulties and issues already surrounding the night-time economy. Issues for consideration: 
 

o Support for the continuation of the taxi voucher system and expansion of this process to other venues 
o Improvement of lighting as a measure that has been suggested on other themed tables is not necessarily going to be well received by 

residents living in the inner city, some extreme examples of lit laneways are unpleasant for residents. 
o Physical barriers, pedestrian fencing for Hunter Street median strip. 

 
Other issues discussed on the table reflected suggestions and findings from the Transport Table, Collaboration Table and Communication 
Table namely: 
 

o Radical improvement of transport infrastructure and the addition of a bus route to Wharf Road on Friday and Saturday nights. 
o Increase the number of restaurants and cafes for passive surveillance 
o Communication issues surrounding the sharing of feedback from previously conducted safety audits and involvement of consumers 

for new improvements to infrastructure. 
 
 
 
For a transcript of issues and suggestions for improved Infrastructure visit:  
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Top Ideas – Tables 5 and 11: Enforcement  
 

 1  Responsible Service of Alcohol (RSA) – stronger rules, greater enforcement  
 2  Pre-loading – also related to Alcohol Free Zones 
 3  Is there a need for more smaller venues? 
 4  Who is responsible for what – greater understanding re: Alcohol Free Zones, Alcohol Free Area’s - also stronger powers 
 5  Pre-loading – enforcement extended towards bottle shops 
 6  Accountability of the individual (education, communication etc) 

 
 
Expanding statement: 
 
These lively tables have comprehensive lists of issues and suggestions and Enforcement was one of the most popular themes at the 
workshop. The top six ideas reported from the table scribes is also represented by the comments drawn and written on tables (see link to 
summaries on NCC website). Participants articulated the issues and obstacles they believed hamper effective enforcement and these ranged 
from unsupportive legislation for enforcement agencies to human nature and fear of confrontation during the act of enforcement. 
Enforcement responsibility for RSA was an issue discussed on every table. 

 
 

Other issues discussed on these two tables reflected suggestions and findings from the Transport Table, Collaboration Table and 
Communication Table namely: 

o Activity in the city – more people, safer feeling 
o Zero tolerance for drinking of alcohol on public transport 
o Communication of the meanings of Alcohol Free Zones and Alcohol Free Areas, separate to the enforcement of them. 
o Collaboration between agencies on enforcement ( eg Council DA officers and Liquor licensing) 

 
For a transcription of issues and suggestions for enforcement issues visit: 
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night
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 Top  Ideas – Table 6 & 12: Alcohol Supply 
 

 1 Density and opening hours & RSA   (increase price, opening hours, stronger enforcement) 
 2 Secondary supply (greater policing of bottle shops, secondary sales) 
 3 Parental responsibility – greater emphasis on the control of underage drinking 
 4 Changes to supply – limiting % of alcohol in products  
 5 Change to the style of outlets/venues – sit & talk versus stand and drink 
 6 Education re: domestic issues – not just on the streets – educate community about alcohol related violence in homes. 

 
Expanding statement: 
 
Participants were asked to consider if the way alcohol is supplied affected anti-social behavior?  
Considering that alcohol is supplied through venues including restaurants, bottle shops, socially through friends, parents, large events. 
Would a change in supply reduce the impact of alcohol related issues? 
 
The top six ideas were consistent across the two tables over four rounds and the predominant topic was Responsible Service of Alcohol, the 
enforcement of it, the skills and training and behaviour of individuals who work in all areas of supply. 
It was discussed that supermarket and large outlet supply of alcohol was normalising the consumption of larger quantities of alcohol in the 
community.  
 
Education in the community was also raised as an issue. It was repeatedly stated that alcohol as a product is legal and its sale is a legitimate 
and legal business operation. Of note the observation that drinking in our community, anecdotally used to be 70% in venues and is now 
probably 70% out of venues, but the anti-social alcohol related violence is still coming onto the streets. 
There was disagreement amongst participants as to whether an increase in the density of alcohol supply led to increased harm. 
 
 
For a transcript of issues and suggestions concerning the Supply of Alcohol visit: 
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night
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Top Three Ideas  - Table 7  Collaboration / Coordination 
 

 1 Relationship between residents, council, police & OLGR (including planning & enforcement of licenses) 
 

 2 Liquor accord – working well, should be strengthened with compulsory membership, more support 
 

 3 Funding and support for all agencies 
 
Expanding statement 
 
Participants over four rounds were asked how agencies could share knowledge and co-ordinate their effort to be ore effective 
 
Suggestions included: 

o Acknowledging that community stakeholders and residents are an important part of the collaboration. 
o Acknowledgement of where pre-loading of alcohol happens and approach the enforcement of penalty in a coordinated way 
o To introduce membership of the liquor Accord as a compulsory condition to obtaining and maintaining a liquor license and extending 

this condition to off-license and bottle shops for the purpose of collaboration and consistency. 
o Funding and support statements were referenced to an on-going issue of resources and time being made available to all agency 

members to participate and collaborate with other agencies. 
 
Other suggestions related to: 

o the already reported findings from the Enforcement.table, namely the collaboration of enforcement agencies during the community 
complaint process.  

o feedback from the Communication table on practical improvement or introduction of tele-communication support between security 
patrols, on-duty  Police, venue door and security staff and transport drivers. 

 
For a transcript of issues and suggestions for improved collaboration and co-ordination visit: 
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Top Three Ideas – Table 8 Regulation and Social Issues 
 

 1 Too much regulation? 
 

 2          Councils and agencies work  together 
 

 3 Enforcement for underage drinking in public spaces 
  
Expanding statement: 
 
Comments and suggestions on regulation and social issues overlapped with themes of Enforcement of regulations that already exist and the 
conditions that may impede those. 
 

o Enforcement of Alcohol Free Zones will address drinking to excess in public places. Anecdotes were shared about the menacing 
nature of collections of intoxicated people in open city spaces. 

o Social issues were discussed in the context of a clash of entertainment pursuits across the market of consumers in the city. 
Comments mirrored the issues and suggestions explored in the theme table Mix of Nightime Offerings and Large Events, calling for 
tolerance of diverse interests and events that may impact on  enjoyment in the city. 

o Collaboration for successful prosecution was raised. 
o Practical suggestions for increased food and beverage vendors in the locations that seem isolated. Currently few food and beverage 

vendors operate at night, to support diverse activity like Theatre and Cinema visits at night. Visitors have to migrate to the harbour to 
get a coffee after 10pm. 

 
 
 
For a transcript of issues and suggestions relating to Regulation and Social Issues visit: 
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Top Three Ideas – Table 9: Large Events 
 

 1  desire for more events – different types – art/jazz/etc 
 2 proper planning makes them better (when privately promoted) 
 3 more tolerance for diverse activities and sharing the city for entertainment and residence 

 
Expanding statement: 
 
The consensus of discussion about Large Events across four rounds was that the events which are not going well are largely public events 
like Australia Day and New Year’s Eve celebrations. Privately co-ordinated events have a single organisational responsibility and present the 
opportunity for prevention through planning , preparation and resourcing of security, advertising and licensing. All complaints in relation to 
conduct can be managed within the event and if not, communicated to the organisers. 
 
Discussion about the impact of large events on residents and the community was also discussed in the context of a cost-benefit analysis for 
the city. Participants felt that few learnings from past events were implemented in the planning of new ones and that communication with 
stakeholders was needed when large impact events were proposed. 
 
 
Other issues discussed on the table reflected suggestions and findings from the Enforcement Table, Collaboration Table and Mix of Night 
time Offerings Table, namely: 
 

o A desire for more events to address the lack of people in the city and to stimulate the night-time economy was needed. The inference 
was made that vendors only open cafes and food outlets if they have a people willing to use them. Vendors are market driven. 

o Collaboration was again raised as a theme and examples shared of marketing and management of large open public events in 
Sydney (St Patrick’s Day) which required collaboration and co-ordination across agencies. 

o A call for more alcohol-free events or better security at events where alcohol was supplied. 
 
For a transcript of issues and suggestions for improved Collaboration and Co-ordination visit: 
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Top three Ideas – Table 10: The Mix of Nightime offerings 
 

 1 Need for more diversification – live music, jazz bars, coffee, etc  
 2 Balance of activity and residential demands (improved cooperation) 
 3 Need for a cultural shift – do we want an entertainment precinct? 

 
 
Expanding statement: 
 
Discussion across four rounds was consistently drawn to the diversity of offerings bringing more people to the city at night, to assist with the 
atmosphere of the city, the passive surveillance and the perception of safety in numbers. 
 
Suggestions included: 

o Window shopping, wine cars, more cinema, open-late bookshops that also serve coffee, late night shopping, open public facilities like 
the NCC Art Gallery and Newcastle Region library. 

o Positive feedback was also given about the immediacy of solutions like Renew Newcastle and that extending night time offerings had 
been successful with events from ‘Livesites’ that are family friendly. 

o To extend the density of food and beverage offerings that exist in precincts like Darby St. 
o Proposed the question of whether the density of venues could be located more closely together, across tables there was consistent 

disagreement over whether anti-social behaviour was influenced by migration between venues and the distance between late-night 
trading venues. 

 
 
 
For a transcript of The Mix of Nightime offerings visit: 
http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/news__and__events/newcastle_voice/consultation/newcastle_by_night 
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Conclusions  
 

Popular themes and suggestions surrounded: 
 Density of alcohol supply 
 Numbers of people and lack of them in the city at night 
 Need for cultural change for drinking behaviour and quality and diversity of entertainment options 
 Physical condition of the city and amenities to support entertainment 
 Tolerance of entertainment activities and residential density 
 Enforcement of Responsible Service of Alcohol and other licensing and Council conditions 
 Enhancement of Liquor Accords  
 Collaboration between agencies and other key stakeholders, transport providers and closing times 
 Clarification on the success of current interventions in respect of reduction in patronage and number of active licences  
 Improved surveillance and communication systems 
 Availability of and access to safe late-night transport 

 
Written feedback on the tables commented that the time in each round passed quickly and may not have been sufficient for complete 
discussions on the themes. Conversely, the richness of the comments left on tables was captured by concise focus of leaving an opinion in 
the timeframes given.  
 
Next steps forward 
 
An opportunity to rate the suggestions and initiatives for consideration, through a Newcastle Voice on-line survey.  
 
A final report and findings will be published and tabled at Newcastle City Council Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee and will 
be shared with other agencies through the Crime Prevention Partnership (CPP) committee.  This committee will determine how further 
involvement of those NSW Govt agencies will be arranged. 
 
It is intended that Newcastle City Council staff will develop a strategy to address alcohol-related anti-social behaviour and present it to 
Council for consideration. The input from this workshop will inform that strategy. 



 

 

TABLE 1 Theme:  COMMUNICATION 
What’s the best way to communicate with the community about alcohol related issues and anti-
social behavior? 
Scribe: Sandra Feltham sfeltham@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
 
 
From the tablecloths used for scribes notes 
 

o We know the issues, we want to hear 
about what we are DOING 

 
o Educate the community - Brain 

development research information on 
harm 

 
o Perception vs reality – we are mostly 

ok! Some hotspots though (as per pre- 
workshop presentations) 

 
o “It is all political entertainment and 

hotel industry too powerful” 
 
 
Physical nature in the city 
Lack of toilets 
State of disrepair of buildings 
 
 
Culture debate 
Approach to culture of nightime 
entertainment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

o DO something  
o Report social context of nightime  

economy 
 
 
 
 

o Re-enforce a less sensational version of 
reality. 

o Educate how to drink safely: 
o Where? 
o How? 
o When? 
o With who? 

 
 
 

o More toilets 
o Fix the city - fix broken windows 

 
 
 
 
 

o In Germany people aged 16 go home by 
midnight but allowed access to 
entertainment venues 

o Ask youth what they want  (intentions 
to access entertainment) 

o Maybe they want to access the 
entertainment of adult lifestyle not 
simply alcohol and competitive 
drinking 

o More family friendly venues 
 
 



 

 

Issues raised Suggestions 
 
Issue surround drinking and communication 
messages in response to them 
 

o Social and peer groups message in our 
culture 

o Competitive drinking, binge drinking as 
a “rite-of-passage” 

o “You are a good drinker, can tolerate a 
lot of alcohol” 

o Discussion on the impact of advertising 
campaigns like “don’t let a night out 
turn into a nightmare” 

 
Current status of Newcastle at night 

o Concern expressed for evidence 
presented.  

“lies, damn lies and statistics” 
 
Nightime economy debate and discussion not 
just Alcohol use (ETOH) 
 
Have patterns changed on Friday night? 

o Reduction in patronage and people out 
on Friday nights  

 
 
Unbalanced media debate 
Dominated by minority in the print media 
“Youth are not the problem” 
 
 
Safety at night 
Newcastle intervention has reduced the number 
of people in town at night with early closing 
hours people feel less safe 
 
Mixed use of space in the city and suburbs 
Conflicts surround noise and events 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

o Improve education programs and peer 
based school initiatives 

o Be truthful and factual about the impact 
of reduction in personal safety when 
intoxicated 

o Tailor message to be understood and 
not confrontational. 

 
 
 
 

o Can we have a breakdown of age 
groups reported on, groups of men 
proportion of older and underage people 
involved in statistics? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

o Balance of media and forum where 
young people engage information – use 
on-line and social networking 

 
 
 

o Feel safer with more people around 
 
 
 

o Substantial benefits of how to promote 
entertainment and change the 
attendance time to bring more people 
into the city  

 



 

 

 
 
 
Scribes Summary 

1. A varied and more civilised approach to drinking. 
2. Change in city culture, education – don’t tell, explain 
3. Venues that cater to a broader range within the city including family friendly. 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 

 
TABLE  2 Theme:  TRANSPORTATION 
How can evening/night time transportation be improved to reduce alcohol induced anti-social 
behavior? Jenny Graham jengraham@ncc.nsw.gov.au and  input from  Table 13 Rhyall Gordon 
scribe rgordon@ncc.gov.au 
 
 
Issues raised Suggestions ( from 4 rounds) 
How do intoxicated people get home? 
Who checks the people pre-loading that occurs 
boarding or travelling. 
 
Public Transport 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LOOP BUS (Nightrider/NightLINK) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Serious Accidents 
Each serious pedestrian accident costs $1million. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

o RAIL - Security is poor. Rail stations need 
to look at safety of people on platforms 
Friday and Saturday night, particularly at 
Wickham and Civic. 

o Smaller trains , more security guards. 
o Change location s of stations to reflect the 

need.( eg move Kotara Station) 
 

o BUSES – More buses/ more routes… look 
at route in the CBD. SAFETY an issue, it 
doesn’t FEEL safe. Some prefer TRAINS 
as they can move around and change 
carriages if they don’t feel safe. 

 
o Synchronise the buses with closing time of 

venues. 
 

o Extend to Darby Street,. 
o Due to safety patrons would rather wait for 

a Taxi than risk public transport. 
o Nightowl buses on Student night – 

Wednesday night 
 

o Re-introduce the Loop bus paid for by 
government and venues. 

o More people on the street would make it 
feel safer. 

 
o Support for the Maxi-cab version of the 

Nightbus. 
 

o Can we check on condition of travellers  
(intoxication) not just tickets. 

 
o Money better invested in getting people 

home safely. “Corridors for safe walking 
/ cycling” 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
TAXIS 
“No taxis a the Darby Street rank at 11pm and 
12am” 
 
“Taxi Viability business is down with the 
introduction of lock-outs” 
  
 “Not all taxi drivers want to work the Friday and 
Saturday night shift” 
 

 
 
 
o Need a co-ordinated plan for Darby St. 
o Ranks…noise away from residential 

 
o Regulated and controlled taxi ranks and 

more of them. 
 

o Control cost of taxi plates to balance costs 
to meet the community’s need. 

 
o Patrons feel safe being delivered door to 

door at night 
 

o Grant special licences for drivers who work 
the peak period Friday and Saturday nights 

Hire Cars 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Closing Times 
Venues currently close around the same time, 
putting intoxicated people out onto the street at the 
same time. 
 
 
 
 
 
Food Outlets 
Violence can happen when patrons on way to or at 
food outlets in the early hours. 

o Allow hire cars to accept special licence for 
taxi style service in peak Friday/Saturday 
nights and for special events. 

o Only region in NSW that cannot pick 
patrons up off the street. 

o Get people home in a controlled 
environment. All premises have guards at 
the rank. 

o Hire cars have no security back-up. Taxis 
have GPS and camera back to base. 

o Share ranks with taxi on peak nights and 
special events 

 
 
 
o Stagger closing times with alcohol sales 

finishing at 3am. Allow patrons to remain 
at venue for up to one hour with 
entertainment. Patrons are then in a 
supervised environment. This allows a 
stream of taxis and transport to service 
patrons. 

 
 

o “Food outlets to shut when venues shut” 
 
 
 
 
 

Scribes summary:  
 

 1 Combined use of taxis & hire cars at peak times  
 2 Late night transport systems – in partnership with closing times 
 3 Stagger closing times to allow people to be moved 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Quotes from the Tablecloths  

 
“Stop Pre-loaded out-of-towners to Newcastle” 
 
“Don’t worry about fare evasion on Friday and Sat nights…concentrate on safety” 
 
“Enforcement of anti-social behaviour is totally inadequate” 
 
NCC take more responsibility for ENFORCEMENT of behaviour on transport…acceptable to the 
community” 
 
“Corridors for safe walking / cycling” 
 
 
 
“Train guards now too afraid to leave their compartment” 
 
“Venues safer, improved atmosphere and people will not migrate” 
 
“Taxi Rank noise away from residential” 
 
PRESINCTS –  

(i) Town 
(ii) Hamilton 
(iii) Darby Street 

Cohesive movement between…not walking..organisation and security. 
 



 

 

“Turn back pre-loaders at the Transport mode- breathalyse them” 
 

 



 

 

 
TABLE 3 Theme:  SAFETY 
What would help people to feel safer in the city at night? Scribe: Adam Gilligan 
 agilligan@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
 
Status of Newcastle Mall at 6pm Saturday. 

o “Terrifying” 
o “Lumber Yard is Dark” 

 
o No clear-lit, safe and well-signposted 

night pathways. 
 

o Lights are above awnings, lit for cars, 
not for people. 

 
 
Environment on Hunter St 

o Young people congregate, seek out 
drunk people, underage kids, 
vulnerable?  (15-21 problem age) 

o Licensed venues that target the young 
are a problem, residents have 
expectations 

 
o Lack of public toilets leads to urination 

in the streets. 
 

o Lighting between Darby and Auckland 
St bus stops compounds a long wait for 
buses.  

o No safe non-alcohol place to wait. 
 

o Theatre goers walk into traffic for 
safety. 

 
o Empty buildings /look bad are treated as 

toilets, it sends a message that no-one 
cares. 

 
o Urination on the way to venues. Clubs 

need to enforce Responsible Service of 
Alcohol ( RSA) 

 
o Licensees too afraid to report to police. 

Due to consequences. Often get 
bouncers to deal with it, can get out of 
hand. 

 

 
o More people in the city– safer feeling 
o More activity 
o CCTV 
o Power in volume of people 
o More lighting 
o Less dark corners 

 
 
 
 
 
 

o Bus solutions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

o More toilets 
 
 

o Improve lighting 
o Turn on extra lighting by motion 

sensors or by request of residents, lead 
to co-operation and community 
responsibility. 

o Safety is perceived. Passive 
surveillance increases safety, shoptop 
housing to increase surveillance 

o Fix Lindsay St lights - not a solution by 
itself. 

 
 

o Bright lighting outside vacant buildings 
 
 
 

o Convictions difficult, policed by Office 
or Liquor Gaming and Racing (OLGR), 
long observations required. 



 

 

Issues raised Suggestions 
 
Funding Issues 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Newcastle Intervention 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Police: 

o Presence needs to be increased. Short 
term initiatives see a reduction in 
alcohol related incidents, but the 
problem is back 2-3 weeks later. 

 
o User Pays Policing: 
o Works well at McDonald’s, large events 

like Fat as Butter. 
 

o Suggest a zero tolerance of this 
behaviour would lead to small 
percentage of repeat offenders 

 
Security: 

o Security powers are limited, they can 
patrol the area or vicinity of the venue 
or event, but have no power. 

 
o Better training of security staff at 

venues, they pass the problem of 
evicted patrons onto Taxis who are 
unsupported and working alone.  

 
o This ratio of more drunk people: driver 

is increased with mini-buses, need 
security for drivers and taxi rank 
locations. 

 
 

o 30% less crime and violence related to 
alcohol in Area Regional Command, 
but a 50-80% reduction in hotel trade. 
Reduction in patronage, both out of 
town and NCC patrons. 

 
 

o Assaults around Fanny’s and the Civic, 
these are popular areas but are not well 
lit. 



 

 

Quotes from tablecloths: 
General Safety 
“Individual responsibility .. should be talking about industry responsibility, eg inappropriate 
promotion of grog and binge drinking to young people.” 
 
“Enforce alcohol free places – currently a joke.” 
 
“Council failed to consult with local residents before Fat as Butter” 
 
“Lets not forget Binge Drinking and excessive intoxication is the major source of alcohol related 
violence and anti-social behaviour,…therefore we must target to reduce excessive intoxication on 
the supplyside” 
“capacity of venues – causing issues” 
“more police presence” 
 
“Licensed events and premises have insurance, private functions do not have insurance” 
 
“Not just the suburbs of Newcastle and Hamilton but the total LGA” 
 
“Turn the Mall into an entertainment HUB, more restaurants/cafes/bars” 
 
Transport Safety 
 “Bus stops/ no alternative activities” 
“Public transport – safety of all passengers” 
“Moving between venues” 
“Transport facilities..security on trains” 
 
“Taxi Driving in Newcastle would be the worst…except the picking up.” 
 
“More taxis please” 
 
 
 
Lighting and Safety 
 
“Turn on by motion sensors or by request of residents, lead to co-operation and community 
responsibility” 
“Safety is perceived.” 
“Passive surveillance increases safety” 
“Shoptop housing to increase surveillance” 
 
“well marked and lit pathways” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Safety and education/ Drugs? 
“Is there a strength difference in hydroponic pot and the old version of pot?” 
“Lockout- people loitering on streets” 
 
Responsibilty: 
“Safety of the residents and the community should be number one” 
“Those that cause harm to themselves should pay own medical bills” 
“Those that cause damage to others property and community assets should pay the bill” 
“At hospital those that are intoxicated should be treated after everyone else is satisfied and 
attended to” 
 
“This seemed to be another talkfest and covered things beyond the scope and ability of NCC” 
 
“Alcohol events are only one of the Newcastle at Night activities ..what about all the others? 
Workers 
Services 
Food / eateries 
Library / Art gallery 
Walking 
Night Tourism 
Window Shopping 
Late Night Retail 
Grog is only a very small part of the Newcastle LGA at night..its over services.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Police and Newcastle Council? Or command?  Refuse to engage and consult with local residents 
– keep pi**in in the pockets of rich hotels. “ 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Compliance: 
“ RSA policing – bar staff need to be more responsible,  cut off the drinks at the source” 
 
“take back the streets” 
 

 



 

 
 
 

 
TABLE 4 Theme:  INFRASTRUCTURE 
How can the built environment help reduce crime, anti-social behavior etc, and increase a 
feeling of safety?  
Scribe: Anglea McGrath amcgrath@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
 
Safety audits 
 
Previously closed meetings. 
Police conducted day and night audits but no 
information publicised. 
 
Seems to be some confusion in the 
categorisation of the main offenders whether 
they are intoxicated patrons or bystanders? 
 
 
Taxis and what infrastructure could support 
them? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CCTV 
“The Mall has improved during daylight hours, 
but nothing has improved at night” 
 
“If people know they are being watched they 
should behave better” 
 
 
 
Other initiative suggestions 
“When walking in a small group in isolation 
you can be prone to assault” 

 
o Safety audit needed in problem areas 
o Need to keep the invitation open to 

community members 
o Feedback should be given to public 

 
 

o Information on main offender 
demographics to help design initiatives 

 
 

o Taxi service is best when the queues are 
managed and security is present. The 
secure rank at King Sreet hotel was 
recognised. 

 
o Good support for extending the taxi 

voucher initiative to more venues. 
 

o Safety for passengers by cordoning the 
queue from the kerbside. 

 
o Pedestrian fencing in the middle of 

King Street to stop dangerous crossing. 
 
 
 

o CCTV needs to be proactive not 
reactive. Used to anticipate and ward 
off problems not to witness events after 
the fact and react. Use more and 
monitored. 

o Shoptop housing 
o Increase restaurant and cafes for passive 

surveillance. 
 

o Food vans could alleviate the isolation 
in some areas. 

o Close pubs earlier 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

o Guides to show people around and to 
walk with people to venues. 

o Mobile police stations 
 

 
Parking infrastructure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transport 
 
 
 
Lighting as infrastructure 
Lighting is a pain for residents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Layout of entertainment 
‘Newcastle is a violent place” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
o Parking infrastructure should be equal 

for all parts of town 
o Parking meters should be present 

everywhere or nowhere 
o “ Lights.  People. Vigilance.” 

 
 
 
 

o Transport infrastructure needs to 
radically improve – add bus routes on 
Wharf Rd on Friday and Saturday 
nights 

 
 
 

o Consideration should be taken when 
choosing types of lights-brightness 

o Certain spaces need to be altered to 
create a feeling of safety and attract 
more people. 

o Create people friendly spaces. 
 
 

o Location of venues and police station 
should be re-visited. 

o Need for community involvement in 
city activities…nightvans built. 

o Create a sense of excitement and 
reclaim the streets…(livesites) 

 
Scribes summary:  
 

 All about creating people-friendly spaces  
 

1. 1create feeling of safety – lights/people/activity 
2.  CCTV – to be monitored 
3. Taxi ranks – purpose built - managed 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

Quotes and photos from tables 

 
 

“unmonitored CCTV does not work” 
 

 
 
 

“Transport infrastructure” 
“Lighting needs to radically improve” 

“Bus routes on fri/sat nights along wharf road” 



 

 
 
 

   
“Make venues safe zones 

Lighting, Entertainment, Cabs, Buses, Security” 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
“Were the assaults in venues or on the streets?” 

“Close pubs earlier” 
“Underage more of the problem on the streets” 

“Where do they get alcohol?” 



 

 

TABLE 5 Theme:  ENFORCEMENT 1 
How can law enforcement, alcohol free zones, and the responsible service of alcohol legislation 
be adapted to improve the management of alcohol related anti-social behavior? 
Scribe: Barbara Heaton bheaton@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
 
Issues raised SUMMARY Suggestions 
 
People 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agencies: 
POLICE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Venues/Licensees 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NCC 
 
 
 
 
 
Transport 
 
 
 
 
 
Security and Personnel 
 
 
 
 
 

 
o People should be out and about to stop 

anti-social behaviour, we need more 
people in the city. 

 
o How do we stop young people coming 

into the city TO drink and not go home 
 
 

o Support POLICE and the enforcement 
of alcohol free zones 

o “Broaden our thinking to include drug-
use, very prevalent” 

o Better deployment and visibility 
o “Walk the beat” 

 
 

o Levy on licensee for serving people 
who are already drunk 

o Venues need to be closer together – 
density of entertainment venues 

o RSA laws not strong enough 
o Onus on individuals to name and shame 

 
 

o No penalty for drinking in Alcohol Free 
Zones 

o “Tip outs” don’t work 
o  Fines need to be implemented 

 
CCTV – co-ordinate efforts and support Police 
 

o Breathalyse at transport and at off-
licence 

o More trains, smaller number of 
carriages and better resourcing for 
security on platform and trains. 

 
 
 

o Active Security at venues – not just 
licence/ID scanning 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Scribes Summary: 

 1  Responsible service of alcohol – stronger rules, greater enforcement  
 

 2  Pre-loading – also related to alcohol free zones 
 

 3  Is there a need for more smaller venues? 
 
Photos from tables 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

TABLE 6 & 12 Theme:  ALCOHOL SUPPLY 
Does the way alcohol is supplied adversely affect anti-social behavior?  What could be done to 
change this - where, when, by whom etc – to reduce the impact of alcohol related issues? 
Scribe: Barney Langford (6) blangford@ncc.nsw.gov.au and Deb Alterator (12) 
dalterator@ncc.gov.au 
 
 
Issues raised -  Suggestions 
 
 
Changes to the supply of alcohol 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Style of Venues 
“Enjoying music without the “yobbo” element” 
“Style of Honeysuckle venues very successful” 
 
 
 
 
 
Education in the community 

o Bigger issue than just anti-social on the 
street 

o The social impact on domestic issues 
o Family education around alcohol starts 

at home. 
o Culture of binge drinking and youth 

 
 
Secondary Supply 
 

o Cheap alcohol can be purchased at off-
licence to pre-load 

 
o Supermarket promotion of alcohol is 

normalising 
 

o 70 % of consumption used to be at 
venues, it is now 70% elsewhere, but 
still coming onto the streets. 

 
 

o Limit supply of % strength of alcohol 
o Limit supply with early closing of 

venues and functions 
o Reduce trading hours of off-licence 

suppliers. 
o Density of venues 
o Add $ levy to licence venues (happy to 

pass on to drink $) to pay for proper 
enforcement 

 
 
 
 

o Style of trading makes an impact: 
o Introduce a variety of venues and styles 
o Variety of night entertainment like 

theatre events  
o Have more events and activities that are 

alcohol prohibited 
 
 

o Balance of messages in the community. 
Alcohol sales and entertainment are 
LEGITIMATE businesses 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

o Raise the price of alcohol so venues and 
bottlos weigh out more fairly 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
o RSA issues, increase continuing 

education and standards for security 
personnel to recognise intoxication.  

 
o Introduce independent RSA Marshalls 

 
o Packaging in safe non glass for off-

licence 
 

o Bottleshops - ID monitoring for hard 
spirits like what they do with drugs a 
the chemist combined with higher 
prices for canned drinks etc 

 
 

 
Scribes Summary: 

  1 Density and opening hours & RSA(increase price, opening hours, stronger    
enforcement) 
 2 Secondary supply (greater policing of bottleshops, secondary sales) 
 3 Parental responsibility – greater emphasis 
 4 Changes to supply – limiting % of alcohol, increased price etc 
 5 Change to outlets – “sit & talk” versus  “stand and drink” 
 6 Education re: domestic issues – not just on the streets – educate community re this. 

 
 
 
Quotes from Tables: 
“raise the price of alcohol so venues and bottlos weigh out more fairly” 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 

“Bottleshop - ID monitoring for hard spirits like what they do with drugs a the chemist combined 
with higher prices for canned drinks etc” 

 

 
 
“Consequences for doing the wrong thing” 
 
“Put responsibility back on premises. Don’t let people in if they’re drunk”. Don’t serve them if 
they are drunk.” 
 



 

 

 
 
 
  
“Bottle shops are major supplier to the wide community where as pubs can only be in set 
locations” 
 
“Have more events and activities that are alcohol prohibited” 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

“Independent RSA Marshalls to enforce rather than bar staff or bouncers who are too easily 
compromised and biased” 

 
“Add $ levy to licence venues (happy to pass on to drink $) to pay for proper enforcement” 

 
“Prohibiting shots does not prevent violence. It is not the girls having tequila that are causing 

fights, it’s the guys drinking a thousand beers” 
 



 

 

TABLE 7 Theme:  COLLABORATION/COORDINATION BETWEEN ALL 
Are the agencies and service providers involved in these issues all working well together?  How 
could they share knowledge and coordinate their efforts to be more effective? 
Scribe: James Marshall  jmarshall@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
Working relationship between Police and 
Hotel owners 
 
 
 
Liquor Accords and  membership 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Consultation between agencies and residents 
 
 
 
 
Funding of collaboration and co-ordination 
 
 
 
 
 
NCC Communication with residents 
 
 
 
 
 
Parents and Young Adults 
 
 
 
 
 

o Forum/meeting between Police and 
Hotels 

 
 
 

o Preloading is a significant issues. Need 
to include off-licence and bottle shops 
into the Newcastle liquor accord. 
Compulsory membership of the accord 
with to maintain liquor licence. 

o Accords work through goodwill but 
have no power…change this through 
legislation. 

o Some avenue for resident to address and 
meet with the accord from time to time. 
Good relationships/ shared goals 

 
 
 

 
o Add consultative process between 

residents/council and agencies - a forum 
that includes all. 

 
 

o Provide adequate funding for co-
ordination and collaboration between all 
stakeholder – BUDGET 

 
 
 

o Better Communication with Residents  
o Increase Density => increase harm 
o Reduce density => reduce harm” 

 
 
 

o acknowledge that collaboration/ 
communication within families on 
alcohol related issues is important. (see 
quote below) 

 
 

  



 

 

 
Scribes Summary: 

 1 Relationship between residents, council, police & OLGR (including planning 
         &  enforcement of licenses)  

 2  Liquor accord – working well, should be strengthened with compulsory  
                membership, more support 

 3 Funding & support for all agencies 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 



 

 

TABLE 8  Theme:  REGULATION & SOCIAL ISSUES 
Is Government effective in its attempt to regulate the issues, the venues, development, 
enforcement etc? How could it be improved? 
  Scribe: Maree Lowes  mlowes@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
 
Regulation 
Too political 
No support form court system 
 
 
Council regulation 
Continual breaking of the DA – noise issues 
 (operational) 
“NCC has no effective policies in relation to 
late trading licence premises  (small bar issue)” 
 
 
Cafes are overcrowded with BYO alcohol, 
not adhering to regulation 
 
 
 
Responsibility for Dispersement and Density 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transport  
“No buses in Wednesday after 12pm”. 
“Wednesday is another big night in Newcastle, 
student night” 
 
“Taxi won’t stop when walking on way home – 
not at cab rank. 
 
Personal responsibility 
 
 
 
 
 

 
o Council Police OLGR need more legal 

powers 
o More support from judicial system 
o More regulation to enforce the 

problems on the street, 
 

 
o NCC staff should work after hours to 

enforce the DA condition. 
o No new approval of venues until policy 

improves. 
 

 
o Better enforcement of regulations 
o Stronger enforcement of responsible 

service of alcohol.  
 
o Venue operator should be accountable 

for the dispersement of patrons 
 

o Police used to walk through pubs and 
disperse patrons. 

 
 
In high density alcohol premises – employ 
security to ensure patrons leave area. 

 
 

o Address shortage of public transport on 
busy nights 

o Start education earlier 
 
 
 
 

o Individual issue – need to regulate from 
peers/family values/ parents? 

o Breathalyse test before you go into 
premises, if intoxicated,  refuse entry 

 
 



 

 

Are we over-regulated? 
 
 
 
 

o Security too harsh – causes 
confrontation and aggression 

o Interagency co-operation to work better 
together 

 
 
Social Issues 
 
“Populations of inner city Newcastle is mostly 
retirees” 
 
“No star riots in the current generation” 
 
Enforcement 
“Underage drinking – no penalties enforced for 
underage drinking.” 
 
‘Perception of low-grade anti-social behaviour 
– groups (gangs) in 20-30s years owning 
streets, intimidating and disrespectful of 
women.” 
 
“No coffee to buy when visit Civic Theatre” 
“Wheeler Place is under utilised.” 
 
 
 

 
o Need more niche venues 
o More cafes 
o More restaurants 

 
 

o More event encompassing interests for 
teenagers. 

o Deter underage drinking, enforce more 
through parents 

 
 

o More people 
 
 
 

o Vendors and late night providers 
o Spread the venues over the city not just 

hot spots 
o Better urban design 

 
 
 

 
Scribes Summary: 
 

 1    Too much regulation? 
 

 2    Councils and agencies work together 
 

 3    Enforcement of penalty for underage drinking in public spaces 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Quotes from tables 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

TABLE 9  Theme:  LARGE EVENTS 
Are large events adequately managed, controlled, publicised, enforced, fenced etc to control 
anti-social behavior? What could be done to reduce issues? 
Scribe: Anna Kasper  akasper@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
 
Top 3 Issues: 
 

1. More large events – diversity of 
activity/age groups/locations 

2. Proper planning – with responsibility 
clear for: licensing, security, noise, 
transport, etc 

3. More tolerance of diverse 
interests/types of people  

 
 
 
Event Planning 
 
Can we have more alcohol free events?  
Do we have to have alcohol with everything? 
Whole city should not be punished for 
behaviour of some, what about well-behaved 
people who wish to participate in night-time 
economy? 
 
Never enough: 

o Transport 
o Police 
o Taxis 

 
“Puts pressure on one neighbourhood” 
 
 
What is a large event examples 
(Australia Day, FAB, Foreshore, New Year’s 
Eve, Monster Trucks at Showground) 
 
Fat as Butter (FAB) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

o Jazz/Opera/Art/ Music/film/ comedy– 
outdoor please and/or multi venue 
dispersed throughout the city. 
SURFEST and summer outdoor movies 
are good. 

o Open Cultural facilities at night – Art 
Gallery, Museum etc. 

o We want more noise in the city: we live 
here. 

o Proactive Policing and return of the 
mini-bus. 

 
 

o Security and RSA should be the 
responsibility of the promoter. 

o Recruitment of security guards not just 
tyre-kickers (ie uninformed community 
members). 

o Proper advertising of the expectations 
of the event. (duration, streets affected) 

 
o Single point of responsibility works 

well. The events which go wrong – eg 
Australia Day, New Year’s Eve, are run 
by Council, lots of things on, not well-
run. 

 
 
 

o “Well collaborated, coaches too far 
away places, not close to transport. 
Sound barriers.” 

 
o “I believe that FAB was a cynical 

experience, new management in 
Council, wanted to prove muscle and 
force the event on us at Wickham.”  

o Huge police presence with horses and 
dogs.  

 
o “Maryville pub..Lewis St supplied 

grog” 



 

 

FAB continued -  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the cost-benefits of Large Events for 
the city? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Public Events/ Celebrations/ 
Australia Day 
 
“2010 was shocking: dramas, underage 
destruction. NCC should have had Alcohol 
Free Zones. Mismanaged day.” 
 
Business owner commented that the evacuation 
of young people to Sydney and Melbourne is 
saddening.  People know what to expect of 
large events in Sydney and go there and take 
their dollars with them. 

o Organiser spent $130K on security and 
police on the event – to meet council 
rules. 

 
o Issues with pee, noise, vomit, 

disturbance lasted a week. 
 

o Mid strength alcohol works best, you 
are there for the music. 

 
o Music students commented that the 

event was well-run. NCC bent over 
backwards to accommodate.  

 
o “Not many such events available. 

Perhaps community is frightened of 
young people?” 

 
o Disaster for close residents – haven’t 

been able to report what happened after. 
o Noise to 110db spikes 

 
o “Event is for 6 hours out of 365 days.” 

 
o “4 carloads from Gunnedah, bringing 

$$ to the town, best event in Newcastle 
ever” 

 
 

o Consider the effect on City residents 
o Residents in the streets surrounding 

event 
o Quality of acts 
o Participants 
o Tourism and travellers coming to city 

for special events, revenue they 
generate 

 
 
 
 

o Will council consider St Kilda 
initiative, events Catering for up to 
200k people, closed all bottle shops but 
not restaurants/pubs on Australia Day? 

 
o Need to advertise Australia Day as a 

family event, as real Australian Culture 
not as an Alcoholic Australian Culture. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tourism potential: not attracting enough 
private sector/contractor events  
 
 
Comments on small events 
Lizottes (King’s Theatre – Lambton) very 
successful with courtesy bus for 8kms radius of 
venue – they’ll drop you home. Suburb-based. 
“live and local” 
 

o 6 Panthers concert events sold out..rules 
are known when you get there… they 
practice good event management. 

 
o Taxi drivers invest $250k in industry. 

 
o Attract Cruise ships, but what will there 

be for them to do or see? 
 

o Expand on local talent available 
o ’98,’99 study found Newcastle has 

more musicians per capita than any 
other city in Australia – TAFE study. 

o Expand on Music Week concept, ABC 
music awards. 

 
 
 
Unite more small bar licence venues, alternate 
closing times 

 
 
Scribe’s summary 
The message from the table, in 4 rounds, was that the events which are not going well, 
which get out of hand, are mostly the ones run by Council – Australia Day and New 
Years Eve (NYE) are named. Privately run events have a single organisation responsible 
– so therefore problems can be prevented by planning and preparation (eg security, 
advertising, transport, licensing, etc), or followed up with known organisation. 
 
 
 



 

 

Quotes from Tablecloths: 
 
“inadequate reporting from previous events in order to learn from past mistakes” 
 
“need for medium sized events like Cultural Stomp…bar kept people in - they didn’t 
mingle..therefore the next year it was alcohol free” 
 
“Collaboration between retailers, council, law enforcement, to create safe, family friendly events 
which can supply alcohol..eg Sydney St Patrick’s Day” 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 

TABLE 10  Theme:  THE MIX OF NIGHT TIME OFFERINGS 
Would a different mix of venues or activities in different locations improve the dynamic in the 
city to reduce anti-social behavior? Are empty buildings an issue? 
Scribe: Deborah Lisson  dlisson@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
 
Lack of mix of activities 
“Beautiful city and harbour but people not 
game to go there” 
 
Safety 
“People feel unsafe so will avoid going there eg 
Hunter St” 
Lighting and Security are an issue 
 
 
Access and Density 
“when nothing is open, people hang out and 
bring alcohol” 
Empty Buildings – Pumphouse at Carrington, 
Post Office in Inner City – use iconic buildings 
- doesn’t have to be commercial 
“Not allowed to hangout at the Foreshore – 
lack of places to be” (does not mean alcohol 
just people getting together) 
 
 
 
Cultural Shift 
Things for young people to go to that do not 
include alcohol – e.g. the Loft 
“Come out of Tower cinema and there is 
nowhere to go for coffee and cake” 
 
Take focus off just drinking 
 
“Everything closes in town at 5pm.Cannot get 
coffee after 10pm” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

o Having shops, public buildings open 
later at night 

o Activating city areas e.g. markets 
o Some non-commercial activities  
o Good example of safer street feel – 

Darby St 
o Passive surveillance 

 
o Bring more events, things to do, 

(Livesites) 
o Don’t expect one thing to meet all 

needs. Different views and opinions – 
not just one view 

o Forced to use large, licensed venues, 
lacks diversity and choice 

o Different curfews for different venues 
 
 
 
 
An entertainment precinct with variety of 
options 

o Food  
o Music 
o Pictures / Cinema 
o Mix 
o If alcohol is present have good security 
o Venues featuring original music 

performances 
 

o Extend Darby St vibrancy in to the 
inner city eg Jazz Bar 

 
o Longworth –Scott St good example 

 
o Renew Newcastle – an example of 

activated spaces 



 

 

 
Good communication about the issue 
“don’t like Nightime Economy as a term – it is 
community culture and social life”.  Economy 
implies money has to be involved – it is as 
restrictive as alcohol having to be involved 
 
NCC approving development inappropriately – 
rigid risk assessments 
 
Diminished co-operation between licensed 
premises and residents 
 
 
 
 
Scribes summary 

 1 need for more diversification – live music, jazz bars, coffee, etc etc. 
 2 balance of activity and residential demands (improved cooperation) 
 3 Need for a cultural shift – do we want an entertainment precinct? 

Quotes from tablecloths: 
 
“Residents are shutting our city down” 
 
“Follow Adelaide’s example and give all new potential city residents an audio CD of REAL LIFE 
SOUNDS of the city and what to expect” 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
“Extend Darby St” 
“Using public spaces - using what is already there” 
 
“RENEW Newcastle..YAY..immediate” 
 
“Shops open later….need people around” 
 
“small one off bar licences” 
 

  
 

 



 

 

TABLE 11 Theme:  Enforcement  2 
Scribe:  Kevin Fernandez 
kfernandez@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
 
 
 
Issues raised Suggestions 
Enforcement – who is responsible? 
 

- underage drinking in public spaces 
- fear of confrontation 
- Alcohol Free Zones 

 
 
 
Pre Loading 
- Purchasing alcohol from off-licence and 
bottle shops and consuming in public spaces 
until intoxicated 
 
 
Personal responsibility 
Accountability of the individual for intoxicated 
behaviour and anti-social behaviour 
Including: 
Australia Day 2010 
Underage selling by bottle shops 
Drinking on trains and buses 
 
 
RSA 
Admitting underage patrons into venues 
“intoxication on licensed premises should be a 
breach of the law” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Closing Times NCC Development 
Applications (DA) and events issues 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

o Visible enforcement – Police – 
proactive policing 

o Contact between security and police 
o Introduce and enforce real penalties for 

drinking in alcohol free zones. 
 
 

o Review bottle shop trading hours 
o Limit on purchases at bottle shops 

 
 
 
 

o Education and cultural expectation of 
behaviour 

o Penalties not strong enough to deter 
behaviour 

o Need for cultural shift 
 
 
 
 

o Take the alcohol off them and send 
them home, out of the city. 

o Support and extend responsibility to 
venue security staff  

o Penalties not strong enough to change 
people’s behaviour” 

 
o Enforcement of DA conditions by 

council officers 
 

o Events must follow formal planning 
conditions and regulations” 

o An issue for all agencies, public to 
lobby and support the increase in 
resources for enforcement of agencies 
responsible 

 
 
 



 

 

Enforcement (resourcing of) 
Two different acts for drinking Alcohol Free 
Areas and Alcohol Free Zones 
 
 
 
Compensation for victim of Alcohol related 
crime 
 
Alcoholism – a much bigger social problem 
Transport 
 

 
o Lobby towards something bigger from 

today. Improve legislation – stronger 
and also provide Police with more 
resources state-wide. 

 
o Support for agencies to tackle the 

problem. 
 
 

o Do not allow drinking on trains. 

 
 
Scribes summary 

 1 Who is responsible for what – greater understanding re: AFZ, AFA’s  –  also   
                  stronger powers for enforcement 

 2 Pre-loading – enforcement extended towards bottle shops 
 3 Accountability of the individual (education, communication etc) 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
“enforcement/compliance of DA’s for premises” 
 

  
 
“Radio communication between security ( venue) and Police” 
Follow up comment from separate participants  -“Can they respond? Enough resources?” 



 

 

  
 
Comment 1: “penalties not strong enough to change people’s behaviour” 
Comment 2: “$11,000” 
 

  
 
“personal responsibility” 



 

 

  
 
“acknowledge and cater for alcoholism as a symptom and result of culture/society, boredom, 
disability etc. Solutions: more entertainment, more support for those who drink to escape”  
 

  
 
“stronger penalties from courts” 



 

 

   
 

  
 
“Need for cultural shift” 



 

 

   
 

   
 



 

 

   
 

  



 

 

  
 
 

   
 



 

 

   
 
 
 

  
 



 

 

  
 
 

   
 



 

 

  
 
“intoxication on licensed premises should be a breach of the law” 
  

   
 



 

 

   
“underage/young people drinking in public spaces misbehaving” 
 

 
 
“AFZ and enforcement of,: 

o Penalties for ignoring AFZ, 
o Issues to licensed premises, 
o bottleshop trading hours” 
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